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Introduction & Acknowledgement 

 

Dear Sangat’ji, 

 
With the divine grace of Dhan Dhan Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji, we are pleased to share the 2nd edition of the 
Healing Kirtan Veechar document. 
 
We have been blessed with the Healing Kirtan and Veechar since 22nd March 2020 when the UK went into 
lockdown due to the COVID-19 pandemic. 

 
With the lockdown in the UK and almost everywhere else in the world, we were not able to visit our beloved 
Gurdwaras or places of worship. Online Kirtan and Veechar was the only way to provide the much needed 
support to many. 

 
Initially the sessions were only broadcast live on Facebook. With support of the Tuhi Tuhi Parivaar, the 
supporting comments and growth of the Sangat, we have been able to broadcast on Youtube as well. The 
Parivaar started connecting, making friends all around the world and now regularly communicate and support 
each other via the comments and messaging. 

 
As the Sangat became familiar with the format, many started putting in additional effort and providing Seva by 
guiding others to the page references and meaning of the Shabads through the comments section on both 
platforms. Others started providing short synopsis at the end of every session. Such initiatives and feedback 
from the Sangat provided the amazing encouragement to keep the sessions on- going. 

 
This document has been the initiative of two beloved members of our Parivaar, Prerna Sujan Ji and Prabhjot 
Butalia Ji who have worked tirelessly for many long hours to document the Healing sessions.  
 
Unfortunately, we have not been able to include the wonderful Seva by another member, Kawalmeet Reen Ji, 
who has also been working away to add the timings of the Shabads in each recording.  We will endeavour to 
include this in the next release.  
 
We are pleased to share their work on all Kirtan Veechar up to 31st Dec 2020,  at total of 260 Diwans and hope 
you will acknowledge and appreciate their effort. 
 
Disclaimer 

On a final note, Sangat’Ji, this work has been prepared with utmost care and deliberation to include the topics 
covered during the Veechar sessions. It is not meant to be an interpretation of our Gurbani and must not be 
read as such. 
 
The material is available for personal use and not for re-sale or commercial use. It must be used in its entirety and 
in conjunction with the audio / video recordings of the session it is referring to. 
 
Please feel free to provide your feedback and share your blessings with the two wonderful people who have 
made this possible. 
 
Yours Humbly, 

 
Veer Manpreet Singh,  
Tuhi-Tuhi Always 
January 2021 
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Day 1 Need To Heal Our Souls 

 

Sunday, 22 March 2020 01:46:57 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wo_u-YZHXKE  

 

1) We are facing the Challenge of Covid 19 crisis 

2) Our Planet needs time to heal just as human beings need to restore strength and energy from time to 
time. 

3) Mother Nature is being abused. Animals and plants are complying with Divine laws. Global 
warming is having an impact on human life. 

4) Human beings need to heal their souls now and strengthen the immune system of their bodies. It is also 
an opportune moment to bond with our families during this forced isolation. 

5) Fear makes us weak. Bhau and Bharosa, bhau means fear, bharosa means faith. 

6) Acronym for Faith - Full assurance in trusting Him. ‘Him’ stands for Divine consciousness - 
Waheguru Nirankar. 

7) 51:44 It is upto us whether we want to live in fear or cultivate Faith (Bharosa) in our Nirankar 
Waheguru. “Jis ke sir Upar tu Swami, so dukh kaise pave.” 

8) We must make an effort to improve our emotional and mental health with the power of Naam and 
Shabad. 

9) 53:39 Guruji gives us assurance and those who are attuned to the Love for the Divine are released from 
the cycle of birth and death. 

10) No one can erase the grace given to us by Guruji. Kirtan, Simran and Sewa are like Pillars of a solid house. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Waheguru Jaap 

Ang 749 SGGS Ji - Sabh Thae Vaddaa Sathigur Naanak Jin Kal Raakhee Maeree 

Geet: Mere Satguru ji tussi mehar karo 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wo_u-YZHXKE
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Day 2 Significance of Simran and Jaap 

 

Monday, 23 March 2020 01:24:00 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nCxHuYmiZz0  

 

1) Simran helps to transform our human intellect into Divine Intellect. Confidence and Ego are different. 
EGO stands for edging God out. 

2) When we say “I can do it” it reflects our confidence, but if we say “Only I can do it”, it depicts our ego. 

3) Brahm Veechar – Mann tu jot sarup hai, apna mool pacchaan. 

4) Meditation on Mantra Jaap in the first few minutes enables our mind’s frequency to connect with Divine 
frequency, in order to heal us. Sarbat da bhalla. 

5) Appreciate five people in your life. To bless someone, gives chardi kalaan to you. It is a technique 
to ask for blessings for others. 

 

IMPORTANCE OF NITNEM 

 

1) Emphasis on doing Nitnem: 5 paaths 

2) “Mitha bol” politeness in conversation will not hurt others 

3) Gurmukh (Divine virtues) and Manmukh (full of vices), Sanctuary (sharan of Satguru) - Satguru Mille te 
gurmat paiye, jo Guru kahe so hee phall mano. 

4) We should take the sharan of Guruji’s teachings and apply them on the level of our thoughts, deeds and 
actions. Mention of Sant Ishar Singh ji and Sant Puran Singh ji. 

5) Mann (mind) bach (words) karam (actions). We have to abandon Bhau (fear) and cultivate Bharosa 
(faith), Jam nahi aave nedhe. 

6) Nitnem during self-isolation, in fact it is spiritual isolation. 

7) Start doing paath, from all Baanis and recite loudly 

8) Do not compromise with the Creator for the creation. Failing to do this, we will have to face unhappiness 
and illnesses might manifest in our bodies. 

 

 

Shabads Recited 

Waheguru Simran 

Ang 1358 SGGS Ji - Hae Saran Jog Dhayaaleh Dheenaa Naathh Mayaa Karo 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nCxHuYmiZz0
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Day 3 Importance of Sadh Sangat  

 

Tuesday, 24 March 2020 01:22:51 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d1rnT0AX7HY  

 

1) Sarab rog ka Auk had Naam (set of Shabads) PDF format link shared with Sadh Sangat. 

2) Jaap of Gurudev mantra. 

3) Virtual Satsang, sitting in the lap of Guruji from all over the world 

4) Special Diwan: Bin bhag satsang na labbe. To sit in a holy congregation with Sadh Sangat you need to be 
fortunate and blessed. Congregation is the Lap of Guru ji. 

5) Sitting in the Lap of Sadh Sangat is compared to a small child sitting in the lap of parents seeking comfort 
and warmth. 

6) Guru ka Sikh goes to the gurudwara to reflect/analyse himself. Without self–analysis, self- realization is 
difficult. We get to realize our own virtues and vices. Virtues enable us to become more humble. 

7) Matt vich rattan jawar manak je ik guru ki sikh sune. Divine virtues are precious diamonds, Kirtan is 
nirmolak heera. A person with compassionate nature, has manifested divine virtues. 

8) When we focus on outward actions of others, we concentrate on their vices and not virtues. Guruji 
tells us not to criticize others. 

9) What or whom we focus on, we tend to become like that. 

10) Satguru is mata, pita, brother, friend. We should surrender to Satguru. Sangat becomes lap of Satguru. 

11) During self-isolation or spiritual isolation, we should enjoy Baani Ras/Kirtan/Naam. 

12) After listening, singing and doing Veechar, emotional tears start flowing. Vibrations of energy 
resonate in each and every cell of the body as we sit in the Lap of Sadh Sangat ji. 

13) PDF link shared with Sangat online. 

14) Bharosa will be cultivated and bhau will be dispelled 

15) Mera baid guru gobinda – as bhakts when we come into the sanctuary of Guruji, we come with Faith 
(Bharosa) trust and surrender. Guruji is my physician who gives me the medicine of Naam. 

16) Gurbani teaches us to share. “vand ke chakkna“, caring for others’ wellbeing. It teaches us to cultivate 
acceptance. When we sing, contemplate, understand, convert the divine learnings into actions, we know 
that we are  in chardi kalaan and are living in a space of acceptance. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Simran Waheguru Jaap 

Mool Mantra jaap 

Sarab Rog Ka Aukhad Naam – Mixed Shabads (in shared PDF) 

 

PDF Download: 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/6b1nhxvmay130el/%E0%A9%B4.pdf?dl=1 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d1rnT0AX7HY
https://www.dropbox.com/s/6b1nhxvmay130el/%E0%A9%B4.pdf?dl=1
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Day 4 Dedicated to Victims of Attack in Gurudwara Sahib (Kabul) 

 

Wednesday, 25 March 2020 01:36:08 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VDa-uQBGUMY 

 

1) 7:07 - These sessions are for the benefit of humanity that is going through a natural calamity and is suffering 
globally. This time is ideal for spiritual isolation. A smile is magical and persons who are connected with 
Divinity are generally always with a smile. Terrorist attacks in the Gurudwara in Kabul. Let us pray for all the 
souls that have been killed and those who are victims of this attack. This samagam is dedicated to the 
victims. Taaati Vaahu Na Lagaiee, Parabrahm Sharanaiee 

2) 32:21 - Surrendering completely and staying in tune 24/7 with Gurbani. Taking refuge under the umbrella 
of Naam, overcoming the obstacles in the form of Maya. 

3) 56:25 - Mantra Jaap of Satnam Waheguru 

4) 1:07:02 - Acceptance takes place when we listen, sing, contemplate, believe and act in accordance with the 
teachings of SGGS Jee. The entire 1430 Angs of the Holy Scripture helps us understand the power of 
acceptance. 

5) Example of gratitude: Guru Gobind Singh’s journey on how steadfast he remained in his practices despite  
everything, losing his Father, sons, wife, mother and still managed to remain in gratitude. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 746 SGGS Ji : Taun Main Aaya, Sharanee Aaya, Bharose Aaya Kirpa Aaya 

Page 1319 Dasam Granth Sahib Ji: Mitar Piaare Nooaan Haalu Mureedaa Daa Kahanaa 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VDa-uQBGUMY
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Day 5 Amritvela – Connecting With The Divine Power  

 

Friday, 27 March 2020 01:27:49 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HAOLsywdOtk  

 

1) 6:56 - The first day of streaming live on Facebook and YouTube simultaneously. 

2) 23:41 - Connect with the Divine Name, do not lose this opportunity. 

3) 59:21 - Let us ask the Divine to bestow his Grace and mercy on us with a spirit of devotion 

4) 1:13 -   Once we connect wholeheartedly with the Divine Name following the teachings, the laws of Nature 
start bending in our favour. Just like they did  for Bhagat Prahlad. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Waheguru Mantar 

Jaap Sat Naam Shri Waheguru 

Ang 1258 SGGS Ji  - Baabeehaa Amrit Vele Boliaa 

Ang 8. SGGS Ji  Pavan Guru Paani Pithaa Maathaa Dhharath Mehath 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HAOLsywdOtk
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Day 6 Concept of Kirtan Gaayan 

 

Saturday, 28 March 2020 01:50:57 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ok5bXNSAmNQ  

 

1) 22:07 - Shabad by Guru Ramdas. Full of devotion and longing. Love according to me is elimination of EGO 
Edging God out. 

2) 51:29 - Waheguru Simran - close your eyes, listen to the Simran and transcend 

3) 1:01:09 - When we sing Shabads with longing, this too is our request at the feet of the Divine. Kirtan is not 
a ritual, it is a conversation between mortal and the Immortal. Bring this longing and devotion into your 
Being. Then start acting according to the teachings of Gurbani. This is the fastest way to achieve awakening. 

4) 1:26:53 - Do not take anything for granted. Appreciate everything and offer gratitude. When we cannot 
appreciate, we deprive ourselves. 

5) ANG 595 of SGGS Jee is being explained. The Hukumnama for today that the sponsoring family received is 
a beautiful verse uttered by Guru Nanak Dev Ji. Guruji asks us to make our body a farm. Plough the field 
with contentment. Bring modesty and humility as water and the seed is the Sacred Divine Name. The 
farmer first cleans out a plot of land before sowing the seed. Similarly our cleaning process is to operate 
from a space of Awareness. 

6) We must align our thoughts, words and deeds. Guruji compares our Life to a shop. The power of breath 
takes us closer to the awakened state. 

7) Make understanding and contemplation your warehouse. Bring the Divine Name and once you do this you 
shall always live from a place of bliss and joy. IN WOW state. Let your work be restrained from a place of 
untruth and sin. O Nanak once we apply this in our life, we are looked after by the Universal Energy with 
Grace and your bliss is multiplied 4 times. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 861  SGGS Ji : Mere Mann Prem Lago Har Teer 

Ang 819  SGGS Ji : Sun Soaamee Ardaas Jan Tum Antarjamee 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ok5bXNSAmNQ
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Day 7 Surrender, Gratitude and Acceptance 

 

Sunday, 29 March 2020 01:34:56 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YYeIE6mHMG4  

 

1) 9:31 - Acceptance. Tera Bhaana Meethaa Laage. I am just fine with whatever Life presents me with. Total 
surrender and acceptance. I am grateful and meditative if I have good times, I stay in Your Remembrance 
in times of distress and troubles. I am ok if you keep me hungry as well. We cannot put our feet in two 
boats. We are either in Holy Remembrance or in the world of illusion which we call Maya. Attachment to 
the world of Maya causes us to suffer. Allow the Light of discernment to enter your room. Turn your 
containers the right way up for the water of Naam to enter. 

2) 30:05 - Sing with Devotion. Kirtan is a conversation with your Guruji. Your personal connection. When we 
sing with devotion, we automatically begin to smile. 

3) 44:38 - I have taken the support of your Name. This world is like poison for me. Bestow your Glance of Grace 
over me. The Divine virtues start growing within such a Being. And this is the promise of Waheguru Ji.If you 
cannot see God in all, you cannot see God at all. 

4) The second Shabad is a Shabad of devotion and yearning for our Guruji to give us a cuddle. When such a 
Being gets connected with Divinity, the laws of Nature bend in favour of such devotees. I suddenly got a 
realization one day whilst doing Kirtan that I must be able to see His Presence in myself before I start 
seeing Him in others. 

5) I used to say if you cannot see God in all, you cannot see God at all. Once we see this flame of Presence 
within us, our world and perceptions change dramatically. 

6) 1:19:04 - Please share these sessions with your circle and communities so that others get the boost of 
Naam. I would like to be in service to help people cope under these stressful times. Please share your video 
to create a boost and chain to inspire others. I have no desire to become famous, I only wish to create an 
awareness for persons to connect with Naam and receive a boost during lockdown and Covid crisis. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 861 SGGS Ji  Mere MannPrem Lago Har Teer 

Ang 1321 SGGS ji Ho Thumaree Karo Nith Aas Prabh Mohi kab Gal Laavehigae 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YYeIE6mHMG4
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Day 8 Cultivate Love and Yearning  

 

Monday, 30 March 2020 01:52:10 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZJR7Mwa239s  

 

1) 9.04 - The virtues of listening to the sacred hymns in Gurbani came up 4 times. Once we sing and listen, 
then we shall begin to contemplate after which we believe and finally act upon the teachings. We then start 
walking the path in every sense of the word. The Holy texts are not ordinary books with verses This Being has 
no questions, just love for the Lord. 

2) The devotee that recites with longing and devotion will say Prabh Tujh Bina Nahi, Hoar Mann Preet Charan 
Chakor meaning O Lord I know no other than My Lord. The ego dissolves, and this Being is immersed in the 
love of Waheguru Jee as if He is a living Being. Feel His presence when you recite the sacred Naam. We can 
gaavo, suno, veecharo and Manno. Magic of Waheguru. Once again, the definition of Prem is Pare Main. The 
‘I’ has been distanced safely. Then just like Kabir Bhagat sings that I have become intoxicated and insane with 
the love of the Lord. Somebody called Kabir Ji. Paagal. He did not get upset, he rather acknowledged that he 
had understood the meaning of Life. Paa Gal, Understanding the matter in context. Piglet asked Winnie the 
Pooh. How do you spell Love? Pooh said Stupid, you don’t spell Love, you feel Love. Let us start this journey 
feeling His Divine Love and Presence. 

3) 27.36 - Let us put our full Trust and Faith in Waheguru, the Powerful Presence. My physician is the Lord. Karmic 
baggage has to be washed away bit by bit. Just like the cloth is stained, we remove stain with stain remover 
and detergent 

4) 50.25 - The Baani of Sukhmani sahib is potent and powerful if recited with faith, love, devotion and the Beings 
start walking the path prescribed. 

5) 1.08.34 - It is up to us what relationship we would like to cultivate with the Formless. Once we approach 
this with devotion and love, we lose ourselves. We are intoxicated by this Power. We must go to the door of 
Waheguru ji, not just to beg from him, but just to meet Him. Once we go to meet the Lord, then the Magic 
of Grace is bestowed upon us. We receive so much from this Power. Let us offer Gratitude for everything that 
we have. Then there is total surrender. I have just come to meet you my dear Lord. May this prayer rise from 
the very depths of our Being. Then this geet comes to my mind. This was sung in the first session as well. 

6) 1.27.20 - A personal story and blessed experience. I wanted to know why I do not have tears of longing just 
like my teacher. The teacher replied when I asked this question to him. Everything has a time. A soul stirring 
story! What thread of beads should we use to worship our Lord? This was a question asked by one of the 
devotees to the teacher. The teacher turned the question back to the students. Each one started sharing the 
various maalas they use. One elderly gentleman asked the teacher which rosary of beads he uses. His eyes closed 
and tears of longing flowed down his cheeks. He stayed silent for a few minutes and then said that Lord, I cannot 
live without you for even a second. My tears of longing flow in remembrance for you O Lord. This is my maala. It 
is all about Love for the Divine. There are no boundaries to the Ocean of Love. There are very few Beings 
who can sing the song of Love. We can all try and then we are bestowed with Grace. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 618 SGGS Ji Mera Baidh Guru Govindaa by Guru Arjan Dev Ji 

Ang 924 SGGS Ji Saajanarraa Nikatt Khaloeiarraa Maeraa Saajanaraa by Guru Arjan Dev 

Geet:   Mere Satgur Tusi Mehar Karo 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZJR7Mwa239s
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Day 9 Gurmukh and Manmukh – Focus Determines Reality  

 

Tuesday, 31 March 2020 01:44:27 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I0OmWf0ueyU  

 

1) 14:48 - Baani guru, Guru hai Baani, we need to feel the presence within us, Transformation from self- 
isolation to spiritual isolation during these times. 

2) Naam is multi - dimensional and not of single dimension. Naam will give healing just as a doctor cures 
us. Have trust and faith in Naam, Bharosa (faith) is a product of pure mind. 

3) Our body cannot take harmful toxic of stress 

4) We accept gifts from visitors willingly but if garbage (negativity ) is offered to us , we decline 

5) Our focus determines our reality- food for our body has to be suitable “ Jit khadde man peedeya 

6) We should not compromise on Gurbani. Choose friends (Gurmukh) carefully. They have a good influence 
on us. 

7) Manmukhs do not follow teachings of Gurbani, they focus on creation and have no concept ofSewa. 

8) NHS of U.K. sewadars are dedicated and work wholeheartedly even though they know they are facing crisis 
of Covid 19 at work place. Wife’s friend is a good example of commitment, similar to Bhai Kanhaiya ji. 

9) Eat less, sleep less 

10) Gurumukh indulges in meaningful, constructive and productive deeds. 

11) PDF of Shabads is shared on the page (similar to day 3). 

12) Seeking blessings of Sadh Sangat from all over the world for good health, for doing Sewa. 

13) A Christian friend talked about planetary movements. More powerful is the Jaap of Naam by our online 
Sangat worldwide (30,000 approx.), Nanak ke ghar kewal name. 

a. Jaisa  sewe taisa hove. 

14) Bowing before Shree Guru Granth Sahib ji Maharaj, we commit to Baani and take parikrama from the 
left side just like in Anand Kaaraj (Lawan). 

15) Quotation from Bhagat Kabir ji and couplets from Urdu. 

16) We should do Ardaas together after the sessions. 

17) Acknowledgement and welcome of Kirtaneye Bhai Gagan deep Singh ji and Bhai Nirmal Singh ji, 
online from Bangkok. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Guru Mantra Jaap 

Sarab Rog Ka Aukhad Naam - Medley of Shabads from PDF file shared with Sadh Sangat 

 

PDF Download: 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/5s428fujwjp9j0k/%E0%A9%B4.pdf?dl=1 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I0OmWf0ueyU
https://www.dropbox.com/s/5s428fujwjp9j0k/%E0%A9%B4.pdf?dl=1
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Day 10 Devotion and Guru’s Grace  

 

Wednesday, 1 April 2020 02:05:40 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CENMkGsVWcw  

 

1) 17:03 - Sadh Sangat (community) is a manifestation of the Divine Himself. Heartfelt gratitude to all. The Sacred Name 
is like washing detergent that cleanses our karmic patterns and baggage. It helps us build the muscle of 
awareness to erase the 5 Veekars (vices). Lust, Anger, Greed, Attachment and Pride. It helps us keep our egos 
in check. When we bow down to the Guru Granth Sahib Ji, we start living from this space and begin to apply 
these teachings into practice. It is Divine Grace that we are all attracted to come together as a community 
and sing His Divine Naam together. The Guru is like the centre point on a circle towards which the seeker is 
headed. The circle could be described as the cycle of reincarnation. Once we start gravitating towards the 
centre, towards the Light which is Guru we are slowly being liberated from the wheel of reincarnation. A 
planet that de-orbits, gets lost. We are the planets that mustrevolve around the teachings, which are the 
manifestations of the Guru Himself. 

a. Sometimes the teachings can seem quite stern. It is just like the fear of being a thief who is uneasy 
when he is confronted. 

b. I explain the Shabad by translating it for your understanding. We use limited intellect to suit 
ourselves. This makes us take foolish actions from a space of ignorance. 

2) 52:39 - We are all gifted with the ability to discern with intellect. We start tapping into the 
wisdom of this discerning intellect once we start living out of awareness. 

3) 54:44 - Once we do so, the ignorance of our minds slowly gets washed away with reading the hymns, 
understanding and contemplating Shabads, wisdom is experienced. 

4) 01:00:30  Such a being starts living selflessly like many of our heroes in Sikh history. The Being does not want, 
he simply gives out of Love. Divine Grace is required. Such beings command respect, not demand respect. 

5) We must  go to the Guru in a complete state of surrender and devotion full on. Then our destiny and reality 
starts bending magically. 

6) Live your moment, cherish, nourish and water your moment with Naam, devotion, positivity and optimism. We 
then become like the Guru himself. And the Guru protects as well as takes care of his devotees. This 
requires training the mind, not just mechanically taking our bodies to participate in rituals. 

7) We must make the Divine Name as an integral part of our Being. Just like a drug to the addict. Let us be 
drenched in the Holy Name whereby we are working, living our daily lives but immersed in the Sacred Naam. 

8) 1.40:16 - The importance of Ardaas is that is a prayer of request. May we all reach this state as sung by 
Guru Ramdas with hard work and His mercy. We can read motivational books but until we do not put into 
practice, our lives will not change. We must work hard to reap the fruits of wisdom. The incense stick spreads 
its fragrance. Beings who practise the path given to us by the teachings of Gurbani emanate a powerful 
fragrance. Bhai Veer Singh’s works must be read and understood. He was a rose fan and he went into a 
trance tending his roses. He saw the Divine in the creation of the Creator. He was a Being of devotion and 
longing for the Divine. Till today his flowers are delivered to Darbar Sahib from his rose garden. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 697 SGGS Ji Gur Khin Khin Preeth Lagaavahu Maerai Heearai 

Ang 1406 SGGS Ji Gur Raamadhaas Raakhahu Saranaaee 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CENMkGsVWcw
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Day 11 The Power of Prayer - Dedicated to the victims of Covid 19 crisis 

 

Thursday, 2 April 2020 02:02:47 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=utf1s9SO7UQ  

 

1) 13:34 - The power of prayer will elevate the frequency and help us combat this crisis. Humanity is one 
religion. Religion is about compassion and forgiveness, to cultivate love. The entire humanity is going 
through the Covid crisis. Please do not treat this lightly, follow the protocols of your respective countries. 
Stay home, maintain social distancing. 

2) I woke up to the news of the demise of Bhai Sahib Shri Nirmal Singh who used to recite Aasa dee Vaar at 
Darbar Sahib. Let us all pray for the departed souls. Nothing stays on this earth forever. Let us accept this 
fact. Even the Gurus who came in the human form were forced to leave their earthly bodies. 

3) 48:14 - Treat this birth as your maternal home. Our husband's home is when we return to Source. Guruji 
has given this analogy. Nobody will stay on this planet forever. We must develop the Divine virtues whilst 
we are on this planet inorder to be happy on our onward journey. We believe in Guruji but we must apply 
his teachings into our daily life. We must go to His sanctuary. Take His refuge. The second Shabad asks us 
sleepy souls to wake up. 

4) 1:15:35 - We are focused on materialism, Guruji says materialism is secondary. The primary focus is Naam, 
the Sacred Name. Somebody asked Guru Arjan Devji what is the reason for my suffering? The reason is 
because we do not pay attention to our bodies.We should not compromise with Naam. We have become 
public carriers, our karmic baggage is not being paid back mindfully. We have been given this human form 
to realize our true potential. Our egos come in our way, we must keep our minds in check. Confidence and 
Ego are different. Confidence is appreciating ourselves and our talents. Ego is when I believe that only I can 
do this particular job. 

5) 1:31:54 - We get upset when we go through financial or material losses. We do not even seem to think 
about the compromises that we have made with our Creator. We do not pay attention to cultivate the 
awareness in thought, word and deeds. This is what Kirtan is, Kir means to cultivate and Tan means actions 
, we should  cultivate living by the teachings of SGGS Ji. Let us go as beggars and ask for Grace. 

6) 1:44:13 - Guru Arjan Devji calls the mortal being a bird and asks her to come out of the bondages of 
materialism and start singing the Holy Name under the sanctuary of the Guru together with Sadh Sangat. 
Naam must reside in your Being. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 523 SGGS Ji   Jio Jio Thaeraa Hukam Thivai Thio Hovanaa 

Ang 418 SGGS Ji   Jaagahu Jaagahu Soothiho Chaliaa Vanajaaraa 

Ang 204 SGGS Ji   Kar Kirapaa Gobindh Prabh Preetham Dheenaa Naathh Sunahu Aradhaas 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=utf1s9SO7UQ
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Day 12 Connect with The Creator 

 

Dedicated to the persons who have lost their jobs and the people who are on the frontline serving us 

 

Friday, 3 April 2020 02:04:22 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ix2a8jc5Cto  

 

1) 17:43 - We shall recite Shabads of Ardaas (prayers) to pray for everyone on this planet. Naam is multi- 
dimensional. Align mind, body and soul, connect with breath and Waheguru Mantra. 

2) 55:10 - Covid 19 has given an opportunity for spiritual isolation. Let us all make the most ofthis. 

3) 56:01 - Have Mercy on me O Lord, please give me a technique how I might be happy!! Guru Arjan Devji 
says that we have focused on the creation rather than the Creator, which makes us go into suffering 
again and again. 

4) 1:25:11 - Let us travel inward, focus inward. All of us who have focused outward have regrets. Bitterness 
creeps in their lives. You cannot put your feet in 2 boats. We either connect with the Guru or we connect 
with the Creation, the mind. 

5) The mind is galvanized with vices like ego, jealousy, greed, anger, lust, attachment, gossiping etc. and drags 
us into suffering. Pay attention to whose company you keep. Persons who help us elevate and connect us 
withthe Divine do not ask for themselves. They give. We are generally attached to material wealth and 
possessions. 

6) The persons aware of the Life Force are chanting the Divine Name. Then we become like the Guru Himself. 
The dried leaves of our lives start becoming green with the chanting of the Divine Name. Covid has created 
fear within us. If we focus on fear, we shall become fearful. Guruji asks us to become fearless. 

7) Stay on alert every minute. We might not have a chance to exhale after taking an inward breath. The Power 
took care of you in your mother's womb and shall continue to do so.  Cultivate the Faith and implicit trust. 
Take yourself back to the 18th century, the darkest period of Sikh History. Sikhs did not waver then, how 
dare we waver now? 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 666 SGGS Ji  Bahuthae Faer Peae Kirapan Ko Ab Kishh Kirapaa Keejai 

Ang 853 SGGS JI  Jagat Jalanda Rakh Lain 

Govindey Mukunday, Oodharay, Aapaaray, Harihaan, Kareehaan, NirNaame, Akaame 

Ang 1273 SGGS Ji  Hey Gobind Hey Gopal 

Ang 201 SGGS Ji  Thhir Ghar Baisahu Har Jan Piaarae 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ix2a8jc5Cto
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Day 13 Amritvela – Jaap: Flow of Divine Energy 

 

Saturday, 4 April 2020 02:00:20 https://www.facebook.com/TuhiTuhi/videos/3089626017796660  

 

 

1) 12:48 - The morning hours between 3 and 6 am are very powerful. Divine Energy flows down on those who 
wake up and meditate on the Divine Naam. 

2) 51:28 - Guruji asks us to cultivate the childlike innocence that we are born with. 

3) The intelligence that we are required to use during work, is being abused and misused. Let us go to the 
Feet of Guruji with childlike simplicity and innocence. 

4) 1:05:34 - This was the Hukumnama at Darbar Sahib this morning. It seems like a very positive message for 
us. Guruji asks us to not take our deeds into account. Please forgive our sins, your innate Nature is to forgive. 

5) A lot of chanting should be done to calm the mind, body and soul. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 378 SGGS Ji    Tuhmri Oatt Tuhmari Assa 

Ang 619 SGGS Ji   Hamree Ganath Na Ghaneeaa Kaaee Aapna Biradh Pachhaan 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/TuhiTuhi/videos/3089626017796660
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Day 14 Mool Mantra: Cosmic Vibrations 

  

Sunday, 5 April 2020 02:10:36 https://www.facebook.com/TuhiTuhi/videos/233250308051779  

 

In collaboration with Digi Sangat.co.uk 

 

7:47 - Please close your eyes, talk to Guruji. Align your mind and bodies and focus on uttering the 
powerful Beej Mantra With love. The meaning of the Mool mantra given by Guru Nanak Devji 
explained. 

 

Generator of creation G 

Operator of creation O 

Destroyer of creation D 

 

Ek on kaar God is only one universal creator 

SatNaam Truth is His name 

Karta Purakh Creative being personified 

Nirbhau Fearless 

Nirvair No hatred, enmity 

Akaal Murat Beyond time, death 

Ajooni Saibhang Self Illuminated. 

Gurprasad By the grace of Guru 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/TuhiTuhi/videos/233250308051779
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Day 15 Sukhmani Sukh Amrit Prabh Naam  

 

Monday, 6 April 2020 02:21:50 https://www.facebook.com/TuhiTuhi/videos/146860886766157/  

 

 

Sukhmani Sahib in Kirtan     Ang  262 –296  SGGS Ji 

 

Talk to your Guruji with love and devotion. This is the pathway to bliss, peace and joy. Close your 
eyes and recite as if you are talking to Guruji. The Light resides within each one of us. We are focusing 
on the powerful Baani which is the gateway to seeing this powerful Light. 

 

PDF Download: 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/7wzbol8vdgqzufi/Sukhmani%20Sahib.pdf?dl=1 

 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/TuhiTuhi/videos/146860886766157/
https://www.dropbox.com/s/7wzbol8vdgqzufi/Sukhmani%20Sahib.pdf?dl=1
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Day 16 Aligning Thoughts and Deeds  

 

Tuesday, 7 April 2020 02:05:10 https://www.facebook.com/TuhiTuhi/videos/226254141822934  

 

1) 14:42 - We are incapable of walking this journey alone. It is the Energy that these healing sessions help you to tap 
into and experience. 

2) Medical science proves that the body is releasing the stress hormone cortisol which is poison for the body when our 
bodies are going through challenges. Definition of stress: Nonspecific response of our bodies to the demands put by 
it. 

3) We are obsessed with what people think about us. Let us not worry about what people think about us. Let us 
concentrate on our own minds. We are not happy to hear other people prosper. Our bodies go through stress 
and then disease takes over. Our minds, thinking and thoughts are not aligned with how we express ourselves. This 
according to Guruji is unacceptable. 

4) We wish to be sleek and cool from the outside like the modern gadgets but are burning from inside. In ancient times, 
the chimney revealed to the community that the fire was lit. 

5) Our mind value and face value must be congruent with each other. The technique is to sing first, understand, 
contemplate and start living from a place of awareness and the Divine Name. We must ask Guruji for His Grace 
if we notice that we are unsuccessful. The flower blooms knowing that it shall wither eventually. There is total 
alignment in the flower. Engage your channels with the Divine Name, then you will start aligning thoughts and 
your mind starts to stabilize. 

6) 53:29 - Let us cultivate the relationship with Guruji rather than cultivating human relations which are temporary. 
The world is meant for us to enjoy without clinging and attachment that this is mine. We can eliminate suffering 
in this way. FAITH (FULL ASSURANCE IN TRUSTING HIM). Covid has also come to awaken us. This hymn is full of 
gratitude. 

7) 1:04:17 A Shabad of Ardaas - We must not compromise with our prayer and meditation. I’d like to share a story 
with you that I received as a text message yesterday. 

8) 1:09:31 - A 93  year  old  gentleman was put on a ventilator for a day and, upon his recovery, was asked to pay 
500 € for the day. He seemed distressed about the payment and when asked why, the old man revealed that he now 
realized that he had lived his entire life taking air for granted. Isn’t this the story of our lives? The least that we can do 
is to stay in alignment with Waheguru Ji. With simran 24/7. 

9) 1:22:10 - Relationships also must be nurtured. We must develop our connection with Waheguru Ji. Leave 
your intelligence aside and tune with the frequency of the hymn. If you must wake up for your work in the 
early hours, you will do so. Why do we not do this for our Guruji? You will get all your answers in the 
second Shabad. 

10) 1:36:14 - We have been given this human body comprising 5 elements for a reason. We must contemplate the 
purpose as to why we are here. We have been given the functioning systems in the body for a reason. 

11) The Power and the Light sitting within us must be met by using the discerning intellect. Bhagat Ravidas sings that I 
cannot live without seeing You, O Lord!! May we develop the connection with Source Energy. 

12) 1:43:52 - please note the Shabads sung during these sessions. Corona is giving us an opportunity to stay in 
awareness and connect with Baani. 

13) 1:50:06 - It is now Tuhi Tuhi time. I received wonderful messages after yesterday's Sukhmani Sahib Paath which I did 
alone. I prayed so that I might receive the strength. Your messages made me feel so loved and touched me. I'm 
reminded of how my mum was standing before me with a glass of water once doing a long Kirtan in Jhansi. 

Shabads Recited 

1. Ang 1215 SGGS Ji  Rasna Japtee, Tuhi Tuhi 

2. Ang 913 SGGS Ji Raakhanhaar Samar Jana, Saglee Chod Vichaar Manaa 

 

https://www.facebook.com/TuhiTuhi/videos/226254141822934
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Day 17 Tune-In to a Higher Frequency  

 

Wednesday, 8 April 2020 02:13:11 https://www.facebook.com/TuhiTuhi/videos/703905926815672  

 

1) 20:47 - I was asked yesterday why I spend time on chanting in the beginning of sessions. I do this to center 
the mind that comes to these sessions after different external impulses. We are then better placed to tune 
into the Higher Frequencies and transform the limited human intellect into divine intellect. My mother has 
requested me to recite 2 hymns. A mother's blessings are always with us. We are blessed with Divine 
intellect which we can learn to tap into, once we observe the teachings and principles given to us by SGGS 
Ji. We then tap into infinite energies. Why do we ask Guruji incessantly? Do we ask constantly from those 
whom we love? Let us think about this for a moment. Let us offer tears of longing and devotion to our Guruji. 
One tear is equivalent to one rosary at our Guru’s Feet. 

2) 61:16 - Close your eyes, connect with Waheguru with this beautiful hymn by Guru Ramdas. We are the 
Light, dive deep and become the Light. We are part of Divine when we are given this human birth. With 
Guruji’s Grace and by walking the path prescribed by Guruji we recognize who we truly are and we merge 
with the Divine. The Shabad and His Name help us. 

3) 1:10:03 - The Divine Will controls the workings of this Universe. Nothing happens outside of His Will. We 
are given the power of choice and free will to make our choices and live in accordance with the teaching 
of SGGS Ji. Spirituality is the ocean whereas science is a drop in that ocean. The drop must dive deeper into 
the ocean to understand the wisdom of Gurbani. An example of how to fill a bucket that has 10 litres of 
water and we need to take 100 litres from that bucket. All we must do is put the bucket in the ocean and 
put a pipe in the bucket to draw out 100 litres of water. Immerse yourselves in the ocean of Baani, Wisdom 
of Guruji and the Divine Intellect can be cultivated. We are the bucket. We need to immerse ourselves in 
the teachings of Gurbani. Then this Being is full of love and gives incessantly and wholeheartedly. 

4) Regarding the 2nd Shabad, this is by Bhai Gurdaas, the maternal uncle of Guru Arjan Dev Ji. He was the 
scribe of Adi Granth which was compiled by Guru Arjan Dev Maharaj . Later on, Guru Gobind Singh Ji 
compiled SGGS Ji at Sri Damdama Sahib.The scribe for this was Bhai Mani Singh . Historians believe that 
the works of Bhai Gurdaas Ji must be studied before reading SGGS Ji, for better understanding . He wrote 
Kabits, Sivaiyas and Vaaras. On his request his works were not included in SGGS Ji .  

5) 1:28:38 - The hymn is being explained in detail. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 94 SGGS Ji  Haun Rahe Na Sakaa Bin Dekhe Pritamaa 

Kabit Savaiye 640 by Bhai Gurdaas - Rasanaa Raseelee Naahi Baynatee Bakhaanau Kaisay 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/TuhiTuhi/videos/703905926815672
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Day 18 Recitation of Chaupai Sahib 

 

 

Thursday, 9 April 2020 02:04:14 https://www.facebook.com/TuhiTuhi/videos/252382089229870  

 

1) 14:04 Feel the Divine Presence and Energy within you and around you and talk to Guruji. Kirtan is the 
conversation between you and Guruji. 

2) 19:07 We seem to have forgotten to build our relationship with Guruji. We are compromising with the 
Creator by not paying attention to our daily practices and recitation of Baani. We shall recite the Chaupai 
Sahib slowly with understanding. Let every word penetrate the depths of your Being. Let every cell receive 
the healing power of this divine text. Make this Ardaas and benti to Guruji with utmost humility. This paath 
is called Benaiti Chaupai. 

3) 57:24 We have recited this with so much love and devotion. The link between us is none other than Shabad 
Guru. We are engaging our senses and this brings stability of mind. Let us churn the Divine Name every 
minute of the day focusing on overcoming our vices with awareness and conscious attention. 

4) 1:35:15 Focus with love and surrender at the Feet of Baani. Do not focus on theories with the limitations 
of the finite mind. Love the Lord with your devotion, mind and heart. 

5) 1:54:58 There are 2 historical theories around this last Shabad. This could be a song of yearning by the 
devotee for the Blessed Vision of the Divine. Another historian reports that these are letters written by Guru 
Arjan Dev Maharaj to Guru Ramdas. The last verse was recited in person when Guru Arjan Dev Maharaj 
returned to Guru Ramdas’s court and it was then decided that the 5th Guru was chosen between Guru 
Ramdas and Bhai Gurdaas. When we succumb to the vices of lust, anger, greed, jealousy etc., we are turning 
away from the Divine Forces and creating further suffering for ourselves. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Page 1379-1381 Sri Dasam Granth Sahib Ji -  Chaupai Sahib 

Ang 478 SGGS Ji  Har Kaa Bilovanaa bilovahu mere bhaiee 

Ang 96 SGGS Ji  Mera Man Loche Gur Darashan Thaaiee 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/TuhiTuhi/videos/252382089229870
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Day 19 Dedicated to mothers-to-be during the COVID 19 crisis 

 

Friday, 10 April 2020 02:01:27 https://www.facebook.com/TuhiTuhi/videos/616579948921155/  

 

WOW: Wonders of Waheguru  

 

1) 13:43 - Mother to be must stay in the emotion of faith and trust with a spirit of surrender. She must take 
care of her thoughts, emotions which influence the foetus. Science too proves this. Mom turned upside 
down are WOW Wonders of Waheguru. Let us also honour and celebrate our historical Sikh mothers and 
the mothers on this platform. 

2) 1:08:35 - No digestive fire could harm the foetus, similarly the outside influences of materialism will not 
touch a being if she stays in constant remembrance of the Lord. The word “I” signifies contractions and 
creates boundaries when we are in a place of fear. This, then becomes a limited possibility. We must 
expand our boundaries by tapping into the wisdom of Gurbani and notice the expansion. Gurbani teaches 
us to reflect on ourselves and grow from our mistakes. Mothers to be, especially must stay away from the 
emotion of fear and protect the Light that is growing within them. 

3) Let us all pray and send these mothers to be all the prayers for them to be grounded in this fearless space. 
This is the reason we must all take the support of the Divine Name especially the mothers to be in order 
to stay in a fearless space. 

4) Let me translate the meaning of the next hymn. We must learn to follow the path charted out for us by 
Guruji in order to receive the protection from our Guruji. 

5) 1:47:19 - Moms ‘to be’, keep yourselves in this space, stay away from fear, the next Shabad explains how 
we might tap into the greatness of the Creator. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Chaupai Sabib - Page 1379-1381 Sri Dasam Granth Sahib Ji 

Ang 724 SGGS Ji  Sahib Meraa Mahirvaan 

Ang 613 SGGS Ji  Maath Garab Mein Aapan Simran Dhae Thae Thum Raakhan Harey 

Ang 842 SGGS Ji  Jis Daa Saahib Daaddaa Hoye 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/TuhiTuhi/videos/616579948921155/
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Day 20 Amritvela – Technique of doing Jaap  

 

Saturday, 11 April 2020 02:04:41 https://www.facebook.com/TuhiTuhi/videos/595464817711505/  

 

1) 7:10 Immerse yourself in the potency of this powerful Amritvela time and focus on Guru and Mool Mantra. 
The mantras are the manifestation of the qualities of our Creator. The mind by its very nature wanders, notice 
and bring back to the focus of the mantra and then the Shabads that we shallrecite. 

2) 26:21 This Shabad by Guru Arjan Dev Maharaj gives us the secret of obtaining the Blessed Vision. Guruji 
asks us to stay immersed in His Holy Name at all times. Repeat the mantra Gur Gur Har Har. Learning the skill 
gives us techniques to practice. Let us learn and absorb this technique today. 

3) 44:33 Recite Wah with your mouths, bring the sensation of Hey in your throat and feel the vibration of Guru in 
your heart space with utmost longing, yearning and devotion. Elevate your souls. Feel the Presence resonating 
within every cell of your Being. 

4) 49:39 The ever Merciful Creator is resonating in every part of me and in every part ofthis 
Creation. I must tap into that Compassionate Loving Nature of Waheguru. 

5) 51:15 My Nirankaar Waheguru is Infinite. How might I describe Him with my limited intelligence? Tap into 
the mystery and sing Har Har Gur Gur. This is your technique. 

6) 53:32 All I can do is to pray to our Creator. When we make somebody ours, we only give and give freely. We go 
to Guruji with our demands rather than creating a bond with Him as if He were our very own. Please cultivate 
the good qualities like yours within me, My Lord. Let this be your prayer. 

7) 57:58 Let us not go with our limited intelligence to His Divine Feet. Let us go with a spirit of surrender. Let us ask 
for Divine Grace. 

8) 1:04:56 I am a fool Guruji. Please teach me and forgive my sins just like you have saved millions of sinners. 

9) 1:06:59 Listening and seeing you in the form of the 11th Guru that you have left for us, may I live 
conscientiously. You have given us all the assurance of freedom from reincarnation. I encourage you to learn your 
mother tongue to read SGGS Ji, a living embodiment left for us by our Gurus who walked the path before us. 
Invoke the power of the Shabad and Guru mantra. 

10) 1:16:01 The one who recites Har Har Gur Gur will start living a life of bliss. The Divine Name is a potent medicine 
for us. Guruji gives us an assurance that once recited, He shall take care of our mental, emotional and 
natural disasters that cause us suffering. This hymn has been requested by my dearest sister. The first Shabad 
was at the request of my mother who continues to bless me abundantly. 

11) 1:32:31 Feel the Power resonating within us and around us in every cell of our Being. 

12) 1:36:28 Guruji asks us to simply dwell upon the Name Divine. We are then saved from stress, greed, attachment, 
deadly diseases and strife. What a powerful promise and assurance!! Smile and recite this Shabad. I just 
downloaded the musical composition yesterday. Hope you enjoy it. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 612 SGGS Ji Har Aaraadhh N Jaanaa Rae, Har Har Gur Gur Karathaa Rae 

Ang 378 SGGS Ji Thaap Gaieeaa Bachan Gur Poore 

Ang 679 SGGS Ji Har Ek Simar Ek Simar Ek si 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/TuhiTuhi/videos/595464817711505/
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Day 21 Tribute to Hind Di Chhaddar - Guru Tegh Bahadhur Sahib Ji 

 

Sunday, 12 April 2020 02:08:02 https://www.facebook.com/TuhiTuhi/videos/3010374815650840  

 

1) 9:10 - Today is the Prakash Purabh of Guru Tegh Bahadur Maharaj who spread GuruJi’s message throughout 
India. He continued on his mission to spread the word of the Guru. We are all faced with duality. Joy and 
suffering go hand in hand. We appreciate the good times only when we have experienced some sadness and 
difficult time. 

2) As humans, we are predisposed to take things for granted. We have been given this body as a gift and we 
receive it as a mortgage. We must keep this in mind and our interest rate is going up as a result of not paying 
attention to the purpose of this human life. 

3) All our senses are given to us as a gift but we do not value them enough. A little girl in a classroom of children 
moved her class teacher to tears when she listed down all her senses as wonders of this life rather than listing 
the 7 wonders for a class assignment. 

4) We will recite Guru Tegh Bahadur’s shlokas today. 

5) 37:25- Waheguru Mantra Jaap followed by Shalokas of Mehalla 9 GuruTeg Bahadur Sahib Ji 

6) 1:34:31- Let us bring the emotion of prayer, contemplating, seeing and listening Gurbani as if He is a living 
embodiment. Only then will we feel the presence of Guruji and his immense Power. As preachers, we have a 
huge responsibility. We must simply sing His praises and adoration for Guruji. The Urr is our heart chakraand 
Gurbaani will reach after listening, seeing and reciting the Holy Naam. The saints that have walked this earth 
spread the fragrance of their ways of being and help us to learn and be inspired from them. 

7) The spiritual journey is a gradual process where we are required to focus on our practices rather than focusing 
on the material world. The master on the paddy fields gave Buleh Shah this secret by giving the analogy of 
moving the crop from one spot to another spot. Shift from focusing on the material world of Maya towards 
the spiritual world of practices and disciplines. Once this is put into practice, the nine treasures and success 
follow the Gurmukh Being. He becomes a master and not a slave to his needs and desires. Let us remind 
ourselves that we have been given this human form to serve rather than being served. Materialism is created 
to serve us. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 1426 SGGS Ji  Salok Mehalla 9 

 

PDF Download: 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/qru7f3s2iktmhu9/Salok%20Mehalaa%209.pdf?dl=1 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/TuhiTuhi/videos/3010374815650840
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Day 22 Birth of Khalsa – Vaisakhi  

 

Monday, 13 April 2020 02:08:37 https://www.facebook.com/TuhiTuhi/videos/1287832661426242  

 

1) 23:15 - Much gratitude to all the frontline workers who are serving selflessly not caring about their health. 
The pandemic falls pale compared to the Sikh history which is explained in detail. Sikh history went through 
its darkest times during 1715-1785. The extent of suffering and torture is beyond comprehension of many. I 
am grateful to the spiritual shift that is happening due to this natural calamity 

2) Vaisakhi is the commemoration of the formation of the Khalsa (pure) Panth under Guru GobindSingh Ji. We 
can be grateful to the 10th Guru for this legacy. The second shabad is a hymn of appreciation composed by 
Bhai Nandlal who sings praises for Guru Gobind SinghJiMaharaj. 

3) 59:07- Guru Gobind Singh is described as the Perfect One! Those who created the ardaas must be recognized 
and appreciated. So much praise, pomp and a glowing tribute towards our Gurus who have left us with a rich 
history and shining examples 

4) 1:06:30 The 3 ways to spiritually realize as per the conversation between Bhai Nandlal and Guru Gobind Singh 
Maharaj. Guruji explains that: 

a. The spiritual aspirant must transcend the material dimension to experience theinfinite. 

b. He finds refuge in the scriptures and the Shabadsand lives by the instructions and teachings. 

c. He sits with the Divine Sangat in the lap of the Guru humbly with reverence. My Sikh is a living 
Embodiment of the Guru himself. 

5) Sachkhand is the ultimate level of progression that one can achieve. The 3rd Shabad talks about living a 
worldly life with attachment completely towards the Divine. 

6) 1:34:55- We must learn to renounce our attachment to worldly pleasures, lust, anger and greed if we wish 
to stay away from suffering. 

7) 1:44:23- We can be a pure Khalsa if we follow the protocol given to us in the 4th Shabad We are each an 
embodiment of the Light itself, let us explore our true potential. 

8) 1:50:09- We must keep our feet in the boat of trust and surrender in the religion that you belong to. We 
should not run from one faith to another and be superstitious about the myths of the world. 

9) People joining this platform are from several religions and faiths of life. I do not intend to criticize any faith. 
Please stay faithful in the religion that you are bornin. Each religion is beautiful and shows us the way to self-
realize. The 52 poets in the Darbar of Guru Gobind Singh ji were allowed to practice the religions that they 
belonged to. Similarly the Baani of  15 Bhaktas  is included in the Holy Guru  Granth Sahib ji. 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 1273 - Hae Gobindh Hae Gopaal Hae Dhaeiaal Laal 

Page 43 Bhai Nand lal Ji:  

Naasiro Manasoor Guru Gobind Singh, E'eezadh Manazoor Guru Gobind Singh 

Page 1317 Dasam Granth Sahib Ji - Re Man Aiso Kari Saniaasa 

Page 1321 Dasam Granth Sahib Ji 

Pooran Jot Jagai Ghat Main Tabaa Khaalsa Taahi Na Khalsa Jaani 

Page 197 Dasam Granth Sahib Ji 

Deha Sivaa Baru Mohi Eihi Subha Karman Te Kabahooaan Na Ttaro 
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Day 23 Dhan Dhan Guru Arjan Dev Maharaj Ji  

 

Tuesday, 14 April 2020 02:03:14 https://www.facebook.com/TuhiTuhi/videos/3043238472406295  

 

Today’s Diwaan is a special tribute to the 5th Guru, as it is His Gurupurab 

 

1) 46:27 – Guru Arjan DevJi Maharaj achieved a lot in the short span of his life. He compiled the first script of 
SGGS Ji known as Adi Granth or Pothi Sahib. He wrote 2312 verses in 30 Raagas, from a total of 5894 Shabads 
present in Shri Guru Granth Sahib. He was the Son of Guru Ramdas ji and Bibi Bhani ji and was the grand son 
of Guru Amardas ji Maharaj. Bibi   Bhani Ji used to assist her father during his bath as he was very old.  One 
day while assisting him she noticed the wobbling leg of the low stool on which he was seated. He was in his 
meditation and had not noticed it. She put her hand underneath the stool to support it  and she got hurt by 
a sharp nail.  Guruji noticed the blood mingled with the water that was flowing. Guru Amardas ji was touched 
by the gesture and granted her a wish which she refused initially. On Guruji’s insistence, she requested, that 
henceforth the Guruship should remain within the family. Before granting the wish, Guruji apprised her of 
the martyrdom of the predecessors but eventually he relented.  Since Bibi Bhani was married to Guru Ramdas 
Patshah who belonged to Sodhi clan, the descendants from Guru Ramdas ji upto Guru Gobind Singh Ji were 
all from the Sodhi clan.However Guru Gobind Singh Ji, after initiating the Khalsa Panth, gave the name of 
Singh and Kaur, thus eradicating all distinction of caste and class.  Sukhmani Sahib has been written by Guru 
Arjan Dev Maharaj.  

2) Guru Arjan Dev Maharaj was groomed by his uncles and the script of Adi Granth was compiled by him. Bhai 
Gurdaas ji was the scribe for it. The first Head Granthi Baba Budhaa Ji read the first Hukamnama. 

3) The second Shabad that we will recite is this first Hukamnama. Guru Arjan Dev Maharaj gave tremendous 
respect to the Holy Scripture and kept it on the bed to put to sleep (doing sukhaasan at night ). 

4) 1:39:48 -There are 3 types of satsangees who visit the Gurudwara. The one who comes to the holy shrine and 
takes a nap whilst listening to Shabad. Shabad becomes a lullaby for these persons. There are people sniffing 
around to see what they can criticize. And then there is the third type of person who is like a sponge absorbing 
every word of the Shabad. My fellow satsangee commented that he is dumbstruck after I asked him whether 
he understood what the shabad meant. Let us strive to be the sponge that absorbs. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 1409 SGGS Ji Japiyo Jee Gur Arjan Dev Guru Fir Sankat Jon Garabh Na Aavo 

Ang 783 SGGS Ji  Santaan Ke Kaaraj Aap Khaloieaa Har Naam Karaavan Aaieaa Raam 

Ang 496 SGGS Ji  Pootaa Maataa kee Aasees 
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Day 24 Gurbani: Food for the Soul  

 

Wednesday, 15 April 2020 02:09:03 https://www.facebook.com/TuhiTuhi/videos/240929483693000/  

 

1) 12:12 - We must focus on singing the Name Divine with concentration if we would like to stay away from 
the clutches of Maya. We have been protected in our mother’s womb despite the digestive fires burning 
around us. Surrender all that you have, bring devotion and an intense feeling when you are reciting the 
Waheguru mantra. 

2) 25:10 - Once we recite Shabads continuously, the energy of the Shabad sung with devotion begins to heal 
the bodily ailments. The mind stores all the karmic impressions which must be examined. We must not 
blame anybody for our suffering. Feed the mind with positivity. 

3) The first Shabad talks about feeding the mind with Gurbani. The body when filled with too much unhealthy 
food and the mind when fed with unwholesome thoughts leads to the soul receiving stress thus causing 
depression and anxiety. 

4) 59:58 - GuruJi has given us the secret to understand the matrix of life. By simply uttering his Divine Name, 
the Being merges and dissolves in the Universal Infinite Energy. The Divine Name coats the fabric of our 
being and protects us from strife and suffering. He operates from a fearless space trusting the Source Energy. 

5) 1:12:56 - GuruJi has given us the concept of spiritual and temporal authority. The spiritual authority known 
as Peeri must be accumulated by singing the Name Divine especially in the early hours of the morning. 
Materialism authority known as Meeri then revolves around the devotee as his slave. Such a devotee stays 
in the state described in the 2nd Shabad. 

6) 1:39:30 - Make the Divine Name your energy tonic. We allow other people’s negative energy to overcome 
us. We then pollute our house and do not allow the Divine Light to shine through. GuruJi asks us to do Ardaas 
for such negative beings. We are full of imperfections and must focus on changing ourselves. Let us learn to 
extinguish the fire of negativity with water rather than pouring kerosene and making the fire spread. Bhagat 
Fareed’s quote is a powerful one. Fareedaburaadaabhalaakar. Gusaa man nahanda. Dehi rog nalaggaiee. 
Pale sabhkichpae. Let us update our intellect by forgiving those who have hurt us and ask for forgiveness 
from others if we feel that we have done wrong towards them. 

7) The next Shabad is by Guru Arjan Dev Maharaj. He is pleading in the form of an Ardaas, a prayer. Let us make 
ourselves humble and pray just like GuruJi asks the Divine Source to accept his love and devotion. 

8) 2:08:58 - Divert your attention towards the Sacred Name and bring compassion towards those beings. We 
have no idea how much suffering they are going through as a result of this current crisis. Let us offer our 
love to the Divine instead. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 192 Gur Kaa Shabadh Raakh Man Maahi 

Ang 749 Merae Raam Raae Toon Santtan Kaa Sant Taerae 

Ang 1251 Sabhae Jeeaa Samaal Aapnee Mehar Kar 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/TuhiTuhi/videos/240929483693000/
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Day 25 Alleviate the Suffering – Dukh Bhanjani Sahib  

 

Thursday, 16 April 2020 02:06:05 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k5wfEOVyh_A  

 

1) 13:49 - Today we shall recite a compilation of 37 Shabads which the Sikh contemporaries like Mani Singh and 
Deep Singh extracted from SGGS Ji to alleviate the suffering that every human being faces. 

2) Guruji talks of 3 kinds of suffering - mental suffering, physical suffering and the suffering due to natural 
calamities like the pandemic that we are currently facing. Recitation, contemplation and walking the 
path prescribed by Gurbani with a high sense of awareness helps us to navigate the suffering. 

3) We start focusing on our inner world when we live from a higher space of awareness. Read the translation 
in the link provided below. I am consciously reciting these hymns slowly to allow each word of this potent 
scripture to penetrate in your way of being. Recite Wah through your mouth, He in your throat and Guru in 
your heart space. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Compilation of Shabads by Guru Arjan Dev Maharaj known as Dukhbhanjani Sahib 

 

PDF Download 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/13o6ce73ypyupee/Dukh%20Bhanjani%20Sahib.pdf?dl=1 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k5wfEOVyh_A
https://www.dropbox.com/s/13o6ce73ypyupee/Dukh%20Bhanjani%20Sahib.pdf?dl=1
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Day 26 Gratitude All The Way  

 

Friday, 17 April 2020 01:59:19 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gl3VwbqbpTU  

 

1) 11:11 Let us all sit in the lap of Guru Ji which is in the form of SGGS Ji. We are meeting on this platform to 
pray for the wellbeing of the volunteers and frontline workers who are serving selflessly, during the Covid 
crisis. Bhai Kanaiya offered water to each and every soldier wounded on the battlefield irrespective of which 
side they belonged to. He saw God in all. Na Koi Bairee, Naahi Beganaa. Sagal Sang Humko Banaye. This is 
the sign of a highly elevated spiritual being. He prays for the well being of his foe as well. 

2) When we recognize that we are not at this level, we must apply the 5 protocols as discussed in earlier 
sessions. Listening, reciting, understanding, contemplating and living by what Guruji is asking us to do. Our 
mind has all the impressions called sanskaras based upon our pool of karmas that we have come with. We 
must roast these destructive patterns on the barbecue of Shabad Guru and self awareness, thereby erasing 
the karmic patterns bit by bit. 

3) The diamond is also put through high heat to remove its impurities in raw form. Going to satsang is like 
cleaning the room with a broom slowly but surely. A balloon that is supported by a stone will fly high but 
will never lose itself in space. Make the Divine Name and Simran, your stone and support. We will be 
required to pay our accounts to the Creator. Therefore, let us watch our thoughts, words and deeds. Let us 
open ourselves and become progressive just like Gurujis were when they introduced the different musical 
instruments. 

4) 43:08 Engage in a conversation with your body and ask it, its purpose of coming into this earth plane. Is 
it to eat, drink and be merry? You will get the answers, I assure you. 

5) 1:09:38 Let us make Shabad Guru as our primary source of support. Let us not depend on the outer world to 
give us support because we shall be always disappointed. We have been given the richness of the texts that 
all our Gurus have left for us to recite on a daily basis. We are connecting with the Gurus by talking to them 
when we recite the shabads and we can then become a manifestation of the Gurus. Let us aspire to become 
like our Gurus and lead a life of discipline. The second hymn talks about the importance of uttering the 
Sacred and Divine Name. 

6) 1:34:13 Let us ask for this yearning from Guruji. We have an appetite for food, drinks, watching movies, 
buying properties, buying cars, clothes. Guru Arjan Dev Maharaj asks for the love for the Sacred Name and 
to sing the glorious praises of the Lord constantly. Let us ask this gift from Guruji today. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 922 - Eai Sareera Maeria Eis Jag Mein Aae Ke Kya Tudh Karam Kamaya.  

Ang 761 - Gun Gaava Dhin Rath Nanak Chao Eaehu 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gl3VwbqbpTU
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Day 27 Amritvela – Tuhi Tuhi Jaap & Tranquility   

 

Saturday, 18 April 2020 01:56:30 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HAOLsywdOtk  

 

1) 25:37 Listen to the shabad with equanimity and allow it to penetrate within, in order to experience the bliss.  
Dhun Me Dhyaan, Dhyaan Me Jaaniya. Gurmukh Akath Kahaan. 

2) 27:40 Bhagat Kabir was a revolutionary just like all our Gurus. He broke the assumption that we as humans 
must pass and transit into the other world in places of pilgrimage in order to be liberated irrespective of 
leading a conscious life. He deliberately passed through a place called Maghar which the priests wrongly 
propagated to be a non virtuous place. Despite living in Benares, he moved to Maghar now known as 
Gorakhpur. The muslims have made his tomb and across his tomb is a temple. Spirituality was being misused 
at that time and Bhagat Kabeer worked hard to bring this awareness within people who lived under this 
wrong assumption and propaganda. The first shabad by Bhagat Jee is to remove this false belief He lived 
from a space of complete trust and surrender in the Creator and his Creation. TUHI TUHI. 

3) 01:04:13 The second shabad talks about the characteristic traits of a spiritual being as well as about the 
lesson of acceptance. Suffering comes into our lives to teach us valuable lessons. We are being prepared to 
deal with what is around the corner. The Name of the Guru can be a big support for us to be able to 
manage these hard times and change our perspective. 

4) 01:21:12 The persons who have the treasure of Naam are the real wealthy ones. Once we recognize the 
magnificence of Gurbani and the creativity of the being that the Creator has created, we understand the 
limitations that the material world can offer us. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 969 - Ab Thab Jab Kab Tuhi Tuhi 

Ang 680 - Naamo Gath Naamo Path Jan Kee Maanai Jo Jo Hog 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HAOLsywdOtk
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Day 28 Compromise: Root Cause of Suffering 

 

Sunday, 19 April 2020 02:06:28 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MKXnr2daebQ  

 

1) 12:36 We get together on this platform to pray for all those affected in some way or form by the Covid crisis. 
There is no agenda or personal motive behind conducting these sessions. It was brought to my notice that 
domestic abuse in the UK has gone up significantly. The reason is due to our inner world being full of 
unhealthy thoughts which manifest in our speech and actions in the outer world. 

2)  We suffer because we have turned away from uttering the sacred name and being in touch with Gurbani. We 
constantly come and go in the cycle of birth and death. A gurmukh is conscious of his inner world. A 
manmukh is focused on his outer world. 

3) 01: 01:23 We cannot sow the seed of poison and get nectar out of it. When we turn away from the 
sanctuary of our religion that we are born into, we get affected by the difficult times in our life.. We have 
compromised on our practices prescribed by our religion. Our actions are influenced by the ego that causes 
tremendous suffering. Our turning away from our Guru becomes a curse for us. We have been carried away by 
following various rituals which do not allow us to have a vision of the Divine. 

4)  The central theme of the second shabad asks us to stay away from rituals, pilgrimage and meaningless 
practices that keep us away from the true essence. We are then endowed with divine intellect which helps us 
discern. The limited human intellect is focusing on me and my ego which leads to tremendous suffering. Do we 
wish to be by our Guru’s side or do we wish to turn away? Let us learn to surrender. Jis Thaakur siu naahi 
chaara. 

5) 01:47:52 My life was transformed when I recognized what it means to be with God on my side and what it 
means to turn my face away from Guruji. Let us not indulge in superstitious beliefs to protect us from 
suffering. Let us live according to the teachings of SGGS Ji which is our Shabad Guru given to us by Guruji. Let us 
offer gratitude for every aspect of our life when we go to Guruji. 

6) 01:52:53 We compromise our practices for the smallest of things. 

7) 01:54:00 Our karmas are taken into account at every step of the way and we must learn to live conscious lives 
sitting in the company of the Holy Community and sing the praises of the Divine. 

8) 01:55:35 Singing the Praises of the Divine is the highest action that we can do. Are we going to wait till it is too 
late? Let us stay in the present moment and create a future which benefits us. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 135 - Paramaesar Thae Bhuliaaan Viaapan Sabhae Rog 

Ang 641 - Haar Pariou Suaamee Kai Dhuaarai Dheejai Budhh Bibaekaa 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MKXnr2daebQ
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Day 29 Cultivate the Spirit of Love  

 

Monday, 20 April 2020 02:05:05 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iVPF4XCxKpU  

 

1) 10:23 Go inward to the Light within you and leave no stone unturned. Let us avail of the opportunity given to us 
by Guruji in the form of SGGS Ji. 

2) 16:53 Let us go to Guruji with a spirit of love and devotion. We generally go to Guruji with a long wish list . We 
should express our love to Guruji also. We must cultivate love and yearning for Baani in the same way as we 
love our children. Kirtan is an expression of our innermost desires using shabad as a tool. I will recite hymns 
by Bhagat Ravidas who was an epitome of devotion. He is singing praises of the Guru. We must take the 
support of Guruji to be protected from the effects of Maya. The first shabad compares the devotee to be a 
peacock dancing before the Guru if Guruji is the beautiful mountain. May I be the wick in the lamp Guruji, 
may I be the pilgrim if you are the pilgrimage, Bhagat Ravidas says.The shabad is full of intensity and melody.  

3) 39:56 I was advised by my music guru Ustad Jaswant Singh Bhawra to meditate upon the shabad before 
reciting in order to feel the message and communicate this with the help of music + devotion mixed with deep 
longing. I am transported to another dimension when I do so. I have received so much as a result of this shift 
from Ghazals to Gurbaani. Persons listening also feel the impact when we meditate and recite Gurbaani. It is your 
individual journey and I request you to experience joy, bliss and enlightenment. 

4) 01:05:54 Let me explain to you the importance and the gift of Kirtan. Kirtan is a conversation of love and 
longing with the Divine when we bring this emotion consciously in our way of Being. We must go to the feet of our 
Guru and do ardaas. When Mardana met Guru Nanak, he was touched by his music. Mardana used to sing 
Sufi and folk songs in the courts of kings and made a living with what they offered him. Guruji offered him a 
partnership. Mardana asked how much he would receive as a token. Guruji responded that Mardana received a 
finite fixed amount when he did kirtan in the courts of kings. The partnership that Guruji  was offering him was 
something beyond the finite. He looked into his eyes and asked him to think about his request. Guruji said to him 
that the Creator who has created this finite world is whom Guruji wishes to serve together and sing praises 
together with. Mardana understood and humbly responded that all he would ask would be insignificant and 
small compared to the vastness of the Creator and His magnificence. This is when Guru Nanak Dev Ji gave 
Mardana the gift of kirtan. 

5) The second shabad, again a shabad of Bhagat Ravidas, is a conversation between a devotee and Guruji, the 
Infinite. The devotee asks Him why he is not listening to his plea. He wants to have the Divine Vision but he 
compromises with Guruji the Creator, that he would like to stay in remembrance of the Creator 24/7. He can't 
bear the separation for so many births. The devotee is asking for Divine Grace. 

6) 01:38:13 The third shabad that I will recite is by Bhagat Ravidas asking for Divine Grace despite being born in a so 
called low caste, keeping company of the wretched. He is anxious due to being separated from the Divine. 
He knows that the Creator shall have mercy on him. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 658 - Saachee Preeth Ham Thum Sio Joree 

Ang 694 - Ham Sar Dheen Dhaeiaal N Thum Sar Ab Patheeaar Kiaa Keejai  

Ang 345 - Raam Guseeaa Jeea Kae Jeevanaa 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iVPF4XCxKpU
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Day 30 Spiritual Yearning (Birha & Tarla)  

 

Tuesday, 21 April 2020 02:11:20 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mmue7vuc9iQ  

 

1) 10:13 Today's shabad will be in the form of 3 ballads that I will be reciting on the topic of yearning. Ballads 
are recited normally to give encouragement to the persons concerned. SGGS Ji has been compiled beautifully 
by Guru Arjan Dev Maharaj and then completed, keeping a definitive structure by Guru Gobind Singh 
Maharaj. This ballad is giving a distinction between virtues and vices that exist in the battlefield of a human’s 
mind. 

2)  The first shabad is a conversation between 2 spiritual beings where one is falling into a regression and her 
satsangee sister is working on lifting her up. The lady who is declining recognizes that she is regressing, is 
well aware that she has been given a perfect body as an instrument to self realize but is falling in the trap of 
duality by succumbing to her vices. She knows that she has been given a discerning intellect but is not using 
her faculties holistically. Each one of us can relate to this condition at some point in our lives. We notice that 
we are falling and we must ask Guruji to shower His Grace and help us to get out of this bottomless pit. We 
must beg at His Door that we are able to recognize our karmic imprint but He can erase these in an instant if 
we are sincere. 

3) 01:13:16 Our mind wanders because we take support of everything else except the Divine Feet and Sacred 
Name of the Guru. What can the world give us when everyone is suffering? Guruji emphasizes the 
importance of the connection with the Divine constantly. Bhagat Kabir says “Supne Hoon Bar Rai Ke Je Mukh 
Nigase Ram: that I would make shoes for the persons with my body skin for those who recite the Name of 
the Lord in their sleep” We lose our focus which makes our minds wander. A spiritual being stays detached 
once he sees that his spiritual progress is getting affected. Such beings stay away from the grip of maya and 
remain connected with the Divine 24/7 with love, devotion and yearning. 

4) 01:36:13 The 3rd part is the Pauri where Guruji is concluding. The one who is conscious of Your Presence 
receives the following: He lives with ease, contentment, joy, materialism, a big supportive family not just 
with blood relations. The world becomes his oyster. His future generations are saved and he is unaffected 
by the grip of death thus reaching a state of immortality and eternal peace. 

5) 01:40:51 Yearning has been given a high place in SGGS Ji. When we develop a connection with the Divine, 
we attain the status of a king and a powerful ruler of our way of being. When we suffer in pain due to the 
separation from the Divine, we work on overcoming the duality of life. Beings who do not have this love 
and devotion are as good as being dead according to Bhagat Fareed. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 959 Sabh Suhaagan Maanehi Raleeaa Eik Dhaevahu Raath Muraaree  

Ang 959 Kaahae Man Thoo Dolataa Har Manasaa Pooranehaar 

Ang 1379 Birehaa Birehaa Aakheeai Birehaa Thoo Sulathaan – Salok Fareed 36 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mmue7vuc9iQ
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Day 31 Abiding by the Divine Will  

 

Wednesday, 22 April 2020 01:34:01 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=daIE0TD_4jg  

 

 

1) 9:45 The Bhakta or Gurmukh stays calm and composed no matter what the outer circumstances are, Pleasant, 
unpleasant, good or bad. When we ignore what Mother Nature is trying to tell us, natural calamities come in 
the form of Covid 19. 

2) A true devotee abides by the Divine Will. He lives with the virtue of acceptance. The first Shabad is by Bhagat 
Kabeer. We have been separated from our Creator because we were stubborn and are paying for our karmas 
that we have sown in our past lives. The Creator sends us on this earth plane and will call us back on his 
terms. We must work hard to seek and take his blessings to erase our karmic bondages. 

3) Shloka from the Baramah by Guru Arjan Dev Maharaj. 

4) 55:28 The second shloka from the Baramah of this month is explained in the next shabad that I will recite. 
Meditating on the Name Divine is the path for the devotees. They are not judged by the Creator. They treat 
pain and pleasure equally. They have learnt the concept of acceptance, gratitude, living from a place of truth 
and obeying the Divine Will. They stay in total and unconditional devotion, free from duality and they live 
wholeheartedly. They are begging for the Grace of their Lord from a place of trust and surrender. Gurus have 
given us a higher place “awastha” 

5) 1:16:16 Cultivate a relationship with Guruji. Meditate on the name of Waheguru. What is the best deed that 
one can do? Singing the Name Divine! 

6) 1:27:28 Our lives will go in vain if we remain attached to the materialism and the illusion of Maya. Let us go, 
take the support of the Divine Name at the feet of the holy Lord/Guru. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 133 - Kirath Karam Kae Veeshhurrae Ka r Kirapaa Maelahu Raam 

Ang 136 - Jin Jin Naam Dheeaaiaa Tin Ke Kaaj Sarai 

Ang 12 and 377 - Gobindh Milan Kee Eh Teree Bareeaa 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=daIE0TD_4jg
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Day 32 Prem Darshan – Guru & Bhakt  

  

Thursday, 23 April 2020 01:55:37 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5uwFjlYQI9Y  

 

1) 17:07 Guru Arjan Dev Maharaj Ji has used so many adjectives for the Supreme Power. He calls Him the Lord 
of the Universe, the master of the breath, the treasure of Mercy and Guru of the world, the Supreme Power 
all in one sentence. Prann Nath Kirpa Nidhaan Jagat Guru,meaning breath, master, mercy, treasure, universe, 
Lord respectively. He describes Him as the embodiment of compassion and forgiveness as well as the friend 
of the meek and humble. Guruji is pleading to this Power to shower compassion to eliminate the mental, 
emotional and natural calamities happening around us. He pleads to protect his devotee and alleviate his 
suffering. Guruji asks for this one gift of unwavering devotion despite his physical condition being well or 
weak. 

2) There are around 15 dialects in SGGS Ji which include Marathi, Gujarati, Bengali, Urdu, Farsi, Braj and Hindi. 

3) 40:18 Sab Jee Tere Dayaala. Every being is taken care of by this Power. ApneBhagatKarePratipaala assures us 
that Guruji takes care of his devotees especially. The devotees are simply yearning for the vision of their Ishta. 
The next shabad talks about how the devotee can see the Lord. The devotee asks for Guruji to keep him 
under His Divine supervision and Grace. This is the importance of practising and imbibing the teachings from 
SGGS Ji. We are then nurtured and nourished on a daily basis. 

4) 53:34 Guruji says that the Baabihaa, jeev rupi istri is pleading to Guruji to give Darshan to her. SGGS Ji is Guru 
Himself. Let us contemplate and live in accordance to the teachings in order to receive the gift of His Vision 
before our eyes. A spiritual aspirant needs the support of Divine Name for his soul just like we need food to 
sustain ourselves. 

5) 1:08:57 Focus on the important ingredient of love similar to how you practise love for your loved ones, your 
work, your friends, and your favorite movie. Bring yearning and deep longing to see the Divine. 

6) 1:37:04 There are rare beings who can sing the song of love. But this is that type of song that cannot be sung 
by everyone. Not all instruments can sing this song of love. Those rare beings are imbued with the nectar of 
love for the Lord. The 3rd Shabad is about how such a being then asks for the Lord to give her His Divine 
vision 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 1358 - Hae Praan Naathh Gobindhe Kirapaa Nidhhaan Jagadh Guru 

Ang 703 - First part as shloka Darshan Pyaasee Dinas Raat 

Ang 703 - Sun Yaar Hamaarae Sajan Eik Karo Baenantheeaa 

Ang 386 - Darshan Maangoo Deh Piaare 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5uwFjlYQI9Y
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Day 33 Trust in God’s Economy  

 

Friday, 24 April 2020 02:10:50 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pen0cwDKdJo  

 

1) 13:02 Today's topic will reveal many answers. Guruji gives us an assurance that He takes care of us right from 
the time we are conceived. The Shabads to be sung are from SGGS Ji and describe the Universe to be this 
playful energy. As humans, we must learn to surrender to the Power. All religions aspire to reveal the Light 
that is present in each one around us. It is the separation that creates our suffering. 

2) 1:24:59 Do you see the Power that this Universe is? The next hymn is about recognizing the play that is 
happening around us in the form of our interactions on a daily basis. Each one has a role to play in the drama 
of Life. The plant animal and human kingdom are all under the shade of a tree in this vast Universe. When we 
are near the sunset of our lives, we return home like birds flying away at dusk to return to their loved ones 
waiting for them and are born again in another form. Some of us are born with a sweet tongue and some 
speak harshly as well as strictly. We shall pay a price for every action that we have committed. 

3) 1:45:44 The last Shabad is a hymn by Bhagat Kabeer. He explains very explicitly that water can be converted 
to deserts, deserts can be converted to wells and wells to mountains if the Supreme decides. The rich can 
become beggars in an instant and the beggars can become extremely wealthy. 

4) We must practise humility. Let us understand this clearly and learn to surrender and accept His Divine Will. 
The sign of such a Being is that he lives in contentment obeying the Divine Will with no questions asked. 

5) I will tell you a beautiful story of an encounter between Guru Nanak Dev Ji and a Sufi mystic. Guruji answers 
all his questions by giving fine examples of asking him to count the pearl that exists before the first pearl on 
a tray containing many pearls. He shows him that butter, yoghurt, delicious sweets are all present in this milk 
without us seeing them. 

6) The Supreme Power can bring us into a position of no power in an instant. Therefore, let us put our entire 
trust in TUHI TUHI. Let us become an instrument of God and practise giving and receiving love, compassion 
and forgiveness. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 174 - Chojee Maerae Govindhaa Chojee Maerae Piaariaa 

Ang 1019 - Maula Maula Khel Kare Sabh Aapai 

Ang 1252 - Jal Te ThalKar Thal Te Kuaa Koop Te Mair Karaav 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pen0cwDKdJo
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Day 34 Vibrations of Chanting  

 

Saturday, 25 April 2020 01:58:45 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=twZCQyxy3Bg  

 

1) 35: 19 Let us recite and chant the Divine Name very, very slowly to experience the bliss. Close your eyes and 
bring yourselves to a state of calmness and bliss. 

2) 1:03:31 We have successfully, with Guruji’s Grace, completed reciting the 1st complete verse of Sukhmani 
Sahib very slowly letting the sound current of every word penetrate into the depths of our being. 

3) 1:17:40 We shall now recite the full version of Tuhi Tuhi recited by Guru Gobind Singh Maharaj. He did this 
Jaap 16 times. The effect of this mantra is powerful in the Kalyuga also known as the dark ages. It is equivalent 
to reciting Tuhi Tuhi the potent mantra 16000 times. This is Guruji’s assurance to us. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Page 16 Dasam Granth Sahib Ji:  

 Gobinday Mukunday Oodahaaray Apaaray Hareeiaan Kareeiaan Nirnaame Akaame 

 

Ang 262 - 1st verse of Sukhmani Sahib ( Simaro Simar Simar Sukh Paavahu ) 

 

Page 43 Dasam Granth Sahib Ji - Tuhi Tuhi (complete) 

 Jale Haree ॥ Thale Haree ॥ Aure Haree ॥ Bane Haree 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=twZCQyxy3Bg
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Day 35 Protocol of Ardaas  

 

Monday, 4 May 2020 02:07:44 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l2TrAlkzwDY  

 

1) 22:07 I feel grateful to each and everyone for your prayers. It is due to your prayers that I have healed. I too 
missed these satsangs. Gurbaani is powerful and gracious. 

2) Today’s theme is the protocol of doing Ardaas to Guruji. Each relationship has a protocol of interacting. When 
we do Ardaas, it involves a protocol we shall be discussing. We know that we are progressing when our 
thoughts, words and deeds are aligned with each other in accordance to the Guru’s teachings. Let us start 
with the first Shabad of Ardaas. 

3) 58:33 The first protocol is that we go to Guruji in full trust and surrender at his Feet without any doubt. We 
renounce our ego and dualities that the mind is producing. We must firmly believe that Guruji listens to our 
prayer. I am often told by people that they ask Guruji to provide justice. It is not our duty to ask for justice. 
We are all paying our debts due to the karmic imprint of several lives that we have led before this one. If we 
go to Guruji in a space of humility and surrender, He can erase our karmic imprints. We are unconsciously 
accumulating negative karmas and are not even aware of this. Let us surrender at His Holy Feet! 

4) 1:37:08 The second protocol is to have full faith in the Power and Greatness of Waheguru Ji. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 547 Sunahu Baenantheeaa Suaamee Maerae Raam 

Ang 1416  Asee Khathae Bahuth Kamaavadhae Anth N Paaraavaar 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l2TrAlkzwDY
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Day 36 Feel His Presence  

  

Tuesday, 5 May 2020 02:08:11 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sn5It_cdohU  

 

1) 29:48 - The first Shabad talks about the path or route to meet you, my Lord. We are so fortunate to have 
Gurbani which is showing us the way. 

2) 43.16 When we listen to the Name Divine, we accept what is being explained to us. This is the protocol to 
approach Guruji and how to insert  this postcode in order  to be a true devotee. I will take Guru’s words and 
happenings in my life as a blessing for me. There is no word called defeat on the spiritual traveler’s path. 

3) 47:52 Further on, Guruji gives us an assurance that He shall bestow Divine Grace on his devotees once he 
lives by the path that Guruji has carved out for him. Guru Arjan Dev Maharaj is a prime example of not 
considering appearances, looks, caste, creed and religion in Gurbani. He has included the works of so many 
persons of the so-called low caste (termed by society) in SGGS Ji. We actually bow down to their works when 
we revere SGGS JI. Bhagat Kabir and Bhagat Ravidas were considered low caste but their work is included in 
SGGS Ji. 

4) 1:07:10 The second Shabad is the state every devotee must aspire to attain. Guru Nanak Dev Ji offers the 
prayer to the Supreme and asks for the gift of being attuned in uttering the Divine Name constantly. He asks 
his wish to be granted only if this pleases His Divine Supreme Will. Total and complete surrender together 
with acceptance. We usually go to Guruji with our long list of demands. 

5) A devotee’s mind, body and soul are aligned to the frequency of Naam. The trait of such a devotee is that he 
stays neutral, steadfast and rooted in surrender to His Divine Name. He is not dependent on what the outside 
world gives out to him. The world generally labels such a Being as crazy. Bhagat Kabir agrees that he has 
become a paagal. He says he has understood the secret of bhakti. Gal Noo Paa Liya. Tune inward and pray in 
yearning whilst reciting this hymn. 

6) 1:32:40 Feel the Divine Presence in every aspect of your Being. Surrender at the Divine feet of Guruji. We 
cannot see Wi-Fi in our homes but still use it. Similarly, we must connect with the Divine despite us not being 
able to see Him. When all beings in the creation are made by the Creator, we actually begin feeling His 
Presence in each and every being. I give you an analogy of the gardener who is fixing a garden. The first task 
he does is to remove the weeds growing in the garden. 50% of the nourishment is eaten away by the weeds. 
Similarly, our vices are pulled out by Guruji once we are connected with His Divine Name. Then he reaches 
the stage that Guruji is talking about in the 3rd hymn that we are about to recite. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 527 - Maero Sundhar Kehahu Milai Kith Galee 

Ang 751 - Eik Naanak Kee Aradaas Jae Thudhh Bhaavasee 

Ang 1420 - Vin Boliaa Sabh Kichh Jaanadaa Kis Aagai keejai Aradaas 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sn5It_cdohU
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Day 37 Celebrating Prakash Purbh of Guru Amardas Paatshah 

 

Wednesday, 6 May 2020 02:15:04 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vtfViyvJj0Q  

 

Bhale Amardas Gun Tere 

 

1) 25:10 Guru Amardas was born in 1479, 10 years after Guru Nanak Dev Ji. He was the epitome of humility and 
reverence. He did selfless Seva and service for his Guru, Guru Angad Dev Ji. He walked for long distances to 
fetch water for his Guru’s bath without turning his back to Guruji. When kicked by Guru Angad Dev Ji’s son, 
he touched his feet and inquired if his old bones  had   hurt the boy . 

2) He married his daughter Bibi Bhani to Jetha Ji who then became the 4th Guru, Guru Ramdas. He lived a life 
of total trust and surrender towards Him. The chain of events led him to select the groom for his daughter. 
The first Shabad is an eulogy for Guru Amardas written by Bhatt Bhalh. 

3) 1:11:11 The second hymn was recited by Guru Amardas Ji when there was a calamity on the earth. Covid-19 
is also a calamity that has befallen us. We must totally surrender and live according to the teachings of Guruji. 

4) The five steps of listening, reciting, contemplating, understanding and then applying the understanding in our 
daily lives must be followed. He constantly assures this to each one of us in his Baani.We must fine tune our 
senses in order to take care of our own physical body. The importance and benefits of listening, singing and 
understanding the scriptures is discussed in the Japji Sahib in detail. 

5) I would like to explain and discuss the 3rd Shabad with you in detail today. The practice of waking up to do 
Nitnem during Amritvela must not be overlooked. When we start living in accordance with the teachings, our 
faults get revealed to us and we can start working on overcoming these vices of lust, greed, anger, jealousy, 
comparing ourselves to others and the list is endless. Guru has given us the gift of the Divine Name. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 1396 - Bhalae Amaradaas Gun Thaerae Thaeree Oupamaa Thohi Ban Aavai 

Ang 853 - Jagath Jalandhaa Rakh Lai Aapanee Kirapaa Dhhaar 

Ang 305 - Gur Satgur Kaa Jo Sikh Akhaaeae Se Bhalakae Outh Har Naam Dhhiaavai 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vtfViyvJj0Q
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Day 38 Friendship: Regression to Progression  

 

Thursday, 7 May 2020 02:16:25 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=078k8QamywU  

 

1) 50:23 This hymn is full of love, devotion and yearning for the Infinite. The body is an amazing tool, a carrier 
that the soul has been given. The body functions, body temperature and systems work magically without our 
intervention. We have 5 steps to follow given to us by Guruji. 

2) The teachings of SGGS Ji helps us ascend the ladder from one level to the next.It prepares us just like the land 
is prepared before a crop is sown. It helps us to go into progression rather than going backward. 

3) The mind is a store house of karmic patterns and habits which we are constantly playing and recording by 
way of thoughts. It is like the black box of an airplane. We have to consciously ask for His Grace to help us 
delete old patterns and vices that we become aware of once we start leading a spiritual life. We then start 
drawing a line in the water, a line drawn on a sandy beach or a line drawn on a stone which is the most 
dangerous. We draw a line on the stone when we continuously repeat old patterns. Then we create more 
karma similar to our patterns. We stop creating karma when we consciously erase old patterns and habits. 
This is equivalent to drawing a line on a sandy beach or on the water. 

4) Friendships are essential and a necessary tool. A being that is walking the spiritual path must make friends 
who are connected with conscious living. They lead a life with virtuous habits and practices. 

5) The spiritual being also connects with the Divine and yearns for the Divine. He starts talking to the Divine. 
Such a being also gives without expecting anything in return. He treats every opportunity to be in service, as 
sacred. He pulls up his satsangee friends who are going into regression without expecting anything in return. 
He stays away from criticism and jealousy. Such a Being lives mindfully keeping these protocols in mind. If a 
fellow human being pulls him down, he prays for his well being and works on not creating any negative 
thoughts towards this being. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 757 - Koee Aan Milaavai Maeraa Preetam Piaaraa Ho Tis Pehi Aap Vaechaaee 

Ang 345 - Baygampuraa Sehar Ko Naao 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=078k8QamywU
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Day 39 Friendship – Virtues vs Vices  

 

Friday, 8 May 2020 02:21:03 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rMgzdTuf2Gg  

 

1) 14:23 Talk to Waheguru Ji as if He is a living entity. Bring love, respect and feel His Presence in every 
phenomenon of the Creation. Take care of the Light within ourselves. Quality matters over quantity. Our sins 
are washed away once we truly connect with our minds. 

2) 21:57 InhaleWah Exhale Guru. Chant Ji and totally surrender 

3) 25:39 The first Shabad translates: You are the Giver of gifts, the Lord of perfect understanding. I am a mere 
beggar at your door. Let us go to His Door as mere beggars. Let us be assured to know that the Lord is forgiving 
despite us making mistakes. We complain when life does not unfold as per our wishes. We bring our ego to 
Guruji which is why our lives do not feel the magic and power of Source Energy. The first Shabad by Guru 
Nanak Dev Ji tells us how futile it is to ask from Source for material pleasures which are all temporary. 

4) 1:04:40 We must stay away from gossip, lust, greed. We must stay away from people that are indulging in 
gossip. We pray for them to receive wisdom but stay away for them. Guruji gave us the 3 golden rules of 
singing the Name, honest living and to share our wealth with the lesser fortunate ones. When we put aside 
10% of our yearly earnings for charity, we train ourselves to letting go  a  part  of our wealth. We train 
ourselves to learn detachment and compassion for others. 

5) 1:40:00 Let us teach our younger generation the teachings of SGGS Ji by becoming role models of practising 
the teachings in our daily lives. Sikhism teaches us to walk the path in the middle way. Preachers cannot alone 
become role models. This is the responsibility of parents. When we practise the teachings, we actually reach 
a state where we can honestly claim that we feel His Presence every minute of our lives. Every saint has a past 
and a sinner, a future. Let us learn from our mistakes and move forward consciously, creating a life of joy and 
bliss for ourselves. 

6) 2:05:26 One of my younger brothers from Perth, Australia requested me to add Har VeleTera Simran. He 
recorded the Tuhi Tuhi official video. Let us recite this closing prayer Sukh Vele Shukrana, Dukh Vele Ardaas 
Har VeleTera Simran Waheguru Ji. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 597 - Tu Prabh Dhaataa Daan Mat Pooraa 

Ang 1163 - Jo Na Bhajanthae Naaraaeinaa 

Ang 587 - So Satguru Piaaraa Maera Naal Hai 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rMgzdTuf2Gg
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Day 40 Amritvela – Converse with the Almighty  

 

Saturday, 9 May 2020 02:25:50 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AbsAq0FSOHs  

 

1) 11:24 The Infinite Energy is comparable to WiFi in our homes. We use it every day but we do not see this. Let 
us feel His Presence and have a conversation with Him fully surrendering our Ways of Being. 

2) 37:57 In the first hymn that I am going to recite, Guruji gives analogies of the devotee and the Supreme. You 
are the wave, I am the fish. Bhagat Ravidas too has shared with us similar analogies which are being explained. 
It is all about yearning from a place of devotion and faith in a spirit of surrender. I like to give the analogy of 
the cloth used by a car mechanic, that is stained by oil   with repeated usage.Similarly our minds are stained 
due to previous and current sanskaras that we must mindfully clean and remove. Gurbaani acts like a 
detergent to wash away the vices and cleanse us. A Gurmukh has tears of love and devotion reciting and 
contemplating Shabad Baani. 

3) 1:16:10 Let us bring feelings of love and yearning for the Supreme when we are reciting Shabads rather than 
quickly going through our practice as mere rituals. Japji Sahib is a condensed version of SGGS Ji. Let us 
immerse ourselves with the sweetness of Holy Scriptures with deep understanding. When we compromise 
with the Creator by bringing Ego in between us and the Source, we can be in trouble. 

4) 1:28:54 Let us learn from little children who live in awe and wonder and have all the time to give  us hugs, 
speak words of wisdom to us. Once we develop this childlike wonder, we are blessed with time to sit quietly 
with our practice and conversing with the sDivine. 

5) 1:39:08 The Ego is our worst enemy. It is an incurable disease. We must be careful not to compromise with 
the Creator for the Creation. We must analyse ourselves and go to Guruji from a space of humility. Let us 
appreciate the good that we have rather than complaining and comparing ourselves with others. Can we 
appreciate the bounties that we have received from the Source? The awakened Beings live every minute to 
please the Creator rather than pleasing the world. 

6) FOCUS: Follow One Course Until Sachkhand is what we must do. When we live in accordance with the 
teachings of SGGS Ji, we become angels and then the 3rd Shabad is what Guruji tells us. Guruji gives us His 
blessings abundantly. This teaching applies to every religion universally. 

7) 1.59.57- Do we all wish to become angels? Let us follow the path defined to us by our Universal Father as 
well as our Mother. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 389 - Tu Maeraa Tarang Ham Meen Tumaarae 

Ang 747 - Eih Aradhaas Hamaaree Suaamee Visar Naahee Sukhad haatae 

Ang 496 - Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasees 

Ang 8 - Pavan Guru Paani Pitaa Maataa Dhharat Mahat 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AbsAq0FSOHs
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Day 41 Celebrating Motherhood  

 

Sunday, 10 May 2020 02:25:53 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dlt9-AVOOog  

 

On the platform of Sikh Net on the occasion of Mother’s Day 

 

1) 22:47 Let us celebrate and salute our Sikh mothers who have left a rich legacy for us to follow. We must 
celebrate our mothers who are not with us physically currently. I offer my salutations to the mothers 
around the world. Our parents are our role models and we must 

2) We have a rich heritage which we must follow and observe the protocols given to us by Guruji. I’d like to 
share a personal story which deeply impacted me as a young lad. I did not get the desired grades in a 
Maths exam despite preparing hard. This devastated me. One of my mentors taught me to learn to shed 
tears in yearning for my Guru rather than wasting my precious tears on materialistic pursuits. According to 
him, this is the purpose of tears for us. 

3) 01:49:57 Let us imagine the state of Guru Arjan Dev Maharaj when he must have recited this shabad. I 
shall sing my version of the 2nd shabad and I promise to recite the old classics in their original musical 
composition. 

4) 01:56:46 We must choose our company wisely. The company we keep affects us and also has an effect on 
our karma as well as thinking. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 1101 - Har Jee Maata Har Jee Pitaa Har Jio Prathipaalak  

Ang 1133 - Tu Meraa Pitaa Tu hai Meraa Mataa 

Ang 496 - Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasees 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dlt9-AVOOog
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Day 42 A True Friend – Shabad Guru  

 

Monday, 11 May 2020 02:26:39 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xOqSsZX5WsU  

 

1) 16:20  Let us take the support of Gurbaani and learn about a TRUE FRIEND from SGGS Ji. 

2) 25:44  The recipe for success as shared with me by my mentors is to train the mind to be in bliss always. 
Gurbaani teaches us how to stay in bliss. We are usually focused on materialistic friendships which shall 
never cease to betray us. 

3) A satsangee mitrata must be formed. What are the attributes of such friendships? These are devoid of 
expectations. These beings practice acceptance at whatever is given out to them. The focus is to 
progress on the spiritual path keeping an eye on the teachings and receiving guidance from the Source. 

4) These beings treat each one equally without discrimination. When we are simply focused on gaining 
materialistic wealth without paying attention to enhancing Divine qualities, we shall continue to 
suffer. 

5) We must develop the virtue of contentment in our lives. 

6) 01:22:10 Life is full of dualities. Joy and suffering are part of this life. Once we understand why our 
suffering takes place, we can work on looking at it with different eyes. The second shabad tells us that we 
shall be consumed by the world if we are not focused on our inner growth and journey. 

7) 01:06:18 Let us work on developing the spiritual intimate relationship with our Guruji who is our only 
true friend. Only then, we shall be able to navigate the choppy waters of our lives on this planet. We 
must explore the infinite possibilities that can open up for us once we surrender and follow the protocol 
given to us by SGGS Ji. The Divine virtues open up for such Beings. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 633 - Eih Jag Meeth N Dhekhiou Koee 

Ang 766 - Man Paradhaesee Jae Thheeai Sabh Dhaes Paraaeiaa  

Ang 37 - Mitr Ghanerae Kar Thakee Meraa Dukh Kaattai Koe 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xOqSsZX5WsU
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Day 43 Mool Mantar Jaap for Benefit of Humanity  

 

Tuesday, 12 May 2020 01:36:12 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WQc1ifIGuao  

 

Mool Mantra Jaap in Collaboration with Digi Sangat uk 

 

1) 13:44 Baani Guru , Guru hai Baani , vich Baani Amrit sare. 

2) Let us take the Sharan of Shree Guru Granth Sahib ji. Naam Jaap is an important karaj 

3) ( Task ) for Sarbat da bhala , Digi Sangat UK has undertaken the Uprala ( task ) of doing one million Jaaps of 
Mool Mantra . 

4) The task is nearly half complete. Naam Jaap for humanity will benefit all. What goes around comes around. 
When the congregation does Jaap in unison , it infuses the important ingredient of Prem ( pyaar) and 
Devotion ( Bhawna) 

5) Mool Mantra is swaroop of Waheguru. His swaroop is Nirbhau, Nirvair, Akaalmoorat………. 

6) Gurprasad helps us to attain HIM. Whoever HE sets his glance on , will be revealed in the matrix of this 
Universe and matrix of this whole body. “ Jo Bhrahmande soi Peende, Jo Khoje so paawe.” Whatever we 
are seeking for lies within ourselves. 

7) Who is the seeker? “ Mann mein rattan jawahar maanik, Je Ek gur ki sikh Suni” 

8) People stand on the shore of the ocean and talk about its depth. “Agamm agochar tu Thakur Ratnaguru, very 
rarely we find people who dive into an ocean without knowing how to swim.They just jump “ Mohe marne 
ka chau hai sir tal tali gali morree aau”. The concept of FOCUS was discussed on day 42. After jumping into 
the ocean they go deeper and deeper without caring for the depth. They are rare Gurmukh sant jano. 

9) Our six Gurus, 15 Bhhattas and four Gursikhs have dived deep and whatever pearls and precious gems 
they found in the ocean, they have presented in SGGS Ji. 

10) So with Guru’s Apaar kripa , let us together focus on Mool Mantra, which is the image of Akaal Purakh 
Waheguru. With the benevolence of WAHEGURU JI, Swaroop comes in the person who does this Jaap. “ 
Jaisa Sewe thaisa Hove” 

11) 21:09 Jaap of Mool Mantra . 

 

Gurudev Mantra Waheguru Jaap 

Sukh vele Shukrana ……. 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WQc1ifIGuao
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Day 44 Focus on Spiritual Progress  

 

Wednesday, 13 May 2020 02:16:24 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sPld1kjnKZE  

 

1) 21:34 The Pope, an esteemed divine soul has asked the global community to pray for the well being of 
persons due to COVID on May 14th, 2020. I feel grateful that I am born as a Sikh having been given 
guidance by Guruji’s teachings. We have been participating in these healing sessions for the benefit of all 
since Mar 22th 2020. We ask for sarbat da bhalla in Sikhism without discrimination towards any caste or 
religion. The first shabad requested of me tells us the way to reach our Sai who is Nirankaar, the Supreme. 

2) SGGS Ji tells us to firstly surrender, get rid of ego, to take support of Gurbaani by spending time in reciting 
the Holy Name and finally sitting together in a community to contemplate and learn together. It helps us to 
put our small selves aside and think of the community as a collective. Bhagat Ravidas talks about when “I” 
exist, then You are not here. When I get rid of the “Me” then I can see the vision of You in everybody. 
Powerful! Gurbaani has added the works of 15 bhagats (devotees) whichreflects inter-culturalism – EGO: 
EDGING GOD OUT. 

3) 01:08:59   Gurbani teaches us techniques to self- analyise and meet the Lord. The shabads are profound 
and must be contemplated. We have become so engrossed in collecting worldly pleasures that we do not 
pay attention to our spiritual progress. Disease then afflicts us. The next shabad is by Guru Nanak Dev Ji. 
Bhai Sahib Bhai Vir Singh translated some of the works of the texts. He describes this shabad in a story 
format. Guruji is standing at the threshold of Sachkhand and is uttering this hymn. He sees the Creation of 
the Creator in every aspect of life. This hymn is full of devotion, yearning and love for Waheguru. 

4) 01:30:19 You can relate to this shabad and imagine yourselves standing at the threshold of 
Sachkhand. 

5) 01:38:04 We need logic up to a certain point. Once the logic ends, then the magic begins. Knowledge 
must be acquired to a point where the minds are stabilized. The spiritual journey can only be 
experienced. 

6) The Infinite cannot be described. Make sure to set the intention with clarity and then you shall meet the 
Lord. Such a devotee experiences contentment and lives his life with focussed attention and intention. Let 
us put on our vision boards , the five aims that Guruji gives us in Japji Sahib. We must spend every minute 
wisely to erase the workings of karma. Karma and sanskaras are the ticket to enter the earth plane. Once 
these are eliminated, we are freed from the cycle of birth and death. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 1098 - Mai Chaarae Kunddaa Bhaaleeaa Thudhh Jaevadd N Saaeeaa  

Ang 25 - Tu Dhareeaao Dhaanaa Beenaa Mai Machhlee Kaisae Anth Lehaa 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sPld1kjnKZE
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Day 45 Dedicated to the saadh sangat of my birthplace Jhansi 

 

SANGRAND : JETH 

  

Thursday, 14 May 2020 02:24:12 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2hf0tEwqFvs  

 

1) 25:09 Let’s take sharan of Naam and Gurbaani and take guidance of Guruji. Happy Sangrand to all 

2) It is the month of Jeth. 

3) There are two Baramahas recorded in SGGSJi. One was recited by Guru Nanak Dev ji in Raag Tukharee and 
the other by Guru Arjan Dev ji in Raag Maajh. Both contain the same message but are worded differently. 
Usually Gyani ji would be reciting the whole of it in the gurudwara on the day of Sangrand. It is different 
nowadays. The concept keeps changing nowadays. 

4) Earlier the entire Paath was done after the Hukumnama, and took 15 mins to recite. Explanation of the new 
month followed. Barahmaha is a title Baani. Applying it in our lives for the entire month enables us to form 
habit patterns to follow. It helps us to control vices and we become Gurmukhs. 

5) 34:30 Guru ji does not preach or support male dominance in society. For Him both genders are equal. 
Vaasna – Kama, possessiveness should be abandoned. 

6) Title Baanis include words like GUNWANTI, SUCHHAJI, KUCHHAJI. We are all actually images of females ie 
Jeev Rupi Istree. Male is Nirankaar Waheguru. If we are all equal then we will merge with the Divine and 
elevate our souls. Example of Mata Kheevi ji , wife of Guru Angad Dev ji who covered her head with a veil 
but not her face. (In defiance of the Purdah system). She served Langar to the Sewadaars. Equal rights were 
given to women by Guruji. 

7)  Many examples are there in Sikh History about female equality. Guru Nanak Dev ji said “So kiyon manda 
aakhiye jitt jamme raajan.” 

8) 53:26 Memories of early childhood and youth in Jhansi. Gratitude and Thanks to the Sadh Sangat of Jhansi 
for their Blessings. 

9) 01:51:53 Explanation of Mann Baura : Man becomes baura for materialism . Wordly pleasures give us stress 
and unhappiness. A man who is baura comes into crises of all types. 

10) 02:00:06 Dukh Daru sukh Rog bhaya ja sukh taam na hoyee, this shabad is present in both Asa Di vaar and 
Rehraas Sahib. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 134 - Har Jaeth Jurrandhaa Lorreeai Jis Agai Sabh Nivann 

Ang 220 - Man Rae Kehaa Bhaeiou Thai Bouraa 

Ang 469 - Dhukh Dhaaroo Sukh Rog Bhaeiaa Jaa Sukh Thaam N Hoee 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2hf0tEwqFvs
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Day 46 Develop Spiritual Intimacy  

 

Friday, 15 May 2020 02:24:28 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IU2RMw41WTs  

 

1) 21:44 This Journey is about Naam. Create Spiritual intimacy. The problem occurs when we become slaves of the 
worldly pleasures and our 5 vices. We must develop and work towards self mastery to overcome these vices 
and live in accordance to the teachings. Such a being then develops spiritual intimacy with the Universal Energy. He 
stays in optimism and joy, away from fear, jealousy, comparison and anger. He is ever forgiving, loving and of 
compassionate nature. I will share with you a few lines from the Baavan Akhri which can be translated as 52 
letters recited by Guru Arjan Dev Maharaj. This Baani spans over 10 pages just before the Sukhmani Sahib. 
There are two 52 Akhris in SGGS Ji . Bhagat Kabir composed one of them. These lines talk about making our 
inner world beautiful and blessed. This must be done on a daily basis. “Att Sundar Kooleen chattar mukh gyani 
dhanwant” 

2) 01:06:54 This is the difference between a Manmukh and a Gurmukh. The worldly persons are engrossed in the 
materialistic pleasures and pursuits. The self aware and enlightened beings will focus on developing themselves 
when they sit together with their fellow satsangis who have similar interests. When we identify our  being with our 
body,we tend to suffer due to our pride   . Indian spirituality describes this as Dheh Adhipatya and Dheh 
Adhyaas which translates as I am this body and this body belongs to me. The second shabad is explained. 

3) 01:21:15 We are creating intimacy with all the worldly materialistic pleasures. We must learn to develop love 
for the Divine similar to how we love our near and dear ones. I shall introduce you to a hymn that reveals 
spiritual intimacy at its best. When I discover these, I go into solitude and reflect. Guruji shows us how to 
form the relationship with the Divine. 

4) 01:25:43 I have no other than you my dear Guruji. I have fallen in love with you Guruji. Several comparisons 
are given in this hymn and shabad explained in detail. Guruji gives examples of the imaginary bird’s love for the 
moon, the song bird’s yearning for the sun, fish to water and the bumble bee to the lotus  flower. The imaginary 
bird can be related to our mind. I am in awe and wonder reading this shabad. Let us spend every breath of our 
lives in this state of spiritual intimacy. 

5)  01:58:55 Guruji tells us the benefits of what happens to a being who lives from a state of spiritual 
intimacy. Such a being becomes generous with his gifts in the form of nine treasures bestowed on him with 
Grace. They become a source of inspiration to others and help others to meet with the Divine. Their 
generations are salvated. The fruits reaped upon investing in developing spiritual intimacy are discussed in the 
last verse. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 683 - Bandhanaa Har Bandhanaa Gun Gaavahu Gopaal Raae  

Ang 1137 - Khoob Khoob Khoob Khoob Khoob Thaero Naam  

Ang 837 / 838 - Prabh Thujh Binaa Nehee Hor 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IU2RMw41WTs
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Day 47 The Benefits of Amritvela  

 

Saturday, 16 May 2020 02:14:46 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6JQOZ_FoF9Y  

 

1) 33:35 Amritvela is given importance in many religions and cultures. The ambrosial nectar is released 
during the 4th cycle between 3 and 6 am. Those of us who wake up and meditate upon the Divine Name 
notice that they are calmer and their minds are quiet. The body is governed by 5 elements and the space 
element is connected to the early hours of dawn. Our life habits are all interconnected. Those of us who go 
to bed in time are able to wake up to meditate during amritvela. The pituitary gland releases a substance 
during the 3rd and 4th watch of the night which is very useful for meditation. The fire element is active 
during the day when we wake up and we must eat a hearty breakfast upon waking. 

2) 01:13:38 The Lord is ever pervading and omnipresent as per what Guruji tells us in SGGS Ji. The question then 
arises is how do we see this Universal Energy that is ever pervading. We must go to Him in full trust, faith and 
take shelter of the Shabad Guru which our Gurus have left for us as the 11th prophet, a living Guru for 
humanity. We must give full reverence and respect to the SGGS Ji. 

3) We are simply focused on calculations with our limited intellect. Guru is limitless. Guruji asks us to have no 
expectations. I asked my spiritual mentors how to attract abundance and bliss in my life. Their response was 
to give freely without greed and expectation. The concept of Sarbat Da Bhala is truly practised. The being 
accepts everything and he lives to serve rather than waiting to be served. A true devotee gives freely. It might 
be giving blessings, wealth, time or knowledge. The needle of his mind is one pointed focus. He operates 
under the guidance of Guruji in full trust and surrender. Simply ask for His Grace. This is enlightenment. Live 
every moment as it unfolds rather than designing our realization. 

4) 01:39:07 The second shabad is glorifying the Universal Energy and completely surrendering at His Feet. 

5) 02:03:30 Sharing is caring is the 3rd golden rule given by Guru Nanak Dev Ji. Give the best that you have and 
share with the world. This is how we attract abundance in our lives. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 1147 - Dheen Duniyaa Thaeree Taek  

Ang 213 - Gun Keerath Nidhh Moree 

Ang 749 - Merae Raam Raae Tu Santaa Kaa Sant Therae 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6JQOZ_FoF9Y
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Day 48 Word of The Guru  

 

Sunday, 17 May 2020 02:20:08 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zL89QbrC0m4  

 

 

1) 50:38 We must go to the sanctuary of our Guru with full faith and commitment along with dedication. 
This is the most important. It is fine to ask for materialistic comforts and pleasures upto a certain point. 
Once we receive this, we must cultivate an awareness to develop on the spiritual path on which our Guru 
takes us if we take refuge in a place of total and unconditional surrender. 

2) Bhagat Namdev’s powerful story demonstrates how the devotee is taken care of. The temple actually 
turned towards him , when he was not allowed to enter the temple because he was of low caste. Our Guru 
is powerful, all knowing and makes the impossible possible. 

3) 01:25:15 The 3rd shabad is by Guru Ramdas Ji who was the epitome of devotion and yearning, longing to 
see the Lord. How might we believe in the words of our Guru? Once we meet our Guru by following his 
teachings, ego and conceit disappears. We must live our lives with gratitude and appreciation during all 
times of our life. If we do not live with these virtues, then materialism becomes like poison. Such beings do 
not suffer, they stay patient and content even during difficult times. 

4) 01:59:50 I urge you to memorize these shabads. We must choose between the world of Maya or our 
Guruji. When we free up our memory space from age old grievances, then we can fill this space with the 
Lord’s Divine Name. Let us get rid of old conflicts and sorrows by forgiving those who wronged us as well 
as asking for forgiveness. You will see how beneficial these practices will be for you. I too strive to walk on 
a similar path. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 517 - Prabh Paas Jan Kee Aradhaas Tu Sachaa Saiyeen 

Ang 1307 - Maan Maango Thaan Maango Dhhan Lakhamee Suth Dhaeh  

Ang 172 - Raam Gur Kai Bachan Har Paaeiaa 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zL89QbrC0m4
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Day 49 Salok: Bhagat Sheikh Fareed Ke 

 

Monday, 18 May 2020 02:38:14 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KAl8980xXJk  

 

12:53   Guru Arjan Dev Maharaj added Sheikh Fareed’s shalokas in SGGS Ji. They are 112 in number. They 
appear from Ang 1377-1384. His works are full of devotion, longing and yearning for the Lord. Guru 
Amardas’s baani sits alongside Bhagat Fareed’s works not as a contradiction but different perspectives are 
demonstrated beautifully. He emphasized on how important it is to cleanse the mirror of the mind in order to 
appeal to the Lord. His mother Miriam encouraged him to wake up early and meditate. She enticed him with 
sweets. One day she forgot to place sweets on his pillow but the sweets appeared. He told her that even 
though she admits that she had forgotten to place the sweets, he infact , thinks she had forgotten that she 
had actually placed the sweets on his pillow. The Lord himself takes care of his devotees.  

 

Shabads Recited 

 

Ang 1377-1384 - Salok Sheikh Farid Ji 

 

 PDF Download: 

 https://www.dropbox.com/s/d6eo5m2ah30s08w/Salok%20Sheik%20Fareed%20Ji.pdf?dl=1 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KAl8980xXJk
https://www.dropbox.com/s/d6eo5m2ah30s08w/Salok%20Sheik%20Fareed%20Ji.pdf?dl=1
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Day 50 Seek Forgiveness  

 

Tuesday, 19 May 2020 02:32:00 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7lZBkAkDboY  

 

Dedicated to the Saadh Sangat of the U.K 

Congratulations to the Saadh Sangat and Gratitude to Shri Guru Granth Sahib ji for completion of 50 Diwans 

 

1) 26:18 I set foot on the soil of Birmingham as a Minister of Religion and went on to do 

2) my post graduation in comparative studies of world religions focusing on Sikhism. My journey so far has taught 
me to handle the so called difficult situations with dignity and grace. I catch myself getting upset and immediately 
revert to asking for the peace of the other person. I also ask for forgiveness to harbor negative feelings within 
myself. We all come on this earth plane with our karmic bondages. We must work to eliminate these. I have 
cultivated myself with all the negativity I faced. 

3) The hymn that I sing has one beautiful line among many. It asks us to live in accordance with the values 
taught to us by SGGS Ji to make sure that we maintain the honor of Waheguru ji. Truly humbling words. I am 
Laadlaa of Satsangis. 

4) 01:25:49 Let us ask for sincere forgiveness regretting our past actions. His Innate nature is to forgive. This one 
quality will serve us very well. Let us not take Guruji for granted and make a fool of ourselves. We have created 
darkness out of ignorance of Maya. Waheguru is SUN. He dispels our darkness of ignorance once we go to his 
sanctuary with remorse. 

5) 01:36:59 Look at the vairagya and devotion that Guruji has demonstrated in this shabad. He was the 
embodiment of Source himself. But we are so engrossed in the illusion of Maya. We tend to operate from our 
limited intellect missing out the true essence and purpose of life. This becomes your ardaas to Guruji. The next 
hymn goes along with the first shabad. Guruji, it is your innate nature to take care of this child of yours. 

6) 01:43:09 Let us sing with slow tempo, read through the translation with love. Mean every word that you are 
reciting. Talk to Guruji. 

7) 01:46:58. Gurbaani helps us to take good care of our inner world with the support of Naam. 

8) 01:51:56 Deep meaning of this shabad. Guruji, how may I know your Way? Please show us your Way. 
We plead to Guruji. 

9) 01:53:16 Guruji is always ready to forgive us provided we go to Him sincerely. He showers his glance of 
Grace just like in the last shabad. 

10) 01:58:29 My teacher told me to always say Waaho Waaho. Waheguru, the guru Mantra. This advice 
changed my life. I learnt to live in gratitude and appreciation. We become the good that we focus upon. 
Thanks to you all. I am everything because of you . My last shabad from gurbaani utters the words Waaho 
Waaho and its impact on our lives. Gurbaani has a powerful influence over us. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 624 - Har Jeeau Nimaanieeaa Toon Maan 

Ang 51 - Terai Bharosai Piaare Mai Laad Laddaaiaa 

Ang 515 - Vaahu Vaahu Hiradhai Ucharaa Mukhahu Bhee Vaahu Vaahu Kareau 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7lZBkAkDboY
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Day 51 Naam:  Divine Name ( Part 1)  

 

Wednesday, 20 May 2020 02:31:00 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YySHLU4Zj_8  

 

1) 26.27 Once we surrender at the feet of Guruji, we are guided to recite the Name Divine.    Naam   helps   to 
remove the galvanization that has happened in our minds due to the illusion of Maya that has overcome us in 
these dark ages. The Anahad current is the Divine sound from which the shabad  baani emerges. The Naad 
sound current helps us tap into the infinite and limitless that we are in. 

2) I often asked my spiritual mentors if we must imagine our Guru’s feet when contemplating and meditating. 
According to Ang 680 of SGGS Ji, the last line tells us that we must attach ourselves to the Name Divine as our 
anchor. Guru Gobind Singh Maharaj gave us the Holy Granth as our 11th Guru and this is what we must focus 
upon. 

3) 01:02:17   While we are walking on the path of spirituality, we are overcome by questions and delusions. We 
must then go to Guruji, do ardaas and take a hukamnama which is a personal message for us. We must tune to 
the frequency of the hukumnama and start reflecting upon Guruji's message. The Baani is our boundary and we 
must live within those parameters to experience the bliss. 

4) 01:18:37  Each one of us has a war going on internally. A war of virtues and vices. This is why we have the 
ballads in SGGS Ji. Let us recite the second shabad for today. 

5) 01:21:39 We have turned away our focus from Gurbaani in these dark ages. This should be our only support and 
crutch. 

6) 01:34:50  Once we take the sanctuary and support of Naam, Guruji destroys our old habit patterns. Ego and 
attachment are destroyed with His Grace. Such a being is liberated whilst being alive. SGGS Ji teaches us to stay 
away from rituals, rites, fasting and focus only on the Sound Current. In the forthcoming sessions, we shall also 
do the journey of all the five Khands.  The power of Naam is limitless. To walk on this path is not easy. Previous 
habit   patterns will have to be uprooted. We have to allow   Satguru ji , to help us to do this. We get a new 
character, full of virtues if we take the sanctuary of Naam. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 680 SGGS Ji    

Ras Ras Gun Gaavau,  Gun Gavahu Thaakur Ke Morai Hiradhai  Basahu  Gopaal. 

Ang 89 SGGS Ji     

So Aaisaa Har Naam Dhiaaieeai Man Mere Jo Sabhanaa Oopar Hukam  Chalaaee 

 Ang 830 SGGS Ji      

Naam Binaa Dukh Paave Har Ke Naam Binaa 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YySHLU4Zj_8
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Day 52 Live in Gratitude – dedicated to Elderly in Care Homes  

 

Thursday, 21 May 2020 02:39:12 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v5eh2CLB8UM  

    

1) 10:47   We should offer  gratitude with every breath, to the Creator who resides in  us . 

2) 21:52    This session is dedicated to all the elderly in care homes and the carers. With the onset of COVID, the 
elderly are more vulnerable to risk and I'd like to cheer you up by reciting  shabads that are age old famous 
compositions by famous raagis.  

3) 53:39  The second shabad is the composition from K. Mohinder. The reverence that these famous singers 
showed during the recording of these shabads is inspiring. They truly embodied the second golden principle 
taught to us by Guru Nanak Dev Ji. The virtue of honest living. 

4) 01:04:31  The 3rd shabad  is yet another classic composition sung by Bhai Gopal Singh who  was visually 
impaired  and helped many, to open the mind’s inner eye. Focus on the Divine Name. 

5)  1:13:39 We must spend every breath of our lives wisely. We receive this human body as an investment from 
the Creator. W have to give an account of our lives. We must live in gratitude every minute of the day. I'd like to 
discuss with you 4 kinds of debts today. Debt to our mother, father, the planet and our Guru. Sheikh Fareed tells 
us that we are indebted to Guruji in order to pay our debts back to our Creator. 

6)  01:36:35  The  Shabad that I shall recite to you now is by Guru  Ramdas  when Guruji appointed    Guru Arjan 
Dev Maharaj as the successor to the Guruship. Guru Arjan Dev ji had an elder brother, Prithi Chand Ji   who had 
been deprived of the  Guruship and was highly disappointed . He openly voiced his anger and insulted his father, 
Guru Ramdas ji. At this time Guru Ramdas ji recited the shabad “Kaahe Poot Jhagarat Hau Sang Baap” , 
expressing  his anguish and pain at the behavior of his elder son. 

7)  We must serve our parents without expectation.  We receive one set of parents and let us learn to respect 
them. 

8) 02:03:05   It will be a huge burden for us to carry if we do not show respect and care towards our parents. I am 
grateful to my parents, spiritual mentors and Guruji, above all,  to nudge me in the right direction. 

9) 02:13:01   Once the teachings of Guruji reside within our hearts, then wrong actions will never be manifested. 
Such beings are blessed. Let us be mindful of how we treat our parents. Once we embrace the teachings of 
SGGS Ji, we are guided   well. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 749 SGGS Ji  Mere Saahib, Mere Saahib Toon Mai Maan Nimaane 

Ang 149 SGGS Ji  Satigur Hoi Dhiaal Ta Sharadhaa Pooreeai . 

Ang 103 SGGS Ji  Tu Meraa Pitaa Tu hai Mera Maataa  

Ang 488 SGGS Ji  Sheikh Fareedhai Khair Dheejai  Bandhagee 

Ang 1200 SGGS Ji Kaahe Poot Jhagarat Hau Sang Baap 

Ang 696 SGGS Ji  Merai Heearai Ratan Naam Har Basiaa Gur Haath Dhario . 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v5eh2CLB8UM
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Day 53 Naam: Divine Name (Part 2)  

 

Friday, 22 May 2020 02:16:44 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=__KvbctxeTI  

 

1) 27:38   Singing the Divine Name   involves listening, singing, contemplating, understanding the meaning and 
then living in accordance with the teachings of SGGS Ji. Guru Ramdas had humility and devotion for Universal 
Energy. He was an orphan, raised by his maternal grandmother. He used to take boiled chhole (chana) to sell in 
the market but one day he returned home after distributing them to hungry Sadhus. Instead of getting annoyed 
his grandmother was proud of him and hugged him. She told him that Waheguru had given him such a big 
heart. Guru Ramdas became the 4th Guru and so many people till this day get free food at Darbar Sahib in 
Amritsar. Guru Ramdas just gave and served.  We must live to serve rather than wait to be served. 

2) We always first recite shabad to align the mind, body and soul. Only then we can begin to contemplate. Living 
with awareness is the result of this. Let us engage and integrate our senses whilst we are reciting and 
experience bliss. 

3) 01:09:34   Sincerity to be on the path of spirituality is the key. The Gurmukh   is able to overcome control of his 
vices and become a master rather than a slave. 

4) 01:20:25 Guruji talks about the power of Naam. It destroys the old habit patterns, the body becomes strong, 
therefore disease does not touch such a being. 

5) 01:21:43 Guruji talks about equality. He does not discriminate according to castes, sects and religions. 

6) 01:24:14   The last paragraph talks about asking for Grace. 

7) 01:29:47   The words from Japji Sahib tell us  how we must listen to Baani. It is not passive listening. I call this 
dynamic listening. Once we do this, we start living from a place of awareness. Worldly pleasures and 
conversations seem insignificant for such a being. It is important to evaluate if the mind is content and happy. 

8) 01:50:14  I share with you a verse from Ang 577 by Guru Arjan Dev Maharaj where he clearly asks us to stay 
away from falsehood, slander and vices. He asks us to hear with our ears the glory of Universal Energy and stay 
away from gossip. The power of Gurbaani is dynamic and profound. Guruji asks us to stay away from listening to 
songs and tunes sung by faithless cynics.  If some of Guru’s verses upset us, we must reflect and convert the 
power of listening to living according to the values given to us by Guruji. 

 

Shabads Recited 

 Ang 1426 SGGS Ji Sajjan Sachaa Patishahu 

 Ang 574 SGGS Ji / 80(A K )    Sun Gurmukh Sun Gurmukh Naam by Guru Ramdas Ji. 

 Ang 2 SGGS Ji  Japji Sahib 4 verses  - Suniaai Dhookh Paap Ka Naas (Pauri 8-11) 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=__KvbctxeTI
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Day 54 Amritvela – Sharing is Caring  

  

Saturday, 23 May 2020 02:08:22 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zL6XCQD7eKE  

 

1) Feel the presence  of Waheguru Ji  and connect with the Divine Energies 

2) Tuhi Tuhi ( full version recited in the beginning.) 

3)  Waheguru Simran 

4)  01:51:33  Sharing is caring . One never knows who might benefit from recitation of the Divine Name. Bhai 
Gurdaas says that one shabad shared with another being will give good wishes and blessings equal  to donating 
the equivalent of 7 temples of gold . Therefore, share Naam with as many   fellowmen as you can.  Guru Arjan 
Dev Maharaj has called Bhai Gurdaas’s verses, the key to SGGS Ji. 

 

Shabads Recited 

 

 Ang 1375 SGGS Ji    Jo Kichh Hain Su Teraa, Meraa Mujh Meh Kich Nahee by Bhagat Kabir 

Simran  

 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zL6XCQD7eKE
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Day 55 Naam: Divine Name (Part 3)  

  

Sunday, 24 May 2020 02:01:46 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KIlX0x68buo  

 

1) 14:50   Utter the name not only on a physical level but listen, recite, contemplate, believe and then turn these 
into our daily practices. Such a being lives according to the teachings given to us by SGGS Ji in the 1430 Angs.   
He lives with constraint over his senses and is able to use his discerning intellect to serve his spiritual progress. 
We shall recite the 4 Pauris from the Japji Sahib that talk about believing in the Sacred Name. 

2) 01:00:34   The effects of adopting and then living according to the teachings of SGGS Ji bring all the above 
changes as mentioned in the shabad sung. Those of us who abuse others by not listening to the teachings of 
SGGS Ji will be harming themselves. By following the 5 protocols of reciting the Divine Name, we can redeem 
the coming generations. 

3)  Parents generally operate without ego. A guardian takes care of the offspring as an offering to the Source 
Energy.  Similarly Guruji is our parent who raises us in accordance to the teachings. We should  not  blindly 
follow  rules and rituals. 

4)  The second shabad talks about the majesticity and magnificence of Naam. Bhagat Ravidas was a cobbler and 
the sangat used to gather outside his cottage to listen to his Baani recitation and Naam Jaap. He has recited 
Naam 17 times during this shabad. Take refuge in Naam and discover the Light within yourselves. The futility of 
rituals is being discussed in this shabad. Bhagat Ravidas gives us powerful analogies. 

5) 01:37:31   Once the Name is uploaded in our systems, all falls in place. Such a being then prays for the Glory of 
Naam. Please enlighten me with your Grace, Guruji, and give  the gift of surrender. May I be engrossed in 
reciting and living by your teachings with every breath of my life. Once we ask this from our Guruji we are 
blessed with His Divine Grace. 

 

Shabads Recited 

 Ang 3        SGGS Ji    Aaisaa Naam Niranjan Hoi  ( Pauri 12/13/14/15) 

 Ang 694    SGGS  Ji / 835( A K )   Naam Tero Aaaratee Mujan Murare 

 Ang 607   SGGS Ji   Mere Gobindh Apune jan Ko Dehi  Vaddiaaiee 

 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KIlX0x68buo
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Day 56 Heighten your Awareness 

 

Monday, 25 May 2020 02:08:38 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yWU72w-8678 

 

1) 26:07     Those who walk the spiritual path face many obstacles. Life shows us a mirror in order for us to grow 
and evolve. We understand our past karmic patterns when we start meditating. We may be reciting or listening 
to shabad but our mind is wandering. We go as beggars to His Door and ask for Grace to envelop us in his sacred 
embrace This shabad is full of devotion and yearning, a classic by Guru Ramdas.  

2) 1.02.04  We have been separated from our Creator. We are enveloped under the web and illusion of maya.  
Bhagat Kabir is going to the Creator from a place of longing and devotion. He is the soul bride who he has 
addressed as Lohee who was his wife in the physical dimension. He was annoyed with his wife Lohee Ji for not 
offering hospitality to the saints who had visited them . He had turned his back on her while sleeping. He used 
this instance to compose this beautiful verse imagining himself to be a soul bride and pleading with the lord not 
to ignore him (Her) He would rather be cut through by a saw(aari) than be separated from the Lord. Hau vaari 
mukh pher pyare, karvat de ke moh ko kahe ko maare 

3) 01:17:23  When we are attacked by the vices which take us into regression, we must ask Guruji  to let  nothing 
come between us and our Lord! Cultivate this level of awareness. 

4) 01:23:50   The steep path is possible  to traverse by  enhancing our level of self awareness. We all come with our 
karmic patterns and sanskaras. We are required to walk on the path of awareness and ask for the Creator to 
erase our past sins to help us manifest peace and prosperity in this life. 

5)  I shall tell you about Archie Williams who spent 37 years in prison after being wrongly accused. There was no 
proof of any crime. He became famous on America's Got Talent. Nelson Mandela spent 27 years in prison due to 
his destiny. 

6)  The mind knows play and record. I asked one of my teachers how to erase the law of cause and effect. I was 
explained by him to operate from a witness observer’s seat surrendering everything at the feet of the Higher 
Energy. We tend to operate from a victim’s perspective where I am the doer and the ego gets involved. When 
we witness from a distance, the suffering too is observed from a place of acceptance. The path forward, is to 
offer everything to the Divine and become instruments of His Will. Let us ask for His Grace by bowing at his Holy 
Feet from a place of trust and surrender. We constantly make mistakes and must constantly live from a 
heightened sense of awareness. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 1321   SGGS Ji  /189 ( AK)Prabh Mohe Kab Lag Laavenge 

Ang 484   SGGS Ji /517 ( AK)  Hau Vaaree Mukh Fer Piaare  

Ang 873    SGGS Ji /113(AK)  Taar Le Mooko Taar Le 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yWU72w-8678
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Day 57 Martyrdom Divas of Guru Arjan Dev Maharaj 

 

Tuesday, 26 May 2020 02:09:48 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k3eSKjaF7G8 

 

BRAHM GYANI SADD JEEVE NAHI MARTA 

 

1) 18:30   Guru Arjan Dev Maharaj is a prime example of how we must learn to accept the Will of the Higher Power 
Waheguru Nirankar without resistance. Cultivate divine virtue of acceptance of  His Divine Will. The story of the 
torture that Guruji went through spanning over 5 days is described in detail. The Sikhs   did not fight over 
property, money or women. They fought for the preservation of human rights on this planet. Every tile on the 
wall of Darbar Sahib resonates with the sacrifices that the Gurus did for the well- being of mankind.  When we 
go through suffering in our lives, we must remind ourselves of the intense suffering that Guru Arjan Dev JI went 
through. 

2) 41:02. As we recite this shabad, let us derive inspiration from Guru Arjan Dev Ji’s life and cultivate the virtues 
consciously in our beings. Ask Guru Maharaj to give us a piece of stability and serenity in our laps.  Once we 
concentrate on cultivating the virtues, we start embodying these in our beings. 

3) 55:00   This shabad is the manifestation of how Arjan Dev Maharaj lived his life. Your Will is sweet for this Being. 
Guru Arjan Dev Maharaj was pragmatic in his approach and lived according to the teachings of Guruji.  

4) 01:12:52   Guru Arjan Dev Maharaj is still with us. I was touched when I read a piece by Principal Satbir Singh, a 
renowned historian about how it is very difficult in these dark ages to embody the values that the Gurus have 
set  for us. We can learn to embody the Divine virtues if we work on ourselves to become like Guruji himself. 
Our focus determines our reality and ways of Being. We imitate persons based on their outward appearances 
but   do not consider imitating the divine virtues of  our Guruji.  My great grandmother used to sing a beautiful 
shabad whilst my mother sat in her lap and the tradition carries on for generations. This is how we influence our 
generations to come. Let  us recite the  8th  ashtpadi   from Sukhmani Sahib ,which is considered as the jewel of 
peace. 

5) 01:40:50   Let us  recite  with focus and feeling. Let us concentrate on the divine virtues that a God- conscious- 
Being has, with focused attention. Once we become aware of these qualities, we can work on ourselves to 
imbibe these qualities within ourselves. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 523     SGGS Ji     Jiau Jiau Tera Hukam Tivai Tiau Hovanaa  

Ang  394   SGGS Ji     Teraa Keeaa Meethaa Laagai 

Ang 272     SGGS  Ji   Braham Gianee Sadh Jeevai Nahee Martaa  

                                    The 8th verse of Sukhmani Sahib 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k3eSKjaF7G8
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Day 58 Asking - Plead and Tarla (Part 1) 

 

Wednesday, 27 May 2020 02:15:02 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Y-VrMeRxEU 

 

1) 33:12     I have been asked by many if it is wrong to ask from Guruji. What must we ask as per the protocol? 
When we think of negative thoughts as a response to some unfavorable event, we go into regression. Guruji 
teaches us to stay in the present and manifest from the present moment. Guru Nanak Dev ji is offering us a 
partnership just like he did with Mardaana who played the mandolin as his colleague and co-partner. Guruji 
never believed in hierarchy. The only condition Guruji asks from us is to bring our thoughts, words and deeds in 
unison.  

2) We must learn to practise contentment and accept His Will as His Command just like Guru Angad Ji  (Bhai 
Lahna).Guru Nanak Dev ji had two sons , Baba Shri Chand and Baba Lakhmi Das who had super powers yet Guru 
ji bestowed the Guru Ship to Bhai Lehna ji and made him his Ang (Angad) because he had the power to obey the 
Hukum nama. Jisnu Bakshe Sift salah, Nanak Patshahi patshah.The first shabad  asks us to express our emotions 
and talk to Guruji  about our inner feelings, desires and state of mind honestly. Once we become beneficiaries 
of His Grace, we are bestowed with the nine treasures in the form of creative gifts on a materialistic level. 

3) 01:06:27   Guruji says that we shall receive everything that we ask provided we ask in full trust and faith. We 
should be free from duality. Nowhere does it say in Gurbaani that we must not ask. In fact Bhagat Tanna’s verse 
is in the Gurbaani as aarti where we are encouraged to ask for materialistic wealth   along with strength and 
wisdom to be able to manage it. If we misuse this, we are under His constant surveillance. On the other hand, a 
deprived being can manifest riches and abundance if he lives in accordance with the teachings of the SGGS Ji.  

4) Many Gurus have lived in affluence. Prosperity did not control Guru Gobind Singh Maharaj. He was not attached 
to wealth and could renounce without suffering. All the powers received by such beings are used according to 
the teachings of SGGS Ji.  

5) As a being advances in his spiritual practices, he lives in contentment. He is not dictated by greed and the desire 
to accumulate wealth. 

6) 01:43:01   I received the composition of this shabad   as His Grace in 1997. We should   know   where to draw 
the boundary. A being that works according to the teachings given to us by Guruji is discussed. Live like a lotus 
flower, detached from the world and attached to the Holy Name. Everything that is manifested in this world has 
its benefits and must be enjoyed. 

7)  The power of the kirpaan was discussed along with  reasons why Kachaira, Kesh and Kadha  and Kanga have 
been introduced in the sikh tradition. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 519 SGGS Ji / 66 (A K) Jea Kee Birathaa Hoi Su Gur Peh Aradhaas Kar Birathaa.  

Ang 619 SGGS Ji / 447 (A K) Jo Maagau Soiee Soiee Paavau Apane Khasam Bharosaa. 

Ang 681 SGGS Ji / 199(A K) Jo Maangeh Thakur Apne Te Soiee Soiee Devai.  

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Y-VrMeRxEU
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Day 59 Asking – Plead and Tarla (Part 2)  

 

Thursday, 28 May 2020 02:11:58 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3MHZz58CRiw 

 

1) 15:01   Focus to align your thoughts, words and deeds. Desire or Trishna. If we get upset when a material item is 
hurt or damaged, this means that we are attached. We have way too many possessions. 

2) 01:07:39   Kirtan is the fastest way to attaining liberation during Kalyug. One must also focus on one’s practices. 
Collective singing increases the frequency in a room and one can transcend easily. 

3)  We come alone and go alone. Our family does not go with us. Each one must practise for himself. There is a 
beautiful story about how  Guru Nanak helped a rich merchant  to receive Awakening. When we are engrossed 
under the veil of Maya(illusion), we become blind, deaf and insensitive to the Holy teachings and Wisdom. 

4) 01:28:44   The fusion between the shabad, music beat creates a sound current Naad which helps us raise our 
Consciousness.  Mardana   did not ask Guruji for anything despite Guruji offering him to grant him whatever he 
wished. It is a beautiful story about how Guru Nanak gave Mardana ji the gift of kirtan 

5)  Destiny can be created by sowing the seeds in the present moment. One seed holds the promise of a thousand 
forests. 

 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 1018    SGGS Ji / 691(A K) Maanganaa Maagan Neekaa Har Jas Gur Te Maangnaa. 

Ang 190     SGGS Ji / 952 (A K ) Tis Jan Dukh Nikat Nahi Aavai 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3MHZz58CRiw
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Day 60 Focus on Inner Light  

 

Friday, 29 May 2020 02:10:44 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TRg4Ef4fris 

 

 

1) 22:40   Thank you for your blessings. Your blessings inspire me to give you more and more of Gurbaani and 
Kirtan. Let us offer our Gratitude to Gurudev today. It is with His Grace that we have all accomplished together 
this journey of 60 healing sessions. 

2)  A Guru is one who takes us from darkness to light. Guru is made up of 2 syllables Gu and Ru. We all have 
devices but how we use our devices is up to us. Let us not judge anybody and each one is on his journey 
including me. Our Guruji awakens the wisdom within us. Guruji is Niranjan-without blemish. Giaan Anjan Gur 
Dheeaa Agiaan Andher Binaas. 

3) I came across a video some time back which was quite nice.The video showed how a young girl was  cleaning  
houses to make extra money to pay fee for tuition and  was taught by an elder lady to clean the chandeliers in 
order for the bulbs to be free from dust and the light to shine. She was advised to always take care of the light. 
Similarly, we must practise to shine the inner Light that resides within each one of us. We take care of the Light 
within us by the protocols given by Waheguru to listen, recite, sing, contemplate, understand and live according 
to the teaching of SGGS JI.  

4) When I judge others, then I am actually focussing on vices and accumulating bad karmas. The impure mind will 
only be able to see dirt, the pure souls will find positive qualities  

5) I am reminded of another story. Bandhee Chor Divas (Diwali) was being celebrated once when I was in school. 
We were all busy doing seva and thought that we would be appreciated by the principal. He pointed to us the 
grime on the handles of the pots and pans. Similarly, we have grime and filth  accumulated from several births 
which we must cleanse with urgency. The Guru helps us to take us from darkness to light. We must watch out 
for the arrogance that hits those who are reciting Sacred Name. They have recited the Sacred Name but they 
shall be in the cycle of reincarnation. The tree that bears fruit bows down with the weight of the fruit. Humility 
is therefore very crucial for reaching the Light. This virtue must not be confused with weakness. 

6) 01:06:37   The shabad is being explained in detail. The characteristics of a being who is following the protocol 
given by SGGS JI are explained in this shabad. He lives in bliss, he forgives and    erases  his karmic imprint. 
Sorrows do not affect such a being. 

7) 01:22:06   When we focus on the Inner Light, the illusion of Maya does not affect us. If we focus on the outer 
world, we go into regression. The second shabad tells us the benefits of focusing on the inner Light. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 864     SGGS Ji   Guroo Binaa Mai Naahee Hor 

Ang 1166    SGGS Ji  Sat Sat Sat Sat Sat Gurudev by Bhagat Namdev 

Ang  1301   SGGS Ji  Aise Gur ko Bal Bal jayee, aap mukat mohe Tharai. 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TRg4Ef4fris
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Day 61 Learn Lessons from Nature 

  

Saturday, 30 May 2020 02:05:04 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eTloV8NIFXc  

 

1) 35:29   Rama Ramaia means  “ that which pervades everywhere” . He pervades in every aspect.  Meditate with 
devotion to find our true purpose. Focus on nourishing and nurturing your soul rather than outer body 
appearances. Aware beings are not slaves to outer beauty. They focus on their inner makeover and are 
protecting their inner light. They raise a fence around them. 

2) 47:26    When the light is revealed to the world, the Universe manifests the  being to serve humanity. Such 
beings remain unaffected, steady and steadfast. 

3) 01:08:48  We should bind  ourselves to the sacred Naam to attain salvation. Breath becomes slower when we 
live in Conscious Presence. 

4) 01:15:42   Once we focus on our inner Light, the Light is revealed to us. We  recognize our true Nature. Nature 
has fine examples. Birds wake up in the early hours of dawn to start chirping. They are reciting the sacred Name, 
praising the Lord. 

5) 01:37:31 Once you are aware of the Light within, this being lives an uncompromised life and remains  immersed  
in his practices. 

6) 01:54:42  If you have listened to this session in accordance with the teachings of SGGS Ji, you must be in bliss 
undoubtedly. Kirtan is not merely singing. It is a conversation between the mortal and immortal. Every cell is 
drenched, absorbing the sacred Naam. The teachings are truly enjoyed once we learn to sing with 
understanding, bringing out our inner feelings. It is like eating food slowly, chewing piece by piece to really 
enjoy its taste. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang  218  SGGS Ji /951(A K)    Raam Gobindh Japaendhiah Huaa Mukh Pavitr  

Ang  478   SGGS Ji /340(A K )     Har Kaa  Bilovanaa   bilovoh   mere bhaiee 

 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eTloV8NIFXc
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Day 62 Satsang Helps in Transformation  

 

Sunday, 31 May 2020 02:14:30 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c_DulgWk4YU  

 

 

1) 25:19   Reincarnation: 8.4 million births including plants, insects, animals to human form. 4.2 million   are in the 
ocean. Many species  still  remain undiscovered in water . Gurmat believes in the concept of reincarnation. Man 
is the superior most of all species. 

2) Observe   if you are in progression or regression. 

3) Example from life is given.  When we have 24 hours to live we only think of  Virtues .  If we live like every 
moment might be the last, we cultivate virtues. In this way, thoughts, words and deeds become pure. 

4) 01:14:03   We have   so many destructive thought patterns and the second shabad is asking the Guru to shower 
His mercy on us. Once we start observing these, a big transformation happens. Satsang  helps us in transforming 
these destructive thoughts, habits and helps us to improve  and move towards progression. If we do not stay 
vigilant, we go back in the cycle of evolution from plants, insects, worms, animals once again. 

 

  Shabads Recited 

      Ang  156 SGGS Ji /98 (A K)    Mere Sahiba 

      Ang 167  SGGS Ji /110 (A K )   Jo hamari bidh hotee, mere satgura. 

 

 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c_DulgWk4YU
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Day 63 ASA DI VAAR  

 

Friday, 5 June 2020 02:41:37 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=35Q41rYdoZs  

 

1) 02:50      Mool  Mantra and Jaap  

2) 05:41       Shabad 1:  Gurhe Dikhaayo Loeeinaa. 

3) 09:27       Start  of  Asa Di Vaar  Ang 462 to 475 SGGS Ji 

4) 16:22       Shabad  2 :  Assee  khathei  bahut  kamanvade , anth   na  paravaar  . 

5) 28:07       Shabad  3,   Priyoo Priyoo karte sabb Jag phire,   Meri  Pyaas  na  jaye 

6) 53:42       Shabad 4 :  Bhawjal   dubdayan  kadd  laye , har daat  kare  daataar. 

7) 01:06:02  Shabad 5:   Tau  mein  aya , sharni  aaya, bharose aaya kirpa aaya. 

8) 01:20:46  Shabad  6 : Bhagat Naam Dev ji “ Re Jehba Karo Sat khand 

9) Explanation : The entire Asa  Di Vaar  is divided into 24 Chhakke. One Chhakk  consists of Chhantt, Shalokas  and  
then Pauris .  Hence one Chhakk comprises Chhantt, shalokas  and pauris. In between one chhakk and the next , 
I have recited a  shabad  which has relevance to the chhakke  that follow it. Shabads Recited forms an integral 
part of the ASA DI VAAR  rendition. The entire Baani has been sung originally in Raag  Asa but I have brought in 
some variations and included a variety of raags in it. Eg Dhodi, Sarang , Bhairvi. Usually there is a group of Raagis 
who , together recite the Asa Di Vaar by taking turns. 

10) 01:43:50   Shabad 7: Fareeda  galiye chikkarh door ghar  naal payre neahu. 

11) 02:16:02    Shabad 8: Abb rakho das , das patt ki laaj, jaisi laagi laaj Bhagat Prahlaad ki. 

12)  02:25: 45   My  profound  gratitude for all the blessings that kept pouring in, in the comments section.  Hope 
you all enjoyed the rendition. It is Waheguru ji’s  kripa and Grace that I was able to recite the Baani single- 
handedly without any support. Please forgive me for any lapses that may have occurred inadvertently. 

 

TUHI  TUHI TUHI 

Shabad  1  :   Ang   407      SGGS Ji  

Shabad  2 :    Ang   1416    SGGS Ji  

Shabad  3:     Ang    553     SGGS Ji  

Shabad  4:    Ang    313     SGGS Ji  

Shabad  5:    Ang    746     SGGS Ji  

Shabad  6:    Ang    1163   SGGS  ji 

Shabad  7 :   Ang    1379   SGGS Ji 

Shabad  8 :   Ang     1400  SGGS Ji 

PDF Download 
 https://www.dropbox.com/s/4jmndqy475356ul/Asa%20Di%20Vaar.pdf?dl=1 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=35Q41rYdoZs
https://www.dropbox.com/s/4jmndqy475356ul/Asa%20Di%20Vaar.pdf?dl=1
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Day 64 Weed Out Your Ego and Vices  

 

Saturday, 6 June 2020 02:11:19 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wep7Qnma5Ns  

 

1) The most  important ingredient is LOVE. Love for the Divine that is residing within us.  

2) 36:00   The word “Prem “  is broken down as  Pare Main. The ego is set aside completely. Leaving the “ME”, 
edging  ego out. We become beggars at the Lord’s door. Beggar simply receives from the Nirankar. Our King 
gives us abundantly. It  must be brought into practice at the level of thought word, speech and deeds. We   are 
being dragged into old patterns and habits , symbolic of drawing the line on a stone. With the tool of awareness 
and discerning intellect which is given to us, we start drawing lines on the water. Freeing ourselves from the 
karmic imprints. One- pointed focus. 

3) 52:44   Within  the mind is a policeman, with Divine virtues. Protecting ourselves from the 5 vices and many 
many more as  I  often refer to. Slandering,  gossiping, complaining, judging, non- acceptance makes us fall  into 
duality etc. 

4) 58:34   Mind is like CCTV. Monitoring   every thought of the mind  .Being a beneficiary of Divine Gracious Grace. 

5) 01:08:12   We are engrossed in worldly affairs committing sin after sin. Running  after Maya. Meaning  of the 
foolish man versus the intelligent man. 

6) 01:23:30   Personal  story of how Veerji’s ego and other vices were being weeded out by his spiritual mentor 
when he learnt under his guidance for 6 years. 

7) 01:33:30   Wisdom   does not have an age. Young ones too can learn and walk on the path of spirituality, This 
offends older persons who feel threatened. 

8) 01:36:26   Where I exist , You are not present. Where the ‘I’ disappears, He emerges forth. If something is 
bothering us, this means that we have work to achieve in that particular area. We can  compare  it to 
acupressure points that hurt but heal . 

9) 01:41:00   It is important to remove   obstacles  of anger, ego as well as our weaknesses despite doing paath and 
simran.We are asking for Grace in the second shabad. Surrender  to the Divine Power. 

 

Shabads Recited 

 Ang 746  SGGS  Ji /529(A K )  Preet  Preet  Guria Mohan Laalana 

                                Love for the Divine resides within each one of us.  

Ang  736 SGGS Ji /920 (A K )  Mere Har Jeeau Sabh ko tere vas 

                                                 I have no power to do anything. 

 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wep7Qnma5Ns
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Day 65 Glimpses of Sikh Youth Camps, Australia  

 

Sunday, 7 June 2020 02:11:13 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rhHX_mDyWz4  

 

Dedicated to the Australian Sadh  Sangat 

 

1) 24:19   It has been 11 years since I have been serving the Australian Saadh Sangat and Sikh Youth Australia. The 
first shabad is the 27th verse of Japji Sahib. The Creator is running the show, what is that door where you 
reside? Notice the magic of the Creator in every phenomenon. The plant and animal kingdom are fine examples 
of witnessing His beauty and majesticity.  

2) Sikh Youth Australia is running camps based on a pure authentic vision by an individual who runs the camps 
with a pragmatic approach breaking all the rigidity that religion imposes in several instances. The Sikh heritage 
is being preserved and nurtured amongst the youth as well as their families. Religion is created to give structure 
to individuals. Various religions are like  rivers  that have different  origins  but  reach the same destination. 

3) 01:11:30   Everyone on this planet is operating according to the will of the Creator. Not a leaf stirs without His 
Command. If a being does not operate in accordance to the Divine rules and Will, he suffers. A conscious being 
that receives suffering will be able to work through his suffering due to the guidance of the knowledge of SGGS 
Ji.  

4) Doing Kirtan is cultivating the actions of thoughts, words and deeds. Kir is to cultivate and Tan is the being. 
When we sing the Divine praises, we are bringing ourselves to a state of conscious awareness. It is the duty of 
both the parents and the kids to live according to the teachings of SGGS Ji. The knowledge of the teachings of 
our Guruji does not have any boundaries regarding age. It imparts its wisdom independent of age and therefore 
gives the youth a good reference point on how to lead their lives.  

5) The kirtan mosaic, an initiative by Sikh Youth Australia  from 21 families is going to be presented to you. The 
magic of Tuhi Tuhi was included. Tuhi  Tuhi is also His Creation. I happen to be a proud  participant  of this 
movement. 

6) 01:52:34  I have simply given you a flavor, a tip of the iceberg. My pranams ( greetings )  to the entire sangat of 
Australia. You have treated me like family and given me so much love. I cannot impart the teachings unless I 
know that there is a yearning to learn and understanding  amongst the persons. The Baani is priceless. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang  6    SGGS Ji     So Dar Kehaa So Dar Kehaa Jit Beh Sarab Samaale  

Ang 823    SGGS Ji /199 (AK )  Gur Poorai Meri Raakh Layee 

 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rhHX_mDyWz4
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Day 66 The Journey Begins 

 

Monday, 8 June 2020 02:15:19 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZAmBjVbacT4  

 

 GRATITUDE SESSIONS (Part 1) 

Making of the 1st CD:  The Journey Begins--Kar Kirpa  Melho  Raam 

 

1) 20:41   Lockdown restrictions are being eased and we shall slowly return to normal. The lessons that we have 
learnt during the healing sessions must now be applied. Living in the world of maya, we must follow the 
teachings of Gurbani and live mindfully as we step into the world with an increased awareness. I offer my 
sincere gratitude to you all for being part of this movement. I'd also like to offer gratitude to my family, my wife 
and kids without whose support these sessions would not have been possible. The past 65 sessions were 
focused on healing. Now let us focus on offering gratitude. Our prayers have been answered, countries are 
opening up partially. 

2) 51:27   Gratitude to Sunny Singh for making the music arrangement for this CD. 

3) 01:00:44  The  3rd shabad, is very dear to me. Guruji demonstrates so much humility. We must remind 
ourselves of this lesson especially in times of happiness and joy. The ego takes over. It is a  shabad  of 
introspection and  reflection. We must remind ourselves that we succeeded as a result of total and complete 
surrender at the Divine Feet . 

4) 01:18:05   Let us enshrine the Guru’s Feet as on the tablet of our hearts as per the last verse in this powerful 
shabad  .  When we are hungry, our nostrils receive the fragrance, our eyes witness the food and our mouths 
start to water. Gurmukhs are similar. The moment they hear the Guru’s Shabad being recited    tongues are 
filled with nectar which is incomparable to any other taste. When we are immersed in the recitation of Naam, 
our bodies go into ecstasy remembering the virtues of the Lord. 

5) 01:36:08   As discussed in earlier diwans, in this shabad   by Bhagat Kabir ,people think that he is crazy. He 
admits that he is crazy and has understood the mystery of life. Pa- Gal in Hindi means crazy but I understand it 
as somebody who has understood the phenomenon.  We cannot live our lives in both boats. The choice is ours. 
Do we embrace Divinity fully or are halfway in between the material world and the path offered to us by Guruji? 

6) 01:49:31.  All CDs end with different versions of Tuhi Tuhi. The composition is the same in every CD with slight 
musical variations. Tuhi Tuhi creates the magic as always. 

7) 01:58:53    I was called to be in service since persons could not visit Gurdwaras during this lockdown period. I 
feel grateful that we have walked this journey together. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 133   SGGS Ji/ 789 (A K ) Kar Kirpa Melao Raam 

Ang 746   SGGS Ji / 172 (A K ) Taun Main Aaya, Sharanee Aaya, Kirpa Aaya, Bharose Aaya.  

Ang 24     SGGS Ji / 101 (A K ) Teraa Ek Naam Taarey Sansaar 

Ang 680   SGGS Ji / 72 (AK )   Ras Ras Gun Gaavo Thaakur Ke 

Ang 855   SGGS Ji / 843 (A K ) Mere Baabaa Mai Bauraa, Mai Bauraa 

Ang 714   SGGS Ji / 172 ( A K ) Soamee Soamee Saran Paria Dharabaare 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZAmBjVbacT4
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Day 67 Mera Mann Loche:  The Yearning 

 

Tuesday, 9 June 2020 02:14:13 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l2dnbzmBV0Y  

                

GRATITUDE SESSIONS (Part 2)  

                                         

1) 18:20   Shabads have been carefully selected and  are related to  a place of yearning of the devotee. We must 
stay in the place of awareness and discover the purpose of our life. We are worse than animals and we call 
ourselves the superior race. Let us examine how we are conducting our lives. The animals are more useful even 
after they pass away. Divine Name helps us to bring an alignment between mind, body and soul. Many of us live 
our entire lives without being in alignment with the soul. 

2) 53:19 We have discussed this shabad  in past sessions. The veechaar  that I shared is a     summary of these 
shabads in the CD  that we are offering gratitude for, today. The structure of Rehraas Sahib is explained in 
detail. First we find the Doorway to understand ourselves and then we become the Awakened Being. So Dar, 
that door is title baani and then we move towards So Purakh, the Being. The ego is the limiting curtain. 

3) 01:18:30  One of my very dear and favorite shabads. I received the Grace of the musical composition in 1996 
and have been wishing to record this since then.. It took 16 years to manifest. So so much gratitude! I get 
goosebumps thinking of this conversation between Guru Ramdas and Guru Arjan Dev Maharaj. Enjoy the depth 
of this shabad. 

4) 01:37:37  Once the disciple finds the solution to his yearning and discovers the Divine Name, He / She lives in 
bliss. He lives with a state of detachment. Nothing appeals to the devotee.He/ She can spend hours with Baani.  
A devotee is fully intoxicated with the Nectar of Naam Baani.The composition is from 1996 as well. I share 
experiences that I have gone through myself. 

5) 01:50:09   We must put our efforts to understand the connection between body and soul and discover the Light 
that resides within us. We listen, sing and live in accordance with the teachings of SGGS Ji. I will be launching the 
7th CD with a new variation of Tuhi Tuhi. 

 

Shabads Recited 

 

Ang 703 SGGS Ji / 541 (A K )  Sun Yaar Sun Yaar Hamaare Sajan  

Ang 527  SGGS Ji / 552 (A K )  Mero Sundar Kaho Milai Kit Galee 

Ang 709 SGGS Ji / 91   (A K )    Mel Laih Dhiaal Ddeh Pe Duaariaa 

Ang 96  SGGS Ji / 496  (A K ) Meraa Man Lochai Gur Darasan Taaiee 

Ang 616 SGGS Ji / 363 (A K )  Amirat Naam Paramesar Teraa Jo Simrai So Jeevai  

Ang 440 SGGS Ji / 482 ( A K ) Man Toon Jot Saroop Hai Aapanaa Mool Pacchhaan 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l2dnbzmBV0Y
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Day 68 Sabh Gobind Hai  

 

Wednesday, 10 June 2020 02:16:55 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iSzP0m_f8_4  

 

GRATITUDE SESSIONS ( Part 3) 

 

1) 22:47   The journey described is  Sabh Gobind Hai. If you cannot see God in all, you cannot see God at all. We 
are all manifestations of the Light which we must learn to appreciate. Gurbaani teaches us to go within. When 
we learn to do this and reflect within, we start to see the Lord within. The   attitude of Nirankaar Waheguru is at 
play during this crisis of COVID 19 as well. Whosoever challenges this will only fall into suffering.  

2) We must surrender at the feet of the Lord. Once we do this, we move into progression. Materialism then starts 
to serve such a being because he is not dictated by ego and identification to the attachments of materialism. If 
we are identified with the ego we suffer with desires, anger, greed, criticism, gossip and all the vices. A focused, 
surrendered being then receives upgrades in his Life and must be very mindful of staying steady on the path 
rather than going into regression.  

3) Our outer circumstances are a direct reflection of our inner focus. If we are not focused on contemplating the 
Divine Name, we might have materialism due to good karma but we might not be able to enjoy these material 
pleasures. We must surrender at the feet of the religion that we are born into, the Divine entity. We then start 
seeing the Divine in each and every being. Such a being lives in continuous bliss. 

4) 01:11:42  The  3rd shabad   gives us the importance of reciting Naam. Steady your unstable minds into a stable 
condition. We have recited and discussed this shabad during earlier sessions as well . 

5) 01:21:08 Guruji has given us the human form, the superior form. We can change the course of our destiny by 
staying in contemplation and reciting the Divine Name.  

6) 01.37.02 Stay in the elevated state of Chardi Kalaa. Focus on the shabad. Baani is extremely potent and 
profound. 

7) 01:50:50   The last shabad is a state whereby we receive the highest upgrade. This is called Brahm Gyan. Such a 
being sees the Divine in all. We have fine examples in Sikh history. It is difficult but not impossible to attain such 
a state. We ask for Guru’s Grace. The wrapper of this CD was designed by my older sister Rupi Ji. I recite this 
shabad in an acoustic version, similar to what I was forced to recite in Nairobi Kenya due to my tabla player 
getting stuck in traffic.  

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 174  SGGS Ji /178 (A K )   Har Prabh Meraa Chojee Jeeau  

Ang 1273 SGGS Ji /82  (A K )  Hai Gobind Hai Gopal- Universal Ardaas 

Ang 913  SGGS JI /372 (A K  ) Sagale Chodd Beechaar Manaa Raakhanhaar Samar Jana 

Ang 618 SSSS Ji /442(A K )   Meraa Baidh Guroo Govindhha 

Ang 25SGGS Ji /140 (A K )   Tu Dareeao Daana Beenaa Mai Machhlee Kaise Ant Lahaa  

Ang 85 SGGS Ji /145 (A K )   Sabh Gobind Hai 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iSzP0m_f8_4
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Day 69 Ek Tuhi   

 

Thursday, 11 June 2020 02:17:09 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KYXrxDKU_D0  

 

Dedicated to the Saadh Sangat of Dubai  

 

GRATITUDE SESSIONS   ( Part 4 )  

                                         

1) 28: 28   Let us make our tongues sweet and stabilize our minds to start this session.Music is composed by Sunny 
Singh. Gratitude to Kirpa Kaur Sehmi who designed the wrapper of this CD . Young talent! Talent is a gift which 
must be used to serve rather than abuse. This is why we are facing this pandemic. The ego and arrogance is our 
biggest obstacle which must be examined. The Divine virtues must be carefully and methodically cultivated.  

2) All the shabads  were recorded from a place of spontaneity in flow, a blessing and gift from Guruji. I dedicate 
this diwan to the Dubai community. One Gurudwara in Dubai which is being run in accordance with the 
teachings of Guruji by the Kandhari couple , two  beautiful souls. A surprise video will be shown. I always learn 
so much from my international trips. My humble gratitude. A fine example of devotion is shared. 

3) 01:02:35   Bring a sweet smile on your faces. Smiling is a miracle cure to erase worries. 

4) 01.05.35   The conditioning we have received is to stay serious. In fact, Guruji has recited the practice of a smile 
in several verses and  shabads . Let us question this belief intelligently. Once we experience the sweetness of 
Baani, we become speechless and are in constant rapture.When we smile, our cells are happy as well,  due to 
our physiology and we are imbued with the nectar of Baani. 

5) 01:15:50 Let us not allow others’ perceptions to influence us. Will share a video of how the Tuhi Tuhi has 
influenced persons around the globe. The magic is Tuhi Tuhi. 

6) 01:31:32  My entire life is influenced by Tuhi Tuhi. Every moment is the play of the Creator. The praises of the 
Divine know no language. It is total bliss. Lyrics simply flow when the being is in rapture due to the connection 
with the Divine. 

7) 01:34:38   Poem inspired by Tuhi  Tuhi  recited . 

8) 01:39:43   Amazing words by my wonderful sister. Once we experience Tuhi Tuhi, we notice that everything is 
experienced and manifested by the Creator. 

9) 01:50:28   Once we dive in the Tuhi Tuhi journey our   lives are  in ecstasy .We feel the    everlasting presence in 
our  life. I strive to back up the teachings with the relevant  shabads .    

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang  11 SGGS Ji /365 (A K ) Tu Kartaa Sachiaar Maiddaa Saaiee 

Ang  1101 SGGS Ji /91(A K )  Harjee Maataa Harjee Pitaa 

Ang  1215 SGGS Ji /191 (A K ) Rasnaa Japtee Tuhi Tuhi 

Ang 103 SGGS Ji /188 (A K )  Tu Hain Meraa Maata 

1:32:57 video shown by Bubble Kaur Kandhari 

Ang 767 SGGS JI  Narain Sabh Maeh Nivaas 

Ang 587 SGGS Ji /211( AK )  So Satgur Pyaara Mere Naal Hain 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KYXrxDKU_D0
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Day 70 Baygum Pura  

 

Friday, 12 June 2020 02:24:35 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZpTMihxQIwA  

 

Dedicated to the saadh sangat of BANGKOK AND INDONESIA  

                GRATITUDE SESSIONS   ( Part 5 ) 

                                       

1) 25:02    Let us move from the finite to the Infinite energy by opening up our minds. When we live out of limited 
intelligence, we are confined to repeating our old karmic bondages. Once we understand the teachings of the 
SGGS Ji and live from a place of conscious awareness, we start breaking our old karmic bondages with the Grace 
of the Higher Energy. 

2) Once we cultivate the love for our Creator, we go to him in devotion and longing. We are bestowed with Divine 
Grace. 

3)  No sorrows or suffering can touch such a being who lives in constant bliss and becomes a citizen of Baygum 
Pura.Stories shared about the Saadh Sangat of Bangkok and Indonesia. I aspire and strive to visit places from a 
place of no expectation and accept all that I am being given. 

4) 01:01:23 Follow the sequence and you will be in Baygum Pura by the end of this journey. 

5) 01:09:23  We must go to Guruji from a place of longing, love and devotion. Guruji by the way of his Hukumnama 
sometimes tells us to go to Him from a place of love rather than always asking Him for our materialistic needs. 

6) 01:19:44 Once we ask for Grace, we are made to understand the karmic patterns which are the reason for our  
suffering and separation.  

7) 1.22.44  It is very difficult to accept your Will but this is the only way. Let us move from lip service to acting and 
practising. 

8) 01:28:45  Once the devotee surrenders, he is given the assurance as per the 5th shabad. 

9) 01:34:40  If we do not meditate on the Supreme, we will be in the clutches of Maya. The world is a fine 
manifestation of maya. Guruji teaches us the wisdom of Raj Yoga.   

10) 01:42:04   We often ask when we shall attain a state of bliss. I urge you to read the translation.  The devotee 
reaches the state of bliss described by this shabad . Sort your inner self first with the help of the teachings 
irrespective of your physical location. 

11) 01:55:01 Once we make our investment by doing the Jaap of Naam, we receive everlasting peace and 
happiness. This shabad is by Bhagat Kabir.   

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 1136 SGGS JI /176 (A K )   Raakha Ek Hamaaro Soamee 

Ang 666  SGGS JI /68 (A K )   Bahute Fer Pe Kirapan Kau Ab Kichh Kirapaa Keejai 

Ang 827  SGGS Ji /534(A K )   Toree Na Tootai Choree Na Chootai Aisi Maadho Khinch Tanee 

Ang 55  SGGS Ji /164(A K )   Pyaare Pyaare Pyaare Terai Bharosai Main Laadd Laddaaiaa  

Ang724  SGGS Ji /159 (A K )  Meharvaan Sahib Meharvaan 

Ang 345 SGGS Ji /76 (A K )   Baygam Puraa Sahar Ko Naau  

Ang 970  SGGS Ji      Jaani Jaani re Raja Raam Ki  Kahaani  

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZpTMihxQIwA
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Day 71 Amritvela – Stay Steadfast  

 

Saturday, 13 June 2020 02:21:19 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YXWpBpTehhY  

 

1) Gurudev Mantra Jaap  

2)  11:58  Wahe Guru Simran. 

3)  Gobinday Mukanday Jaap. 

4)  Ek Onkar  Jaap  

5)  51: 24   Many scholars have researched and we all agree that Ek Onkar Jaap is most blissful and powerful. I have 
recited  such  a  long  shabad  for the first time .I am blessed with Guruprasad of reciting this shabad. There are 
many Satsangis who joined the Tuhi Pariwar from all over the world and after imbibing the teachings of SGGS Ji 
in their lives, they have started doing Nitnem along with Jaap. What is needed is, Bhawana (intent), prem (love) 
and not siyanap ( cleverness). Those who are dedicated and committed, only they can do the spiritual journey. 
They get all their answers from Guruji because their Bhawana is strong. A crow sits on dirt while a swan picks 
pearls and gems. 

6) A Paramhans can live in the world of maya roopi swamp (filth  of materialism ) . They are  nirlep ( like a lotus 
flower). They do not ruin their lives running after maya. 

7) Stay Steadfast in SEHAJ. The being who is truthful and steady, lives according to Gurbani, Jahan  Jhoot  tehe 
Paap , Even if a lie seems small or minute  it is a sin, according to our Gurus. 

8) Analogy of a fly and a honeybee. Fly sits on dirt, honey bee sits on nectar. It looks for the nectar even if the 
flower is growing in the mud. Live like the lotus flower. Detach from the world of Maya (illusion) and know the 
importance  of truth. You should not have even a tinge of falsehood. Compare it   to a mustard seed. A lie is a lie 
big or small, it will continue to be considered a sin.  

9)  Boleh  saach  Mithiya nahin rye 

10)  Paramhans applies truth on the level of thoughts, words and deeds. Guru will do kirpa only if we obey Him. 
Even if a person lies to protect someone, it will still be considered a lie.  Khasme Kare Barabari. You cannot 
question Guru ji. A true  Sikh will obey Guru ji , if he does not do so , he will only face misery. We cannot blame 
our Guru ji then. 

 

Shabads Recited 

 

       Ang 227 SGGS Ji     Jeh Dekhau teh Ek Onkar !! 

 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YXWpBpTehhY
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Day 72 Mere Sahiba  

 

Sunday, 14 June 2020 02:44:01 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WR47069BW30  

 

Dedicated to the Saadh   Sangat  of Kenya and Uganda. 

 

1) No retake was done during the recording of this CD.  Events were synchronized  in a flow. 

2) I welcome and accept, with openness, different forms of music. This happened with the Gurus too. I have 
Paramdeep Singh’s Rap in this version of Tuhi Tuhi Prosperity and Infinity. He is a very enthusiastic youngster 
and together, we have collaborated and evolved a new style of Kirtan. The Gurus also hinted towards 
progressiveness. I wanted to do something different with a different beat pattern. 

3) My sister in Nairobi suggested the title MERE SAHIBA  for this CD. I suggest to all the Satsangis to go to Kenya, 
not only for the Safari, but also to visit the old Gurudwaras and appreciate the manner in which old heritage has 
been preserved.  

4) The world economy has suffered a big blow and several small businesses have closed down due to the 
pandemic of Covid 19. 

5) A satsangi friend shared with me a diagram of a pendulum. On one side was written Sukh, and on the other side 
Dukh. In the center was written Sehaj. The clock of akal is also ticking away. Our Pendulum will  also go both 
ways but before going from  one end to the other, it will pass  through the center ( Sehaj) This is our hard work. 
The awakening given to us by Guru ji is, that no matter what sukh or dukh we get, Sehaj can retain our calm and 
balance. This is the only support ( asraa). The entire focus should be on Shabad  and Nirankar Waheguru, only 
then the journey will become smooth. 

6) We live in our world of beliefs that dictate us. When we challenge our beliefs, magic happens and begins to 
unfold. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Page 43 Dasam Granth Sahib  

Tuhi Tuhi Infinity  

Ang1307 SGGS Ji / 170 Amrit Kirtan (A K )   

Maan maango Taan maango, dhan lakhmi sut dheh  

Amrit Kirtan 241 Gurdaas Ji Vaaran Vaar 1 Pauri 27  

Satgur Nanak Pragatiya, Miittee dhund Jag Chanan Hoya. 

Ang 23 SGGS Ji / 180 ( A K )    

Rang Rataa Mera Sahib, Rav Rheiaa Bharpoor. 

 Ang 156 SGGS Ji / 98 ( A K )    

Mere Sahiba Kaun Jaane Gun Tere 

 

Note the different beats.  Meditative music. Close eyes and enjoy 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WR47069BW30
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Day 73 1st Diwaan Amritvela – Magic of Meditation  

 

Saturday, 20 June 2020 02:23:05 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aDPintxutqI  

 

1) 49:51 The first shabad is a Powerful Prayer, a Pauri (a ladder). The ladder helps us to elevate when we are in 
lower states of consciousness as a result of falling prey to our vices. We need persons matching our wavelength 
or  who are at a  higher wavelength. We need to do hard work for that. Persons who are resonating at a higher 
frequency have practised sadhana. They are disciplined and have learnt to be free from the workings of the 
mind.  

2) The journey is from Dharamkhand to Giaankhand to Saramkhand, Karamkhand and finally Sachkhand. It is easy 
to fall backwards and it requires tremendous effort and practice to climb back . DharamKhand is a righteous 
living.  

3) Just as we need to send our car to a garage when its tyres get mis-aligned, we too need the help of Gurbani to 
correct our alignment.  The values that we are learning according to the teachings of SSGS Ji must be practised if 
we would like to have the testimony that we are on the right path.  Cultivating awareness, bringing alignment 
between thoughts, words and deeds, that is equal to simran in totality. 

4) Personal example of how I was called out due to using wrong protocol in writing a message. We can all know 
how aligned the person is with the Divine virtues based on his behavior even while observing his style of text 
messaging. Being in Saadh means to surrender at the feet of the Divine. Sadhana means to align. We empty 
ourselves in order to get filled and receive. Once we surrender, then the Divine takes care of our karmic imprint. 

5) Doing Path is a good thing, but to understand it, is another dimension.  Sometimes we get scared to do veechar 
because we understand that if we follow the path shown by our Guruji, we will  be required to forsake many  
wordly  pleasures and enjoyment. Man’s intellect is full of cunning thoughts. He tries to avoid getting preached. 
Our ego has gone beyond control and we sometimes become choosy even about shabads that we want to listen 
to.We should go as a learner only , and surrender completely. 

6) 01:45:50   The words of the Lord have pierced through my Being like a dagger. We are bold enough to listen to 
the tough lessons that Guruji is teaching us via the messages in the form of  Hukumnama  that we receive. 

7)  02:15:00   When we come to the sessions to learn from the spiritual master we come with no expectations, we 
shall be hugely disappointed if we have designed our expectations. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang  261  SGGS Ji /995 (AK ) Hey  Sangee, Hey Nirankaar, Hey Nirgun, Sabh Tek 

                The Formless is with us at every step of the way.  

Ang 861 SGGS  Ji /503 (A K )  Mere Mann Prem Lago Har Teer               

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aDPintxutqI
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Day 73 2nd Diwan – Raise your Levels of Vibrations  

 

Saturday, 20 June 2020 01:56:31 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F0xqbG3AZQQ  

 

 

1) 12:44 I would like to welcome you all on behalf of Guruji.  Guruji was probably asked one day where the Divine 
resided. He answered with the lines “Vich Sangat Har Prabh Vasaaie”.  When Guru Arjan Dev Maharaj held his 
son Guru Hargobind Jee, the 6th Guru, He gave humanity a divine prayer which is the shabad “Pootaa Mataa 
Kee Aasees” The Divine lives in the midst of your fellow satsangees. He is teaching us to learn from persons who 
are resonating at a higher frequency and raise our vibration levels. He is teaching us acceptance and our reality 
will actually change as a result.  

2) Our karmic bondages are released with the recitation of the Divine Name and our generations too are being 
saved. Guruji makes sure that our basic needs are taken care of but we must live in accordance with the 
teachings of SGGS Ji. We must learn to live our lives with an attitude of gratitude. We can appreciate our senses, 
our faculties of seeing, hearing, touching, feeling and tasting. Once we live from this space, we are blessed with 
the Divine Nectar of joy and bliss. 

3)  We can leave a legacy behind us since we live an inspiring life and will be known. We must live  an 
uncompromised life without compromising our Creator. The first shabad is an eulogy in appreciation of the 
Divine. 

4) 48:08  On our birthday, we are blessed with hugs and cuddles from our elders, parents, grandparents and now , 
the Saadh Sangat. Let us now ask Guruji to give us the Divine cuddle in the form of the second shabad. A 
spiritual aspirant is celebrating his/ her birthday every single day because he/ she lives from a space of awe and 
wonder at the magnificence of the Creator and His Creation.  

5) On our special birth date, we must dive into the deeper recesses of our mind and learn to transform in order  to 
become better beings.  Many of our predecessors have lived powerful lives  and  have become immortal in 
history. Let us become this being.  

6) 01:14:32  We run after Creation, we must focus on the Creator from whom we emerge. Surrender is key  here. 
Sabhe Thok Paraapte Je Aavai ik Hath This is the pre-condition. We become worthy of Guruji’s Grace by living in 
obedience of His teachings.  

7) 01:23:30  When we say She for Waheguru, there is a He included here. Stay as parents of your   children, guiding 
and navigating them in the virtuous direction. Stay immersed in this magic. The most needed virtue between a 
couple is trust and respect towards each other. I shall discuss the shabads that mention this when I do a katha 
on Laavaan.  

8) 01:23:32  Love  does not possess. My mother taught me that we should love the actions of our loved ones. A 
marriage partnership functions according to these teachings.. 
 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 1301  SGGS Ji   Kavan Kavan Kavan Gun Kahiye Anth Nahi  Kach  pare. 

Ang   73    SGGS Ji   Deho Daras  Sukh  Dateya . 

Ang   44    SGGS Ji   Lakh Khushian Paatshahiyan  Je Satgur Nadar   Kare. 

Ang   496   SGGS Ji   Pootaa  Mataa Kee  Aasees 

 
 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F0xqbG3AZQQ
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Day 74 Father’s Day Special Diwaan  

 

Sunday, 21 June 2020 02:04:27 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jc-rDdyA7qk 

 

 

1) 28:00 I was touched by  what my kids gave me this morning. My little one,  8 weeks old gave me smiles,  the 2 
older ones made cards for me. Each one gives the best of what we have to offer. What can we offer  to  our  
Nirankaar on Father’s Day? What can we offer to our spiritual mentors, our earthly Father  so  that our Father is 
proud of us ?. This session is a session of gratitude to our Waheguru Parmatma. Today’s Hukumnama is also my 
favourite shabad “ Tau mein  Aaya, Sharni Aaya “ I will sing a medley of Shabads today. 

2) 01:07:02   Three Shabads  are composed by  S. Amarjeet Singh (Patiala) 

3) 01:13:01  Guruji  gives us assurance  of His care  provided we go to His Door   with a spirit of surrender and  
obedience, to learn from His teachings. Then He helps us to overcome the vices. We must chant His Holy Name 
24 hours a day. To stay in constant simran. He then helps us  to overcome our vices. 

4) 01:21:13   These  beings come to learn. They speak to Guruji that they do not know how to meditate. They only 
sing the Divine Name 24/7.We need to understand the words of the entire shabad. We should go to the Guru’s 
house with the mindset that we are completely ignorant and will be ready to accept whatever Guru ji gives us as 
a Gurprashad. 

5) 01:28:04   Walking the path of spirituality is like walking barefoot on a sharp blade. We are constantly attacked 
by our vices. We ask for His Grace and help. Veerji was inspired by this  inspirational thought of the day. The 
Path is unique, every day brings its own unique features. The Ultimate Destination is to attain Waheguru. Once 
again he asks us to not design our realization.  

6) Seekers often make this mistake. They come with their agenda. Come as a slave, a slave has no options. Do not 
even ask Waheguru to protect you from people because this too indicates that we are discriminating. We have 
no right to do so. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 1358   SGGS Ji   Maieaa  Karo-Deena  Naath Maaiea Karo 

Ang 749     SGGS Ji   Mere  Sahib ,Tu main  maan Nimaane 

Ang746     SGGSJi/17(A K) Tau Mein Aaya Sharanee Aaya Bharose Aaya, Kirpa Aaya,  

Ang  653   SGGS Ji   Sabhna Kaa Maa Piau Aap Hain, Aape Saar Karei 

Ang 749    SGGS Ji   Sabh Te Vadaa Satgur Nanak Jin Kal Raakhee Meree 

Ang 205    SGGS Ji / 728 (A K )   Raakh Pitaa Prabh Mere  

 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jc-rDdyA7qk
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Day 75 1st Diwan Amritvela  - Let the Magic Unfold  

 

Saturday, 27 June 2020 02:20:03 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9IxEsja9s5c  

 

1) 43:49    As per Guru Gobind Singh’s last wish, he asked the Sikhs to worship Waheguru Ji in His formless state. 
Every sense that we use is being recorded. Hence it is very important to know what we think, see, touch, hear 
and do. There are 2 buttons in our mind, play and record. With bhakti and mindful living our karmic imprints can 
be erased if the Nirankar Waheguru (Divine Force)  so wishes. This way our destiny can be formed with our 
mindful lifestyle. This was explained to my mother by Sant Prantpaal Singh from Jhansi. He connected my 
mother to the Sacred Naam which is why they called him Sant Pitajee.  

2) An analogy of how marketing campaigns work. This is how big brands like Coke, Mcdonalds and KFC  manipulate 
humans. What we think, see, hear, walk, do etc.  become our sanskaras. Our outer world is a manifestation of 
our inner world. The soul goes into sleeping mode if we allow the mind to control us. The mind has an inbuilt 
discerning intellect. If this awakening happens, the illusion of Maya does not affect. Develop a relationship with 
Guruji. 

3) 01:18:37 Let us cultivate a relationship with Guruji with loving emotion and you shall be saved. 

4) 01:51:56  It is the quality that matters. Quality of Naam matters. Develop an authentic connection with love and 
devotion. Praise the Lord with one-pointed focus. The one who does Jaap will be liberated. 

5)  02:04:44   Keep it simple, Sikhi. ( KISS PRINCIPLE) Meditation has been made a simple technique. Once we learn 
to concentrate on Naam, our breath automatically gets aligned and our bodies start functioning in perfect 
harmony. Listen to the baani with a meditative element and the body will get aligned automatically. We do not 
need to push ourselves and compare with other fellow satsangees. We must proceed and increase our practices 
slowly. It is only then that we become like a saadhu, a monk.The Formless is like the sun whose Light we can see 
with a naked eye for brief periods at any given time. Its Light is so powerful that we must increase our practices 
slowly and steadily. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 262 SGGS Ji   Gurdev  Mantra 

Ang 250-262 SGGS Ji   Baavan  Akharee  by Guru Arjan Dev Jee  

 

 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9IxEsja9s5c
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Day 75 2nd Diwan  Dukh Bhanjani Sahib      

 

Saturday, 27 June 2020 02:03:30 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v-6ezIb7vy4  

 

TAATI VAO NA LAGAYEE PAARBHRAHM SHARNAYEE 

 

1) 17:16   This is a compilation of 37 verses from SGGS Ji. It is used to treat all the ailments and suffering be it 
mental and physical. An extremely potent compilation. It is not a title Baani in the SGGS Ji. Our outer world is a 
direct reflection of our inner state. The rooms of the body must be cleaned periodically. We hold the lamp of 
awareness that allows us to see our karmic bondages and patterns. We fall into these traps if we do not hold 
the lamp of awareness.  

2) Shabad is like a lamp of awareness. An example of how a fellow satsangee overcame her karmic patterns by 
surrendering to the Divine Name. An astrologer   had misled this person . We must know our karmic patterns, 
then  treat them  with the Sacred Name and contemplation of the  Veechaar.  

3) We must shift to using Divine Intellect with the help of Baani. We then become Gurmukhs. When the mind 
controls us, we continue to accumulate karmic bondages and patterns both consciously as well as 
unconsciously. Gold becomes brass with mercury. Our Divine Intellect is Gold, we pollute it with the vices and 
make ourselves like a brass vessel.  

4) Mann Ki Patri Vaachni Sukhi Hoon Sukh Saar. Gurbaani says that the being that surrenders to the Divine Power 
lives in the assurance that the Divine Forces shall take care once the  person  lives from a place of conscious 
awareness. The Guru shall shower His Grace. He gives us this assurance.Je Sukh De, Ta Tujhe Aradhi, Dukh Bhi 
Tujhe Dhiaii.  Let us start this journey with a SMILE. 

5) 01:00: 41   The reason that I am repeating some lines twice is so that you can allow these verses to penetrate 
into the very depths of your Being. I have kept the tempo slow so that you can read the translation and 
understand at a spiritual level.  

6) 01:21:48  Japji Sahib is an elaborate version of the mantra Ek Onkar and the entire SGGS Ji is an extended 
version of Japji Sahib. Ek Onkar is GOD, Generator, Operator and Destroyer of Creation. 

7) 01:26:46 I have said this several times to stop designing your growth and come to the feet of the Guru with 
expectations. Stop attempting to design your awakening/realization. You will be sad and disappointed. Trust the 
process, everything unfolds at the right time. The Higher Power is picking out from each one of us connected 
with the Formless, unwanted vices that we must get rid of. Total and complete surrender is necessary. I 
surrender at His Feet and words flow out magically. The right words come at the right time. There is a WOW 
factor. WONDERS OF WAHEGURU 

8) 01:41:44   Three   different versions are on spotify, itunes and amazon music along with Day 25 &75. I seek 
blessings from everybody and give each one, blessings, in the form of kirtan.  Nothing   else has ever interested 
me.   Gratitude to all. 

 

PDF Download: 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/13o6ce73ypyupee/Dukh%20Bhanjani%20Sahib.pdf?dl=1 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v-6ezIb7vy4
https://www.dropbox.com/s/13o6ce73ypyupee/Dukh%20Bhanjani%20Sahib.pdf?dl=1
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Day 76 Sarbatt Da Bhala  

 

Sunday, 28 June 2020 02:03:46 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iasrdqZ1gM8  

 

1) 19:24    Close your eyes, practise these healing sessions and connect with Naam. Ek Onkar Tuhi   Nirankaar. This 
is why we are continuing with these healing sessions. 

2) 30:41  Gratitude  satsang / Diwaan.  

3) 01:00:08    The first verse of Shri Sukhmani Sahib. Many of today's kids are learning early .  They usually request 
me to sing their favorite shabads from Spotify. 

4) 01:20:00    Explaining the shabad: How to realize the Supreme Power within us. Surrender, renounce Ego,( 
Edging God Out), Attitude of Gratitude as a daily practice and join the holy congregation with Saadh Sangat. We 
are eager to know about others but we neglect our own Houses-- our inner Beauty. Fareed Bhagat says that this 
life span is so short to sort out our patterns and karmas. We are busy accumulating new karmas.”Sab kichh ghar 
mein Bahar naahin”  ,Without self- analysation, self- realization is impossible. 

5) 01:27:55    Divine Name is the Holy Feet of Guruji. When humans connect with Divinity, they become angels and 
act like guiding lighthouses. Angels come across other angels and this becomes their circle. Surjan beings. 

6) 01:33:00    People who are humble and empathise with compassion can only  serve. Example of  Bhai Kanhaiya ji 
who used to give water to the injured enemy soldiers.  Guru Gobind Singh Maharaj Ji was approached by his 
own army men who complained about this . However Guru ji  said  “ Manas  kee jaat sab eake hai pehchanbo”.  
Guruji then ordered first aid kit also for them .  Each one has the Divine Light within them. An awakened Being 
sees the Divine in each and everybody. Animals are not greedy, humans are beyond and worse than animals. 
We can learn from animals. If an animal's stomach is full, he will not even look at prey in front of him. We shall 
not take anything with us, we come naked and leave naked. Fareeda Bure Da Bhala Kar. Do good to all 
irrespective of the others actions. Our actions, Mann , Bacch, Karam ,  must correspond with the teachings. The 
last line of our Ardaas advocates “ Sarbat Da Bhala” 

 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 262 SGGS Ji    1st verse of Shri Sukhmani Sahib  Simro Simar Simar Sukh paavo. 

Ang 1098 SGGS Ji / 539 (A K )  Main Chaare Kunda Bhaleeaa  

Ang 714 SGGS Ji    Soamee Sharan Pareeo Darbare 

Ang 496 SGGS Ji     Maataa Kee Asees, Poota Maata Kee 

Ang 8 SGGS Ji Shalok Pawan Guru Paani Pitaa as per request 

 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iasrdqZ1gM8
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Day 77 Amritvela 1st Diwaan -  Absorb Universal Energy  

 

Saturday, 4 July 2020 02:19:19 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OI8JGWHNCe8  

 

      I request you to close your eyes and get connected with the Sacred Name. 

1) 37:27 Each one cultivates his own intimate relationship with Source Energy. We all come to the world alone, 
leave alone. Let no breath go in vain!! We are busy accumulating materialistic and temporary possessions. This 
is the reason our minds are unstable. The only way this can be reversed is to start reciting the Holy Name or 
whichever Name you wish to choose and sit in the company of fellow seekers. This is the fastest way to 
liberation. It depends on our intention, intensity and Grace of the Higher Power or Source Energy. 

2)  Singing, listening and contemplating the words, come as a direct message through souls that have connected 
with the Universal Energy. Ask Waheguru Ji to hold your hand rather than you holding His Hand. Cultivate this 
loving bond with Him. The perfume of the Sacred Name starts emanating from us. 

3) 01:11:56   Each shabad is a true gem. The message that Guruji gives in the 23rd verse of Shri Sukhmani Sahib-- 
Baani Prabh Kee Sabh Ko Bole. Aap Addol Na Kabahoo Dolei. The being that has developed this connection with 
Source shall never waver since this Energy is stable. His disciples thus become pious, pure and full of 
compassion. We must develop and practise compassion.  

4) The most important religion is to recite the Holy Name, conduct pious deeds. Many say that we do not need to 
go to places of worship or sing the Divine Name. This too is their karma which helps them to be this way. These 
beings must understand that reciting the Holy Name is very important in order to accelerate the process to 
liberation.  I suggest to them to start doing Ardaas and sit with Saadh Sangat. Do Jaap and listen to veechar and 
try to relate with it. Take it as a lesson from Waheguru ji.   One day His Mercy shall be bestowed upon us.  

5) 1.40.26 This short yet powerful shabad  can bring complete transformation.  We have limited intelligence and 
ego. All meditation practices and religions teach the importance of surrender. This shabad is teaching us to 
contemplate on the power of the breath, Life Energy. Let us make Him our boss and take His loving ,caring, 
compassionate, merciful support. Dissolve in the love of this Power. Notice the presence of Divine Energy all 
around us. 

6)  Little did I know that my years of practising on the keyboard and synthesizer will turn out to be so useful during 
this lockdown period. Observe the beauty and majesticity of the beauty around you. 

 

     Shabads Recited 

     Ang 1226  SGGS Ji /885 (A K ) A classic shabad  by Guru Arjan Dev Ji 

     Gobind  Jeeao Tu Mere Praan Adhaar 

     You are the very breath of my Life O lord.  

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OI8JGWHNCe8
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  Day 77 2nd Diwaan – Our Intentions Create Reality  

  

Saturday, 4 July 2020 02:05:41 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y-6CtfB3IBw 

                

1) 16:39   Each person has his or her own independent connection with the Divine. Devotees  do a lot of service in 
the gurudwaras in Delhi from the early hours of the morning. Attitude on its own is harmful. But an attitude of 
gratitude makes all the difference. When we edge out God from our lives with EGO, we build fences and 
boundaries around us to stay within our comfort zone. 

2)  Persons who are immersed in service and live a life of a monk are more prone to ego attacking them. Such 
persons must be very mindful and ask Guruji for Grace to keep him aware and mindful to stay away from the 
trap of pride. Humility must be actively practised. The Divine Name is the solution to overcome ego and 
boundaries. The limited mind operates from “I” but the expanded conscious mind is immersed in chanting the 
Divine Name, doing service and aligning the thoughts, speech and actions with acceptance with whatever they 
receive. 

3)  Gratitude for everything we have, the air we breathe, the families we are blessed with  and  the fact that you all 
come to listen to the healing sessions  everyday. Close your eyes, talk to Guruji and elevate your souls. These 
sessions are healing our souls. 

4) 01:15:37   Let us examine what is our intention to go to the Gurudwara. Our intentions create reality. Then we 
are supported by Guruji. 

 

    Shabads Recited 

Ang 94  SGGS Ji   

Haun Rah Na Sakau Bin Dekhe Mere Preetam, Mai Neer Vahe Veh Chalai Jeeau  

Ang 746 SGGS Ji /172 (A K )   

Bharose Aaya, Kirpa Aaya, Taun Mein Aaya, Sharanee Aaya 

Ang 1406  SGGS Ji   

Har Har Gur Gur Karta Re  

Poem on Shukrana 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y-6CtfB3IBw
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Day 78 Amritvela 1st Diwaan Powerful Release of Enengy  

 

Sunday, 5 July 2020 02:07:41 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WEkhNVXRWps  

 

1) 29:12   The early morning hours between 3 and 6 am are called Amritvela. It is a powerful and robust time for 
practitioners in all fields. The energies released during this time are powerful and effective. Meditators advance 
in their practices at rapid speed during this time. Motivational speakers today are reinforcing what Guruji taught 
us since ancient times. Everything happens as per His Command. Let us learn to understand and accept this. The 
ego comes in the way sometimes. The right person crosses our paths at the determined time. 

2)  I aspire to teach the teachings of SGGS Ji authentically without paying much attention to the title of the 
individual. I also aspire to examine if I spoke out of pride or ego and then correct myself. We move from being 
partially Divine to merging with the Divine through the Sacred Name. The being who understands this has the 
world at his feet. The Power that runs this entire   Universe must be surrendered to, in a humble manner. 

3) 59:58   The dried leaves of our lives (due to the influence of Maya) turn green with the water of the Sacred 
Naam. We must keep going, never give up. Guruji gives us the analogy of dried leaves and plants. We suffer due 
to our karmic accounts. A man lives in a continuous state of bliss, if he stays away from the influence of Maya. 

4) 01:19:15   Nothing, nothing is in our control. I have no Power. Please do whatever you wish for me O Lord!! Let 
us acknowledge this  

5) Hospitals are releasing packages taking advantage of the current COVID crisis and exploiting to serve their 
monetary interests. Our focus determines our reality. The knowledge that we have acquired then becomes a 
gift for humanity. Then we start living with honest values as determined in our intention. Creating, living out of 
our authentic intention, is sacred. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang  182  SGGS Ji /132 (A K )  

Jaa Kai Vas Khaan Sultaan Jaa Kai Vas Sagal Jahaan 

Ang  736 SGGS Ji /920( A K )    

Asaa Jor Naahee Je Kich Kar Ham Saakeh Jiau Bhaavai Tivai Bakash 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WEkhNVXRWps
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Day 78 2nd Diwaan – Stay In Constant Bliss  

 

Sunday, 5 July 2020 02:11:45 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m18BiXXGYHw  

 

1) 16:43   The background is of Lake Nakuru. This place is special for me and my team. 

2) Guruji had the foresight to create a community that gets together to do Simran. Families 

3) have become nuclear and need the support of Guruji and the Divine Name. 

4)  45:16  The Lord always takes good care of us and gives us what we need at the most appropriate time. We can 
stand in front of the mirror and offer gratitude for what we have rather than complaining about what we do not 
have. This state can be attained with His Grace and conscious practice of simran-singing the Holy Name. The 
fruit of this practice is super contentment and our desires are quenched. 

5) 59:14  The  being who  lives with continuous Naam attains everything that he needs in this materialistic life,  as 
well as spiritual freedom and liberation. His destiny is pre-ordained. We sometimes feel sad because we are 
expecting bliss. We must not design our realization. Such beings live under the umbrella of the Sacred Name. 
Sing the Praises of the Lord with the love of your soul. Those beings rejoice when they hear the Name of the 
Lord and live in constant bliss. 

6) 01:08:30  How can I walk on the path? Guruji offers a technique. Take refuge and sing the Sacred Name. 
Listening, singing, acting in alignment with the teachings. Live with patience. 

7) 01:18:22  We judge wise and foolish people in an instant. Guruji gives us the answer in the 4th shabad of 
today.”You are absolutely everything  WaheguruJi” is the message of this shabad. 

8) 01:34:57  Let us elevate to the frequency of the gratitude shabad. I give myself challenges to keep myself 
energized. 

9) 02:04:37  Focus on your desire and need,  rather than pleasing and doing for others. You stay away from 
suffering this way. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 1226  SGGS Ji /885 (A K ) A classic shabad  by Guru Arjan Dev Ji  

Gobindh Jeeau Tu Mere Praan Adhaar  

Ang 682 SGGS Ji   Tirasana Bujhai Har Kai Naam 

Ang 679 SGGS Ji /413 (A K )  Thakur Gaieea Aatam Rang  

Ang  98  SGGS Ji /181  (A  K ) Sabh Kich Tu Hain Tu Hain Mere Pyaare  

Ang 496 SGGS Ji  Poota Maata Kee Asees 

Poem Shukar Dateya Shukar Dateya 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m18BiXXGYHw
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Day 79 Amritvela 1st Diwaan – Create an Ambience  

 

Saturday, 11 July 2020 02:23:01 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sax79JboMmg  

 

   Waheguru Simran. 

  

1) 19:27  Missing  you Saadh Sangat.  Notice the 3D   background, stereo sound. I am doing my best to create an 
ambience. You could light candles and create an ambience for yourself. Dim the lights if you are in Europe and 
create the atmosphere. The plane is about to take off to Sachkhand. Focus on Guru Mantra and go deeper and 
deeper into your souls. Hold yourselves together. Focus on your breath and chant the Waheguru mantra.You 
feel that you are sitting in Saadh Sangat . With this new technology, my voice will be multiplied by 10 to give 
special effects. 

2) 01:24:09   Once we focus on Ek Onkaar, we are relieved from strife, suffering in this most terrifying wordly 
ocean. The boat will capsize if it is not strong. Our body (boat) needs a strong driver. Satguru ji is our teacher 
and if we take His guidance, the boat stays strong despite the huge waves of lust, greed, attachment, anger etc. 
The illusion of Maya cannot affect us. The space in our mind should be occupied by Waheguru Mantra. 

3) 01:54:09  Keep going, don't give up on anything. I do not like to hear the word impossible. We must overcome 
challenges. We are constantly under trial and error. With every error, we learn and grow. Challenges mean that 
we are human. The next session today is an ardaas session for a person  going  through challenges. The meaning 
of ardaas explained . The challenges in our life become like milestones for us. We have to derive strength from 
Naam and Baani. Sometimes it is hard  for us to do  Naam Jaap when we are in stress and it is Ardaas that comes 
to our rescue. A for antarjami, R for raakha ek hamara swami, D for Daata ek hai , S for sabb Gobind hai. We 
should do ardaas in front of Paramatma or Nirankar Waheguru.  We go to the One Universal Force that protects 
us, is generous with His Gifts and is ever pervading. This is how the word ardaas  came into being. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Waheguru Mantra for about 60 minutes. 

Ang 679  SGGS Ji /382 (A K )  Har Ek Simar Ek Simar Ek Simar Pyaare. 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sax79JboMmg
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Day 79 2nd Diwaan  Make Everything Possible  

 

Saturday, 11 July 2020 02:30:35 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wuYtMQQM5zw  

 

1) Transform   human intellect into Divine Intellect. Recite with each and every breath. Focus on the Divine Name 
and the sound current. 

2) 28:50   The only condition Waheguru asks of us is to leave our minds and intellect behind. Go to Him in full faith, 
trust and in a spirit of surrender. An analogy of living in a mansion with vices as rooms. With Divine Name and 
the sharan of Satguru, our rooms are filled with compassion, love, forgiveness, tolerance, patience, 
contentment and several Divine Qualities that we imbibe once we start following the protocol given to us by 
Guruji. Then we become Gurmat instead of Manmat. Manmats are dictated by the mind.  Gurmats imbibe the 
Divine Qualities practised during simran. The blessings of saadh sangat are solicited .  We are all under the 
umbrella of Guru Granth Sahib Ji as one family. Never give up. Everything is possible. Separate impossible after 
‘m’ and you get I M POSSIBLE. It needs hard work and perseverance  to become a resident of Baygam pura, the 
city of Joy. 

3) 57:47.  Let us recite the shabad of ardaas, gratitude and offering as per the Divine Will. Experience the bliss, 
Guruji resonating in every cell of your being. 

4) 01:04:52 Our containers are upside down. Open the containers to allow Divine Grace to enter. 

5) 01:12:48  Once we receive His Grace, our karmas and suffering is removed in a blink of an eyelid. 

6) 01:15:42  Do Ardaas at every moment of  Joy or suffering,learn to live in gratitude. Use the tool of ardaas. 
Intoxicate yourselves with these Shabads. 

7) 01:26:02   Hope you are in another dimension. Dasam Granth was compiled by Guru Gobind Singh ji . Chaupai 
Sahib, Jaap Sahib are all parts of Dasam Granth. The second shabad is being explained. It is Bhai Anand Veer 
Singh’s. (from the US)  composition The shabad itself is very powerful and potent. I am sitting in your refuge O 
Lord and blessing you Guruji. You are the monarch and you are the Royalty.I always encourage youngsters to 
play with a fusion style and become innovative. Baani is extremely potent, each word has so much potential to 
take us into another dimension. We must practise openness and become prudent 

8) 2.04.42    Stay blessed with Naam and stay strong. Our boat can never  capsize  if we stay in  surrender. It 
depends on us if we wish to name our mansions Manmat or Gurmat. It is our choice. If the Guru is on our side, 
then all forces can be conquered. Miracles happen. 

 

    Shabads Recited 

    Recitation of Chaupai Sahib 

    Ang 519 SGGS Ji /66 (A K)  Jeea Kee Birathaa Hoi So Gur Peh Ke Aradaas Kar  

    Dasam Granth Page 309   Hum Baithe Tum Deho Aseesan 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wuYtMQQM5zw
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Day 80 Amritvela  1st Diwaan – Cultivate Inner ‘Vigaas’  

 

Sunday, 12 July 2020 02:19:43 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=17aVWFiNbFY  

 

1) Connect with breath , feel His presence , close your eyes and absorb the Divine Vibrations. He is the Nourisher, 
Nurturer, the Generator and the All-Pervading. 

2) 01:09:28  Compassion is the mother of religion. Compassion is primary and Religion is secondary. We must 
cultivate a compassionate nature to follow what religion teaches us. We can learn to put ourselves aside and 
think about another being.  Enjoy this innovative style during this live session. 

3) 01:48:46   I strive to smile during my sessions and kirtan since Gurbaani is so sweet.Some times, strange 
enough,we fear going near a preacher who is  serious and stern. I feel it is important to smile while reciting a 
shabad in “sehaj” because sehaj means to smile ( metaphorically). Baani is sweet and whoever tastes the 
sweetness of this necter, gets “vigaas” cultivated inside him. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 1136  SGGS Ji   

Raakha Ek Hamaara Suaami, Sagal Ghata Ke Antarjaamee 

Ang  736  SGGS Ji /920 (A K )  

Mere Har Jeeau, Sabh Ko Terai Vas Asaa Jor Naahee Kar Ham Saakeh Jiu Bhaaveh Tivai Baksh. 

Shabad about total and complete surrender  

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=17aVWFiNbFY
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Day 80 2nd Diwaan  Inner Appearance Matters Most  

 

Sunday, 12 July 2020 02:50:23 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xSOFO5leLww  

 

1) 39:31 Bring devotion and a spirit of surrender in your beings. Focus on the shabad.Guru ji does not restrict our 
choice of colours. Spirituality has nothing to do with your clothing, it has to do with our mind. Mann has infinite 
possibilities. With humility I keep requesting you to know your Guru. Unfortunately there are beings who adorn 
only white attire, yet, from inside they are practising wrong deeds. “Bhek dikhaye jagat ko, logon ko bass 
keen.” Today I am going to  sing  shabads of Vairagya and Prem. 

2) Let us be connected with Waheguru ji in our minds as per the teachings of SGGS Ji. Let us be aligned in words 
and deeds rather than focusing on our outer appearance. Appearances do not matter. SGGS Ji has been given to 
us to create a boundary. 

3) 01:26:06   Singing the Name Divine is the only way. We make so many assumptions and do not live our lives 
from a place of facts and truths. Let us make assumptions about our Guruji and go to the Creator thus not 
wasting our precious lives and time for unnecessary and futile conversations. 

4) We are misusing our power to assume. Assume for the Creator instead.  Let us not accumulate garbage in the 
fabric of our minds. The world functions without us and shall continue to function even when we are gone. Why 
do we place so much importance on ourselves and our egos? Let us awaken and create a bond with our Creator. 

5) 02:20:24 When we write our prayer in the form of a poem, this too, is  considered as our prayer to our Guruji. 
Our 6th Guru, Guru Hargobind ji gave the concept of Dhadhi Jatha and allowed them to sing kavishree which is 
not from SGGS Ji. Even in the Akal Takht Sahib, the Dhadhi Jathas sing Varaas daily. Gurbaani is in the blood of a 
sikh. I do not mind singing Kavita which connects me to my Guru ji. I, therefore request you all to broaden your 
outlook. In Sikhism, spirituality, culture and history all go together. Even Guru Gobind Singh ji had 52 poets who 
recited poetry, in the holy presence of SGGS Ji. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 861 SGGS Ji /503( A K )   Mere Mann Prem Lago Har Teer 

Ang 1321 SGGS Ji /189 (A K )   Prabh Mohe Kab Lag Laavenge  

Ang 1420 SGGS Ji /851(A K )   Vin Boliye sabb kich Janada 

Ang 496 SGGS Ji   Poota  Maata ke Asees.  

Geet          Mere Satgur Jee Tussi Mehar Karo. 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xSOFO5leLww
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  Day 81 Relate to the Shabad Guru  

 

Wednesday, 15 July 2020 02:17:49 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rIXfqUC_VBg  

 

1) The selection of shabads  today is simply beautiful and reveals the extent to which we can get  immersed in the 
teachings of Gurbani.  

2) 26:01  The  blessed being always lives in contentment, bliss and devotion .Such beings are beyond days, months, 
seasons and every moment spent in bhakti, is a beautiful feeling (Ehsaas of Waheguru). For such beings every 
day is his birthday. A personal story about a unique experience on my 17th birthday is shared with the saadh 
sangat. It will be my birthday in a couple of days. I am grateful that I was given the opportunity to experience 
the human intelligence and mind that is able to discern.  

3) The first time I tied a turban on my 17th  birthday, I went to Dr  Iqbal Singh ji , Head of my institution to seek his 
blessings. At first there was no response, no smile. Then he hugged me and said, “ Today  you have taken the 
responsibility of Sikh Panth on your head. From now on, whatever good that  you do, the credit will go to Sikh 
Panth. It was a special moment. I was shared the wisdom of Guru Gobind Singh ji by my mentor. 

4) The turban on our heads indicates that we are dedicated in service to Guruji. We must live and abide by the 
values, principles that Guruji has given us. The folds of the turban indicate to me virtues that I wish to practise 
on a daily basis when I tie the turban in the morning. I check this at the end of every day and add them to my list 
the next morning if I have not achieved my target. The first shabad is indicating that we must ask the Source 
Energy, Waheguru Ji to shower the rain of mercy over us. 

5) 01:11:13   Persons who request for  shabads can relate to the shabads and I always strive to honor their 
request.  This shabad is about appreciation and gratitude. 

6) 01:26:13  Mothers  are the backbone of every family. Before Guru Nanak’s time, there was a trend that persons 
should practise renunciation. But Guru Nanak introduced the concept of Raj Yoga. Your hands and feet should 
do worldly tasks but your mind(chitt) ahould be focused on one name only, of  Nirankar Waheguru.  He 
introduced Baani to us as a gateway to meet the Supreme. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 1254  SGGS Ji /809 (A K )   

Baras Ghanaa Maera Man Bheenaa in Raag Malhaar (The raag of the rainy season)  

Ang 872   SGGS Ji /82(A K )   

Hum Dolath Baeree Paap Bharee Hai Pavan Lagai Math Jaaee  

Ang 878   SGGS Ji /126  (A K )   

Halae Yaaraan,  Halae Yaaraan Khush Khabri, Khush Khabri 

 

 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rIXfqUC_VBg
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Day 82 Veerji’s  Birthday 

 

Friday, 17 July 2020 02:20:47 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p_hW-odgVOo  

 

1) Tune in to the vibration of the Shabad.  The emphasis is to sing praises of the Divine. Bring in the excitement in 
the fabric of your Being. 

2) 48:48  I have no  words to express.  I am humbled, honored and overwhelmed with your love and gratitude, my 
dear Saadh Sangat. This was the Hukumnama from Guruji this morning as I went to Babaji’s room to do prakash 
of SGGS Ji. I had tears of gratitude and goosebumps for the message that Guruji sent me today. I feel blessed 
that Guruji has given me the gift of Kirtan. I am not worthy of the love that I receive. 

3)  It is all Guruji’s Grace. I have learnt this that when I share my gifts with others, I feel joy and happiness. The joy 
that I see in the others’ faces elevates me. I aspire to see Guruji in each and every being. I am your child and 
your blessings mean the world to me. Despite my being so naughty, Guruji has kept me at his Lotus Feet. Truly 
humbled! I recite to you my favorite shabad. This is what I ask from Guruji if I were ever asked what I want. 

4) 01:31:42   I have received greetings, videos of Satsangis recording birthday wishes and  greetings. I have also 
received a video of one of my students reciting a shabad. Lovely offerings. I too am on the journey and the 
following verse by Bhagat Fareed resonates with me. I am full of vices. I'd like to share this with you my dears. 

5) 01:45:04   My mother too is online today. My father passed away two years ago  and is always in our thoughts. I 
bow down in reverence to my mother who brought me into this world. The mothers around the world have 
requested me to sing the next shabad. They also wanted to sponsor this session. I have requested them to allow 
me to do this service. Tomorrow is the birthday of Amrit Aunty who loved me like a mother. She is not with us 
physically on this earth plane. I have received blessings from her in the UK. I honor and dedicate tomorrow 
morning’s diwaan in her remembrance.  

6) 02:01:09   I have received these blessings from you all. Gratitude. 

7) 02:10:15   I am indebted to you for  your blessings. Our blessings do not diminish by blessing others. Let us 
eliminate this belief that we are conditioned with. Bless others despite evil thoughts coming up in your minds. 
This is the only way to overcome the workings of this mind. Practise this on a regular basis. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 683  SGGS Ji   Bandhanaa Har Bandhanaa Gun Gaavahu Gopaal Raai  

Ang 96    SGGS Ji /496( A K )  Meraa Man Lochai Gur Dharasan Taaiee 

Ang 1381 SGGS Ji Shloka by Bhagat Fareed:  Gunaha  Bhariaa Main Firaa Lok Kahai Dharaves  

Ang 496   SGGS Ji  Maata Kee Aasees Poota Maataa Kee . 

 

 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p_hW-odgVOo
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Day 83 Amritvela 1st Diwaan – Focus on Sound Current  

  

Saturday, 18 July 2020 02:05:57 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F4lCBZpVYeA  

 

1) Mantra   Jaap of Satnam Waheguru for 75 minutes. Mantra Jaap helps us to go within. Close your eyes, focus on 
the sound current, recite, listen and dive deeper to discover the Light that resides within us. Hope everyone 
could experience the Divine Vibrations. 

2) 01:19:21   Gratitude for your wishes. I sing this poem by Bhai Gurdaas, one of his kaavit, in fond remembrance 
of our wonderful Amrit Aunty who was an inspiring role  model , practised the three golden rules given to us by 
Guru Nanak. Singing the Name Divine, earning honestly and sharing with others. She was like a spiritual mother 
to me. She is remembered and revered by all .  

 

   Shabads Recited 

Satnam Waheguru Jaap 

557 ( A K ) Bhai Gurdaas’s poem    

Darshan Dhekhat Hee Sudh Kee Na Sudh Rahee Budh Kee Na Budh Rahee Mat Mai Na Mat Hai 

 

 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F4lCBZpVYeA
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Day 83 2nd Diwaan Spiritual and Temporal Dimension  

 

Saturday, 18 July 2020 02:10:21 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HaADKUif_QI  

 

1) 17:50  Sikhism  teaches us about the spiritual and temporal dimension. The spiritual authority is given prime 
importance. Once we learn to handle wealth, we are able to handle the illusion of materialism. Then we do not 
compromise with our Creator. 

2)  A short story about the 7th Guru Harrai Maharaj. He was the grandson of Guru Hargobind Maharaj and the son 
of Gurditta Mal ji. As a child, Guru Harrai was very gentle and soft hearted. He had a lot of love and compassion 
for plants, animals and human beings. Also known as the Eco Guru, he set up animal sanctuaries and was a 
pioneer in opening hospitals.  He had a good knowledge of herbs. His grandfather the 6th Guru led a life of 
affluence and prosperity. He had the best horses, adorned a  Kalgi on his turban , and had a force of 
Commandoes. He wore two kirpans and introduced the concept of Piri and Miri. Piri was the symbol of Spiritual 
Authority which is supreme, while Miri stood for  Temporal  Authority . In Sikhi,  Piri should supercede Temporal 
Authority, only then can we lead a blissful life.  He was given a life learning teaching by his grandfather Guru 
Hargobind.  

3) Guru Harrai ji was fond of wearing long robes with a lot of panels for extra flare. One day while in the garden,  
running to meet his grandfather , his robe brushed against the flowers and as a result the petals got  scattered. 
He felt guilty at his carelessness and was in tears. On seeing this Guru Hargobind Maharaj embraced him and 
advised him to be aware and awakened  next time. He further said that it was good to enjoy prosperity as long 
as you know how to use it without hurting anything or anyone.Guru Harrai ji paid heed to the advice till his last 
breath. 

4) 01:37:13   Journey to beyond is what these sessions are. The collective energy is elevated during these sessions 
as a result of so many of us joined together in the Universe. It seemed appropriate to share some of the 
historical facts of Guru Harrai Maharaj today. 

5) 01:59:52    An immense  emphasis has been placed on the community, saadh sangat by the Gurus whose 
blessings are equivalent to Guruji’s blessings. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 749     SGGS Ji  Charan Kamal Tere Dhoi Dhoi Peevaai Mere Satigur Deen Dhiaalaa 

 Ang 239    SGGS Ji /219 (A K ) Gur Ka Darshan Dekh Dekh Jeevaa 

Ang 587     SGGS Ji  /211( A K )  So Satgur Pyaara Merai Naal Hai 

Ang 496     SGGS Ji /851 (A K )    Maata Kee Aasees Pootaa Maataa Kee .  

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HaADKUif_QI
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 Day 83 3rd Diwaan - Be Mindful  

 

Saturday, 18 July 2020 02:09:43 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T0eusvvQeLg  

 

1) 36:58  Guruji teaches us to be mindful of what we see, hear, speak and think. May your eyes just watch the 
Divine. Once we start living out of this mindfulness, we start imbibing the qualities of the Supreme. 

2)  I am singing the first shabad as per the composition of Bhai Saheb Gopal Singh Ji. The Divine Name is the nectar 
that oozes out as a result of our practices of reciting, listening, and contemplating Baani . 

3) 01:42:04   What we have learnt, we shall pass on to our future generations, “ BABANIA KAHANIYA  PUTT SAPUTT 
KARE “.  In this way the human values given by Sikhi will grow. The only way of life is the Guru’s way of life. If 
you really want to know that way of life  then read SGGS Ji  from Ang 1 to 1430 . 

4) Guru Arjan Dev ji Maharaj says  “ KALJUG  MEIN KIRTAN  PARDHANA , GURMUKH JAPAIYE LAAYEI DHAYAANA. “. 
It is a sarvopari  Daat , a blessing of Guru Maharaj. Our  life must be controlled by Kirtan. Kirna is to cultivate. 
Tan is the body. Start cultivating the actions of thoughts, words and deeds with the guidance of our Guru. Kirtan 
is not only a musical thing but it is applicable thing as well. This is the pragmatic approach of SGGS Ji. 

 

Shabads Recited 

 

Chaupai Sahib 

Ang 781   SGGS Ji /859(A K )   

Meraa Ghar Baniaa Ban Taal Baniaa Prabh Parase Har Raiaa Raam 

Ang 44     SGGS Ji /373( A K )   

Lakh Khusheeaa Paatshaaheean Je Satgur Nadhar Karei 

Ang 562   SGGS Ji /70  ( A K )   

Sevak Kee Aradaas Piaare  

Poem :     Shukar Daatiya Shukar Daatiya 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T0eusvvQeLg
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Day 84 Amritvela 1st Diwaan – Manifest the Joy in Life  

 

Sunday, 19 July 2020 01:52:51 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5eItbGQSrgQ  

 

 

1) 01:17:00   Those  who sing the praises of the Divine are beyond death. This being becomes content and does 
not need anything. Contemplate   about the one that is permanent rather than focusing on persons that are 
temporary on this earth plane. Guru Gobind Singh ji  has connected us to the Shabad Guru . He  says “ PARCHA 
SHABAD KA’’ , Connect to Naam . “So Mangan Daan Gusainyan , jitt bukh le jawe” Oh my lord for ages I have 
been asking you for Daat ( gift) . Please shower such a gift in my lap due to which my hunger for Daat dies 
forever. 

2)   Each one is a unique observer and functions according to his mind- conditioning and practices in his daily life. I 
request you to start being aware of your ways to manifest the joy in Life. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 1097 SGGS Ji /86(A K )     

Prabh Jeeo Devaho Darshan Aapanaa Jit Dhaddhee Tripptave. 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5eItbGQSrgQ
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 Day 84 2nd Diwaan - Stay Immersed  

 

Sunday, 19 July 2020 01:27:55 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O0R8VVKd1Js  

 

 

1) 19:20    To recite the Kirtan Sohila at the end of the day,  is recommended by Guru Gobind Singh Ji, before going 
to bed. To sing the praises of the Creator. The thoughts once put into action helps us stay in bliss rather than 
staying stuck in theory. Once you experience bliss, you can never lose it.” ANAND PAYA MERI MAAE SATGURU 
MEIN PAYA”. Baani is our Guru, our Satguru.  You  should  stay immersed in Devotion, Naam and Simran. 

2) Younger generations of today like to hear motivational speakers. It is a good thing, no doubt.We should first 
know the motivational power possessed by SGGS Ji . We should also know the power of Kirtan Sohila Jaap. If we 
sing the praises of Nirankar Waheguru, we will have  a peaceful night , and a blissful Amritvela. 

3) The term #tuhituhiswag was  formulated recently. I believe that we must dress up well when we  go to   see our 
Guruji. 

4) 41:00   Cultivate the relationship as Bhagat Ravidas did. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 922  SGGS Ji    

Gavay Teh Sohila To Sing the Praises of the Divine  

The 39th Pauri of Anand Sahib 

Ang 658  SGGS Ji /528 ( A K )   

Saachee Preet Ham Tum Siau Joree by Bhagat Ravidas 

Once we connect with the Divine, our ego is absolved. We are joined with the Lord  

Ang 103  SGGS Ji /188  ( A K )  

Tu Mera  Pitaa Tu Hain Meraa Maata 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O0R8VVKd1Js
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Day 85 Amritvela  - Guidance of Higher Power  

 

Friday, 24 July 2020 02:01:36 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F4XDSOXkhuU  

 

1) 36:39   We are constantly reminded that we are protected by Nirankaar at all times. We must understand this. 
There is life inside a stone as well. We must not enter into doubts when we are planning and controlling. 

2) MERE MADHO JI SAT SANGAT MILE SU TARAIYA. We recite this shabad daily in Rehraas Sahib Baani by Guru 
Arjan Dev ji in Raag Gujri.Human Intellect is limited and when it plans something , then there is confusion and 
the mind wavers. Guru ji says “  KAHE RE MANN CHITVE UDHAM JA AHAR HAR JI PARIYA”, why are you 
worried? Take your thoughts   to that stage when you were in your mother’s womb. A stone too, has life within 
it. A stone  lying on the sea shore, if broken into half,  will depict a living organism within it. 

3) Guru ji has given a lot of importance to Sat Sang. Guru Ram Dass ji used to sit at a level lower than the  level  of  
the  Sat Sangis.  A person who recites Naam when in the Sangat, gets Guru Prasad  with which he or she is 
salvated.We  need a higher power to guide us on this path, hence the Sanctuary of the Divine is needed. 

4)  The migrating flamingos travel hundreds of miles , leaving their young ones behind. About them Guru ji  says  “ 
Who feeds them ?  Do we even think about that? “  They  learn in their own way how to fend for themselves. 
They also have a supreme power  resonating inside them.  We are eventually  alone and must connect with the 
Divine. 

5) Guru ji is reassuring mankind that sitting in the holy congregation and reciting Naam Jaap , our mind will not 
waver, it will remain steady. 

6)  The analogy of a dry piece of wood turning green is how Guruji describes our state once connected with the 
Universe. 

7) 01:18:27    The very ordinary castor plant receives the fragrance of the sandalwood plant by simply growing 
beside it. Similarly, the importance of the community. Bhagat Ravidas compares himself to the humble castor oil 
plant that acquires the fragrance of the sandalwood tree. By chanting the Divine Name Waheguru the fragrance 
of shabad Guru starts manifesting within us. Several beautiful analogies are found in this shabad   full of 
devotion and yearning. Let us recite. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 10     SGGS Ji   Mere Maadhau Jee Satsangat Mile Su Tariaa by Guru Arjan Dev Ji  

Ang 486   SGGS Ji /106 (A K )  Maadhau Satsangat Sharan Tumhari by Bhagat Ravidas 

Ang 496   SGGS Ji /851 ( A K  )  Maata Kee Aasees Pootaa Maataa Kee  

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F4XDSOXkhuU
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  Day 86 Amritvela 1st Diwaan – Tribute to Bhai Gurdaas  

 

Saturday, 25 July 2020 02:05:18 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jFfft1EmFo0  

 

1) One hour recitation of the first shloka from Sukhmani Sahib Ji. First hour’s focus on one mantra. Today the focus 
was on Gurudeva. Gurudeva is the Holy Granth. 

2) 01:12:40   The   shabad is from Bhai Gurdaas’s work Kabit Savaiye which is referred to as the key to Guru Granth 
Sahib Maharaj. Bhai Gurdaas was the maternal uncle of Guru Arjan Dev Ji and his right hand, along with Baba 
Budhajee. He was the first scribe of the Adi Granth which is also known as Pothee Sahib. Pothee Parmeshwar ka 
Than . 

3) Guru Arjan Dev referred to this Pothi  as the place where Nirankaar Waheguru resides. Bhai Gurdaas made a 
humble request that his work should not be  included in Pothee Sahib.Guru Arjan Dev ji was then happy to grant 
a Vardaan (blessing) that in order to contemplate Baani , Bhai Gurdas ji’s Kabit Savaiye will become the  Key ( 
Kunji) to SGGS ji . Bhrahm Gyanis used to read Bhai Gurdas Ji’s Kabit before doing Veechar of Gurbaani . Bhai 
Gurdaas and Baba Budhajee were also embodiments of Waheguru himself. They were Bhrahm Gyanis 
themselves and were constantly by Guruji’s side,  they also recited Dhur Ki Baani like 15 Bhakats, 11 Bhatts and 
4 Gursikhs 

4) 01:28:15   Note the pauses and read the translation for clarity. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Vaar 528  Bhai Gurdaas shabad from Kabit Savaiye 

To So Na Naath, Anaath Na Mo So To So Na Dhanee, Na Mo So Bhikaharee  

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jFfft1EmFo0
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Day 86 2nd Diwaan – Remain within a Boundary  

 

Monday, 27 July 2020 1:58:58 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TF0om_By3X4  

 

1) The moment we tune to   the frequency of the Divine Name, we connect with our souls in the other world. The 
current of the Divine Light is within each one of us. 

2)  01:05:17  We are asked not to skip our spiritual practices just as we do not skip our meals. If   we neglect these, 
we experience stress in our daily lives. We stay away from suffering when we are within the boundaries given to 
us by Guruji. The Teachings of SGGS Ji are the boundary for us. Example from Ramayana , Sita ji  crossed the 
boundary line which Lakshman had drawn to protect her from evil forces. She was kidnapped by Ravana . A 
huge battle was fought as a result of which many lives were lost. We keep crossing the boundaries given to us 
by our Guru ji because we have developed an ego. We get affected by suffering  and stress . When we  operate   
with our egos, we edge God out. Ego leads to attachment of materialistic and worldly things. 

3)  Importance of empathy. A 9 year old boy chooses a puppy without 2 legs since he too does not have legs. He 
tells the shopkeeper that both he and the puppy can feel each other’s pain when he is asked why he chose a 
lame puppy. Ego and Divine Name cannot live in the same place. Compassion is awakened within us and 
becomes the foundation of religion.   

 

    Shabads Recited 

   Ang 669   SGGS JI  /365( A K  ) Jap Man Sat Naam Sadhaa Sat Naam 

   Ang 44     SGGS Ji /373 (A K ) Lakh Khuseean Paatsheean Je Satgur Nadhar Kare 

   Ang 496   SGGS Ji /851( A K ) Poota Maataa Kee Aasees 

 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TF0om_By3X4
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Day 87 Amritvela 1st Diwaan – Cultivate Patience  

 

Sunday, 26 July 2020 01:55:18 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j6aa635aBeQ  

 

1) 25:01   I was once asked why we must cultivate patience in our spiritual journey. My answer is if we do not 
cultivate patience by churning the  Divine  Name patiently, we shall become patients. Stress turns into 
depression and then we are afflicted with sickness and disease. The importance of shabad and Simran cannot be 
underestimated. We must water the soul by singing the praises of the Divine. The parents who tell their kids 
stories from Sikh History are helping to imbibe good values in  them from childhood  itself. Ardaas, Naam, Sewa 
and  Simran help to move their children towards progression. 

2) 01:02:14   Let us accumulate the treasure of Naam with every breath of our lives. When materialism causes 
stress we know that this is not serving us. But when we are not suffering due to materialism, then we know that 
materialism serves us. Let Naam take control of every thought, word or deed.  

3) 1:31:01   My spiritual mentors kept checking me at every step . DHUN MEIN DHYAN helps a person  to become 
totally engrossed.   Once we tune our minds with Shabad Naam, we stabilize and bring harmony between mind, 
body and soul.  Guru Arjan Dev ji  set the entire Baani on Raags so that we get focused on the sound current and 
then Naam .We get attached to the Shabad Guru . Guruji came at a time when there was confusion about 
religious practices in the world. He taught us a simple principle.  Hence   the  KISS principle. Keep It  Simple  
Sikhi. Guru Nanak Dev ji said UTHAT BAITHAT SOVAT JAAGAT, EH MANN TUJHE CHITTAREI. Gurbaani changes 
our approach , our perception. 

4) The Sacred Name is like the rays of the sun. Just as many beings worship the sun for its benefits as a Devta, 
similarly the Name Divine brightens our lives. GUR BIN GHOR ANDHAAR. We have to focus on  Naam . Every cell 
of our body receives the effects of Naam.  

5) 01:50:21   The road to spirituality does not need intelligence. It needs surrender, trust and   faith. Guruji has not 
defined how we must meditate. The Creator has given us tongues to recite the Name Divine. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 679   SGGS Ji /413( A K )  Thakur Gaieeaai Aatam Rang 

Ang 556   SGGS Ji    Dam Na Birathaa Jaie 

Ang 496   SGGS Ji /851( A K ) Poota Maataa Kee Aasees 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j6aa635aBeQ
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 Day 87 2nd Diwaan  - Become the Change You Wish to See 

 

Sunday, 26 July 2020 02:04:10 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ZHzcqXjRq4  

 

1) I would like to mention the commendable work done by Jaswinder Singh ji Khalsa, of     educating 170000 under 
privileged students , free of cost.  

2) 27:15    It is a good thing that our Gurudwaras  are beautifully constructed using expensive material. In modern 
times, unfortunately, more focus is on showing off and we are drifting away from the principles of Gurmatt . 
Gurbaani is the blessing that is like the sun and we are the planets revolving around It. The planet that drifts 
way from the orbit loses its focus. The one that remains within its orbit(right path ) is in Chardi kalaan, living 
under the guidance of protocols given by our Guruji.   Our lives are then a manifestation of Divine  blessing. 

3)  There are stories in Sikh history reflecting these happenings and the   importance of staying connected with 
Naam and the teachings.  Satta Balvandaa is the example cited. He had  turned his back on Guru ji and as a 
result he went into regression. His downfall started and he was  afflicted  by leprosy. He was brought to Guru 
Arjan Dev ji who advised him to praise and face the Lord . His miseries left him  and he was instrumental in 
composing one of the Ramkali ki Vaars. He cultivated his life and did Kirtan. Guru Arjan Dev Ji gave him the 
honor of inserting his verses in SGGS Ji.  When we bow before SGGS Ji , we also bow to him. (Satta Balvandaa) 

4)  I am sharing a personal story where I was deprived of further education despite my meritorious achievements. I 
could not pursue my education abroad  due to lack of funds. The institution I   approached,  declined my request 
due to focus on  building a  nicer  Gurudwara with the funds.. Let us not focus on rituals without aligning our 
thoughts and actions according to the teachings of SGGS Ji 

5) 01:06:06  On each birthday let us take a look at the year that has gone by. Are we living according to the 
teachings of Gurbaani? Self- analysis is important before self- realization. Let us focus on ourselves. We must 
become the change that we wish to see in the world. We are not here to change the world.  

6) Use the body on a daily basis to ignite the lamp within us. There is no need to dive into the past, simply reflect 
on your journey, your improvements and set goals. Guruji says that we spend our life in darkness. He refers to it 
as night in his shabads. Self awareness must be practised in this precious life. 

7) 01:31:47   I am impressed when the younger generation requests me to recite shabads. They have tuned to the 
frequency of the shabad, it  seems . They can relate to these shabads. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 133    SGGS Ji   /789 ( A K )   Kar Kirpa Mehlho Raam 

Ang 156    SGGS Ji /491 ( A K )   Moore Fir Paachhtai re  Pachhutaeh Re Raag Bairaagan  

Ang 25     SGGS Ji /140(A K )     Tu Dhareeaau Daana Beenaa Mai Machhulee Kaise Ant Lahaa   

Ang 587    SGGS Ji /211 (A K )    So Satgur Pyaara Mere Naal Hai  

Ang 496    SGGS Ji /851(A K )    Poota Maataa Kee Aasees  

Ang 1420  SGGS Ji    Vin Boliye sabb kichh janada  

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ZHzcqXjRq4
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 Day 87 3rd Diwaan - Humility vs Arrogance  

 

Sunday, 26 July 2020 01:59:26 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3R4NN_oQ-c 

 

1) 09:01  When the mind is filled with the name of Guruji, our lives become sweet. I will recite the shabad Gur 
Poore Meri Raakh Laee. We become immortal when we surrender at the feet of the Universe by aligning mind, 
words and deeds. Though all the Bhagats are not living any more, their names are  still remembered because 
they had surrendered themselves to Nirankar Waheguru. There is  distinction between existing and living. We 
exist for the sake of existence and lead a mechanical life. Living is only, if we follow the path of Gurmatt. Focus 
should be only on Naam. The shabad is  explained in detail. Acceptance is the primary teaching in SGGS Ji  
without expectation. We should refrain from designing our realization. 

2) 44:52    I share with you a story of Mata Gangaji, the wife of Guru Arjan Dev Maharaj.  Mata Ganga ji did not 
have a child for several years. One day she went to visit Baba Budha ji, who was a Brahm Gyani, to seek his 
blessings so that she could bear a child. She   went  with a lot of fanfare, in her chariot, and with  her attendants. 
Baba Budha  ji saw this from his cottage and refused to meet her because he did not appreciate the lavish 
display of wealth. He shut the door on her and Mata Ganga ji was disappointed. She shared this with Guru ji 
who advised her to go again in all humility and not with an ego. She re-visited Baba Budha Ji , carrying with her, 
food and butter- milk prepared with her own hands. She went  bare feet  . This time Baba Budha ji met her 
because she had  gone in all humility. He said” Biba ji I am hungry , please give me the food you have brought”. 
She was soon blessed with a child. These are  lessons  learnt in humility  versus going to the Guru with 
arrogance.  

3) 01: 18:37   Gratitude to Guru Nanak Dev Ji  in the last lines of the second shabad.   Alignment in thoughts, words 
and deeds is the sign that we are living according to the Divine Command and SGGS Ji. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang  1138   SGGS Ji /350 ( A K )   Jeevat Jeevat Jeevat Rahou  

Ang 396      SGGS Ji /268 ( A K )    Satgur Saachai Dheeaa Bhej 

 Ang 823     SGGS Ji  /199 ( A K )  Gur Poorai Maeree Raakh Laee 

 Ang 496     SGGS Ji /851 ( A K )    Poota Maataa Kee Aasees 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3R4NN_oQ-c
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Day 88 Amritvela 1st Diwaan – Abandon ALL Rituals  

 

Saturday, 1 August 2020 02:01:39 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cSS9SFEnfLc  

 

1) 37:45  I once  observed an acquaintance  of mine , who believed that if he pressed each of his nostrils 
alternately , he would succeed in his important ventures. I was quite astonished at his logic. Our Guruji has 
guided us to be away from superstitions. 

2) Din bhi gaavo, raini gaavo, Gaavo saas rasna rae.  A Sikh follows the teachings of Guru Granth Sahib  and  utters 
the Name Divine upon waking. Let us utter the Divine Name with every breath. DHUN MEIN DHAYAN, DHYAN 
MEIN JANEYA.  We only have to focus with the frequency of Naam and our breath automatically will get 
activated.  We shall experience ease and Grace in our lives since we get attuned to the frequency of the Divine 
Name and we can transcend all rituals.  Guruji assures this to us. The Guru’s Name brings alignment between 
thoughts, words and deeds.  

3) In Barah Mah Baani , Mehla 5th , the first shlok says KIRT KARAM KE VICCHERE, KAR KIRPA MELO RAAM. The 
last Shlok says JIN JIN NAAM DHIHAIYE TIN KE KARAJ SAREI. Where Naam exists, there is no darkness. We 
experience only the light of knowledge(gyaan). 

4) A khalsa remembers Waheguru and tunes his frequency with Him. Hence there is Fateh and only Fateh . 
WAHEGURU JI  KA KHALSA WAHEGURU JI KI FATEH. Such beings experience  SAT CHITTA ANANDA / SAT SRI 
AKAAL. Their minds are free from vices . When we do not think ill of others we become victorious over our 
minds and karmas. MANN JEETE JAG JEET.  

5) 01:03   The second shabad recited by Guru Nanak Dev Ji prays that we must beg at the door of the Universal 
Energy to bless us and transport us to the home of the Divine Name. 

6) 01:26:05  Guruji is explaining the importance of Naam and the reason of receiving the human life. There is need 
for  honest  living as prescribed by Guru Nanak Dev Ji. Once we lead our lives with the awareness of devotion 
and surrender, we stop creating further karma. 

7) 01:35:32   Let us teach our children to start with Gurbaani Jaap early on,  in their lives. First Mool Mantra, then 5 
pauris of Japji Sahib and increase slowly. I am grateful that my mother introduced this to me. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang   629   SGGS Ji     Aagai Sukh Mere Meetaa 

Ang   751   SGGS Ji     Mai Dheejai Naam Nivaas Har Gun Gaavasee  

Ang  496   SGGS Ji      Poota Maataa Kee Aasees 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cSS9SFEnfLc
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Day 88 2nd Diwaan  - Baani IS Enlightenment  

 

Saturday, 1 August 2020 02:09:27 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=08uGVHzoAI8  

 

1) 12:30   We make an effort living this life on the physical, materialistic plane. But we must meditate and follow 
the five protocols given by Guruji in order to remove anxiety from our lives. Focus on the One that is 
permanent. Baani is enlightenment in itself, therefore focus on the teachings and guidance. 

2) I quote the lines from SGGS Ji : 

3) Audham Karedhiaa Jeeau Too(n)   Kamaavadhiaa Sukh Bhu(n)ch    Make the effort, and you shall live: practising 
it you shall enjoy peace. Dhiaaidhiaa Too( n) Prabhoo Mil Nanak, Utaree Chi(n)t 

4) Meditating you shall meet God, O Nanak and your anxiety shall vanish. 

5) This results in an attitude of gratitude for such beings. Hardships will not come near  such beings. Suffering will 
come in their lives but they have developed the technique to work through these polarities that life presents. All 
emotions and life situations are important to create the balance for the being. Guruji explains as follows: 

6) Ang 149  explained in detail. 

7) Nanak Bolan Jhakanaa Dukh Chhadd Mangiaa Sukh 

• Nanak it is absurd to ask to be spared from pain by begging for comfort Sukh Dhukh Dhui Dhar Kapare 
Pahireh Jai Manukh 

8) Pleasure and Pain are the 2 garments given, to be worn in the Court of the Lord Jithai Bolan Haareeai Tithai 
Cha(n)gee Chup 

9) Where you are bound to lose by speaking, there, you ought to remain silent. Stay quiet, surrender and obey His 
Will and you shall be well. 

10)     A  reminder line from Sukhmani Sahib.  

11) Jis Thaakur So Naaahi Chaara  

12) Ta Kau Keejai Sadh Namaskara 

13)  57:27  Every  shabad is like a dynamite.The requests  for shabads indicate that you resonate with the frequency   
of these compositions. And I always like to  comply. 

14)  01:31:54   Guruji gives us full assurance that He protects us if we follow the five   protocols  discussed in earlier 
sessions. 

15)  01:42:15   The last shabad is evergreen. Let us memorize this shabad of blessing. Guru        Gobind Singh 
Maharaj gave a lot of importance to Saadh Sangat. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 1096 SGGS ji     Jaa Too Merai Val Hai Taa Kiaa Muhachha(n)dhaa 

Ang1138 SGGS Ji    Jeevat Jeevat Jeevat Rehahau 

Ang 587 SGGS   Ji    So Satgur Merai Naal Hai  

Ang 496 SGGS   Ji    Poota Maataa Kee Aasees 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=08uGVHzoAI8
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Day 89 Amritvela  1ST Diwaan – Remove the Veil of Ignorance  

 

Sunday, 2 August 2020 02:07:14 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gm6KCO4tMuQ  

 

1) 29:25   There is a transparent curtain between us and Nirankaar. We know what is on the other side but the 
curtain of Ego does not allow us to see Waheguru Nirankaar. Bhagat Ravidas’s verse describes beautifully.  

2) Tohee Mohee Mohee Tohee Antar Kaisa. What is the difference between you and me? The answer is given in 
the following lines: Kanak Katik Jal Tarang Jaisaa. If we melt gold to make an ornament, it will continue to 
remain gold and not become brass. Same is the relation between an ocean and ocean wave. We are like gold 
and the bracelet, and  like  water and waves. 

3) We think we are separate from our Creator. This is the primary cause of dukh. When this is dropped, magic 
begins to manifest. Self- realization happens when this separation is dissolved. Faith on Waheguru comes with 
Kirpa only. Sometimes, even at the age of 90, people do not have faith and argue over petty issues. My lord 
knows what is going on inside me. This faith has to be developed. 

4)  01:14:21   The mind is similar to volcanoes lying dormant and I call them volcanoes that can     erupt at any 
given time.  This is due to past actions, karmic imprints which give out the fire of the vices and we beings get 
swayed by them due to the veil of ignorance.  

5) Some People say that they are perfect, fun-loving and on the right path. They feel there is no need to do Jaap , 
Nitnem or go to the Gurudwara. But Guru ji says “  AAVAT JAVAT JANME MARE”  

6)  When the mind overpowers intellect then we are labelled as Manmukh. When the intellect is powered by 
Gurbaani and the teachings of SGGS Ji,  we are labelled as Gurmukh. The mind must be taken care of by the 
guidance of Gurbaani. We then win over the vices that reside within us with the help of Naam. This is why many 
suffer from disease and affliction because they have not taken care of their mind. They have focused on the 
body, not on the mind.It is like a record player which records and plays. When there is a plane crash, the search 
goes on for the Black box because it safeguards and contains all information including the cause of the crash. Let 
us ask for Grace, Mercy from Universal Energy. Lines below from SGGS Ji: 

7) Jin  Mil  Maare Panch Soorbeer aiso Kaun Balee Re 

8) Who has seized and conquered the five powerful fighters? Is there anyone strong enough? Gurmukh is the real 
warrior who has controlled his vices. 

 

Shabads Recited 

 

Page 16   Shri Dasam Granth Sahib Ji gives us this very powerful mantra Chachari Stanza  

Govinday Mukunday Oodharaay Apaare Hareeaan Karreaan Nirnaame Akaame 

 

Page  882   Shri Dasam Granth   

He Rav He Sas He Karunaanidh Meree Abai Binaatte Sun Leejai 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gm6KCO4tMuQ
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 Day 89 2nd Diwaan Ardaas – Focus Inwards 

 

Sunday, 2 August 2020 02:14:59 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5r1vIvQ6OUw  

 

1) 11:42   The importance of Amritvela must be honored on the path of spirituality. We create a bed of roses for 
ourselves for  the future by taking advantage of the nectar received during the early hours of the morning. This 
teaching from a renowned scholar has truly shaped me. These words from Guru Sahib tells us how we must use 
every moment in the sanctuary of Guruji before it becomes too late. Age does not matter. 

2) Nainahu Neer Bahai Tan Kheena Bhe Kes Dhudh Vaadee - Tears well up in my eyes, my body has become weak, 
and my hair has become milky white.  

3) Roodhaa Kanth Sabadh Nahee Ucharai Ab Kiaa Kareh Paranee - My throat is tight, and I cannot utter even one 
word; what can I do now? I am a mere mortal. 

4) I shall read out the  message that I received from the family. I learnt the  second   shabad from a reputed 
kirtaniya Bhai Chatar Singh Ji  when  I was 16 years old. 

5) 53:14    This was my 3rd shabad when my kirtan journey started. Let us accumulate the treasure and wealth of 
Naam with focus. Naam Dhan includes everything. Dive into the ocean of Baani and bring out jewels. I will read 
out some more verses before and after this shabad. Enjoy the journey to beyond. 

6) 01:23:11  The 3rd shabad is a classic by Guru Nanak Dev Ji. Naeh is symbolic of husband. Guruji   refers to 
Source Energy as her husband. I must focus inwards to find you Creator, but I am looking outwards and then I 
suffer due to focus on materialistic things. They   do not give Sukh ( joy) . When we are unhappy we do not feel 
attracted even by food  or watching TV. We do not like anything. Sukh will be given only by Guru ji. The Guru 
who has to give us permanent joy, we turn our back towards Him and compromise with Him . If we do that then 
“HEERE JAISE JANAM KAUDI BADLE JAAYE”  

 

Shabads Recited 

 

Page 1319  Dasam Granth Sahib Ji     Mitr Piaaree Noo(n) Haal Mureedhaa Daa Kahanaa  

Ang 495 SGGS Ji     Har Dhan Jaap Har Dhan Taap Har Dhan Bhajan Bhaiaa 

Ang 1111  SGGS Ji    Sun Naeh Piare Ik Benantee Meree  

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5r1vIvQ6OUw
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Day 90 Amritvela - Experience The Journey Within  

 

  

Saturday, 8 August 2020 02:26:42 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cUENXRu1WNw  

 

 

1) 07:33   Dim the lights, close your eyes and go inward. The journey is within. It would be  unfortunate  to miss 
this golden chance of realising the Self and self-awakening. We would be 

2) considered unfortunate. Once we go inward, we receive upgrades and the journey can only be experienced. 
Infuse love and devotion. Be a part of it and experience some Divine happening within yourself. 

3) 01:13:52    Recitation of Chaupai Sahib in musical form 

 

Shabads Recited 

Waheguru Mantra 

Page 16  Dasam Granth ji 

Gobinday Mukunday Oodhaaray Apaaray Hareeaan Kareeaan Nirnaame Akaame 

A mix of shlokas from Japji Sahib and verses from SGGS Ji  Pauri 8 to 11,  Pauri 12 to 15 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cUENXRu1WNw
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Day 91 Amritvela 1st  Diwaan - Death: Doorway to a New Life  

 

Sunday, 9 August 2020 02:01:55 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7fpBsjDH640  

   

                                                   

1) 25:47    Older people who pass away have  lived a full life. It is hard to lose loved ones due to the attachment 
we build in our lives. Yet it is much easier to accept the loss of an older relative. I give an analogy of the tree 
whose fruit is ripened and falls to the ground.  The unripe fruit that falls are the young ones that die at a tender 
age. The branches of such a tree generally give out a milky fluid. These are the tears of a tree similar to  the 
tears of the family left behind that is   grieving for the departed soul. The tree is in mourning at having lost an 
unripe fruit. 

2)  Wajeed, a Sufi saint said that those who have sons , their sons get married  and after some years they may 
have children of their own . Similarly a daughter may get married off and have children  of her own. Some have 
simply one child and if that child dies, who can we question?  Wajid says KAUN SAHIB NU AAKHIYE ENJH NAHI 
ENJH KAR. Who am I to ask and question the Lord to comply as per my wishes? An enlightened Being is not 
afraid of death.JIS THAKUR SO NAHI CHARA .He is the Boss who loves everyone.  He knows that death is simply 
a doorway to a new life.  

3) Guru Amardas  Jee  was  asked fervently by his devotees when he was about to leave his physical body how 
they would live without him. He then gave them the sermon of acceptance of the Divine Will. Everybody that is 
born must depart. There is no running away from this fact. 

4) 01:17:21   No one will go with us .When the summon from  the Lord will come , and knock at our door, on that 
day no help will be available.  We have come empty- handed and shall depart empty- handed. Gurbani is 
constantly reminding us of this fact. We are unfortunately accumulating wealth for this earthly life. What 
investment are we going to make for the soul that shall leave this earth  plane  eventually ? Quality matters 
rather than quantity.  

5) 01:42:41   I'm reminded of a story of a bhagat, a devotee by the name of Chhajoo. He played the drum  at 
funeral processions and people were moved to bliss with  his drumming. When his mother passed away , 
somebody noticed how the drum was not being played in the same way. The reason being, that it is easy for us 
to give advice to others but to go through loss is extremely difficult. Kirtan is the way for the soul to progress 
as it  helps the ones left behind  on the earth plane to move to a state of peace, understanding and 
acceptance. 

 

Shabads Recited 

 

Ang  263 SGGS Ji    2nd verse of the Sukhmani Sahib recited 

Jeh Maat Pitaa Sut Meet Na Bhaaie Man Uooha Naam Terai Sang Sahaiee       

Geet:   Na Dhup Rahna Na Chaao Bandeyaa 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7fpBsjDH640
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Day 91 2nd Diwaan Ardaas - Nanak Ke Ghar Kewal Naam 

 

Sunday, 9 August 2020 02:13:03 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dptH0Egjw_o&t=1941s  

 

1) 11:30  Parents should sow the seeds of Sikhi in the minds of their children  at a very young age.The best that we 
can do  is to leave a legacy behind of reciting the  Divine Name, for our children . Feel Guru’s presence as you 
start this journey. I am simply a projector, the main reel of the movie is played by Nirankaar.A family is like a 
blooming garden with a variety of colourful flowers , plants, fruits etc. If there is only one colour in the garden, it 
will look monotonous. 

2) Parents play an important role. Their life is a sacrifice, a duty. Those who perform their duties well, their 
children imbibe good values. 

3) 53:44   Guru Tegh Bahadur taught us to protect our Dharma despite all odds against us. At the age of 9, Guru 
Gobind Singh ji told his father that he was the greatest saint existing at that time. Guru Teg Bahadur ji’s sacrifice 
can never be forgotten in our history. His life was sacrificed to protect human rights.  

4)   I will recite a poem recited by a Sikh poet. CHITT CHARAN KAMAL KA  AASRA, MANN LOCHHE  BURIYANYAN 
GURU SHABAD  EHO MANN HORHIYE. TEG BAHADUR BOLIYA DHAR PAHIYE  DHARAM NA CHORHIYE.   We are 
urged to recite the Name Divine and draw strength from the priceless treasure of Naam that we have been 
blessed with.  

5) When  we  install a CCTV camera  at our door to monitor  minute to minute happenings in front of our house , 
we get so tense and keep looking at our phone for notifications . The mind is constantly wandering away from 
its innate nature of peace, calm and bliss. We must bring it back to its resting state with the tool of Naam. The 
moment we let go of caution, the vices grab an opportunity to enter the mind and manifest as garbage. Hence 
NANAK KE GHAR KEWAL NAAM . 

6) 01:36:37   The last shabad is a favorite of many and on the lips of many. The little kids too know this shabad. 
The worldwide video Baba Bolte Thae Kahan Gae will be released on August 15th in collaboration with Digi 
Sangat. We shall introduce the Veerchaar sessions. We start taking baby steps and work on making changes in 
our weekly schedule  on the basis of what we have learnt as per the teachings of Guruji.  

 

Shabads Recited 

 

Ang 682   SGGS Ji   Man Bilaas Bhe Sahib Ke Acharaj Dhekh Baddaiee  

Ang 103   SGGS Ji    Too(n) Meraa Pitaa Too(n) Hai Meraa Maataa  

Ang 681   SGGS Ji  Jo Maange Thakur Se Soiee Soiee Devai 

 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dptH0Egjw_o&t=1941s
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Day 92 Ardaas - Support of Gurbaani  

 

Wednesday, 12 August 2020 02:01:45 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J2sCDaBp_aI  

   

 

1) 08:33 Sikh History abounds in examples of sacrifices. Mothers sacrificed their new born babies and had to bear 
this torture. Still they continued to do Japji Sahib and derived their strength from Gurbaani.  The most 
important teaching that we must learn when our dear ones depart is to accept His Will. The Guru in the form 
of SGGS Ji gives us the strength to bear the loss.  

2) Sikh history went through dark times from 1715 ,(after Banda Singh Bahadur) , till Maharaja Ranjit Singh came 
into power. The Sikhs in this darkest period lived in jungles, did Gorilla  Warfare and slept on the backs of their 
horses. The Sikhs stayed in faith and obeyed the Will despite going through very harsh circumstances. They 
carried SGGS Ji on their backs and as and when they got time , they would do Parkash and Paath from SGGS Ji. 
Just  as  fish  cannot live without water , a Sikh cannot live without  Baani. 

3) 37:48  The  Divine Name washes away our regressed mind which is full of dualities. Durmatt is known as the 
regressed mind that is overcome with doubts. It is like a veil of illusion that separates us from being in the 
state of Gurmat and in union with the Divine. Each one of us comes with a certain amount of breaths and have 
absolutely no control over this aspect of life. Then why are we wishing to control every aspect of our lives?  

4) The reason that we suffer is because we are identified with the body as ours but this body is temporary and 
has been in several forms before this birth. When we do not get sleep due to depression,  I suggest that you 
start reciting the jewel of peace and bliss. We fall asleep very soon since Gurbaani is like a soft cushion for our 
regressed mind. Let us not go into the state of ignorance which is like a bed of thorns. 

5) 01:11:07  Every phenomenon in life is inter- connected. We must understand that we do not possess the 
power to do very much. The spiritual aspirant must learn this lesson and abide by the rules of this Universe as 
Guruji has explained in Gurbani. Such a spiritual aspirant receives all the powers but he never abuses the  
power that he has received from the Highest Authority . Guru Ramdas and Guru Arjan Dev Maharaj are good 
examples. 

6) On the other hand, with the help of the kirpaan that we have been given, the warriors fight to protect the 
human rights on this planet under the guidance of the Supreme Power. Souls that leave the earth plane are 
beautifully taken care of by this Supreme Power. Let us remember this fact when we go into sadness and 
despair. 

 

Shabads Recited 

 

Ang 523   SGGS   Ji   Jiau Jiau Teraa Hukam Tivai Tiau Hovanaa  

Ang 736   SGGS  Ji Mere Har Jeeau Sab Ko Terai Vas 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J2sCDaBp_aI
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Day 93 Align with the Sound Current  

 

Friday, 14 August 2020 02:03:47 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j4VRIxGcSLE  

 

 

1) 07:06   Close your eyes, feel the Divine Presence and chant. Keep your spine erect, align your mind and 
emotions with the sound current of shabad. The 5 protocols (reciting, listening, contemplating, understanding 
and acting upon the teachings of SGGS Ji) are given to us for a reason. 

2) 01:10:29  We have invoked the Divine Presence of the Gurus and finally SGGS Ji. Our human intellect is thus 
converted into Divine intellect. The blessings that pour out from such souls are  healing and restorative. This is 
the reason these sessions are called healing sessions. 

 

Shabads Recited 

 

Waheguru and Gurudev Mantra Jaap for over an hour 

 Ang 499   SGGS Ji     Thaakur Jaa Simaraa Too(n) Taahee  

 Ang 496    SGGS Ji     Poota Maataa Kee Aasees 

 

 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j4VRIxGcSLE
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 Day 94 Amritvela 1st Diwaan - Know Thy Creator  

 

Saturday, 15 August 2020 02:02:00 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YikKIxFoILY  

 

1) 01:09:25    We are curious to know about what is happening in the world, but  are we curious to know about 
our Creator? If we desire the world, then we cannot be true to finding about our true Nature. We must be 
aligned in thoughts and mind. Mind, heart and tongue value must correspond with each other as Guruji says in 
the following words. Jin Man Hor Mukh Hors Kaande Kachiaa. The first  shabad  is a conversation between 2 
satsangis. Just as two friends talk about a subject that may interest them only, Satsangis should talk only about 
Baani and Waheguru  Nirankaar . When we are thirsty, we desire water. If there is no one to get it for us , we 
ourselves go to quench our thirst.  

2) The day we aspire to know Nirankaar , on our tongue , there will be Ardaas and Naam. 

3)  Sincerity plays most important role in this path. When we show false love towards Nirankaar, He will know it. 
Bhai  Gurdaas ji says” PRITAM KE DES BAATAN SE KAISE JAIYE “.The importance of using Jee in our 
conversations without hypocrisy must be practised.Two Satsangis doing Veechar should have the trait of 
humility irrespective of age. Gyaan matters. 

4) 01:54:56   I encourage you to ask your Divine friends and fellow satsangis about the presence of God and learn  
about  the mysteries unveiling. 

 

Shabads Recited 

  

Aad Gurah Namah Jugaad Gurah Namah Satigurah Namah Sree Gurudevah Namah  

Bowing down to the ever forgiving, the compassionate, the Primal Being, the Omnipresent, 
the one who has always been present, is here now and will always be here. 

 

Ang 784  SGGS Ji   

Mith Bolaraa Jee Har Sajan Suaamee Moraa Oh Sanmal Thakay Jee Hu Kadhe Na Bolai Kauraa 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YikKIxFoILY
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Day 94 2nd Diwaan - Converse with Guru Ji  

 

Saturday, 15 August 2020 02:00:19 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0sfoc41Sx6A  

 

 

48:55  It is a special day today with an added  surprise. The Audio of Baba Bolte  te  has been released  today on 
Amazon and Spotify . It will be premiered on You Tube at 12 Noon today. We shall show you the video tomorrow.  
Kirtan is the conversation with the Divine. Align your mind and actions and participate in this divine conversation. 
Talk to Guruji. When will you take me in your embrace? It is a tarla, a plea. Kirtan is conversation with Guru ji. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 51       SGGS Ji    Tere Bharose Pyaare Mai Laad Ladaaieaa  

Ang 1321   SGGS Ji    Prabh Mohe Kab Gal Laaveingai 

Ang 751     SGGS Ji    Mai Dheejai Naam Niwas Har Gun Gaavasee 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0sfoc41Sx6A
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Day 94 3rd Diwaan -  Iss Dehi Ko Paal  

  

Saturday, 15 August 2020 02:01:44 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HydO3GqxG6Q  

 

 

1) 05:23   We discussed the importance of sweetness of tongue this morning. Let us bring this sweetness in our 
ways of  Being.  Sikhi is all about humility and politeness. The branch that is laden with fruit bends downwards. 
Humility is visible. A humble being analyses himself and not others. Only then he will be able to self- realize and 
identify his vices. We are judgemental about others . Guru ji says “ SABB KICHH GAR MEIN BAHAR NAHIN” 
Nirankaar is within us .  

2) The backdrop on your screens is the fountain outside the Gurudwara in Nakuru. Guruji gives us this assurance 
in the first shabad. There are conditions how.  He becomes an Everlasting Presence in our lives. He asks us for 
our love not hypocrisy. Alignment with thoughts, words and deeds. 

3) 44:00   Let us pledge not  to utter an unkind word, or think unkind thoughts, or  speak or hear  ill about 
others.It will be difficult initially , mind will feel empty. With Guru’s Grace, a peaceful feeling will prevail inside 
you within a few days, weeks or months.  This requires a conscious update in our systems and please start the 
detoxification process immediately no matter how challenging it may seem. Stay alert whilst you're in satsang. 
Guru Ji says “ISS DEHI KO PAAL”. Do Naam Jaap, then focus on body. 

4) 01:36:38   I always recite this shabad when I am in Nakuru. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 842     SGGS Ji     Jis Dhaa Saahib Ddaadtaa Hoe This No Maar Na Saakai Koi 

Ang 1136   SGGS Ji     Raakhaa Ek Hamaara Suaamee 

Ang 673     SGGS Ji     Tum(h)   Karahu Dhiaa Mere Saaiee 

Ang 103     SGGS Ji    Too(n) Meraa Pitaa Too(n) Hai Meraa Maataa  

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HydO3GqxG6Q
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Day 95 Amritvela  1st Diwaan - Transformative Power of Jaap  

 

Sunday, 16 August 2020 01:58:16 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bbCcQ7badv0  

 

 

1) 08:32   Let us start with the mantra jaap for about 60 minutes. Close your eyes and focus inward. Bring the 
mind to a state of stillness. Let not external distractions let your mind wander. The wavering mind can be 
brought to focus and concentrate on the sound current generated by the mantras given to us. They may appear 
very simple but these are extremely powerful and profound. Tap into the transformative power of this 
recitation. There is infinite and unimaginable power in these mantras. They help us to focus on the shabad and 
veechar.  Only then can we listen to what Guruji is telling us. 

2)  01:11:11  The Guru bestows  His Grace with the condition that we exercise and practise our minds to live 
according to the teachings. Medical science also proves that more the body works the more healthy it stays. 
The mind should get “GYAAN ROOPI FOOD” This needs a lot of effort and strong will-power. The mind has to be 
healthy first. We have to do work out in the Gym of Naam. Henceforth, I am going to call these sessions Tuhi 
Tuhi Health Club in which we shall exercise with Naam. Gurbaani shabads are sung, heard and applied 
practically. Mind and will-power will get stronger. Guru ji bestows his Grace in the form of GuruPrasad. Then he 
lifts the veil of illusion that is separating us from His Divine Darshan. I attest with the explanation of this 
beautiful shabad for you to understand how His Grace is received into the containers of our human body .We 
need to give our Guruji the assurance of Gyaan and intellect has to be overpowered with Naam . 

 

Shabads Recited 

 

Ang 66    SGGS Ji       Ab Kich Kirpaa Keejai 

Ang 801   SGGS Ji      Har Kaa Ma(n) dhar tis meh Laal 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bbCcQ7badv0
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Day 95 2nd Diwaan - Our Unique Journey  

 

Sunday, 16 August 2020 02:08:19 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-lQ6iWXwGuw  

 

1) 08:06  Firstly bring a smile on your faces and give yourself a face lift. Release the enzymes that nourish the 
trillions of cells within our bodies. The month of Bhaadon is beginning today. There is a high level of humidity in 
India . The chanting of Waheguru connects us to Supreme Power. It helps us to focus on our self- realization. 
We are all on our unique journey.  

2)  25:55 Guruji gives us the solution to overcome our fate if we do not choose to live a mindful life with the Name 
Divine. We are then freed from the cycle of reincarnation. We must develop the spiritual values as described by 
SGGS Ji as well as the Vedas. Simply living alone by human values does not help.  

3) 41.20 The spiritual values listed below are being discussed in this shabad: 

4) Surrender at the feet of the saints who are souls with humility. They lead us towards the Light.  Do not treat 
humility as the weakness of such Beings. The discipline and will to regulate the abuse of power must be learnt 
from the teachings of SGGS Ji. 

5) Feel the Presence within yourself    24/7. 

6) Dye your mind with the color of the Name Divine, 24/7. 

7) Give up your smartness and intelligence before coming to my Door, says Guruji. We have no idea how our 
words harm. We never know what the hurt person’s relation is with his Ishta Deva, his level of practices and 
sadhana. 

8) Acceptance and obedience of Guru’s Shabad. The 5 protocols discussed regularly in the earlier sessions. 

9) Duality must be eliminated. Focus on the One Supreme Power. Ang 725 discussed briefly. Chewing betel leaves 
must be forbidden. 

10) Trigger the Light of Naam in your lives 

11) Align your mind, body and actions in accordance with the teachings of SGGS Ji. 

12)   01:27:08 “Baba Bolathae thae  kehaa  gaye” Hope you enjoyed this video produced within a month. The 
entire team worked together on one frequency and wavelength to produce the output that you have just 
witnessed. Gratitude to all! 

13) The saints have come on this planet to serve humanity and work as slaves of the Creator. 

14)   01:46:55   Weave in the Name Divine into the fabric of your Being to give you your basic existence as Guru Ji 
says. 

15)  01:56:26  Let us live by the teachings and secrets taught by the saints who have walked this earth before us. A 
devotee asked Baba Ishar Singh Maharaj what happens when a saint leaves the earth. He replied “Shabad hee 
mera swaroop hai”. It is important to recite, contemplate and live by the shabads. This makes a Brahm gyani.  
The Being and Shabads merge into each other and become like the Creator Himself. May we all continue to 
walk on this journey. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Ang 134 SGGS Ji  Bhaadhui Bharam Bhulaneeaa Dhoojai Lagaa Het  

Ang 400 SGGS Ji   Sa(n)taa Kee Hoi Dhaasaree Eh Achaaraa Sikh Ree  

Ang 480 SGGS  Ji  Baaba Bolathae Thae Kehaa Gae 

Ang 399 SGGS Ji   Ham Chaakar Gobindh ke Thakur Meraa Bhaaraa  

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-lQ6iWXwGuw
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 Day 96 Amritvela  1st Diwaan – Dharamkhand to Sachkhand  

 

Monday, 17 August 2020 02:17:09 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7gNhAv8Mm80  

    

    

1) 01:04:10   The devotees (Sikhs) use the support of Guru Shabad and receive the vastness of possibilities from 
Guru ji.  Such beings live from a place of trust, surrender and utmost humility.  Guru Ramdas ji said in Gauri ki 
vaar  GUR SATGUR KA JO SIKH AKHAYEI, SO BHALKE UTH HAR NAAM DHIAVEI. The Amrit vela concept is most 
important in Sikhi. 

2)  Sikhism was built on the foundation of these 5 realms which I shall share with you today.  We follow the 
guidance given to us by SGGS Ji started by Guru Nanak Dev Ji and the Gurus who followed Him.  Guru Gobind 
Singh Ji declared Guru Granth Sahib Ji as the 11th Guru. We have received protocols and this is Dharma for the 
Sikh. 

3) Dharamkhand: The realm of righteous living.  Virtuous living.   Living without   slander. Building your  lives on 
the foundation of Naam from the early hours of dawn. Amritvela is very important. 

4) Giankhand: The realm of knowledge. Knowledge is revealed from within, to such a being. Theories vanish, 
personal insight and humility is realized. He realizes the smallness of his being and recognizes the 
Greatness/Vastness of the Creator. 

5) Saramkhand: The realm of spiritual endeavour. The Being then spends his time in spiritual pursuits. He then 
receives Guru’s Grace and moves to the next realm. The materialistic being on the other hand is focused on 
receiving appreciation and praise, a good name from the world. 

6) Karamkhand: The realm of Grace. After receiving His Divine Grace the being moves to the next level. 

7) Sachkhand: This is the realm of Truth. The being resides in Baygum Pura,  the city of Bliss, without pain or 
suffering due to his inner state of being. 

8) The shabad triggered within me to discuss these five realms. When a being recognizes his sins and smallness 
then he recites these kinds of shabads. 

 

Shabads Recited 

 

Waheguru Simran for over an hour with focus on the sound current  

Ang 613  SGGS Ji   Madho Ham Aise Too Aisa 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7gNhAv8Mm80
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Day 96 2nd Diwaan  Ardaas – Three Golden Rules  

 

Monday, 17 August 2020 02:13:33 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WTPBFU_XTXg  

  

1) 07:28   Spiritual values must be cultivated like we have been discussing over these past days. These will redeem 
us from the cycle of life and death and reincarnation. The good human values help us to stay happy and lead a 
good life. However, we shall keep returning on this planet in different forms and continue to be reborn. The 
being that lives in Sachkhand, experiences truth, contentment and contemplation. We must contemplate the 
teachings in order to reach this realm. 

2) 56:41   The first shabad asks for a glimpse of the Creator for just a few moments. It is the innermost prayer for a 
spiritual aspirant. In this materialistic world we are just wandering aimlessly . 

3) 01:25:00  Bhagat Kabir ji says “ KYA JAANA KIV MARENGE, KAISA MARNA HOYE, JE KAR SAAHIB MANAHU NA 
VEESRAI,  TAAN SEHLAA MARNAA HOI”  The  soul leaves the body through the various Doorways ( DWAR) 
gates depending on how the being has lived his life. Taking others’ wealth is considered the biggest sin. We 
must be careful, extremely careful on physical, mental and the level of the soul. Even if we are facilitating a 
business to make money and in the process, we are harming others, we shall pay a price for it. What goes 
around comes around.  When we apply the 3 golden rules given to us by Guru Nanak Maharaj, we shall leave 
the body without pain. Honest Living, Life of Gratitude and VAND KE CHAKKNA on the levels of thoughts, words 
and deeds .We are assured of this honest living. 

4) A man who lives in honesty, all his life, and does not grab things that do not belong to him, his end becomes 
easy. Baani makes him aware of the transience of human life. Death does not scare him. He has full faith in his 
Nirankaar Waheguru. 

 

Shabads Recited 

Waheguru Simran with heart wrenching verses about the reality of life from Bhagat Kabeer’s shabad.  

Ang 703   SGGS Ji    Sun Yaar Hamaare Sajan Ik Karau Bena(n)teeaa  

Ang 1226 SGGS Ji    Gobindh Jeeau Too Mere Praan Adhaar 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WTPBFU_XTXg
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Day 97 Ardaas - Follow the Path of Honesty  

 

Wednesday, 19 August 2020 02:14:49 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Jcd_Kjk1G4  

  

 

1) 16:10   Sikh history has a lot of stories depicting how our Gurus and many brave  Sikhs accepted the Divine Will 
uttering the NAAM  whilst taking their last breath. It is said that each brick that has been used to build   Darbar 
Sahib has a story of a supreme sacrifice made by a Shaheed Sikh. Prof Satbir Singh , a writer and historian states 
that they were getting their  strength from Waheguru Nirankaar and accepted His will . 

2) Guru Arjan Dev ji sat on a hot plate and was tortured for several days. He derived his strength from Baani which 
he constantly recited.  Bhai Mati Das ji was cut through by a saw, Bhai Sati Das ji was wrapped in cotton and 
burnt alive, Bhai Dayala ji was immersed in a big pot of boiling water . There is evidence in Sikh History that even 
during moments of extreme pain and agony, they continued to recite Baani.  

3) I am about to recite a powerful shabad where Guruji explains the tragedy of being human. Guru ji gives us a 
reason why we have been given body, mind and soul but we are not making real use of them and we are 
repeating the same mistake. Guru ji is telling us to wake up. A person walking in darkness will fall in a pit which 
he cannot see. However, if he is carrying a lamp or a torch and yet falls in the pit, who will he blame?  KAHE KI 
KUSLAAT HAATH DEEP KOOEI PARRE. 

4) 53:30   Feed the soul with the Divine Name. The soul is yearning for this since several births. We are totally 
engrossed in accumulating wealth and building mansions for ourselves and our family which we shall not be 
able to take with us. Guru ji is reminding us that if a departing mortal can take his wealth with him, then he 
should go ahead and accumulate wealth. Get this reflection from Gurbaani which is like a mirror. Even a 
Hukamnama gives us a reflection of the mind .We should take the support of Naam, Baani , Sewa and Simran to 
remove all vices from within us.  Live your lives in accordance with the teachings of SGGS Ji on the level of 
thought, word and deed. Plant the seed of truth in the soil of dharma. 

5) 01:19:12   The yearning and mourning towards our loved ones when we lose them due to the attachment must 
be transformed into Divine yearning. We must accept the Will of the Divine. 

6) 01:42:36   This must be the prayer of each one of us. Once transformed, this yearning grows into the 
understanding that the Light merges with the Creator. This thought is empowering. The next shabad talks about 
the rays of the sun merging with the sun, water merges with water. Obeying the Divine Will and accepting is 
the best way forward for each one of us. Take the support of the Divine Name. 

 

Shabads Recited 

 

Ang 418   SGGS Ji      Jaagahu Jaagahu Sootiho Chaliaa Vanajaaraa  

Ang 386   SGGS Ji      Dharasan Maagau Dheh Piaare 

Ang 846   SGGS Ji      Sooraj Kiran Mile Jal Kaa Jal Hooaa Raam 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Jcd_Kjk1G4
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Day 98 Ardaas – Har Ka Naam Japp Nirmal Karam  

 

Thursday, 20 August 2020 02:18:43 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CYQyIEpypKU  

 

1) 35:19   The individual “I” must be transformed into the Divine “I”. We must work to clear our karmic imprints 
mindfully, consciously using the meditation techniques of Jaap, Bhakti, Simran as well as singing  of Baani and 
being connected with the Name Divine. The individuals get attached and identified with the material possessions 
which give rise to suffering. “I” is the reason. Ego and Karma are connected . The problem is that we multiply our 
Karmas and Sanskaras. Everything has been given to us, we never asked for things like air, water and even 
relatives. Nothing belongs to us. One who contemplates Gurbaani becomes aware of this fact that he or she can 
get rid of the previous karmas, rather building new ones. Slowly they work hard to sort out their karmas and get 
the persona of Waheguru in them. “I” is transformed into Divine “I”.   AAP SAWARE MAIN MILE.  

2) Example given from the movie “PK”. Religion was made to control humanity. We have to cultivate an attitude 
of Gratitude. After birth on this planet, an individual develops many persona in which the persona of Divine 
gets forever lost. One has to get out of the cycle of Sanskaras in order to come back to the Origin, the Source.  

3) 01:42:56 Somebody was asked to explain   what is truth and what is a lie? He responded that this life is a lie and 
death is the truth. We consider this body as the Truth. I asked one of my mentors to tell me how to stay in bliss 
constantly. He asked me to live every minute as if every moment is my last moment. 

 

Shabads Recited 

 

Ang 263   SGGS Ji   Jeh Maat Pitaa Sut Meet Na Bhaaiee  

Ang 727   SGGS Ji    Kareema Raheema Allah Tu Gani  

Ang 724   SGGS Ji    Mahirvaan Sahib Meraa Mahirvaan  

Ang 480   SGGS Ji    Baabaa Bolate Te Kahaa Gaye 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CYQyIEpypKU
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 Day 99 Amritvela - Defining Satsangi Relation  

 

Friday, 21 August 2020 01:59:44 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pkV9iRxSg7A  

 

               

 

1) 19:55    A Satsangi relationship is fragrant without expectations and filled with the Divine Name of the Lord. 
There is sweetness of Baani and Naam in it. In this infinite journey, we cannot predict what is going to happen 
in the next moment and we should not bother to know it even. We should not start designing the realization.  
Those beings simply give, without their ego interfering. Those beings never interfere with the Divine Laws and 
accept His Divine Will. They live in the present moment and do not wish to know what the next minute brings. 
They do not interfere with the Infinite possibilities and live from a place of trust and surrender. The path of 
spirituality is infinite.  “TERA BHAANA MEETHA LAAGE” 

2) 01:34:46   The Creator is the doer and goes through this suffering himself. With our finite minds and limited 
intelligence, we cannot begin to fathom the vastness of the Universe and his creation. Go to His feet, ask for 
forgiveness and surrender at his feet. This shabad teaches us to accept His Will.  ”ABB KI BAAR BAKSH BANDE 
KO, BAKHSHANHAAR BAKSH  LE , NANAK PAAR UTAAR” If the Sangat  blesses a soul , automatically Guru ji has 
blessed him too. 

 

Shabads Recited 

 

Waheguru  Simran 

Ang 11 SGGS Ji       Too(n) Karataa Sachiaar Maiddaa Saa(n)iee 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pkV9iRxSg7A
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Day 100 1st Diwaan - 100 Days of Healing Sessions  

 

Saturday, 22 August 2020 02:10:19 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sAtTKJia-MA  

 

 

1) I congratulate each one of you on this amazing journey. Many relationships have been formed. A Satsangi 
relationship has been established and it has become a big family, the Tuhi Pariwaar. I humbly urge you to keep 
these bonds as sacred. The fragrance in the satsangi rishta should not be lost.   Do not dilute it with the duality 
of materialism. It is a good transition and each one of you can help each other in their own respective 
countries. Talk about Naam and Gurbaani wherever  you sit together. This will help to create a firm bond. We 
accumulate knowledge to be able to convert to wisdom and Divine Intelligence. 

2) I bow before you all, along with my team members for gracing the Diwaans with your presence and with your 
support, we have reached the 100th mark. But the biggest support is the support of Dhan Dhan Shree Guru 
Granth Sahib ji Maharaj. 

3) The knowledge that you have gained, should be used for the benefit of humanity. Become a benefactor of 
others. VIDYA VEECHAREE TAAN PARUPKAARI.Our motives determine our reality. We should learn a lesson 
from animals. I like to give the example of a herd of elephants. The head of the herd does not think about his 
own self till he ensures that all elephants have eaten. 

4) 01:07:16   Let us invest in this body and mind that we have received as a gift to reap the inexhaustible treasure 
from the Creator. According to SGGS Ji, acceptance falls in the category  of Daat ( gift) . It is also a kirpa and we 
get it with Grace. The seed of Naam should be sown at a young age as it is like an investment. Example: Bank 
Interest rates keep falling off and on. Investors wait for a day when the rate is high and then they do their 
deposits. Young age is similar to the high interest rate. The body and mind can give an infinite interest. 
GURUMUKH NAAM JAPO MANN MERE NANAK PAVAHU SOOKH GHANERE. 

5) 01:24:00   Focus on the Naam alone. Get rid of the Ego and only then we can be in service.  Guruji says in SGGS 
Ji, Sevaa Thoree Maagan Bahutaa. We do a small service and expect a lot. Renounce your expectations 
completely and immerse yourself without ego.  

 

Shabads Recited 

 

    Ang 597   SGGS Ji    Toon Prabh Daataa Dhaan Mat Pooraa Hum Thaaree Bhekaari 

    Ang 394   SGGS Ji   Teraa Keeaa Meethaa Laagai, Har Naam Padaarath Naanak Maa(n)gai  

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sAtTKJia-MA
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Day 100 2nd Diwaan Ardaas – Healthy Food for the Mind  

 

Saturday, 22 August 2020 02:10:11 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IKxycvTqr0E  

 

 

1) 12:24     Recite the Waheguru Mantra, one of the most potent mantras, with full faith.  Experience the vastness 
of the possibilities and dive into the experience. Surrender to the experience. 

2) 23:24   The mind records and plays everything that we are absorbing during the day. Those recorded 
impressions then go into our subconscious mind and multiply when we wake up the next morning. This is the 
reason that the mind must be fed with the healthy food of Naam constantly. Once we recite the Sacred Divine 
Name, we experience peace and bliss without worry. We then recognize how we are protected at all times. 

3) 49:04   By recitation and contemplating the virtues of the Lord, we become like the Lord himself and come to 
recognize our true self. Annihilation of the Ego happens, this is a slow but gradual process. 

4) 01:01:48 Let us understand who is wealthy and who is really rich. The one who understands and self-realizes 
about the Infiniteness and vastness of the Creator, is truly rich. 

5) 01:13:24  The spiritual aspirant and seeker tries all the possible techniques suggested to him by the Masters 
who have walked the path before him. Bhagat Kabeer talks about the technique to find salvation in the next 
shabad. Surrender is the technique as Bhagat Jee reveals in the last sentence. 

6) 01:46:40  I am reminded of these lines by a Sufi Fakir.  

7) Paani Baade Naav Mein, Ghar Me Baade Daam  

8) Dono Haath Ulichiye, Eiho Sajan Ko Kaam 

9) A boat needs to be mended if there is a hole in the bottom.  Similarly, if we are captivated and intoxicated by 
the power of materialism or even high spiritual gifts that we might receive, we need to mend ourselves too.   
Give the best that you have. Share whatever you have even if it is a smile. Accept the people around you and 
live to your best potential. 

 

Shabads Recited 

 

Ang 1181 SGGS Ji / 82  (A K )   Hau Kachoo Na Jaanau Teree Saar 

Ang 855   SGGS Ji   Kiau Chhootau Kaise Tarau Bhavajhal Nidh Bhaaree 

Ang 618   SGGS Ji   Mera Baidh Guru Gobinda 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IKxycvTqr0E
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Day 101 1st Diwan Amritvela - OHLA : The Shelter of Almighty 
 

Date: Sunday, 23 August 2020 Time: 02:11:39 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z8OvX_B_fmM  

 
1) Fill in your containers with the Sacred Naam of Waheguru Mantra. As Bhagat Kabeer says., singing your 

name,  I became like you.Tu Tu Karta Tu Hua Mujh Mein Raha Na Hun  Nothing of Me remains, It's just YOU 
YOU YOU!! 

2) 34:57 The only way that we can remove our debts towards Guruji and this earth, is by constantly being in 
tune with the vibration of the Sacred Divine Name. Let us interweave this into the very fabrics of our Being. 
The family has given their mother a wonderful surprise by reciting the Japji Sahib, Sukhmani Sahib and doing 
one Sehaj paath. 

3) 01:05:08  I recited this shabad 16 years ago. Mann Mere Gahau  Har Naam  Ka Ohla  OHLA   means support in 
this context. But this is also a Spanish term to give support to the football players. My sangat at one point in 
my kirtan journey  would  join  in loud unison  when I uttered Olaa. Guruji has sent us in the arena of this 
world and we are his gladiators taking support of His Name whilst working through, to  overcome  our vices. 

4) 01:21:29  Mothers  can start working on their kids when they are in their womb by starting to chant the Name 
Divine. I am hugely indebted to my mother who has played a big role in  my transformation. She has gifted me 
the gift of kirtan whilst I was still  in her womb. The next shabad is a shabad of surrender.   

5) 01.39.35 Mothers do not take into account the hardships that they go through to raise their children. I would 
like to share my sentiments about what a mother means to me. The mother is such a being who cannot bear 
to see her kids going through suffering.  

 
 

SHABADS RECITED 
 
Ang 178 SGGS Ji  Man Mere Gahu Har Naam Kaa Olaa 
Ang 1333 SGGS Ji Jo Teree Saranaaiee Har Jeeau Tin Too Raakhan Jog  
Ang 496 SGGS Ji  Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasees  
Emotionally filled Poetry to pay tribute to  our mothers 
Maa Vargaa Kan Chaavaa Bootaa 

 
 

 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z8OvX_B_fmM
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Day 101  2nd Diwan  AARTI: Divine Invocation 
 

 

Date: Sunday, 23 August 2020 Time: 02:17:09 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-4vhbm9BcL0 

 
 
 

1) 12:18 These sessions are meant to  guide  us on  how to be free from our vices and the clutches of ego. When 
our desires are not met, we go backwards in our spiritual journey and regress. We give vent to anger and 
hatred. We become who we serve. Hence the importance of saadh sangat and satsang. An attitude of gratitude 
is what we mean when we utter Waheguru and experience the wonders of Guruji with awe and reverence  
every minute of our lives. 

2) 43:21  Bhai Nandlal was one of the 52 poets in the darbar of Guru Gobind Singh. They all belonged to different 
religions, yet  they were  allowed to recite Poetry and display their gifts of music with devotion and without any 
discrimination.  

3) 01:16:57 Bhai Nandlal’s work is an undiscovered treasure in Persian. We must practice to see, hear and witness 
His Divine Loving Presence at every step of the way.  

4) 01.34.05   Rabindranath Tagore was asked to compose an aarti and he said that Guru Nanak had already 
composed an aarti which is the best one ever composed and cannot be surpassed. He gave Guruji and his works 
so much devotion and respect. When we start feeling the Divine Presence, we feel oneness with the entire 
Universe. We then focus on ourselves alone and not on others' wealth or weaknesses. The Guru’s teachings 
allow us to become self-aware beings.  
 
SHABAD  SHABADS RECITED 
 
The first sloka from Shri Sukhmani Sahib  
Aad Gureh Namah Jugaad Gureh Namah Satgurah Nmaha Sree Gurudeva Namah 
Page 43 of Bhai Nand Lal Ji Naasiro Manasoor ur Gobi(n)dh Si(n)gh 
Ang587 SGGS Ji So Satgur Piaaraa Merai Naal Hai Jithai Kithai Maino Le Chhaddaiee  
Ang 496 SGGS ji   Pootha Matha ki Aasees. 
Ang 13 SGGS Ji  Aarti  : Gagan mein thaal.  

 
 
 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-4vhbm9BcL0
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Day 101 3RD Diwan – Maintain Simplicity and Humility  
 
 

Date: Sunday, 23 August 2020 Time: 02:05:50 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xOJuvVuQE4g  

 
 

1) 13:51  Let us ask Guruji the gift of a treasure that is permanent. Let us learn to extinguish the fire of desire 
which is the core of all our suffering. I want to recite a shabad with a special music composition  that I received 
from a very talented person.  

2) 35:35 In our short span of life, we must learn to give and share. Those of us who sing the Glorious Praises of the 
Creator are the real wealthy beings. Guru Nanak Dev Ji gave his disciple Mardana Jee the gift of kirtan despite 
Guruji asking Mardana to make a wish. Mardana said to Guruji “what must I ask from my limited intelligence”? 
Guruji was tremendously pleased by his response.  

3) 01:00:51   O my dear Mind, why are you sad? We have been given everything. And yet we get so sad? Keep up 
the trust and faith. The only way that the mind gets strength is by reciting and contemplating the words of SGGS 
Ji, a living embodiment of the Guru Himself.   

4) 01.13.45 Let us strive to stay humble despite our achievements. Let us maintain the childlike simplicity like my 5 
year old did one day when he received an award and very casually showed it to me in the reception area of his 
school. Let us run for an award from the Creator.  

      
            SHABADS RECITED  
 

Ang 366 SGGS Ji Naam Japahu Mere Saajan Sainaa  
Ang 375 SGGS Ji Man Kyoo Bairaag Karega Satigur Meraa Pooraa  
Ang 669 SGGS Ji Jap Man Sat Naam Sadhaa Sat Naam  
Ang 496 SGGS Ji   Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasees  

 
 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xOJuvVuQE4g
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Day 102  1st Diwan  Amritvela – Power of The Infinite 
 

Date: Monday, 24 August 2020 Time: 02:02:43 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j4h8KHJZN8U  

 
 

1) 24:31 Let us now exercise in the Tuhi Tuhi gym.  Prem and Bhavna are the membership criteria of the Tuhi 
health club. Even I had to fulfill this criteria.  When you see small kids doing Naam and Tuhi Jaap, I feel so 
elated. The seed of Naam must be sown early. A doctor gives us medication and we consume it with full trust 
and faith.  

2) 32:00 The mechanism of the body made by God is amazing . When calories are knocked out from our mind, 
we feel relaxed and sleep well. Tuhi health club is going great places. Spirituality deals with our mind.  Jaisa 
Mann Waisa Tann.  Unfortunately, these days we need extra supplements. Our body is like a pharmacy. Guruji 
says Iss Dehi Ko Paal.  The mind must be fed with the knowledge of the Holy Scriptures, the body must be 
exercised to allow blood circulation and the intelligence must be used to discern and filter the knowledge 
acquired.  

3) Do Simran, at the same time nourish the body with Gyaan, good food and Guru’s teachings. Gradually a 
balance is maintained with all these things.  The Ida, Pingala and Sushmanaa are the 3 nerves that are 
connected in a spiral-like manner to the brain. Hold your spine straight, close your eyes and experience the 
journey to bliss.  

4) No science can ever break the mind barrier. What is a mind barrier? In one fraction of a second the mind can 
go into 10 diferent directions and return to the point from where it started.  There is only one technology that  
can break it and that is Naam. Only a Gurmukh can break this barrier. Thir ghar baiso Har Jan Piarrio. 

5) We must sow the seed of Naam at a very young age. Till we reach the age of 20 to 30, we acquire knowledge 
and the strength to control and break the mind barrier.  Mann Vass Aave Nanaka je Pooran Kirpa Hove. 

6) 01.01.28 The creative potency of the human brain and body is unfathomable to understand the potential and 
power of the Infinite. Naam is the doorway to gain access into that infinite dimension. The mind can be 
stabilized with the medicine of the Name Divine. This can be acquired with Guruji’s Grace. Let us recite the 
shloka from Asaa dee Vaar that explains the intensity of the Powerful Creator. Thus the importance of 
acceptance, trust and surrender.   

7) We must raise our girls equally, allow them to thrive and succeed in order to remove the male dominance 
in our society.  

 
SHABADS RECITED  

 
            Ang 724 Raham Teree Sukh Paieeaa Sadaa Naanaak Kee Ardhaas  
            Ang 496 Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasees   
 
 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j4h8KHJZN8U
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Day 103   1ST Diwan  Amritvela - Focus on Honest Living 
 

Date: Friday, 28 August 2020 Time: 02:09:23 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=unVVlZItyAc  

 
 

1) 28:57 Focus on the Waheguru Mantra with love, devotion and gratitude. When the spiritual aspirant longs to 
see the Divine Vision before his eyes,  the Divine wishes to test his devotee. The being who quenches his mind’s 
thirst with Guru Shabad deserves His Divine blessings. Genuine gratitude is when we resolve to do anything for 
a person who gives us a little bit of love but unfortunately we ignore Nirankaar Waheguru due to whom we are 
taking our breath.   Honesty is an important virtue prescribed by Dharma. We have the Power House within us 
and must learn to honor that light shining within us. In this world if we are dishonest, we are not accepted. Guru 
ji says “Chaturai Saiyanpa kite kamm na aye” . We offer only what we have in our day-to-day life. The lord 
keeps testing us for our honesty.  “Harr ko naam jap nirmal karam” Be sincere and honest with yourself first. 
Only then you can be honest with others. 

2) Par Tan, Par Dhan, Par Ninda These 3 negative qualities do not let a being grow, in Sikhism, no matter how 
much you pray or do simran. 

3)   What is bigger? Guru Nanak was asked by Bhai Gurdaas. Guruji's answer was to focus on honest living on the 
level of thoughts, words and deeds.  We are creating further karma with dishonest living and hence generating 
suffering. Humans, being the most superior race are given the golden opportunity of discernment to erase their 
karmic imprints. Liberation is then attained once the bseing is free from his vices and accepts everything that 
comes his way. The virtue is to stay away from others’ wealth and property.  God keeps giving us and then 
checks and tests us . If the person shows honesty, then He  comes to reside in that being only, the being does 
not have to go to Him. “Ghar baitheiya  shaho milei jei neeyat raas karei”.  

4) What is mukti ? Mukti does not mean the body leaving the earth to reside in the other world.  “Mooe Hooe jau 
mukat dhehuge, mukat na jaane koilaa”. Mukti has to be attained while we are still alive and that means, to be 
rid of the vices that control our mind. We should remember Nirankaar Waheguru in suffering as well as Joy 
(Dukh and Sukh) . This is what mukti is.  

5) The first shabad is a prayer of gratitude asking Guruji for us to stay immersed in His contemplation.  
6) 01.17.27 When we misuse all our powers, our Karmas manifest in front of us and we keep blaming others. 

“Dosh na deejiye kahu log, jo kamawan soyee bhog.”  “Aagiaan  karam appe hee band awan jawan maya 
dhand”.  Ask for His Grace and then see the magic manifesting. The impossible becomes possible.  
 
SHABADS RECITED  
 
Ang 747 SGGS Ji   Eeh Aradhaas Hamaaree Suamee Visari Naahee Sukhadhaate  
 
 

 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=unVVlZItyAc
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Day 104   1ST Diwan Amritvela - Mind Workouts 
   

Date: Saturday, 29 August 2020 Time: 01:59:20 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YBRDuOkXS84  

 
 

1) 28.39 Focus on the words of the shabad. Each and every shabad of SGGS ji is a Mantra Jaap. Sit up straight in 
the lap of Guruji. Let us take refuge in the Sanctuary of Guruji and plead with   him to save us from the vices that 
envelop us from time to time. Smile and give yourself the natural facelift that we all have at our fingertips. O 
Lord, please bless me with your Divine Vision.  

2) The shabad that I shall recite is describing this Universal Power with various adjectives. It could be used as a 
mantra as well. We are sitting in the Tuhi Tuhi mind gym to shed the extra calories that we have accumulated.  

 
           SHABADS RECITED  
 

Ang 1273 SGGS Ji He Gobindh He Gopaal He Dhiaal Laal  
A part of Jaap Sahib  
Gobinday Mukunday Oodhaaray Apaaray Hareeiaan Kareeian Nirnaame Akaame  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YBRDuOkXS84
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Day 104   2ND Diwan Ardaas Kirtan - Tool of Awareness        
 

Date: Saturday, 29 August 2020 Time: 02:11:43 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UlH34CgCUzU  

 
 

1) 14:21 I was unable to speak much due to the intoxicating effect of Jaap Sahib which is singing praises in 
appreciation of the Supreme Power. I hope you also felt the potent power of Jaap Sahib. We must celebrate the 
soul and praise the Creator while sitting with saadh Sangat. We must truly focus on implementing the teachings 
in our lives by living honestly as well as humbly and notice the awakening without paying attention to name tags 
and positions of the persons. By disregarding the teachings, we are adding to our pool of karma which 
determines our destiny. Awareness helps us remove our karmic imprints.  

2) Persons who live a non-aware life and are still happily continuing with their lives, means that their karmic 
accounts are not being questioned. A being that suffers despite his good actions and daily practices means that 
he is being cleansed of his karmic baggage. Such beings do not experience suffering with the same magnitude as 
compared to a being who does not practise. Therefore, please be extremely mindful of your thoughts, words 
and deeds. Healing happens when we absorb and imbibe the teachings of the shabad in every cell of our being. 
The process is similar to the nerves being stimulated that got activated when an osteopath worked on my back 
stimulating blood circulation thus healing my lumbar spine. Gurbaani teaches us how to live in the world whilst 
leading a spiritual life. 

3) 49:06  We miss our near and dear ones after they leave us. Focus on the Sacred Name and breath will 
automatically get aligned. Let us get prepared for our onward journey. 

4) 01:02:51  Guru Nanak Dev Ji gave Babar the emperor an intoxicating experience of the power of Naam which I 
shall recite. Guruji was imprisoned and the prison staff recognized the Guru’s Power. He did not get influenced 
by the prison inmates. He created a powerful impact and influence. The emperor Babar invited him to drink a 
glass of expensive wine together with him. Guruji humbly inquired of the king how long the effect of this wine 
would last. Babar responded to Guruji that this has a limited time frame after which the effect is diminished no 
matter how expensive the wine is. Guruji explained to the king that he has the intoxication of Naam constantly 
and uttered this shabad that I shall now recite and complete the first one later. He asked his partner Maradaana 
to start playing the rabaab. 

5) 01:14:47 A non-aware being cannot distinguish between good and bad.  
6) 01:16:16  Guruji  is singing that there is a power that can make a king a beggar and a beggar a king. The emperor 

Babar understood how he was abusing his power and his transformation process began.   
7) 01:18:47 Babar went into a trance with the shabad that Guruji recited along  with Mardaana. Tune-in to the 

frequency with the shabad which will open the doorway to Grace and deeper understanding. Guruji says in one 
of his verses that maya is inexhaustible. Every other aspect of our being gets tired and slower as we age. Beings 
who do not recognize this shall fall dead, chasing maya and continue to be in the cycle of birth and death.  

8) 01.59.15 This is the reason I emphasize on the importance of practising the learning and implementing   in our 
daily lives. We must focus on honest living. The intellect is given to us in order to discern the samskaras that the 
mind is producing. With the power of awareness, we must transcend old karmic patterns and live mindfully.   
 
 SHABADS RECITED 

            Ang 480 SGGS Ji Kahaan Gaye Kahaan Gaye Baaba Bolate Te Kahaa Gaye 
            Ang 1329 SGGS Ji Bolahu Sach Naam Kartar 
            Ang 666 SGGS Ji Ab Kichh Kirapaa Keejai  
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UlH34CgCUzU
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Day 105 1st Diwan  Ardaas – Sail in One Boat 

  

Date: Sunday, 30 August 2020 Time: 01:59:18 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sbb0oFnnVZo  

 
 

1) 14:30 Get into the mode of  Shabad  and  invoke the power of Waheguru Jee, greet Him with love and devotion. 
Sweeten your tongues with the Name Divine by reciting the Waheguru mantra. Music is a tool to enter within 
with closed eyes. The mind wanders if the eyes are open. 

2) 41:28 The reason for suffering is our   attachment to the vices like lust, anger, greed, attachment and pride. We 
cannot love two things together. We cannot have our feet in two boats.  We are either immersed in Naam or 
stay attached to worldly pursuits. Non-living things also make us attached. Our attachment with wealth leads to 
depression because we start evaluating and calculating. We tend to spend a sleepless night if someone leaves a 
scratch on our car.  Guruji therefore asks us to get immersed in the frequency of the Divine Name which helps 
us to detach from the material world. 

3) Attachment with Baani helps us to break our bond with materialism.  Sometimes, at a high profile get together, 
people are seen discussing others and indulging in gossip-mongering. But in contrast, an awakened being 
discusses his spiritual progress and journey. In this shabad, awakened beings discuss their spiritual progress and 
support each other.  Guru ji guides us to focus on the company of such Brahm gyanis as against manmukhs who 
are there only to boost our egos. Attachment is the reason for the stress and depression happening on this 
planet. The soul merges into the Light that we all have within us. Space element merges in the space which is 
the Infinite Energy.  

4) 01:08:56   We cling due to our attachment and it is due to our selfish needs. When a being does not apply the 
teachings of SGGS ji , he is bound to go into regression. In a situation like this, we should seek help from Guru ji , 
do Path and gradually increase the frequency. As we go along, we can feel the grace of Guru ji being bestowed 
on us. 

5) 01:26:20   Once we receive Divine Grace, we recognize the supreme truth as described in this shabad and the 
Divine Light that resides within each one of us. Only Guru ji helps to lift the veil of ignorance from our lives. 
There may be several types of electrical appliances with different outward structures but one common factor in 
all of them, is the passing of current.  Guru Gobind Singh ji gave us five Baanis of nitnem and advised us “ Jo 
Prabh Ko Milbo Chahe , Khoj Shabad mein lei.” 

6) 01:36:44   Let us stop interfering with the Divine Laws and learn to accept the Will of Source. Let us learn to 
discern between attachment   which is a beggar versus love that simply gives without my egoistical needs and 
give selflessly.   

  
            SHABADS RECITED  
 
            Ang 885 SGGS Ji Braham Gianee Mil Karahu Beechaaraa Ih Tau Chalat Bhiaa  
 
 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sbb0oFnnVZo
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Day 105  2nd Diwan Shukrana – We become who we Serve 
 

Date: Sunday, 30 August 2020 Time: 02:12:29 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xObubk2iE9Q  

 
 

1) 13:14  Human beings live with human values but that does not allow us to be freed from the cycle of birth and 
death. Spiritual beings live from a place of humility and surrender whether they go through good times or hard 
times.  Once we learn how to accept the will, it becomes a daat (gift). We get strength to face everything.  In 
good times majority of us lose our balance and we start categorizing.  Circumstances get created without our 
knowledge and that is the real test. A spiritual being is able to deal with this situation in a better way.  He never 
questions the Divine Will and stays immersed in the lap of Gurbani.  

2) 52:05  We must see, hear and speak words of praise of our Guru. Our hands and feet must act in accordance 
with the teachings of SGGS Ji. I’m adding an addendum to the first shabad. Please check out the translations 
coming up on the screen. We become who we serve. 

3) 01:13:25  The second shabad  by Guru Amardas Paatshah talks about the Grace of Guru with the power of the 
Divine Name. How we handle difficult situations determines who we are. Guru Gobind Singh’s cook deserted 
Mata Gujar after his motive changed. He betrayed the two Sahibzadas and Mata ji out of greed as a result of 
which they were captured and imprisoned in a cold tower near Sirhind . Gangoo the cook came to be known as 
Gangoo Paapi (Sinner) because he had become stone hearted.  We must manage our expectations when we 
start helping others. When our intentions are not pure, Guruji is not with us then. Only when the soul softens, 
the virtues of compassion, love, empathy and sharing rise within us.  

4) 01:26:26 Guruji gives us the technique of how to be enlightened. Let us stay detached, follow the protocols 
given to us by Guruji with honesty and without hypocrisy.  If we can bring a change in our own persona, only 
then  can we expect a change in others . Stay immersed in the Divine Name only and follow one path.  

5) 01:42:13   Let us stay attached to the hem of His Divine Name only. Let us go to Guruji or the Higher Power to 
ask for our wishes to be fulfilled rather than believing in empty rituals and superstitions. A being who does so is 
blessed with the Divine Intellect to discern.  Guru ji promises not only 9 treasures but also  18 super natural 
powers to this being .   

 
 

SHABADS RECITED  
 
Ang 218 SGGS Ji Raam Gobi(n)dh Japedhiaa Hoaa Mukh Pavitr  
Ang 661 SGGS Ji Nadar Kare Ta Simriaa Jai  
Ang 658 SGGS ji  Saachee Preet Ham Tum Siau Joree   
 

 
 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xObubk2iE9Q
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Day 105   3rd  Diwan  Ardaas – Keep your Intentions Pure   
 

Date: Sunday, 30 August 2020 Time: 02:09:28 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BgrN1w-VmAQ  

 
 

1) 13:52 The line in Sukhmani Sahib says “Jiau mandar kao thaamai thaman, tiau gur ka shabad manne 
asthaman”  Guru’s shabad becomes a pillar of support for us in difficult times of loss and death of close 
relatives. We must honor the laws of the Universe in order to thrive on this earth plane.  The moment we 
interfere with the Divine laws, we have to face punishment. Mukti is our liberation from ego. The day mai (I) 
turns into Tuhi we shall merge with the Divine.  

2) Spiritual laws are fixed and cannot be altered. Guru ji’s scriptures teach us to live under the guidance of these 
spiritual laws, which, if broken, make us face crises in different forms.   

3)   I am reminded of a story that I heard a long time ago. According to historical facts Bhagat Kabeer used to  
adorn  a feather of a peacock on his head. On being asked the reason for this he said that it reminded him that 
his turn to leave the earth would be coming soon. He was talking to the people at someone’s cremation. We 
need to remind ourselves that death is near and we should refrain from doing wrong deeds.  He said that he 
lives in this awareness all the time. Whenever Guru ji has mentioned raen (night) in Gurbani it indicates the life 
of a being which goes away in  an instant.  

4) 52:35  The second shabad is from the texts of Bhai Gurdaas who was the maternal uncle of Guru Arjan Dev 
Maharaj under the title of Gurmukh Razaa De Putale. Gurmukh is separate from manmukh. Gurmukh is a way of 
life in every decision that he makes. We are a part of Divine when we are born and become fully Divine with 
Guru’s teachings as we go along with the tool of awareness and each one is on his own journey. 

5) 01:13:05   The crane on the bank of the river, is oblivious to the fact that an eagle is hovering over its head.  The 
crane does not live truthfully, his intention is not pure. He stands with one pointed focus to catch his prey. We 
are like this crane living under the illusion of maya. Bhagat Fareed in his shloka talks about this crane. Let us 
learn to praise the Creator rather than criticizing others.   

6) 01.34.06 Let us receive inspiration from Sikh history to learn to accept the Will of the Divine. The history behind 
this shabad is explained briefly. Guru Gobind Singh Ji sat in prayer and meditation offering gratitude while  
fighting  the war. A fine lesson learnt from Guruji. 

7) The acronym for Tuhi is  coined by  a  Satsangi  Bhen ji today. I would like to share it with all. 
8) Truly Under His Inspiration. We are truly inspired by Nirankaar Waheguru , 24X7 

 
 
             SHABADS RECITED  
 
 

Ang 157 SGGS Ji Dheh Sajan Assesareaa Jiau Hovai Sahib Siau Mel 
Bhai Gurdas Ji Var 19 Pauri 14 of 21 Gurmukh Janam Savaar Dharageh Chaliaa  
Ang 1383 SGGS Ji Fareedhaa Dhareeaavai Ka(n)n(h)ai Bagulaa Baithaaa Khel Kare  
Ang 1319 Sri Dasam Granth Sahib Ji Mitr Piaare Noo(n) Haal Mureedhaa(n) Dhaa Kahanaa 
 
 
 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BgrN1w-VmAQ
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Day 106 1st Diwan Amritvela – Be A Seeker: A True Sikh 
 

Date: Saturday, 5 September 2020 Time: 02:04:14 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_yTQBToOjdE  

 
 

1) 22:26 Let us recite these two powerful mantras with closed eyes and a straight back, get warmed up before we 
take off. Fasten your seat belt for TuhTuhi mind workout! Waheguru Mantra and Gobinday Mukunday Udaaray 
Apaaray Hariang Karieng Nirnaame Akaame mantra  

2) 36:35 Those of us who do not practise the knowledge and wisdom given to us by SGGS Ji or any other holy 
scripture are the ones at a higher risk.  The problem is not with those who do not do naam jaap or simran at all. 
They must settle their accounts in the form of lekha or destiny. They have learnt the Wisdom and choose not to 
put it into practice. Some people approach me with so much humility even if they have no knowledge of 
Gurbaani. They seem to be already grounded. Knowledge comes only with Kirpa. This is the reason that we do 
simran for 30 mins. 

3) I always remember memorable incidents of my life. During my many journeys, I have met several spiritually 
inclined people who have lived lives according to gurmat.   We do not realize when we become unaware and 
therefore, live lives of ignorance. These beings are not at risk. I am a seeker and a Sikh. I first learn and then 
teach when I visit any country.  

4) 51:54  Maharaja  Ranjit  Singh’s life was a life of Gurmat as well. Whatever unique and exclusive gifts he used to 
receive , he placed them with reverence  in the Gurudwara Sahib. Eg. The peacocks with Diamonds, the 
exceptionally beautiful chandoaa sahib and a Chavar Sahib made of Sandal wood strands. Je deeh waddiaaiee 
taa teri waddiaaiee, it ut tujheh dhiaau.What ever I get in appreciation , goes to my satguru. 

5) 01:04:58 We give charity and wish to be recognized. Guruji gives us an opportunity to serve but keeps a sharp 
eye on His devotee and gives the devotee enormous amounts of virtues to manage the power that he receives 
in the form of Divine Grace. Such beings have the power to manifest. The following lines from Gurbani reflect 
this:  Jo Jo Kahai Thakur Peh Sevak Tatakaal Hoi Aavai   

6) 01:18.01 Guruji emphasizes gender equality between men and women. A Bhenji from Dubai sent me a poem 
which I am sharing  with you. One Light is manifesting within 2 souls as one, in a partnership between husband 
and wife.  

 
SHABAD   RECITED  
 
Ang 403   SGGS ji   Apune Sevak Kee Aape Raakhai Aape Naam Japaavai  
Ang 746   SGGS  ji    Bhagtaa Kee Tek Too(n) Sa(n)taa Kee Ot Too(n) Sachaa Sirajanahaaraa  
 

 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_yTQBToOjdE
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Day 106  2nd Diwan Shukrana – Gratitude to Teachers on Teachers’ Day  
 

Date: Saturday, 5 September 2020 Time: 02:09:15 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tz9vufhpd98  

 
1) 20:42  I offer gratitude to all the teachers in my life today,  being Teachers’ Day. They really shaped me and 

made me who I am today. They opened amazing hidden  perspectives which go simply beyond the literal 
translation offered by Gurbani. The Gurmukhs live by the protocols given to us by Gurbani and become a 
manifestation of the Guru Himself. He lives within each Gurmukh. Grace is the reason we are able to live an 
awakened life. A true devotee does not compromise with his values from a space of fear. He lives a fearless life. 
The ego comes in the way of our growth and spiritual development. We only wish to be praised and 
appreciated. We must be able to accept criticisms and learnings in the same way as we take praises from our 
teachers.  

2) 01:08:35 A spiritual being sees everything as wonderful. Let us learn to focus on the qualities of beings rather 
than looking for their weaknesses. Each one is full of weaknesses. We are then able to sing this second shabad 
wholeheartedly. 

3) 01:21:58 When the devotee is pleased and has been given all the gifts by Nirankaar, we wish to sing this 3rd 
shabad. It was meant to be sung at the Golden Temple where the devotee prays and offers gratitude. It also 
points to the body given to us by the Supreme. May we go within ourselves, everyday and offer prayers of 
gratitude to Source Energy.  

4) 01.30.56 This poem is a poem of gratitude Guru Gobind Singh Maharaj has included poetry in SGGS Ji.  By now 
you are used to listening to poetry being recited during the healing sessions.  

5) 01:35:26 Let us dedicate this session to our teachers due to whom we are all on this path.  
6) 01.42.32 We must recite this last shabad to send our blessings,  both material as well as spiritual.  
7) 02:02:30 Teachers come into our lives to deliver and teach us the wisdom of the Universe manifested by the 

Creator Himself. Let us bow humbly and offer gratitude today.    
 

SHABAD    RECITED   
 
Ang 463 SGGS Ji Sabh Teree Kudharat Too(n) Kaadhir Karataa Paakee Naiee Paak  
Ang 1137 SGGS Ji Khoob Khoob Khoob Khoob Khoob Tero Naam  
Ang 781 SGGS Ji Meraa Ghar Baniaa Ban Taal Baniaa Prabh Parase Har Raiaa Raam  
Poem Shukar Daateiyaa Shukar Daateiyaa 
Ang 496 SGGS Ji Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasees  
 

 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tz9vufhpd98
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Day 106  3rd  Diwan – Decode and Understand 
 

Date: Saturday, 5 September 2020 Time: 02:26:48 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BbKwBH3lDD4  

 
1) 07.48 The Creator is often described as an illusion which we decode and understand while walking the path of 

spirituality.  
2) 01:10:04 Guru’s shabad is the Feet of the Guru for us. We must sow the seeds of the word of the Guru in our 

children and watch it grow. Even if this has not spread due to some karmic reasons, the seed will bear fruit 
eventually. It must happen. Baba Atar Singh got lost in meditation and could not appear to do his duty as a 
border officer. However, he was present mysteriously. When Baba Atar Singh heard this, he resigned 
immediately and said that he would like to serve the Power that is operating this Creation and taking care of his 
worldly duties instead of him. Walk on the path shown by SGGS Ji. 

3)  Let me explain Ang 1246 of SGGS Ji by Guru Ramdas that talks about Gaanatai Sev Na Hoviee Keetaa Thai Na 
Pai. Calculated service is not service at all, and what is done is not approved. We must and must stay immersed 
in uttering the Sacred Name. (Full explanation given in the satsang). What does Guruji want from his devotee? 
Operating without desire or rewards for our action. No need to get into prayer as a ritual. Do sewa with 
humility.  

4) Let us do those acts that do not feed the ego. The subtle pride and energy gets activated once the devotee talks 
openly about his spiritual practices and experiences. Do not share your intimate spiritual experiences with 
anybody especially with the faithless. You will lose the experience as a result. If the ego is active, desire is 
present, then  divinity is far removed from us.  

5) Raam Ras Peeaa Re Jeh Ras Bisar Ge Ras Aur by Bhagat Kabeer Once you have been intoxicated by the Divine 
Name, other spirits fall pale. Let me explain Ang 15 of SGGS Ji which says that the Name Divine can stick only 
after all the other sensory pleasures are emptied out from the body of the being.  

6) 02:00:11 Surrender it all at the feet of the Universe, your vices, weaknesses and everything that you're 
struggling to let go of. Ask for His Grace. The mystery and illusion gets demystified with Guruji’s Grace.   

7) 02:06:44 A being that sings the second last shabad will stay intoxicated with the Divine Name 24/7  

SHABADS RECITED  
 
Ang 626 Dasam Granth Sahib Ji Tum Ho Sabh Raajan Ke Raajaa  
Ang 749 SGGS Ji Charan Kamal Tere Dhoi Dhoi Peeavaa Mere Satigur Dheen Dhiaalaa  
Ang 51 SGGS Ji Terai Bharosai Piaare Mai Laadd Ladaaiaa  
Ang 587 SGGS Ji So Satigur Piaaraa Merai Naal Hai Jithai Kithai Maino Le Chhaddaiee 
Ang 496 SGGS Ji Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasees  

 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BbKwBH3lDD4
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Day 107 1st Diwan Amritvela – Promote Gender Equality   
 

Date: Sunday, 6 September 2020 Time: 02:04:40 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NgtSO24CEAo  

 
 
           Gurudeva Mantra recited to invoke Guruji’s Presence and experience the transformation.   
 

1) 27:29 Marriage represents the union of two lights converging towards the Universal Light together without 
discrimination. It represents gender equality. Marriage is an opportunity not to depend on each other. Sikh 
History bears testimony to the fact that none of the Gurus supported purdah system. It was influenced by the 
dominant male society.  

2) Guru Angad Dev Ji prepared the first script of SGGS ji in Gurmukhi at Khadoor Sahib. Maataa Kheevee Jee, the 
wife of Guru Angad Dev Ji did not follow the purdah system. My father too did not want my mother to observe 
the purdah tradition. However, she always covered her head.  Among the wives of all the Gurus, she is the only 
one whose name is mentioned by Satta Balwanda ji in Ram Kali ki vaar Mehla 5 in SGGS ji. The teachings of 
SGGS Ji suggest independence of beings. Dependence gives rise to expectations which give rise to suffering. 
Marriage is an opportunity to grow together and support each other.  

3) 01:10:39 When we experience happy moments and are offering gratitude to the Creator, we are celebrating 
with this perspective in mind. The Light that was lit within us by Source Energy is acknowledged at every step of 
the way, pleasure or pain, happiness or sadness. Let us offer in this spirit of prayer to Guruji.  

4) Maata Bhago ji led women to the battle front and could easily lift a very heavy gun to fire at the enemy. Such 
was the strength and power possessed by Sikh women at that time.  

5) 01:33:35 With every breath that you chant Waheguru, offer gratitude for every blessing that you have.  
6) 01:51:46 The Tuhi Tuhi mind workout helps us to shed the mental calories giving you the lightness that you’re 

feeling I am sure. I shall explain to you the concept of sewa in the upcoming days. There is a distinction between 
service and trade. The laws of spirituality do not work in the same ways applied in the materialistic ways of the 
world. If spiritual beings act from a mindset of trade, this becomes lekha in our karmic accounts.  

 

SHABADS RECITED  
 
Ang 478 SGGS JiHar Kaa Bilovanaa Bilovahu Mere Bhaiee  
Ang 724 SGGS Ji Raham Teree Sukh Paaiaa Sadhaa Naanak Kee Aradhaas  
Ang 679 SGGS Ji Thakur Gaaieeaai Aatam Ra(n)g  
Ang 496 SGGS Ji Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasees 
 
 

 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NgtSO24CEAo
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Day 107 2nd Diwan - Gratitude and Ardaas – Piousness and Purity 
   

Date: Sunday, 6 September 2020 Time: 02:25:39 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WUpntlXfv3E  

 
1) 14:03  Satnam Waheguru Jee His Name is Truth. We are calling Him by the name of Waheguru today. Dive 

deeper by letting go of your limited finite intellect and getting into another dimension which you can 
experience.   

2) 26.23 Those of us who dive into chanting the Name Divine experience another dimension and source of Wisdom 
is experienced. The ego gets completely removed. Bhagat Kabeer shares that we do not have the power to do or 
say anything. The spiritual beings are connected with the Divine Name 24/7. Guruji says Oothat Baithat Sovat 
Jaagat Ehu Man Tujhe Chitaare. Bhagat Kabeer’s shloka discussed. Khoj Dil Har Roz. Dive deep into your mind 
with the power of Gur Shabad and tap into the unlimited potential of your mind. The first paragraph of Jaap 
Sahib is discussed. Source is without form. The vices that you notice in others can be used as a tool to analyze 
the Self and learn from the tool of awareness.  

3) 01:12:54 Once you take care of your breath by chanting the Name Divine, your life ahead will be blissful. Shabad 
is our Guru. Churn out the essence of the Source slowly with the power of practice and self-analysis. We must 
go through the operating table of contemplation and practice. Let us not build further karmas and eliminate the 
past accounts. Our innate nature is piousness and purity, shabad Guru helps us get there.  

4) 01:27:24 His devotees are taken care of magically. The devotees see the elaboration and the magnificence of 
the Creator as a result of his rigorous practices.   

5) 01:40:14 The aura of such a spiritual being is due to the virtues that he is contemplating. These are Divine 
Virtues. When such a being is challenged to be the channel, he gets disturbed due to the interruption in the 
manifestation of the Divine Virtues. This must not be confused as anger.  

6) 01:47:45  Bhagat  Kabeer says that if I spend my entire Life to sing the praises of the Lord, it will still not be 
enough. I am reminded of the following lines by Bhagatjee.  

Kabeer Saat Samundh Mas Karu Kalam Karau Banarai  
Basudhaa Kaagadh Jau Karau Har Jas Likhan Na Jai  

 
 
SHABADS RECITED  
 
Ang 555 SGGS Ji Dham Dham Sadhaa Samaaladhaa Dha(n)m Na Birathaa Jai  
Ang 629 SGGS Ji Aagai Sukh Mere Meetaa  
Ang 819 SGGS Ji Chaugiradh Hamaarai Raam Kaar Dhukh Lagai Na Bhaiee  
Ang 13 SGGS Ji Gagan Mai Thaal Rav Cha(n)d Dheepak Bane Taarika Ma(n)ddal Janak  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WUpntlXfv3E
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Day 108   1st   Diwan Amritvela - Tu Tu Karta Tu Hua 
 

Date: Friday, 11 September 2020 Time: 02:17:43 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yw5KFql5Ka0  

        
 

1) 09:00  Let us spend the first 30 minutes chanting the Name Divine with a straight spine and neck.. We spend 
contemplating the Divine and eventually transform into the way He is by imbibing and living by the divine 
virtues. The verse by Bhagat Kabeer: Tu Tu Kartaa Tu Huaa, Mujhme Raha Na Hu , Aapa Parda Mit Gayaa, Jit 
dekhoo Ut Tu.  

2) Let us transform from the limited ego and waverving  of the mind to experiencing the journey to beyond. Log 
jaanai ih geet hai ih tan brahm beechar . Gurbaani is not a song or geet . Each and every verse is Nirankaar in 
the 1430 Angs of SGGS Ji . The baani of 6 Gurus , 15 Bhagats, 11 Bhattas and 4 Gursikhs is a direct revelation . It 
is Brahm Veechar.  Infuse love and devotion reciting, singing and listening to the sound current. Feel His Divine 
Presence.  

3) 56:22 The motto of these diwans is:  Jagat Jalandhaa Rakh Le, Apni Kirpa Dhaar, Jit Dhuaarai Ubarai, Titai Laih 
Ubaar, Satigur Sukh Vekhaalia Sachaa Sabadh Beechaar,Nanak Avar Na Sujhaee, Har Har Bakshanhaar. The 
Divine Name is the support of strength to those suffering from mental and physical suffering. Covid 19 is an 
example of a natural disaster that we are all facing globally. The Shabad Guru helps us to transcend this 
suffering sitting together in the company of Saadh Sangat and demonstrate love and devotion for the teachings 
of Guruji .    

4) 02.06.52 I always use the term “spiritual path”. Materialism is a by-product of the spiritual values that we start 
living by and within our daily lives. Please remember this. 

 
SHABADS RECITED  
 
Mantras recited  
Waheguru Mantra 
Govinday Mukunday from Jaap Sahib  
Aad Gurah Namah The first verse of Sukhmani Sahib -- Invoke and salute Guruji 
Ang 669 SGGS Ji Jap Man Sat Naam Sadhaa Sat Naam  
Ang 673 SGGS Ji Jihavaa Ek Kavan Gun Kahiye  
Ang 496 SGGS Ji Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasees  
 

 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yw5KFql5Ka0
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Day 109 1st Diwan  Amritvela -  Stay in Divine Intoxication 
 
 

Date: Saturday, 12 September 2020 Time: 02:01:28 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DXMRWlquQVs  

 
 

1) 01:43:28 The family that is taking this service today asked me to perform the kirtan for invoking  the blessing of 
the Creator on his entire Creation.Ardaas is in the name of Sadh Sangat  and entire Tuhi Tuhi team for their 
peace , happiness and prosperity. Today’s simran is very dynamic and powerful as it is a fusion of highly  potent 
Mantras .  

2) Waheguru word occurs in SGGS ji only on Angs 1402 to 1403.  Everything belongs to Him which is what inspired 
me to recite powerful mantras from SGGS Ji. Ang 1402/1405 is covering the eulogy and singing appreciation of 
the Creator in the Bhatte di savaiya where the word  Waheguru appears.I have also recited some Chhants from 
Jaap Sahib . The magnificence of the Creator cannot be explained. Stay in the intoxication of this powerful  
session  till we start the next satsang. 

 
SHABADS RECITED  
 
A dynamic and powerful fusion of Guru Mantra, Gurudev Mantra, Satnam Sri Waheguru, Bhatta Di Savaiya and 
some Chhants of Jaap Sahib to be enjoyed. A  unique session.  
Various chhants from Jaap Sahib  
Ang 1402 SGGS Ji Vaahiguroo Vaahiguroo Vaahiguroo Vaahi Jeeo 
Ang 1403 SGGS Ji Satguru Satguru Satguru Gobind Jio 
Ang 1403 SGGS Ji Siree Guroo Siree Guroo 
Ang 1403 SGGS Ji Saevak Kae Bharapoor Jug Jug Vaahiguroo Therai Sabh Sadhkaa  
Ang 1403 SGGS Ji Vaahu Vaahu Kaa Baddaa Thamaasaa   
Ang 1403 SGGSJi Keeaa Khel Badd Mael Vaahiguroo Therai Sabh Rachna  
 

 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DXMRWlquQVs
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Day 109   2nd Diwan Ardaas – Simran is the Life Force 
 

Date: Saturday, 12 September 2020 Time: 02:04:32 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dgdlu6dweb4  

 
 

1) 16:26  We are  sent to this planet to work through our karmic accounts and finally called back by Our Creator. 
We must learn to accept His Will. Let us not interfere with the spiritual laws of the Universe by trying to control 
them  based on our desires and attachments. We are here to sort out our karmas rather than multiply them. 
This is my perspective based on my understanding of the teachings which I am voicing.  

2) 19:09 When a being goes at a young age , he leaves after fulfilling leftovers  of his sanskaras. He stays in our 
memories. To remember is fine but how to remember is important. “ Deho sajjan aseesriyan je hove sahib seeu  
mail.” The soul’s real abode is the feet of Nirankaar. We cannot keep the being with us forever. 

3) Ishmeet Singh, the first turbaned sikh who featured and won laurels at a singing  reality show, left for his 
heavenly abode at the age of 17. His voice is still heard on PTC channel Gurbani everyday.  We should just 
accept his Hukam and do Simran   for the peace of the soul.  Jeh maat pita sut meet na bhai, mann uoohaa 
naam terai sang sahaiee. 

4) 01:06:20 Jaa Kai Simran Mi Teh Dha(n)dh Simran is remembrance. Everything is an energy form. Our cells too 
are in energy form which we call Chetan. Shabad is Life Force which  is energy. We identify ourselves with the 
physical form. Once the frequency of the human being is in alliance with the Higher Frequencies, we stay in 
constant bliss, eliminating our ego. Guruji says to us in one of his shabads to stay in constant remembrance of 
the Creator and  beings who do not do this,  their mothers should not have borne them and stayed childless .  
Many a time, Gurbani gives us harsh messages which we must contemplate and rectify. Har Bisarat Sadhaa 
Khuaaree.  Forgetting the Lord, one is ruined forever. I added this as an addendum in the first shabad. 
Therefore, it is important to train our minds to stay in wholesome thoughts 24/7. 

5)  A knob is used in a radio to tune-in to a certain frequency. As we go on tuning in , the voice becomes 
clearer.Singing , listening, contemplating Baani is actually like tuning up. The more we tune-in, the clearer it 
gets. 

6) It should not be taken as a personal affront, when a preacher  quotes a harsh shabad from Gurbaani. If a 
preacher does not explain, who else will ? 

7) 01:37:19 The 3rd shabad is by Bhai Gurdas, the maternal uncle of Guru Arjan Dev Maharaj who asked Guruji  
not  to include his verses in SGGS Ji. His Baani is called the key to SGGS Ji. Let us collect the merchandise of 
Naam before we go and merge into the Divine, which is the purpose of Life. 

 
     

SHABADS RECITED  
 
Ang 394 SGGS Ji Teraa Keeaa Meethaa Laagai Har Naam Padhaarath Nanak Maa(n)gai  
Ang 986 SGGS Ji Raam Naam Kau Namasakaar  
Ang Bhai Gurdas Vaaran 19 Pauri 14 of 21Gurmukh Janam Savaar Dharageh Chaliaa  

 
 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dgdlu6dweb4
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Day 109  3rd Diwan – Distinguish between Trade and Service (SEWA) 
      
 

Date: Saturday, 12 September 2020 Time: 02:15:39 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pvbphKGEclY  

 
 

1) 12.28 Satnam Shree Waheguru Sahib Jee has a powerful energy vibration in this musical composition. This 
composition is sung in the Golden Temple when they do prakash and sukhasan of Guru Granth  Sahib ji  every 
day. It elevates us to the Divine dimension. Let us not underestimate the power of Gurbani, it can work miracles 
and magic if the Creator wishes. Let us pray for this being who is in the ICU and has requested me to utter the 
shabads which can tell you the spiritual level of the person taking service. The person who can surrender, can 
only tread the path of spirituality , living the Hukum of the Divine Guru.  

2) Bhagat  Kabeer says Bandhe Bandagee Ikhtiaar, Saahib Ros Dharau K Piaar,  Stay  in meditation and 
contemplation of the Divine. Let us not intervene by hearing only  what we wish to hear. Let us appreciate the 
teachings that Guruji is trying to give us with equanimity.  

3) 27:04  There are those who do not follow Gurbaani , due to their egos . Hukamnaama  should be accepted  as a 
Gurprasad. A person who manipulates a Hukamnaama is committing an unforgivable sin. If we cannot accept 
harsh words of our guru, then we are too naïve. 

4) 01:13:13 The 3rd shabad by Guru Nanak Dev Maharaj is a very powerful one. Shabad Hazaare is a compilation of 
shabads full of vairagya.It is not a title baani.  We must amend our karmas living in accordance with the 
teachings of SGGS Ji. Our ears, eyes and thought patterns are conditioned by the illusion of maya. Vin Satigur Ke 
Hukamai J Gursikhaa(n)  Ka(n)m Paasahu Karaiaa Lore Tis Gursikh Fir Ner Na Aavai Let us learn to live as per 
the rules and guidelines given to us by Guruji. Honest living, sharing our resources and seeing the Creator in the 
Creation is what Guruji teaches us. We must not misuse other people's talents and services. Guruji does not 
come near us if we choose to live dishonestly and such beings suffer pain. There is a distinction between trade 
and service.Sewa karat hoye neh kaamai , tis ko hote parapet swami. Let us dye this body and the fabric of our 
minds with the dye of Naam. Waheguru is then present with such beings. Nanak prays and asks to be blessed 
with the dust of those humble beings. 

 

SHABADS RECITED 
 
Ang 670 SGGS Ji Mere Saha Mai Har Dharasan Sukh Hoi  
Ang 618 SGGS Ji Meraa Baidh Guroo Govi(n)dhaa  
Ang 721 SGGS Ji Aape Saaje Aape Ra(n)ge Aaape Nadhar Karei  
 

 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pvbphKGEclY
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Day 110 1st Diwan Amritvela – Reduce your Expectations  
 

Date: Sunday, 13 September 2020 Time: 02:10:08 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qyXyPK_zD8s  

 
1) I will recite a medley of several beautiful verses from Gurbani recited by poets praising the Guru and why we 

need to tie our lives with the hem of His robe. Full on with devotion   
2) 54:30 Guru ji has bestowed the glance of grace on us. We cannot have our feet in two boats, either on the 

materialistic plane or the spiritual plane. Often I say that out of two types of appreciation, we can receive only 
one at a time, either from the world or from Nirankaar Waheguru.  Hypocrisy must be avoided at all costs. Let 
us stop expecting appreciation from people on this materialistic plane. 

3) When we expect appreciation from the people, we become like tissue paper, use for one time and then throw 
away. Let us examine ourselves when we are challenged.  Some incidents happened in my life also when I was 
criticized by beings who would admire me on my face but started criticizing me behind my back. If the world 
appreciates you , there is a motive . When this world depreciates, it pulls you down miserably.  I was never 
affected  by criticism  when I had the sanctuary of Baani. Ninda kar kar bahu bhaar uthaave , Bin majoori bhaar 
pahuchaavaniaa . 

4) Spiritual beings do not look at your weak points. Instead, they advise you to remove your weak points.   We 
then know how spiritually advanced we are. Lokan ki chaturayee upma te baisantar jaar. From those who 
praise you on your face, as an individual, are we expecting too much? Guru ji teaches us how to digest whatever 
comes our way.  The Creation is actually testing us and helping us to advance spiritually.  

o Ego = discouragement. Eliminating ego=encouragement.  
5) Reduce your expectations if you wish to advance spiritually.  Using Guru ji’s training , we are actually breaking 

our ego and reshaping it in Tuhi form.  Go into the sanctuary of Guruji and ask for His Grace to give you humility 
and service. This is a heavy duty protein shake. Move towards self-mastery.  
 
SHABADS RECITED  

 
            Ang 736 SGGS Ji    Mere Har Jio Sabh Ko Tere Vas  
 
 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qyXyPK_zD8s
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Day 110 2nd Diwan  Ardas – The Formless and Infinite  
  
 

Date: Sunday, 13 September 2020 Time: 02:10:07 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FqaF1xbbcLI  

 
 

1) 19:50  Take  Sanctuary of Guruji and His teachings. Baani is a swaroop of Nirankaar. Those e who connect with 
Baani  will connect  with Guru ji . Once we surrender, Guruji can clear our karmic imprints and shower His Mercy 
and Grace over us.  Truth is God and God is Truth. Bhagat Kabeer says Kabeer Rora Hoi Rahu Baat Kaa Taj Man 
Kaa Abhimaan Let me become a pebble on the path; and abandon your egotistical pride. Then he counters 
himself in the next verses. Aisa Koi Dhaas Hoi Taeh Milai Bhagavaan Such a humble slave shall meet the Lord 
God. Once again he changes his mind and modifies his prayer. Kabeer Roraaa Hooaa To Kiaa Bhiaa Pa(n)thee 
Kau Dhukh Dhei Kabeer what good would it be to be a pebble? It would only hurt the traveler on the path. Let 
us not set a boundary on our humility. He continues further: Aisa Teraa Daas Hai Jiau Dharanee Meh Keheh Let 
me become the dust of the feet of people. Kabeer Kheh Hooiee Tau Kiaa Bhiaa Jau Udd Laagai A(n)g What if I 
become dust, it is blown up by the wind and sticks to the body. Kabeer Har Jan Aaisaa Chaaheeaai Jiau Paanee 
Saraba(n)g Let me become water that is clear, moulds and fits in. Paani Hooaa Ta Kiaa Bhiaa Seeraa Taataa 
Hoi  Water too becomes cold and hot and hurts people. The last line gives us the answer on what we must 
aspire to be. Har Jan Aaisaa Chaaheeaai Jaisaa Har Hee Hoi The devotee would want to become like the Lord 
Himself. This is why Guru Gobind Singh ji gave us the gift of Shabad Guru  to realize the Formless and Infinite. A 
soul that departs, crosses the boundaries of attachment confined to just himself and his family. He embraces 
humanity as a whole. A sign of an elevated soul.  

2) 01:02:07   Let us listen to a song recorded by Keerat. She has a beautiful voice full of love and devotion.  Keerat 
means to make an offering. Place your offering in the form of kirtan at the feet of the Creator. This is Guruji’s 
gift to you just like Mardana was given the gift of kirtan by Guru Nanak Dev Ji.   

3) 01:19:43 The second shabad reflects about the evil deeds by which human beings live. Let us examine these 
deeds that our mind is producing. Let us not focus our attention on others’ wealth, others’ spouses and others’ 
actions in our mind. When we start criticizing, the Divine cannot reside within us.  Transform these into 
repentance, asking to be forgiven, forgiveness towards others, love and singing praises of the Divine and staying 
away from slander.  Only then we can say Satgur pyaara mere naal hai.   

 
SHABADS RECITED 
 
Ang 709 SSGS Ji Mel Laih Dhiaal Ddeh Pe Dhuaariaa 
Ang 1372 SGGS Ji Bhagat Kabeer’s shloka discussed in detail  
Page 38 Dasam Granth Sahib Ji Saachu Kaho Suna Lehou Sabhai Jin Parema Keeao Tin Hi Parbhu Paejeeo. 
Ang 167 SGGS Ji Mere Raam Ieh Neech Karam Har Mere 
Geet Mere Satigur Jee Tusi Mehar Karo  
 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FqaF1xbbcLI
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Day 110 3rd Diwan Shukrana – Let Go of Fear 
 

Date: Sunday, 13 September 2020 Time: 02:15:55 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MI6_gD6Y3wM  

 
                                               

1) 35:24 Thanks to all the Satsangis who have been regular on this journey. I keep striving to recite new 
improvisations of the shabads, with the grace of Waheguru ji. You have all been supportive and your blessings 
mean a lot.   The first shabad talks about how we can be content in all situations, to cultivate faith and let go of 
fear of losing. The identification with the ego and belonging causes us to suffer. Tension is connected   to the 
fear of losing our possessions. We must put our trust and faith in Nirankaar Waheguru. As I often say FAITH : 
Full  Assurance in Trusting Him . He protected you in your mother’s womb and will protect you outside also.  
Persons or material objects on their own are not a problem, our attachment and identification to those objects 
causes us to suffer. 

2)  We have a power house  (our inner Light) within us given to us by the Creator.  On the earth plane , we get an 
opportunity to transform our “ I” into You ( Tu) . Prayer is that power house, that Jot  “Rakha Ek Hamara 
Swami”, When we reach the spiritual dimension called sehaj, we become  stable . Whether we get Dukh or Sukh 
, we are able to transcend it. 

3) 01:10:05   Let us  imbibe  the divine virtues and qualities that the Formless guides us to live by. We are then 
blessed with His Presence at all times and there is no tension or stress in our lives. Let us put our trust and faith 
in Guru shabad.  

4) 01:34:30  The  next shabad is a Hukamnama bestowed on us  few years ago . Guruji gives us the toolkit to live by 
the virtues given to us by the teachings of SGGS Ji that we have been gifted with. A   being walking on the path 
starts clearing the debts of Karmic accounts.  But if you reach the awastha of Brahm  gyani , you will clear all 
your debts and will be liberated . Brahm gyani ki gat Brahm  gyani  jaane. Also  Brahm gyani aap  parmeshwar. 
We then live just like our Guru wishes us to and become a living embodiment of our Creator. We cannot repay 
the debt of our Guru by  simply  doing charitable deeds and giving donations. 

 
 

SHABADS RECITED 
 
Ang 1136 SGGS Ji Raakha Ek Hamaara Suaamee  
Ang 1326 Sri Dasam Granth Sahib Einahee Kee Kirapaa Ke Saje Ham Nahee Mo Se Gareeb Karor Pare 
Ang 75 Dasam Granth Sahib Ji Rogan Te Ar Sogan Te Jal Jogan Te Bahu Bhaa(n)t Bachaavai  
Ang 853 SGGS Ji Jagat Jala(n)dhaa Rakh Lai Aapanee Kirapaa Dhaar  
Ang 696 SGGS Ji Merai Heearai Ratan Naam Har Basiaa Gur Haath Dhario Merai Maathaa 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MI6_gD6Y3wM
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Day 111   1st Diwan Amritvela – Transcend your Vices  
 

Date: Friday, 18 September 2020 Time: 02:09:55 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CyV2uHSXZmY  

 
                                                             

1) 26:15   Imagine sitting by a lake in the midst of nature,  infusing love and devotion whilst reciting the mantra. 
Align yourselves to the frequency of this mantra. 

2) 34:35 We are reciting the second last Chantt of Jaap Sahib. The 189th verse of Jaap Sahib, a very powerful verse. 
Tune-in to the frequency of this potent mantra. Sadaa Ang Sang . He was with me always and will stay with me 
forever.  

3) Those who feel the presence of Nirankaar Waheguru  24X7 with them , they cannot be in possession of any of 
the vices. Stress and disease does not afflict them. This awastha is beyond dukh and sukh. He gave us life, sent 
us on this earth, provided food to all living beings . He who provides to all , won’t he give to you as well? Tu 
Kaahe Dole Praaniya. Tud Raakhe Ga  Sirjanhaar.  

4) Tuni-in to the nature around you. Every living being is doing meditation on His name, only you are the ignorant 
one. The spiritual  path is a path of love , of quality and not quantity. Converse with the lord. 

5) We sometimes do a lot of Nitnem and Path and then get stressed at having done so much but do realize that 
the very fact that you are doing Path is a huge kirpa ( blessings).  

6) 50.29 Feel His Powerful ever pervading Presence. We utter the Name of Guruji with His Grace. We still ask from 
Him material pursuits. Guruji then takes a step back, he gives us more than we can manage. Always Giving! Let 
us now ask for Grace to be able to merge within His Presence and become One with Him. Let us say this prayer 
with a spirit of surrender. We have been separated from Him for such a long time. We do know our connection 
with His Divine Presence but the illusion of Maya overcomes us and comes in between me and Waheguru Ji. 
This is why we are living with the vices despite doing naam simran, let us transcend those vices and apply the 
teachings of SGGS Ji.  

 
SHABADS RECITED 
 
Jaap Sahib Verse 189/199 
Tav Prasad Savaiye 247/249 
Ang 694 SGGS Ji Ham Sar Deen Dhaieaal N Thum Sar Kab Pathieaar Kiaa Keejai  
 
 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CyV2uHSXZmY
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Day 112 1st Diwan Amritvela – From Awareness to Awakening  
 

Date: Saturday, 19 September 2020 Time: 02:12:22 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sg_-EkwGCP4 

 
 

1) 01:01:01 The Divine Name alone washes away the dualities and   has the ability to wash away our vices as well 
as our karmic accounts. We are blessed with sitting at the Divine Feet of Guruji with the Saadh Sangat.  Without 
Sangat , no power in the world can prevent dirt ( vices) from manifesting  in our minds . Guru Nanak Dev ji made 
it very clear in the first Baani “ Aisa Naam Niranjan Hoye , Je ko Mann jaane mann koyei. Awakening can only 
happen with our awareness. 

2) Our thoughts and Guru ji’s teachings are different. Guru ji says that a   gurmukh  will not  analyze others till he 
knows   about himself. True reflection comes under  2 circumstances only, Dukh and Sukh. In dukh   when a 
person feels isolated, that is the moment when he connects with himself. We can understand our true selves 
when we experience suffering. How we respond under these circumstances determines our level of practice and 
awareness. In sukh we usually let our “I” (EGO) manifest itself and ignore the high power of the Lord.  

3) Amritvela   concept came from many centuries over, it provides the isolation we need to connect with the 
Divine.  

4) We understand our true selves when we experience suffering. Let us focus on our inner development, working 
on developing the muscle of awareness every minute of our lives.  

5) We can be grateful that we do not have a window on our foreheads that shows our inner state. Let us be 
authentic and honest both within ourselves as well as dealing with others. We know that we are on the correct 
path once honesty is manifested in thoughts, words and deeds. Humility is a virtue that we must all work upon.  

SHABADS RECITED 
 
Ang 24 SGGS Ji  Teraa Ek Naam Taare Sa(n)saar 
Ang 1420 SGGS Ji Vin Boliaa Sabh Kichh Jaanadhaa Kis Aagai Keechai Aradhaas  
 

 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sg_-EkwGCP4
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Day 112 2nd Diwan Shukrana – Mind Thinks, Body Manifests  
 

Date: Saturday, 19 September 2020 Time: 02:17:40 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dvACS5bvoKQ  

 
 

1) 11:20  Focus on the Divine Name, get connected with the Divine Power. Tune-in to the frequency of Naam 
which is the highest frequency on this planet. Different names are given to the highest frequency, eg Allah, Ram, 
Christ and Waheguru. Forms are different, names are different but He is only one. Let us become the Power 
Himself as we connect to the Divine Name. Manifest these in the form of love, gratitude and compassion.  

2) 40.26 The mind first thinks and the body manifests. Calories accumulated in the mind lead to vices  like lust , 
anger , greed ,attachment and ego . The prophets who have walked the earth have shown us the way to 
conquer the mind which is unconquerable. It is body over mind, Mann Jeete Jag jeet . If you conquer your mind 
you conquer your body.  Guru ji said mind over matter and not matter over mind.  

3) All prophets who have come on this planet including all our Gurus devised the technique of conquering the 
mind. Gautam was Siddharth before he became Buddha, the Enlightened One. 

4) Bikers have so much endurance power that even after 6 hours of riding and 5 hours on a tread -mill, they do not 
get breathless. They have understood the infinite power residing in their body. They are pulling all energy and 
stamina from the inner source. Now-a- days it is called “WOKE ‘ session ( Gym work out )   

5) Let us develop the muscle of awareness and start vibrating on a higher frequency just like we train our bodies to 
extract the strength locked within. We hold all the treasures within  which is why we train our minds to remove 
the extra baggage and unnecessary material that we accumulate along the way. These are vices like we have 
discussed before.  

6) 01:35:28 Divine Geets are the simplified version of Gurbaani. We need to walk the path  of karmas to walk this 
journey of life. Kahe Kabeer toon Raam Kaa Ansh. We have been given this assurance by Guruji.  

7) 02:08:55     Hope you enjoyed this Tuhi Tuhi mind workout.  
 

SHABADS RECITED 
 
Ang 1101 SGGS Ji Har Jee Maataa Har Jee Pitaa Har Jeeau Pratipaalak 
Dhaarmik Geet Swasan Di Mala Naal Simiraa Main Teraa Naam  
Ang 885 SGGS Ji Koiee Bole Raam Raam Koiee Khudai  
Ang 587 SGGS Ji So Satigur Piaaraa Merai Naal Hai Jithai Kithai Maino Le Chhaddaiee 
Ang 496 SGGS Ji Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasess  

 
  
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dvACS5bvoKQ
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Day 113 1st Diwan  Amritvela – Mind’s Infinite Potential 
 

Date: Sunday, 20 September 2020 Time: 02:13:11 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fknxxr48NiE  

 
 

1) 34.51  Please  focus and enjoy the benefits of amritvela. Close your eyes, fold your hands and place on your 
heart chakra. We must strive to  go to bed early and wake up in order to reap the benefits of the early hours of 
the day. The brain absorbs much better in the morning   as  the mind is more stable. The strength of the body is 
limited. The real power is in our mind. These healing sessions help us to understand the infinite potential of the 
mind. Amritvela therefore has tremendous benefits if we discipline ourselves to wake up in time. The   being  
that has medical reasons due to which he cannot wake up early has also experienced change when the mind is 
brought under scrutiny. He  can then  overcome the bodily challenges as he brings his mind to become steady 
and stable.    

2) Har Simaran Kee Sagalee Belaa on Ang 1150 which means any time is a good time to meditate in remembrance 
of the Lord. Har Simarat Kichh Chaakh Johai Those who utter the Divine Name shall not allow the lower 
frequencies to affect them. The Divine Name eliminates the ego, pride and attachments. The soul needs quiet 
and  peace. The body needs exercise. What we see, what we recite and speak must be scrutinized carefully. The 
mind needs knowledge. 

3)  We use the teachings of the holy scriptures and understand with the tool of awareness and discernment. These 
3 domains must be aligned and harmonized. I will sing the Tuhi Tuhi poem written by a Satsangi,  as my offering 
to her.  

4) We tend to take our loved ones for granted. I aspire to live a life where I stay under His Divine Will and 
obedience, giving myself no option. I wish to serve Him as a slave.   

5) 01:44:36 The second shabad is a fine example of gratitude and obedience to the Divine Will. Guru Gobind Singh 
Ji demonstrated this after sacrificing his sons and tending to the wounds of the wounded soldiers. I played this 
shabad in this composition for the first time in Dubai when I received this as Grace from Guruji. I shall play it  
today  in a  similarly manner. 

 
            SHABADS RECITED 
 
            Ang 345 SGGS Ji Raam Gusaieaa Jeea Ke Jeevanaa Moh Na Bisaarahu Mai Jan Teraa 
            Ang 1319 Sri Dasam Granth Sahib Mitr Piaare Noon Haal Mureedhaa(n) Dhaa Kahanaa 
 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fknxxr48NiE
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Day 113   2nd Diwan Shukrana – The Immortal Gurmukh 
  

Date: Sunday, 20 September 2020 Time: 02:28:34 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w54GDGqhiGk  

 
 

1) 39:35 The mind has infinite potential.   We should be   open and willing to dive deeper into the wisdom of 
Gurbaani by taking notes and learning constantly as a result of these healing sessions. Gurmukh Budde Kadhe 
Naahee Jinhaa Antar Surat Giaan. The Gurmukhs never grow old; within them is intuitive understanding and 
spiritual wisdom. Lift up your faces, smile, recite and feel His Presence. Tune-in into the highest frequency of the 
Divine Name.  

2) 01:28:48 The second shabad is the first historical hukamnama in Sikhism which we have discussed in detail 
during earlier sessions. Verses (Tukaa) together become paragraphs (Padaa) which then becomes a shabad.  

3) 01:49:28 The 2 vices that we hold within us are to firstly stop holding bad thoughts towards another sentient 
being. The second vice that we hold within ourselves is to expect from others and to ask from others. Let us go 
ask the Universal Energy who fulfils the devotee. Guruji tells us that such a being who is begging from other 
sentient beings shall never be able to flourish. Let us simply ask to be immersed in the nectar of Divine Name.   

 
SHABADS RECITED 

 
            Ang 613 SGGS Ji Maadho Ham Aise Too Aisaa  
            Ang 783 SGGS Ji Sa(n)taa Ke Kaaraj Aap Khaloiaa Har Ka(n)m Karaavan Aaiaa Raam  
            Ang 496 SGGS Ji Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasess  
 
 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w54GDGqhiGk
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Day 114 1st Diwan Amritvela – Adversity is Simply a Bend, Not the End 
 

Date: Friday, 25 September 2020 Time: 02:07:12 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QIrtmVQgq0E  

 
 

1) 8:15 Close your eyes, focus, lift your face, smile, infuse love and devotion. Waheguru Jee is pervading 
everywhere. We are here because of Waheguru Jee, not the other way round. Go inward. The mind tends to 
move outward, drag it inward with rigor, full attention and commitment. Prabh Kee Ustat Karahu Din Raat. 
Saavdhaan Ekaagar Cheet.   

2) We have been separated from Him for a very long time. Therefore we are born again and again in various body 
forms for 8.4 million births. Let us stay equanimous under the Divine Will. Baabaa Bikh Dhekhiaa Sa(n)saar. I 
recognize that this world is full of suffering which is why I must turn towards You O Lord! I train myself to stay 
under your assurance that I am under your sanctuary and YOU will carry me across. FAITH= Full Assurance In 
Trusting Him. We must remind ourselves that all that we watch are creating samskaras within us. When we go 
through rough times, let us remind ourselves that it is simply a bend, not the end.  

3) We get shaken when suffering comes to us because we want to design our expectations and realization. Let us 
remain equanimous under His Grace. When we are vibrating at a higher frequency, suffering cannot touch us. 
The being that stays unperturbed under good as well as bad times, does not experience suffering.   

4) 01:38:10 Gratitude for your  blessings.. Let us drop all expectations, simply give without asking for anything in 
return. What goes around comes around. This is one of the laws of the Universe.   

 
           SHABADS RECITED 
 

Ang 519   SGGS Ji Jeea Kaa Birathaa Hai Su Gur Peh Aradhaas Kor 
Ang 1420 SGGS Ji  Vin Boliaa Sabh Kichh Jaanadhaa Kis Aagai Keechai Aradhaas   
Kabeer  Meraa Kichh Naahee Sabh Kuch Hain So Teraa. Teraa Tujh Kau Saupate Kiaa Laagai  
Tum Karo Dayaa Mere Saaiee Aisee Mat Dheejai Mere Thaakur Sadhaa Sadhaa Tudh Dhiaaiee 
Ang 587 SGGS Ji   So Satigur Piaaraa Merai Naal Hai Jithai Kithai Maino Le Chhaddaiee  

 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QIrtmVQgq0E
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Day 115  1st Diwan  Amritvela – Make the Right Choice 
 
 

Date: Saturday, 26 September 2020 Time: 02:09:44 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uO5o6w7zXFI  

 
 

1) 15:20  Let us transform the human intellect into divine intellect. As Bhagat Kabeer says Tu Tu Kartaa Tu 
Hooaan. Mujhme Rahaan Na Hu. Jab Aaapa Pardaa Mit Gayaa Oot Dekhaa Tat Tu. Divine virtues  we start 
embodying only  with practice. We must work on eliminating our vices by engaging all the channels of the body.  

2) 40:39 The first shabad is a huge learning for us today. Love towards the world is always one sided just like the 
moth with the flame  or the bumble bee with the lotus flower. We are simply attached to our bodies as well as 
our near and dear ones.This shabad is teaching us to learn to train our minds and  stay   immersed in 
remembrance of the Lord. Charan Sharan Gur Ek Paindhaa Jai Chal, Satigur Kot Paindhaa Aage Hoi let hai by 
Bhai Gurdaas explains in these lines. We start seeing the Creator in the creation. Please observe your intention 
as to what motivates you. If you are reciting Guru’s Name and asking for worldly pleasures, you are not 
integrated with the Guru’s Name and in His service. Let us work towards integrating our minds, eyes and lips 
towards our Creator.   

3) 01:14:31 The ego comes in the way of our spiritual progress. We want to listen to our praise and others’ faults. 
When we bring stability to the fabrics of our minds, we stay immersed in focusing on the Divine Name and bring 
in the virtue of acceptance. Foolish people are called donkeys in India because they do not have a brain. The 
donkey herder can mimic tying them and they believe that they are on a leash. Despite this, they remember 
when they must avoid a pit and circumvent to protect themselves. We as an evolved human being continue to 
fall into traps. When will we learn? Let us use this analogy to examine and understand where we are in our 
spiritual journeys. We must pay our accounts to the Lord of the Destiny. Focus and concentrate  on the Divine 
Name, all the world and its pleasures will follow you.  

4) 02:07:36 Cloud 7 is mentioned by me intentionally. Sat (7) is Truth in Punjabi. When we apply the teachings by 
way of thoughts, words and deeds we reach Cloud 7. I hope you enjoyed being on Cloud 7.   

 

           SHABADS RECITED  
 
           Ang 536 SGGS Ji Jagat Mai Jhoothee Dhekhee Preet  
           Ang 480 SGGS Ji Baabaa Bolate Te Kahaan Gaye  
           Geet Mere Satigur Jee Tusi Mehar Karo  
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uO5o6w7zXFI
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 Day 115 2nd   Diwan Shukrana – Flight to Baygum Pura 

 

Date: Saturday, 26 September 2020 Time: 02:16:18 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DAVSOO54Duc  

 
1) 14:50  Take the sanctuary of the Divine Name and let us turn our human intellect into Divine Intellect by 

immersing ourselves with Shabad Guru and experience the bliss. It is simply His  Grace that we all gather on this 
virtual platform at the appointed time to recite, listen, contemplate and put into action the teachings of Shabad 
Guru. This is the living embodiment of Guru Himself.  

2) 22:15 Take care of your thoughts and the rest shall be taken care of. The Sacred Divine Name (Shabad) is  the oil 
that protects us by forming a coat  on us against the world. No suffering can touch us in this case. I have shared 
in previous diwans, the analogy of a paper which when immersed in water, will soften and disintegrate. The 
paper, if dipped in oil , and then in water, will stay coated with the oil that it has been dipped in. Guru’s Naam is 
the coating of oil that helps us stay detached and protected. Once we practice, we receive this as a gift from 
Guruji. We are able to live in this world leading a joyful and blissful life. The sun has always been present, the 
clouds appear as if hiding the ever present sun. Our Inner Light is burning with the lamp of shabad.  

3) 50:32 A surprise recitation of a beautiful shabad by a Satsangi whose birthday we are celebrating with her 
father in law's birthday coming up soon.  

4) 01:01:02   You have Guruji’s Grace that you can do kirtan. Blessings coming out of a pure heart have 
tremendous power. The irony is that these blessings are very rare. We must convert the learnings into actions 
without making or giving any excuses instead of following the herd.   

5) 01:45:19 Once we start taking sanctuary of Guruji by sitting at His Holy Feet, we stay alike in joy and suffering. 
We then get transported to the land of bliss. Let us take the TUHI TUHI flight and alight to the city of bliss, 
Baygum Pura.  

6) 02:05:29  Thank you for your blessings. I am in service of my Master whom I serve. I am not looking for gratitude 
and appreciation whilst doing these kirtans. I am sharing the gift of the Guru to each and everyone and will 
continue to share it.   

 
  SHABADS RECITED  
 
  Ang 133 SGGS Ji Kirat karam Ke Veechhure Kar Kirpaa Melahu Raam  
  Sewak Kee Aradhaas Piaree Jap Jeevaa Prabh Charan Tumaare  - sung by Sareena Kaur 
  Ang 751 SGGS Ji Mai Dheejaai Naam Nivaas Har Gun Gaavasee  
  Ang 749 SGGS Ji Charan Kamal Tere Dhoi Dhoi Peevaa Mere Satigur Dheen Dhiaalaa 

         Saachee Preet Hum Tum Siau Joree and Vin Boliye Sabh Sabh Kich Jaanadhaa as parmaan  
  Ang 345 SGGS Ji Baygum Puraa Sahar Ko Naau   
  Ang 496 SGGS Ji Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasess  
 

 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DAVSOO54Duc
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Day 115 3rd Diwan – Differentiate between Living and Existing 
 

Date: Saturday, 26 September 2020 Time: 02:10:06 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-yiugv9khO0  

 
 

1) 27:27 The nectar of the Divine can be tasted by those who have a deep yearning to be one with the Creator. 
Those beings do not sleep much and are in constant remembrance. The sign of a rigorous Guru Bhakta is that he 
does not focus on others. He is intensely concentrating on improving himself. He recognizes his own faults, is 
working tirelessly to improve himself. He is aware how he constantly falls into the trap of his vices and karmic 
accounts.  

2) We must be aware of the company that we keep. The analogy of the thorns of the berry tree cutting the leaves 
of the banana tree explains the importance and value of virtuous company here. The thorns of the berry tree 
sways with the wind thus cutting the leaves of the banana tree since they stand next to each other.  

3) 44.32 The first shabad is a powerful 2 paragraphs shabad. Let me point out a distinction between living and 
existing that Guruji is referring to. The ones that are living, spend every moment wholeheartedly in the present, 
with the virtues of honesty, purity, piousness, compassion, selflessness, contentment, bliss and forgiveness. 
They must be distinguished from those who are simply existing. They live as if life is a burden. They do not utter 
the Divine Name.  

4) Guruji asks us to use our breaths and our lives wisely. He asks us to utter the Nectar of Naam with every breath 
of our lives. Beings that come in close proximity of those leading a life of virtues, feel calm and peaceful in their 
company.  

5) 01:18:57 Let us engrave Divine Name on the tablets of our minds. The mind wanders from time to time and our 
task  is to bring the mind back to the center of Naam, our innate nature. A Spanish marathon runner followed 
the path of honesty due to his mind working correctly and ethically. It is about the mind. I was reminded of the 
following lines from Gurbani as I saw this video a few days ago. Sachai Maarag Chaladhia Usatat Kare Jahaan 
Those who walk the path of truth shall be praised throughout the world.  

6) 01:46:23 The last 10 minutes will be a full version of Tuhi Tuhi/Waheguru –High Intensity Level of the Tuhi Tuhi 
spiritual workout to erase the karmic attributes and samskaras accumulated. Let us heal our souls with intensity 
and energy.    

 
SHABADS RECITED  
 
Ang 1379-1381 Sri Dasam Granth Chaupai Sahib 
Ang 1138 SGGS Ji Jeevat Jeevat Jeevat Rahahu  
Ang 669 SGGS Ji Jap Man Sat Naam Sadhaa Sat Naam  
Ang 673 SGGS Ji Tum(h) Karahu Dhaeiaa Mere Saiee  
Tuhi Tuhi   longer version 

 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-yiugv9khO0
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Day 116   1ST Diwan Amritvela – The Guiding Compass: SGGS’Ji 
 

Date: Sunday, 27 September 2020 Time: 02:19:33 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fQglz22gENg  

 
 

1) 19:15 Infuse love and devotion in your TUHI TUHI spiritual workout practice. Sit comfortably, remove the 
remnants of the ego and start praising the virtues of the Creator. Only then, can we become like Him. Taste the 
Divine Nectar and give your best. I come with a fresh composition every time, a gift from Him. These workouts 
are important for Parmarath. 

2) 45:26 This first shabad is by Bhagat Tarlochan Singh. Our motives determine our reality as I always say. 
Therefore stay on the spiritual path by enshrining the Divine Name on the tablets of your heart and follow the 
guiding compass of the teachings of SGGS Ji. 

3)  Human values are different from spiritual values. Being a good human being is entirely different from living a 
spiritual life. This life must be cultivated by working on conquering the  mind. Emotions are very important to 
lead a spiritual life. The spiritual aspirant cultivates the emotion of love, vairagya, lightness.  

4) The story of Bhai Ranbir Singh meditating on a flower explains the role of emotions in your spiritual pursuits. 
Guruji teaches us to stay away from others' wealth, other’s partners and gossip. The first shabad asks us to 
examine what our focus is upon. This determines our lives ahead. We can regress if we are not living a life of 
conscious awareness. We live in extremely powerful magnetic fields and do not know the extent of living beings 
around us. Let us aspire to vibrate at a higher frequency by showing compassion towards all. The parmaan 
explains clearly the above pointers mentioned.  

5) 01:43:19 Sit at the company of the Holy, renounce pride, falsehood and arrogance in the parmaan recited. Such 
beings are dead whilst being alive and liberated from the cycle of birth and death. Sit in constant remembrance 
and devotion. May He shower His blessings on each one of us.   

6) Gurbaani  tells us that even a tree is a jooni. Plant kingdom and animals also belong to a Joon. Andaj Jeraj Setaj 
Keeni. A drop of sweat seen under a microscope will show millions of living organisms in it  

 
           SHABADS RECITED 
  

        Ang 526 SGGS Ji Aree Baiee Gobidh Naam Mat Beesarai  
        Page 98 Dasam Granth Sahib Ji  Dheh Sivaa Bar Moh Ihai Subh Karman Te Kabahoo(n) Na  
 

 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fQglz22gENg
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Day 116  2nd Diwan – Mastery over Mind 
 

Date: Sunday, 27 September 2020 Time: 02:22:48 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vef5L7ALMkc  

 
 

1) 18.37 We are born on this planet as part of the Divine. When we become whole and one with the Creator, we 
are freed from this cycle of birth and death. Some of us recite, sing and forget about it. Some of us simply gaze 
at the preacher sitting spellbound appreciating his wisdom. Some others use the knowledge to preach others. 
Yet there are  others who are using the wisdom of the teachings as a mirror to evaluate and shift themselves as 
per the teachings of Gurbani. Our aim is to move in the spiritual dimension imbibing the spiritual values where 
joy and suffering stop affecting us.  

2) Our success cannot be measured by the title of our professions, the material wealth that we have accumulated. 
Humility, compassion, singing the Divine Name with reflection, practicing the teachings and serving others is the 
sign of a spiritual aspirant.  

3) Gur Hargobind Singh Maharaj introduced the concept of Piri and Miri-- spiritual and temporal authority.  The 
work is to move from Dharam khand to Sachkhand moving consciously between Gian Khand, Saram Khand, 
Karam Khand finally reaching the realm of Truth which is in our mind.   

4) 58:12 We must honor our revered parents with whose blessings we are here today. This is the reason I decided 
to recite the first shabad. The second shabad that I am about to recite explains the qualities of the beings that 
live the life of prosperity from Guruji’s perspective. These beings use their intellect honestly from a place of 
humility and a desire to serve humanity. They then become a source of inspiration to others. They have been 
bestowed with honors and titles on the material plane. In this shabad, Guruji tells us to become a master of lust, 
anger, greed, attachment and ego. Essentially, this shabad is emphasizing upon putting the teachings into action 
in our everyday lives.  

5) 01:15:37 What use of frivolous activities if the mind is not steady!! Guruji asks us in this shabad. Let us explore 
the depth of this shabad. Persons who resonate at a higher frequency are not affected by  vices like greed, envy, 
jealousy, slander .   

6) 01:33:02 This is the follow up of the second shabad. The reflection of how such a soul lives his life.  
7) 01:44:33 From Guru Nanak’s time till Guru Hargobind Maharaj’s time, there was a concept of spirituality. The 

6th Guru onwards combined spirituality with being a warrior to remove evil, abuse and torture happening at the 
time. Guru Hargobind Maharaj lived with prosperity together with spirituality. They enjoyed state-of- the- art 
weaponry of their time till the time of Guru Gobind Singh. They all had the will-power to use the power 
bestowed upon them by Nirankaar Waheguru . Words meant very little for them. Their actions spoke louder 
than words. The 4th shabad is a result of practicing and living by the teachings.  

8) 02:02:45 SGGS Ji is the Source of the power. Start operating from the Source in order to experience success in 
your lives.  
 
SHABADS RECITED 
 
Ang 480 SGGS Ji Baabaa Bolate Te Kahaan Gaye 
Ang 356 SGGS Ji Vidya Vicaaharee Taa Parupkaari 
Ang 679 SGGS Ji Thaakur Gaieeai Aatam Rang  
Ang 681 SGGS Ji Jo Maange Thakur Apune Te Soiee Soiee Devai 
Ang 496 SGGS ji  Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasees 
Geet Shukar Daateiyaa Teraa Shukar Daateiyaa 

 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vef5L7ALMkc
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Day 116 3rd Diwan – Hemkunt Parbat Hai Jahan Sapat Sring Sobhit Hai Tahan 
 

Date: Sunday, 27 September 2020 Time: 02:16:27 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZoeMTfcJTXI  

 
 

1) 10:57 Please enjoy the backdrop of Hemkunt Sahib, the home of the sarovar and the seven peaks. A fusion of 
Waheguru Mantra and Govinday Mukunday Oodhaaray Apaaray Hareeiaan Kareeiaan Nirnaame Akaame 
mantra from Dasam Granth Sahib Ji. Experience the potency of these powerful mantras by tuning in the 
frequency.  

2) 27:57   I have led spiritual retreats to Hemkunt Sahib. Visiting this place of pilgrimage is nothing short of Divine 
Grace. I recited the first shabad on one of my trips to this sacred place at the request of a fellow devotee who  I 
met there. This is where Guru Gobind Singh Ji spent time in meditation.   

3) Bhai Vir Singh , a saint , poet, philosopher gives an account of how  this place was discovered by two Satsangis 
who set forth and reached the Sarovar after several months. There were 7 snow clad peaks all around . They 
were in awe and wondered how to ascertain the exact spot of Guru ji’s meditation. Out of sheer helplessness 
these two Khojis( discoverers) sat on a big rectangular stone with tears of Vairaag in their eyes. As they did 
Ardaas for help to Kalgidhar Patshah , they heard a sound behind them and saw a being with a good physique 
and a long  flowing white beard. He pointed towards the stone and told them that Guruji had done his Tapasaya   
in the name of Dusht Daman, on that very stone at the edge of the Sarovar.Bhai Vir Singh  took guidelines from 
the Dasam Granth and discovered this holy and pious place.Guru ji has revealed his past life in it. 

4) 56.35 Guru Gobind Singh Ji recounts that he did not wish to be born in this Kalyug (the dark ages) but he was 
sent to the Earth to fulfil a purpose.   

5) 01:01:14 Guru Ji's Shabad is His Holy Feet. The second shabad is a continuation of vairagya and yearning. It  
touched me so profoundly which is why I was given this musical composition as Divine Grace. This shabad is full 
of comparisons and analogies as to how immersed we must be with the Divine Name. We are constantly asking 
for worldly pursuits. When will we go to His Holy Feet to meet Him with no personal agenda?  

6) 01:21:40 Cultivate love for Guruji by singing these lines: Meree Preet Gobindh Sau Jin Ghatai. Main To Mol 
Mahagee Liee Jeea Satai: My Love for the Lord does not decrease. I have paid for it dearly in exchange for my 
soul. Kanchan Siau Paieeai Nahee Tol: He cannot be obtained by offering your weight in gold. Man Dhe Raam 
Leeaa Hai Mol: But I have bought the Lord by giving my mind to Him. May we receive His Grace and Mercy to 
receive this blessing.  

7) 01:35:32 The greedy person attached to wealth, the thief attached to his loot, the moth attached to the flame, 
the lustful being focused on the one pointed love. Guru Nanak asks us to  bring this one pointed focus to love 
the Divine with unconditional love . Servants of God are spending their nights  in meditation and remembrance 
of the Lord.  

8) 01:46:38 My name Manpreet appears in this shabad. I was told by a holy being that I must strive to attach the 
fabric of my mind towards the Divine. He asked me to turn away from materialistic  pursuits. Once we turn our 
attention to the Lord, materialism follows us, he told me, and I can confirm how true this statement is.  

 
           SHABADS RECITED  
           Page 117 Dasam Granth Sahib Ji Hem Ku(n)t Parbat Hai Jahaan Sapat Sirang Sobhit hai Tahan        
           Ang 837/838 SGGS Ji Prabh Tujh Binaa Nahee Hor Man Preet Cha(n)d Chakor  
           Ang 1226 SGGS Ji Gobidh Jeeau Too Mere Praan Adhaar  
   
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZoeMTfcJTXI
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Day 117 1st Diwan Amritvela – True Legacy of a Gurmukh 
 

Date: Friday, 2 October 2020 Time: 01:53:12 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n8KznwVrgPc  

 
 

1) 19:04  Gratitude from my Tuhi Tuhi team . I am seeking Guru ji’s Blessings as well as your blessings to be able to 
do this sewa . 

2)  We should not mourn for the being who leaves this planet. We should infact celebrate his presence on this 
planet and having given joy and happiness to all those he interacted with. This is the true legacy of a gurmukh 
who lives by the principles taught to us by Guruji.  The first shabad is my dedication to this beautiful soul that I 
was blessed to meet once only and has left a profound impact on me. My gratitude to Gurpal Jee for this 
amazing backdrop. The light is now blending with the Divine Light. Let us celebrate this soul.  

3) 01:44:24 Thank you for joining on behalf of the entire family.  My gratitude to the family for giving me the 
opportunity to perform this service. Let us pray for the departed soul and pray that he is at the feet of his 
Master. May the family receive the strength to cope and accept His Divine Will. Please lift your face and fill your 
hearts with gratitude.  

 

             SHABADS RECITED  
 
             Bhai Gurdaas di Vaar 19 Pauri 14 of 21 Gurmukh Janam Savaar Dharageh Chaliaa  
             Tuhi Tuhi Simran 
             Ang 157 &12 SGGS Ji Dheh Sajan AseesaReeaa Jiau Hovai Saahib Siau Mel  
 
 
 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n8KznwVrgPc
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Day 118 1st Diwan Amritvela – Success is Assured with the Blessings of Guru’ji 
 

Date: Saturday, 3 October 2020 Time: 01:54:59 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=POqJt5XixCY  

 
 

1) 17:01 Heartfelt gratitude from my team and myself. Immerse yourselves in the recitation of Waheguru Satnam 
mantra for the first few minutes.  

2) 29:41 Best wishes for   starting a new venture. When we appreciate and surrender to the Creator who has 
created this Creation, we must succeed. This is Guruji’s assurance to us. The following lines from SGGS Ji might 
be reflected upon.Keete Kau Merai Samaane Karanhaar Tiran Jaane He looks upon the creation like a mountain 
of gold and sees the creator as a blade of grass.If we compromise with the creator for the creation ,  the 
creation will somehow compromise with us. Creator in a way means , Sadh Sangat , Simran and sewa . Guru ji 
says you have made that Kirt superior to me and you treat me like a blade of grass. We might be able to earn 
money but may not be able to use it. Creator is primary, rest is all a shadow which will automatically follow us.    

3) Once we start becoming pure and pious, we see Him in His Creation. Tune-in to the frequency of this shabad.   

            SHABADS RECITED  
 
            Ang 1321 SGGS Ji Prabh Moh Kab Gal Laavanige  
            Ang 485 SGGS Ji Sabh Gobi(n)dh Hai Sabh Gobi(n)dh Hai Gobi(n) dh Bin Nahee Koi  
            Ang 496 SGGS Ji Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasees  
 
 
 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=POqJt5XixCY
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Day 118 2nd   Diwan – Gratitude and Appreciation 
 

Date: Saturday, 3 October 2020 Time: 02:05:12 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YYfwssMeEug 

 
 

1) 47.56 Tuhi Tuhi has the highest vibration just like the mantras from other spiritual traditions. Low vibrations are 
caused by vices when we expect from others and stop accepting phenomenon happening around us. Many of us 
will be scared if we see our own reflection as far as our character goes. 

2)  Good virtues like love, compassion, purity, piousness, forgiveness must be developed. Guruji tells us in 
Sukhmani Sahib to serve selflessly to show our gratitude and focus on ourselves, our growth and development. 
Sevaa Karat Hoie Nihakaamee. The fruits of our work are rewarded in the form of appreciation when we 
receive wealth and material resources gifted to us. Ekaa Maiee Jugat Vieaaiee Tin Chele Paravaan. These lines 
from Japji Sahib clearly demonstrate this.  

3) Once we start appreciating a flower, we then start appreciating the Creator who makes this creation. Creation 
and the Creator are inseparable. Therefore let us practice the Divine virtues by appreciating each and everyone. 
There is no need to renounce and live the life of a monk.  Life gives us an opportunity to practice this by living 
consciously. This is the meaning of doing actions (kirt) rightly. The inspiring story of the famous violinist Joshua 
Bell shared. 

4)  Let us live in the present rather than being the past or future appreciating every minute as it unfolds. Let us 
understand the deeper meaning of gratitude and appreciation from today onwards.    

5) 1:51:53 The backdrop is of Rottnest island where we are floating in the clouds. There is an image that looks like 
a rat therefore the name Rottnest. Please appreciate and sing the name of Tuhi Tuhi. This is all we need. Please 
do not forget to reflect upon today’s veechaar. Let us develop an attitude of gratitude towards our teachers, 
parents and those who touch our lives. When we live from this space, we want to give everything of ourselves. 
We give our appreciation to those who are teaching and sharing the wisdom of Gurbani. Guruji used to offer 
whatever he had if he saw anybody singing the praises of the Divine. Appreciation must be pursued in the form 
of thoughts, words and deeds in order to receive the label of a bhagat (devotee). Reflect on these thoughts and 
start bridging the gap from today onwards.    

 
            SHABADS RECITED 
 
            Ang 11& 365 SGGS Ji Too(n) Karataa Sachiaar Maiddaa Saa(n)iee 
            Ang 1273 SGGS Ji He Gobi(n)dh He Gopaal He Dhiaal Laal  
            Ang 1215 SGGS Ji Rasanaa Japatee Toohee Toohee  
            Ang 496 SGGS Ji Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasees  
 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YYfwssMeEug
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Day 118   3rd   Diwan – Truthfulness: A way of Life 
 

Date: Saturday, 3 October 2020 Time: 02:07:28 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h_9nnM9a-zM  

 
                                        

1) 22:29   Hope you are under the intoxication of the last 2 diwans. It takes centuries of rigorous practice to see 
the Creator in the Creation. It is a difficult process but certainly not impossible. When we start living by the 
Divine Virtues, we become the Divine Himself. This is why we must recite, listen,understand, contemplate and 
finally act upon the teachings given to us in the form of SGGS Ji. Guru Gobind Singh Maharaj was extremely 
pragmatic when he put an end to the concept of a physical Guru and has left us with the holy text in the form of 
Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji. I stubbornly asked my mother when I was about 12 years old that I would like to see 
God. I was told that God is everywhere. The thought that I stored in my mind then probably manifested that I 
could see God in the creation through the trials and tribulations that I went through. This, I feel, was the Light of 
Source creating this thought within me.  

2) 54.37 Please read the translation of these shabads to reflect on the teachings that we have discussed earlier 
today.  

3) 1:07:02 Charity begins at home, start evaluating yourself rather than evaluating others. Staying on the path, you 
will slowly start experiencing to see His Hand in His creation. The trick is to loosen the knot on the stone and 
start flying with the tool of self-awareness working on yourself bit by bit. Become the balloon soaring higher and 
higher.  

4) 1:13:01 Once you walk this path, you will see the Light within yourself.  
5) 1:14:38 Truth becomes the way of life for this being. The virtues of Waheguru Jee are given in the Mool Mantra 

with the Grace of the Guru. His Grace is received by uttering the Name Divine with rigorous dedication and 
commitment. SGGS Ji is an elaborated version of the teachings which contain wisdom and is the key to discover 
Him.  

6) 1:21:39 When I was living in Himachal Pradesh and going through my journey, I observed  the hypocrisy all 
around  our lives and that  has inspired me to walk this path and I am still learning till this day. I aspire to dive 
deeper into the wisdom of the shabads when I encounter these within Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji.   

7) 1:34:13 Listening to His Will is to live in accordance with His teachings and shabad Guru. Please put this to test, 
surrender and receive His Divine Gifts in abundance. Guruji says in this shabad that we receive four- fold once 
we live from this space of awareness. What goes around comes around. If you give out hatred and evil, you 
cannot receive good.  

8) 1:46:09 Beings that recite the Divine Name receive the gifts mentioned in the 20th  ashtapadi of Sukhmani Sahib 
recited in the shabad.  

9) 1:58:00 I aspire to interact with persons with spiritual intimacy and human connection. This is important for me. 
You can now dive deeper into the wisdom of Gurbani and extract pearls and wealth   of wisdom. 

 
            SHABADS RECITED  

 
Ang 43    SGGS Ji     Man Mere Karate No Saalaeh  
Ang 201  SGGS Ji   Satigur Tumhare Kaaj Savaare Thhir Ghar Baisahu Har Jan Piaare. 
Ang 268  SGGS Ji Jiskee Basat Tis Aagai Raakhai Prabh Kee Aaagiaa Maanai Maathai   
 
  

 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h_9nnM9a-zM
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Day 119  1st Diwan Amritvela – Three Gunaas: Rajo, Tamo, Sato 
 

Date: Sunday, 4 October 2020 Time: 02:03:35 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ehW1g2mNwYw  

 
 

1) 23:16  As always,  the musical composition in every diwan is unique with Guruji’s Grace. 
2) 01:01:19 The second shabad talks about the distinction, wander and wonder. Maayaa Kaaran Dhaavaiee 

Moorakh Log Ajaan lines from SGGS Ji describe wander. We, human beings are within these 3 gunas Rajo, Tamo 
and Sato. Tamo beings do not utter the Divine Name and do not live by the protocols given to us. Rajo beings 
want to keep both their feet in 2 boats. These beings vibrate on the highest frequency by meditating on the 
Divine Name and ask for lower vibration desires. Most of the beings are operating on this level. The Sato beings 
operate on high vibration with the intention of living according to the protocols. 

3)  There are beings who can fake their modus operandi but will not reap the benefits of all their fake practices 
since their intention is connected to the lower frequency. All these three gunas are under the umbrella of 
Maayaa which is the irony. The Sato beings live from a place of awareness when maayaa tempts them to move 
down to a lower level. He reminds himself of the lines Sewaa Karat Hoiee Nihakaamee, Tis ko   Hote   Parapat  
Swaami. The being then lives in a space of wonder as Guruji says: Nanak Bhagtaa Sadaa Vigaas. Lines in Japji 
Sahib give us the flavour of wonder very clearly. Let us set the intention to stay in this space of wonder.  Now, 
please categorize which level of guna are you operating under? This is my request to you as a mere instrument 
of Guruji. I am included in this formula as well. Tune-in to the frequency of this shabad and reflect.  

4) 1:34:50 The biggest challenge is to constantly stay in awareness 24/7 in order to vibrate on the highest 
frequency  despite life expressing and the play of the Universe unfolding.Intention has to be pure. 

5) 1:38:43 Beings cannot live in constant bliss asking for material pursuits despite appearing to be pious. Guruji 
says: Jis Gireh Bahut Tis Gireh Chintaa, Jis Gireh Thoree Su Firai Bhramantaa, Dhuhoo Bivasthaa The Jo Nar 
Mukataa Soiee Suhelaa Bhaaleeaai. Our prayers will be transformed from now onwards, I hope. Please reflect 
upon these lines and stay steadfast at all times. A huge wealth of wisdom is  revealed today.  

6) 1:48:59 Such profound words of wisdom in this prayer of blessing  gives me goosebumps. Let us make the mind 
a bumble bee drinking the nectar from the lotus flower which is Guru Shabad.  

7) Please revise this session and absorb the wisdom with reflection, contemplation and rigorous practice.The 3 
gunaas of Maayaa and their unfolding is explained.    

 
           SHABADS RECITED  
 
           Ang 853 SGGS Ji Jagat Jala(n)dhaa Rakh Lai Aapanee Kirapaa Dhaar  
           Ang 682 SGGS Ji Man Bilaas Bhe Saahib Ke Acharaj Dhekh Baddaiee 
           So Satigur Piaaraa Mere Naal Hai as parmaan  
           Tuhi Tuhi Simran    
 
 
 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ehW1g2mNwYw
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Day 119  2nd Diwan – Unlock the Key to Manifest His Grace 
 

Date: Sunday, 4 October 2020 Time: 02:01:58 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YK1FSReTEeA  

 
 

1) 19:17 Gratitude to each one of you to join the satsangs regularly. You see Harmandir Sahib in the background. 
Mehar means Grace. Today's topic of discussion (veechaar) will be GRACE. The topic of yesterday’s discussion 
was gratitude. Beings living with an attitude of gratitude receive His Divine Grace. Both are interrelated. We 
have recited the Mool Mantra (which is part of Japji Sahib known as the journey to Nirankaar) comprising 2 
shlokas, one in the beginning and in the end with 38 pauris in the middle. Let us see how we can become 
worthy of His Grace. When we say that we have received Gur Prasaad, a gift from Guruji we have become 
beneficiaries of His Grace. Uttering the mantras help us vibrate on a higher frequency which cannot be 
measured. Unconditional love measures even higher as per research conducted medically.  

2) 1:04:02 How might I be a beneficiary and become worthy of His Gracious Grace.  Naim and Prem in Punjabi. 
Grace= living a life of discipline + living a conscious life of love with intention. These lines from SGGS Ji  
demonstrate discipline and love Jhakar Jhaagee Meeh Varasai Bhee Gur Dhekhan Jaiee: Even in violent storms 
and torrential rain, I go out to catch a glimpse of my Guru. Bhagat Fareed too reflected about the importance of 
discipline. Samundh Saagar Hovai Bahu Khaaraa Gursikh Langh Gur Peh Jaaiee:  Even though the oceans and 
the salty seas are very vast, the Gursikh will cross over it to get to his Guru.Jiau Praanee Jal Bin Hai Marataa 
Tiau Sikh Gur Bin Mar Jaiee: Just as the mortal dies without water, so does the Sikh die without the Guru.  Jiau 
Dharatee Sobh Kare Jal Barasai Tiau Sikh Gur Mil Bigasaiee: Just as the earth looks beautiful when rain falls, so 
does the Sikh feel delighted meeting his Guru. Sewak Kaa Hoi Sevak Varataa Kar Kar Binau Bulaiee: I long to be 
the servant of your servants; I call upon you reverently in prayer. The concept of discipline combined with love 
for the Divine is the key to receive Grace from an attitude of gratitude which becomes the  deeper concept of 
becoming worthy of His Gracious Grace.  

3) 1:24:34 Let us recite the powerful 6th pauri of Sukhmani Sahib that demonstrates the importance of cultivating 
gratitude on the level of thoughts, words and deeds. Guru ji asks us to hold the fragrance of His Name at all 
times.  

4) 1:28:28 It took me a year to dive deep and share the teachings of Sukhmani Sahib. Please read the literal 
translation and avail of the good fortune of reading this on your screens. Even if you are donating, stay away 
from living in pride by staying in constant remembrance. It is Guruji who is helping us to donate.   

5) 1:38:11 Once we live from a place of gratitude and receive His Grace and use our knowledge acquired to serve 
humanity. This is the shabad Vidhiaa Vichaaree that we shall now recite.  

6) 1:55:53 Please fulfil the concept and live by the meaning of your name. Gratitude+Grace from a place of pious 
intention (love for His Creation) combined with discipline will help you become a beneficiary of His Grace.  

 
             SHABADS RECITED  

 
            Ang 244 SGGS Ji Mil Mere Preetamaa Jeeau Tudh Bin Kharee Nimaanee  
    ( sung at Harmandir  Sahib in the same composition with a Tuhi Tuhi twist ) 

Ang 1251 SGGS Ji  Apnee Mehar Kar Sabhe Jeeau Samaal 
Ang 269-271 SGGS Ji 6th Ashtapadi of Sukhmani Sahib  
Ang 356 SGGS Ji Vidhiaa Veechaaree Taa(n) Paraupakaaree 
Ang 496 SGGS Ji Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasees  

 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YK1FSReTEeA
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Day 119   3rd Diwan – State of Enlightenment 
 

Date: Sunday, 4 October 2020 Time: 02:16:02 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xu16jgx7yR0  

 
 

1) 8:11 Gratitude to you all for joining the last diwan for this weekend. We are all drinking the nectar of the Sacred 
Divine Name to walk on our spiritual journey. To summarize, we discussed gratitude, grace and the 3 gunas. Let 
us now soak and drench ourselves in the ocean of Naam Simran.   

2) 43:56 I had another list of shabads to sing today. But this shabad came to my mind today whilst doing 
Waheguru Jaap. The first shabad is a conversation between 2 satsangees. The devotee is sad due to her 
separation from her Beloved. No desires of mayaa entice this devotee. All flavors of Maayaa seem tasteless for 
this devotee. She is waiting all ready to see her Beloved. She has imbibed the divine qualities which Guruji 
compares to jewellery, makeup and fine clothes as an analogy in the second line of this shabad. Full on with 
vairagya, yearning and longing!  

3) 59:21 We shall discuss this shabad one sentence at a time. Now the soul-bride is asking her friends and seeking 
company of those who have walked the path ahead of her. The beings that have been accepted by Nirankaar 
Waheguru. Saadh Sangat is the company that she seeks.  

4) 1:05:12  If you wish to see your Beloved, her satsangee friend tells her, you must let go of your ego, my fellow 
companion. The veil of maya separates you from the Divine, she now learns.  

5) 1:11:29 Now that she has learnt that the ego is separating her from her Beloved, she starts fine tuning 
furthermore. The limited ego merges in the Universal Ego. Her signs of desperation seem to be reducing. She 
lives in a space of equanimity and is able to see herself as the manifestation of the Creator. This is the state of 
enlightenment when this devotee lives from a heightened state of awareness and attains self- realization.   

6) 1:22:42 We have now learnt that our ego and karmic imprint cause us to suffer. The second shabad allows us to 
dive deeper in our conversation with the Divine from a place of yearning, surrender, longing and devotion.  

7) 1:31:11 Enjoy the sun setting in the backdrop of the Grand Canyon and the acoustic piano version of today’s 
satsang. Your favorite shabad and my favorite too!  

8) 1:52:43 The reason for our intense suffering is the separation from our Creator. Connect intensely and avail of 
this opportunity with High Intensity Training. (HIT)  

9) 2:02:53 The first shabad is a reminder for those sceptical beings who do not believe that  pious, pure beings 
exist. Intellect and the benefits of advanced spiritual practices are often misused and they will be required to 
pay their karmic accounts. Let us learn from those who have transcended the dark pits and have self-actualized. 
The soul needs contemplation, the mind needs knowledge and the body needs exercise. Vibrate on the higher 
intention of Naam and Gurbani.  

 
            SHABADS RECITED 
 
            Ang 830 SGGS Ji Auddeenee Uddeenee Uddeenee Kab Ghar Aavai Rai  
            Ang 133 SGGS Ji Kirat Karam Ke Veechhure Kar Kirpaa Mehlo Raam  
            Ang 746 SGGS Ji Tau Mai Aaiaa Sharanee Aaiaa Bharosai Aaiaa Kirapaa Aaiaa  
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xu16jgx7yR0
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Day 120  1st Diwan Amritvela – Sarab Rog Ka Aukhad Naam 
 

Date: Friday, 9 October 2020 Time: 02:07:36 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=if28GXcrQkE  

 
             

1) 14:57 Today we shall recite the verses from SGGS Ji titled as Sarab Rog Kaa Aukhad Naam.    Follow the protocol 
that enables you to stabilize your inner condition the most. Move the body as little as possible. Make sure that 
our actions do not affect the wellbeing of others too. Ghar Batheya Sahu Miley Je Neeyat Raas Kare. Create 
your intention which determines your reality. Focus on the shabad and engage your senses fully staying in the 
present moment.  

2) 1:23:21 Once the Basant season arrives, bliss arrives in all domains for beings. Guru Arjan Dev Maharaj Ji says 
that Kaljug is the golden age to plant the seed of the Sacred Name. This is the golden transition period for those 
who have surrendered at the feet of the Divine Name. The age of beings in Satyug was 10000 years due to the 
presence of positivity and righteous living. In Tretayug, vices and sins increased a bit. Life spans decreased 
proportionately. Dwaparyug progressed progressively. In Kalyug, vices have increased,  therefore the positivity 
must be increased to counter the vices in order to attain spiritual liberation. 

3)  Guruji asks us to take the support of the Divine Name. Once we do this, we become the manifestation of our 
Creator. Jaisaa Sevai Taiso Hove. We become whom we serve. This is the summary of Guru’s teachings. Man 
Bechai Satgur Ke Paas. Sell yourself to Guruji by applying the teachings on the level of thoughts, words and 
deeds.Tune-in  to this highest frequency now with urgency. 

4)  Guruji tells us that we can fluctuate between all these yugas in this lifetime by focusing on the inner state of 
our minds.  These   lines   from   SGGS Ji explains majestically what our focus of practice must be on a conscious 
level. Satyug rath santokh kaa dharam agai Rathavaahu. In the Golden Age of Satyuga, contentment was the 
chariot and righteousness the charioteer. Tretai Tath Jatai Kaa Jor Agai Rathavaahu. In the silver age of 
Tretayuga, celibacy was the chariot and power  the charioteer. Dwapar Rath Tapai Kaa Sat Agai Rathavaahu. In 
the brass age of Dwaparayuga, penance was the chariot and truth the charioteer. Kalajug Rath Agan Kaa Koor 
Agai Rathavaahu. In the iron age of Kaljuga, fire is the chariot and falsehood the charioteer.  

5) These are the vices. Live with contentment, living a life of discipline, staying on the path of truth erasing the 
vices of lust, anger, greed, attachment, ego, doubt, duality, delusion, desires, envy and jealousy. Focus on the 
present making your past as history and future the mystery. Stay in awe and wonder at all times.       

 
          SHABADS RECITED  
 
             https://www.dropbox.com/s/7stmy9g1nojdnrz/%E0%A9%B4.pdf?dl=1 
            

Ang 1185 SGGS Ji    Ek Naam Bovahu Bovahu Ab Kaloo Aaio Re  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=if28GXcrQkE
https://www.dropbox.com/s/7stmy9g1nojdnrz/%E0%A9%B4.pdf?dl=1&fbclid=IwAR1592K4xPwLSQh1suEmuBZkE7ZCaZmxWf32_s_-nVGpRk0C_Vwc8SdllkQ
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Day 121 1stDiwan Amritvela - Awareness 
 

Date: Saturday, 10 October 2020 Time: 02:09:20 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1p4RQaUYPQY  

 
 

1) 22:18 DUKH SUKH SAM KAR JAANO  EK MAAN APMAANA  
I am reminded of these lines when we receive challenges. The work is to stabilize our minds when we notice 
disturbances in our daily lives. As Guruji says, we focus our energies of dissatisfaction towards one challenge 
when all else around is perfect. Das Bastoo Le Paache  Paave, Ek Bast  Kaaran Bikhot Gavaave are the lines 
from Gurbani that reflect this.  Bringing  equanimity  in our lives, whether joy or sorrow, must be trained by 
us on the level of the mind.  

2) The real test is how we react under stressful situations. Reflect on how the everyday phenomenon of your daily 
lives, reactions, worldview perspectives have shifted since you started walking on the path. Stay in the present 
moment and tread the journey one day at a time. Living with the Divine virtues must be focused upon. Drench 
yourselves with the Nectar of the Divine Name. You will fall on the path from time to time. The practice that you 
follow is to stand up, be aware of your mistakes and rectify. The work is to start training the mind with the tool 
of awareness.  

3) Maaya Dhaari At Anaa Bolaa One: The illusion of Maya is a curtain that becomes a veil making us blind and 
deaf.   

4) Feel sorry for yourselves and work on your spiritual progress rather than feeling sorry for others. Set the 
intention of awareness, conscious living and let that become your guiding light to become a true Gursikh. 
Become a beneficiary of Grace by seeing all with the eyes of love. Then the following lines from the first shabad 
can be a reference point enjoyed for such a Gursikh.  

5) 1:54:38 Focus on just yourselves from now on. Give to the others and forget about it. Let the Lord  take service 
from you  without asking, and follow your intuition. Veechaar is an important part of the learnings and let us 
appreciate these,  taking reference of Gurbani.  

 
            SHABADS RECITED  
 
            Ang 629 SGGS Ji Aage Sukh Mere Meetaa Paachhe Aanadh Prabh Keetaa  
            Ang 629 SGGS Ji Jis No Bakhas Laih Mere Piaare So Jas Teraa Gaavai  
 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1p4RQaUYPQY
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Day 121   2nd Diwan – Tap Into His Divine Presence      
 

Date: Saturday, 10 October 2020 Time: 02:16:31 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yY6Y-BP_bjY 

 
 

Waheguru Simran with the following lines 
Jis Paas Bahithiaa Soheeaai Sabhanaan Dhaa Vesaahu  
Ham Avagun Ek Gun Naahee  
Mai Dheejai Naam Nivaas Har Gun Gaavasee  
So Satigur Piaaraa Mere Naal Hai Jithai Kithai Maino Le Chhaddaiee  
Toon  Samarath Agath Agochar Jio Pind Teree Raas Rahim Teree Sukh Paiaa Sadhaa Naanak Kee Ardaas.  
Mahirvaan Meraa Saahib Mahirvaan. Toon Kaahe Dole Praneeyan 
Saajanaraa Meraa Saajanaraa Nikat Khaloiaraa Meraa Saajanaraa  
 

1) 33:51:    282 new shabads have been recited during these satsang diwans. I was extremely humbled by these 
statistics given to me by my dearest team. I am extremely grateful to all of you and your blessings.  

2) Let us put our egos aside when we come to the door of Guruji. Jo Gur Kahe, Soiee Pal Maano. We shall soon 
release the PDF file of the summary of the sessions completed so far.   

3) I invite you today to simply put your hands on your heart, recite this shabad along with me and feel the 
vibration and energy of the Divine Light within us. Feel His Presence, He is nearer than near and tap into this 
spiritual intimacy of your connection created by us in this virtual space.  

4) 1:13:41 Please do not compare yourselves with others and their spiritual journeys. What is the sign of the being 
walking on the spiritual path? Guru Amardas in Gurbani says that Nanak Sohaagan Kaa Kiaa Chihan ai Andhar 
Sach Mukh Ujalaa Khasami Maeh Samai:  O Nanak,what is the character of the happy soul bride? Within her is 
the truth; her face is bright and radiant, and she is absorbed in her Lord and Master. Truth in the form of 
thoughts, words and deeds.  

5) 1:49:02 Bring in the emotion of yearning whilst reciting this dhaarmik geet.  
6) 1:57:21 Let us conclude this session with this last shabad.  
7) 2:08:23 We are all on this journey and let us all surrender at the Feet of Guruji in loving obedience, firstly by 

observing and then crushing the remnants of the ego within us.  
 
            SHABADS RECITED 
 
            Ang 924 SGGS Ji Saajanaraa Meraa Saajanaraa Nikat Khaloiaraa Meraa Saajanaraa 
            Dhaarmic Geet Swaasan Dee Mala Naal Simiraa Main, Tera Naam  
            Dhaarmic Geet Mere Satigur Jee Tusi Mahir Karo Dar Tere Te Aaiee Huiaan 
            Ang 44 SGGS Ji Lakh Khuseeaa Paatisaaheeaa Je Satigur Nadhar Kare  
            Ang 496 SGGS Ji Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasees  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yY6Y-BP_bjY
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Day 122  1st Diwan Amritvela – Maintaining Childlike Innocence 
 

Date: Sunday, 11 October 2020 Time: 02:07:36 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FZjkljUrFd4  

 
 

1) 38:57   This is a powerful shabad that Guruji has given me sewa to recite today. Humbled!!  
a. I have never heard any kirtaniya reciting this shabad, maybe it was recited and I have not heard. Each 

one will perceive this shabad according to their mental states. Guruji tells us that this is your  parents 
home with the limited span of life. Develop your innocent character (comparable to being an innocent 
young girl) with the Divine Virtues taking support of Shabad which is Guru Himself. 

2)  In today’s world of technology, focus is not in the correct place and we must keep ourselves protected. Our 
unwholesome actions attaching to the vices in the web of maya make us suffer. Let us maintain this childlike 
innocence. We must recite the name of Waheguru in order to regain our childlike innocence. The deer is 
running after the fragrance that is contained within its own navel. We are doing exactly the same, running after 
material pursuits and being engulfed with vices. Let us look  for  peace  and joy within ourselves in order to find 
that joy which is within ourselves. Guruji says Ulti Naav Taraave. We must turn our boats when we suffer, 
receiving in the form of letters from Waheguru.  

3) 1:11:27 Guruji shows the soul-bride the Divine Virtues which she has forgotten. Then she starts adorning herself 
by imbibing the Divine Virtues within her being in order to appease her Husband Lord.  

4) 1:15:18 It is all about one’s Inner Self. Gurbani can be applied in our everyday lives. Let us learn the protocol 
and technique given to us by Guruji. Stress comes into our lives when we exploit our childlike innocence by 
trying to please others. Let us use the tool of discernment by using intelligence given to us.  

5) 1:24:44 Now this soul-bride receives the acceptance from Guruji, her Husband Lord. She remains intoxicated 
with His Presence. Explore the depth of Gurbani.  

6) 1:32:53 The soul-bride loses attachment, conceit and ego as a result of this understanding received from her 
continuous practices of devotion. She stops controlling due to  her actions and knowledge that she has gained.  

7) Satsang must be received with an attitude of gratitude. We should  give time to satsang, and receive this in a 
spirit of humility and surrender, sitting in the company of  fellow devotees. Please take this thought away with 
you today  

8) 1:42:03 As a result of this realization, the soul-bride is stripped away from doubt and delusion. She lives in 
loving obedience at all times. An attitude of surrender allows her to enjoy the gifts that she receives from 
Guruji.  

9) 01:56:55 Don’t you feel like singing the first lines of this shabad again and again? Sing along with me. Stay 
intoxicated with these lines throughout  the morning before the next diwan.    

 
 
             SHABADS RECITED  
 
             Ang 771 SGGS Ji   Je Loreh Var BaalaRe’e Taa Gur Charanee Chit Laae Raam 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FZjkljUrFd4
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 Day 122  3rd Diwan – A True Gursikh 
  

Date: Sunday, 11 October 2020 Time: 02:06:26 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2swbvuCYKRw  

 
1) 10:50 As Bhagat Kaeber says: Tu Tu Kartaa Tu Hooaa. Mujhme Rahaa Na Hu . Jab Aaapaa Pardaa Mit Gayaa. Jit 

Dekhoo Ut Tu.  Let us transform our human intellect into Divine Intellect by singing His Praises tuning to the 
Satnam Waheguru mantra.  

2) 23:24 Gratitude to all the beings who adjust with my schedule and help me to realign and readjust. We are 
suffering due to the immense amount of desires that we have. The mind is always asking for more and more. Dil 
Maange More as the Pepsi ad advertised years ago in India. Commercial ads tap into the desires of humans. 
When desires cross all boundaries, lighting the fire of ego within us, we start hurting ourselves and stop serving 
ourselves. We then lead a life of ignorance, becoming greedy, taking other people’s wealth and leading 
unwholesome lives. Stress and worry become our default settings and our downfall begins.  

3) Gurbani warns us and gives us guidelines for righteous living. What is the strongest shield that can protect us 
from evil? Honesty, piousness and the being that lives with a pure intention of truth is always taken care of by 
the Higher Power- characteristics of a Gursikh. As you walk your journey, use the lens of Gurbani to help you 
navigate. Gur Kaa Sabadh Kaatai Kot Karam. We must sow the seeds of karma with conscious intention. Make 
sure your actions are taken from a place of evaluation of Guru’s wisdom. This will help build your character and 
you will be known for the values that you are living from. This helps to set an example for others. Let us nurture  
the values of compassion, forgiveness, devotion in our lives, to receive the appreciation of the Universe in its 
cycle of manifestation. When we contemplate the Shabad, the matrix of life gets revealed to us.  

4) 1:11:30 Let us dive deeper and contemplate. Guru Arjan Dev Maharaj’s shabad explains: We must transcend our 
vices taking the support of the Divine Name. The devotee strives to succeed but fails from time to time. She has 
been told to take support of the Power of the Supreme and sit in the company of the Holy, learning from the 
wisdom of Gurbani as the solution to her dilemma. Gur Mantra helps the devotee overcome and conquer over 
her vices from a place of humility.  

5) 1:24:58 Once we cross our boundary of righteous living of a Gurskih, as discussed above, we will receive 
suffering be it mental or physical. Stress is a nonspecific response of the body to the demand made upon it. We 
must then turn to the wisdom of Gurbani and  stay in the place of equanimity.  

6) 1:36:58 Let us go to the Door of Guruji, surrender in full trust and faith. As Guruji says: Sabh Kichh Ghar Meh 
Baahar Naahee. Mann Too Jyot Swaroop, Apnaa Mool Pachhaan. Once He showers His Glance of Grace, our 
mental, emotional and natural disasters are dispelled.  Our prayers never go unanswered. Our soul needs 
meditation (Dhyaan), the mind needs knowledge, wisdom, discernment (Gyaan) and the body needs movement 
and exercise (Vyaam).      

         
           SHABADS RECITED  

Ang 1136 SGGS Ji Raakhaa Ek Hamaara Suaamee Sagal Ghataa Kaa Antarajaamee  
Poem: Singho Sikhi De Nibhaaun Daa Nazaara Vekh Lo as parmaan  
Mai Ajaan Jan Taribe Na Jaanau Baap Beethalaa Baeh De   
Sansaar Samundhe Taar Gobinday Taar Lai Baap Beethulaa as parmaan  
Ang 819 SGGS Ji Taatee Vaau Na Lagaiee Paarabraham Saranaiee 
Meraa Baidh Guru Gobindaa as parmaan  
Ang 496 SGGS Ji Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasees 

 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2swbvuCYKRw
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Day 123    Amritvela – Realm of WOW: Wonders Of Waheguru 
 

Date: Friday, 16 October 2020 Time: 02:11:28 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D-QAG41NZVo  

 
1) 24:27  Let us get fully loaded with the Tuhi Tuhi spiritual workouts for this weekend. Fasten your seat belts! A 

Gursikh sees life from the perspective of Baani. Guruji blesses us to enjoy the gifts that can be enjoyed in this 
material life contained within the boundaries and the protocol given to us. Rang Tamaasaa Poooran Aasaa 
Kabeh Na Biapai Chi(n)taa. We have been  given the “dos and “don’ts” of living our life by Guruji.  

2) I noticed that my mind got overpowered with ego and arrogance when I started body training (performing 
inclined press) a few years ago. The following lines from Sukhmani Sahib came to my mind. Eis Dheheeehi Kahu 
Bahu Saadhanaa Karai: you may subject your body to all sorts of disciplines Man Te Kabahoo Na Bikhiaa Tarai: 
But your mind will never be rid of its corruption. 

3) We must certainly look after our body without getting overly attached to it. Rajyog is about training the mind by 
living in the worldly ocean, staying detached like a lotus flower. The above lines transformed my life which 
inspired me to name these sessions as a spiritual workout. The corruption of the mind is being cleansed, 
converting the fat of our vices into the muscle of Baani.. We use the techniques given by Gur Shabad to ignite 
the Divine Light within us.  

4) Our spiritual connection is received due to the blessings of our parents. Let us recognize  and acknowledge this. 
The first time that I recited the shabad that I am about to recite was during one of my visits to Hemkhunt Sahib 
at the request of dear Saadh Sangat and  describes the creative powers of the Divine Creator. It is  composed by 
Guru Gobind Singh Maharaj. This powerful creative power is manifested in His creation. Let us focus on the 
translation and dive deeper into the meaning of this extremely potent shabad. This is the way we send our 
blessings out.  

5) 1:11:32 Once the being rises above the 3 gunas of Maya, he understands the elaboration of the Creator of this 
Universe and becomes a manifestation of His divine qualities through his life in this Universe. Please tap into 
this potency.    

6) 1:40:04 The Divine Grace is bestowed upon us, Guruji assures us. Thanks to this, we can experience the wonders 
of His Grace and become beneficiaries of His immense Love. Gratitude helps us tap into the Wonders of 
Waheguru.  I am inaugurating the effects of the new synthesizer.I am with the help of my team aspiring to 
create a virtual reality for our dear Saadh Sangat during these diwans.   

7) 1:51:40 Jeevat Jeevat Raho Har Har Har Rasna Kaho Saach Padhaarat Gurmukh Lahaho, Prabh Kaa Bhaana Sat 
Kar  Saho. Kaljug Mein Ek Naam Aaadhaar, Nanak Bolah Brahm Veechaar.  

8) 2:00:34 Guruji always innovated with the musical instruments, moving with the times and I am striving to do the 
same.    

 

            SHABADS RECITED  
 
             Page 26 Dasam Granth Sahib Jaap Sahib by Guru Gobind Singh Ji  
             K Zaahar Zahoor Hain K Haazar Hozoor Hain Hamesul Salaam Samasatul Kalaam  
             Ang 44 SGGS Ji Lakh Khuseeaa Paatisaaheeaa Je Satigur Nadar Kare 
             Ang 496 SGGS Ji Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasees  
 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D-QAG41NZVo
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Day 124   1st Diwan Amritvela – Cultivate Divine Virtues 
 

Date: Saturday, 17 October 2020 Time: 02:12:55 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cIS4rufCHJs  

 
            Waheguru Simran with a blend of several music notes. 
             

1) My sins are countless, the Guru can have mercy on me. With the light of the moon and 1000 suns, there is still 
darkness without a Guru. The Holy Feet is the support of the bhakta, he shall never face sadness or sorrow. The 
fortunate receive the Guru’s Name.  

2) 1:05:00 Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasees is a powerful shabad which I shall attempt to explain. Let us focus on the 
present moment and be in connection with the Divine Creator at all times during the day. Guruji assures us that 
all the sins of our vices are erased with the recitation of the Divine Name. Chaalaage uth Naam Jap is what 
Guruji tells us, which means that we must,   spend time with the recitation and contemplation of His Divine 
Virtues before the first rays of the sun touch the earth. Therefore the utmost importance of Amritvela. Guruji 
has eliminated the importance of rituals. After every minute that we spend in Simran as requested from Guruji, 
we are showered with His Gracious Grace. I once asked one of my teachers how he stays in bliss at all times. I 
was asked to stay in Simran wholeheartedly in the same way as I relish my favourite sweet Gulab Jamun. This 
requires rigor, dedication and commitment. Once we attain this state, the mind becomes the bumble bee 
focusing on his Divine Feet comparable to the lotus flower as explained in the shabad. Let us focus on improving 
ourselves and developing the virtues with consistent practice. Let us simply go to Him rather than going to the 
world (which is what we do generally) and ask from Him, He shall never fail us.   

3) Nanak Te Nar Asal Khar J Bin Gun Garab Karant O Nanak those people are real donkeys; they have no virtue or 
merit, but still, they are very proud.  

4) We are ever so busy analyzing others. Go inward and self reflect!!  
5) Nanak Niragun Gun Kare Gunvanthia Gun Dhe: O Nanak, God blesses the unworthy with virtue and bestows 

virtue on the virtuous. With the tool of awareness, we can become the manifestation of the Divine. 
6) Once, we  understand  what Kabir Jee says in the first shabad, we stay unattached with absolutely EVERYTHING. 

This  can include  our virtues, our material possessions, our social circle, our children and spouse. Let us work to 
ignite the Divine virtues within ourselves if we wish to become like our Guru.   

7) 1:45:54    A powerful   mango protein shake for us today in the second shabad. I am asked to be reasonable 
within kirtan. The ego and intelligence of beings stops them from walking the spiritual path as advised by Guruji. 
We must become masters of our vices. Guruji asks us in the lines below, to be authentic and stop becoming 
hypocrites. Je Mukh Hor Mukh Hor Tidh Kaandhe Kachiaa.  

8) 1:52:23 Maya (the veil of illusion)   exploits us if we allow her to. Our lives will dissolve like  paper soaked in 
water.  

9) 1:55:18 There are few that sit in the company of the Holy and imbibe the teachings.Their lives are a testament 
to this.  

10) 2:04:20 Let us now analyze what we must do to become like Him with His Divine Virtues.  
 
           SHABADS RECITED  
  
           Ang 1375 SGGS Ji   Jo Kich So Teraa Meraa Mujh Me Jo Kich Hai So Teraa  
           Ang 1106 SGGSJi    Paapee Jeeararaa Lobh Karat Hai Aaj Kaal Uth Jaahigaa  
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cIS4rufCHJs
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Day 124   2nd Diwan – No Cheat Day! Stay Steadfast 
 

Date: Saturday, 17 October 2020 Time: 02:04:22 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t731LjbtbtM  

 
 

1) 13:41 Tune-in to these powerful frequencies, musical harmonies and connect with the Waheguru mantra. Get 
intoxicated with the recitation of simran as part of the spiritual mind workouts.  

2) 20:32 Our gratitude and reverence to Guruji, SGGS Ji that is the living embodiment of Guruji’s teachings. This 
helps us to live a spiritual life and create a balance of mind, body and soul staying detached. The body is the 
vehicle, the mind is the driver. We must learn to conquer the mind and bring it to stillness. Therefore the 
importance of strict discipline and our spiritual practices. Baba Nand Singh Maharaj maintained his practices 
even in old age. No cheat day in our spiritual practices unlike in diet practices where we can observe one cheat 
day. I am reminded of a few lines of a being that is constantly complaining about a bird, rose and the ocean. 
When all the forces of nature that he is complaining about joined forces and said to this being that How good it 
would be if you did not complain and look at others’s faults!! This is our condition sadly.  

3) Man Maahee Man Maahee Mere Govindhaa Har Rang Rataa Man Maahee Jeeau by Guru Ramdas Ji.I would 
like to recite this shabad.   

4) Let us install Guruji, His Divine Name, His teachings on the tablets of our minds 24/7.  Kaam Krodh Kaiaa Kau 
Gaalai. We must stay ever vigilant to enable our minds to stay steadfast. My music teacher chose me to become 
his student. I was so blessed to be part of his mentorship and guidance. Guruji refers to our lifetimes as ‘night’. 
It goes by in a fraction of a second. Therefore the importance of Gurbaani and taking the membership of 
Gurbani (spiritual practices) with focus and discipline. This is the reason Guruji asks for integration in our lives. 
Naanak Kee Benantee Har Peh Apunaa Naam Japaavahu. Maadhau Har Har Har Mukh Kaheevai. Let us ask 
Guruji for this gift of Naam Simran. Those beings who have the gift of naam simran do not age mentally. I will 
now recite a poem that I am reminded of. His Presence is in all phenomena. His elaboration is vast and 
expansive despite having a short name. All pervading, ever present. His Grace has no shortcomings, we are 
simply not working hard enough.  

5) 1:14:14 Unleash yourselves, release from your own bondages of several lifetimes that you have created to 
satisfy society and live by the restrictions that we have been brought up to believe as the truth. Reach the divine 
state of bliss, your innate nature.  

6) 1:21:43 I get unleashed with the musical harmonies. Winnie The Pooh  says to Piglet. I feel love, I don't spell 
love. This is what Guru Gobind Singh Maharaj taught us as well. If we wish to be self- realized, then let us focus 
on ourselves and practice the teachings.  

7) 1:37:20 When we become our Guru’s favorite, we become everybody's favorite. This is the essence of the 
second shabad, Guruji’s assurance to us. Embodying His teachings in your everyday lives and not just bowing 
down like hypocrites.  

8) 1:43:32 Our accounts are settled by Guruji once we have surrendered and live our lives in accordance, 
obediently. The Judge of the architect of our destiny too has no say in the matter when we live from this space 
of awareness.   

9) 1:54:38 The flow of this session determined the shabads recited today.  Live your lives rather than existing. Let 
us remain as beings that are constantly yearning for the Divine.  

 
            SHABADS RECITED  
            Ang 587 SGGS Ji   So Satigur Piaaraa Merai Naal Hai Jithai Kithai Maino Le Chaddaiee          
            Ang 555 SGGS Ji  Jo Har Kaa Piaaraa So Sabhanaa Kaa Piaaraa Hor Ketee Jhakh Jhakh  Aavai        
                                           Pootaa  Maataa Kee Aasees as parmaan.   
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t731LjbtbtM
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Day 124    3rd Diwan – Vairagya and Yearning  
 

Date: Saturday, 17 October 2020 Time: 02:17:20 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fzE3x4LNvLQ  

 
 

1) 51:38 I had recited the first shabad about 7/8 years ago. The classical version of this shabad in Raag  Kalyan is 
loved by the family. These are being sung in the evening raga today. I will recite the second shabad in an 
acoustic version. I had recited the second shabad about 6 years ago in Silat Road Gurudwara and then recited in 
Ealing Gurudwara which became the favorite of many. It is sung on a high scale and I must be fully prepared and 
charged up to sing this shabad. Please tune-in to the frequency, connect and let every note penetrate into the 
fabric of your beings.   

2) 1:30:21 Which way should I go to meet the Divine? Which street should I go to find Him? The musical 
composition is like salt to the shabad. The soul bride must have love and devotion with longing in her heart and 
that is the surest way to find the Divine.  

3) 1:48:36 We still have a few minutes and let us spend this time to recite the last shabad in yet another musical 
version. Keep yourselves free on the night of Dec 31st   and we shall have a special program coming your way.   

           SHABADS RECITED  
 
           Ang 1358 SGGS Ji Mayaa Karo Mayaa Karo, Dheenaa Naath Mayaa Karo  
           Ang 624 SGGS Ji Har Jeeau Nimaniaa Too(n) Maan  
           Ang 527 SGGS Ji Mera Sundhar Kahahu Milai Kit Galee 
           Ang 613 SGGS Ji Maadho Ham Aaise Too Aaisaa 
 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fzE3x4LNvLQ
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Day 125  1st Diwan Amritvela – Sow the Seed of Naam Simran 
 

Date: Sunday, 18 October 2020 Time: 02:17:25 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tD_egPkI-D0 

 
 

1) A beautiful verse by Kal , the poet ,recited. Master  yourself by following the path of Raj Yoga as taught to us by 
Guruji. The devotee intuitively knows once he starts practicing and living as per the teachings of what Guruji has 
left for us. Reference: Ang 1389 from Savaiye.  

2) 41:17 The backdrop is from Tarn Taran Saahib which is the replica of Harmandir Sahib without the gold on the 
building. Guruji did not only teach us to do Naam simran but  also  to conduct our lives with honest living. Once 
we do this, we start prospering. This is Guruji’s assurance to us. This helps our community to flourish and has a 
direct impact on the state’s economy, thereby  the country’s economy. Guruji teaches us to learn to manage our 
prosperity by discerning the distinction between the temporal and spiritual authority. Prosperity and living a life 
of a spiritual warrior must exist beside each other.  

3) Maan Maangau Taan Maangau Dhan Lakhmee Sut Dheh. This honor can be managed by imbibing humility. 
Mat Hodhee Hoi Iaanaa.  

4) I am reminded of a story. Kapur Singh was given the title of a Nawab when he obediently followed the 
Hukumnama on the condition that he continues to clean the excrement of horses. He did not wish for the title 
to make him arrogant and vain.   Tahal Mahal Taa Kau Milai Jaa Jau Saadh Kirapaal. Once, the devotee 
practices humility, he receives all the material comforts.   

5)  The Tuhi Tuhi healing sessions and movement is interwoven as an intrinsic part of our spiritual fraternity.  
6) The first shabad is the one that I wanted to recite yesterday. The mind must be trained to be able to arise within 

itself , the fountain of spiritual love for the Creator.  
7) 1:29:32 Let us go and ask what we need from our Creator rather than turning to the world which shall never be 

able to fulfil our desires. Let us not focus on the fruits, focus on the seeds. The seeds contain the promise of 
thousands of forests. The Divine Name and an attitude of gratitude is the seed. The fruits of the seed sown are 
forgiveness, compassion and love for each other.   

8) 1:35:14 Please read the translation, the Divine Powers are explained in this shabad. 
9) 1:52:58 We are sitting in a highly powerful energetic magnetic field. Let us learn to appreciate, tune into and 

bless the virtues of others rather than going into the emotion of envy. Once we practise this consciously, we 
attract this abundance into our lives. Let us ask for His Grace. Guruji does not discriminate, let us understand 
this.  Jis Te Andar Hovai Taat Paraaiee Tis De Kadhi Na Hovai Bhalaa    

10) 2:02:26 Once the devotee practises faith and surrender, he receives Divine Grace. The devotee then lives in 
constant remembrance of the Creator. He does not have to force a thing. Grace manifests as a result of the seed 
sown.  

11) 2:11:01 A powerful spiritual workout for all of us.  
            

SHABADS RECITED   
Ang 173 SGGS ji  Man Maahee Man Maahee Mere Govindhaa Har Rang Rataa Man Maahee  .                    
Ang 182 SGGS Ji Kahu Benantee Apune Satigur Paeh 
Addendums (Parmaan) 
Ek Naanak Kee Aradhaas Je Tudh Bhaavasee  
Visar Naahee Daataar Apune Naam Deho   
Ham Avagun Ek Gun Naahee…Gur Ramadaas Raakhau Sharanaiee  
Thir Ghar Baisahu Har Jan Piaare  
Prabh Kee Sharan Kae Paeh Laathe   
Taa Kau Bighan Na Laage  

Ang 403 SGGS Ji Apune Sevak Kee Aape Raakhai Aape Naam Japaavai  
Jeevat Jeevat Jeevat Rahu as parmaan 

 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tD_egPkI-D0
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Day 125   2nd Diwan – Several Facets of Appreciation  
 

Date: Sunday, 18 October 2020 Time: 02:09:44 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NeJ6QRu5Hns  

 
 

1) 10:03 Fill your hearts with gratitude and connect to the musical notes with enthusiasm 
2) 17:31 All of us are recipients of Grace which is why we log in,  on the dot when the sessions begin. Some of you 

have been part of this journey right from the beginning and I would like to take a moment to acknowledge you. 
Much gratitude. Guru Gobind Singh had 52 poets in his court who recited poetry based on the couplets in SGGS 
Ji. This was being revived by Baba Sucha Singh where 31 renowned poets were invited to perform. I was present 
on the 5th  Annual Meet. They shared the incidents of tyranny from  Sikh history with their musical poetry. Lots 
of such meets have been organized since then.  

3) Let us learn to appreciate each other till we reach a point that we start seeing the Creator in His Creation. Let us 
expand our horizons and not just limit our blessings for near and dear ones only. However, we must protect 
ourselves and not allow ourselves to get abused and exploited just like Guru Arjan Dev Maharaj and other Gurus 
practised when they were being abused by the rulers then. We must observe to stay in a state of peace and bliss 
at all times. This is the true test finally.   

4) I hope you are enjoying the backdrop of the works of   ‘Art of Punjab’. This is a painting of Guru Nanak Dev Ji 
followed by Mardana ji  on one of his walking tours called Nanak Odyssey. My team and I are   striving   to 
display and promote works of young budding artists. We would like to appreciate young talent and promote 
them as a result of Tuhi Tuhi spiritual healing sessions. This is one of the foundations of Sikhism; to share and  to 
appreciate. We stop hoarding and learn to give freely within the parameters of the boundaries discussed earlier. 

5) 1:36:21 The term in Gurmukhi is known as mahengee (profound) baanee. I recited the first part of Savaiya this 
morning which requires skill and knowledge to understand the depths of this kind of baani. Meanwhile, shabads 
in this session are easy to recite and understand but we must follow  and implement these in our day to day 
lives. There is no turning point now that we have started this journey together. Pet dogs too do their best to 
listen and implement as per the messages received by me from Satsangis . Let us learn from the animals.  

6) The work and the effort spent to acquire this learning has been enormous, the ‘no matter what’ attitude. It is 
nothing short of Divine Grace.         

 
            SHABADS RECITED  
 
            Ang 749 SGGS Ji Charan Kamal Tere Dhoi Dhoi Peevaa Mere Satigur Dheen Dhiaalaa  
            Ang 746 SGGS Ji Tau Mai Aaiaa Sharanee Aaiaa Bharosai Aaiaa Kirpaa Aaaiaa  
            Hau Aaaiaa Dhoorai Chalke as parmaan  
            Ang 201 SGGS Ji Thir Ghar Baisahu Har Jan Piaare  
            Lakh Khusheeyaan as parmaan  
 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NeJ6QRu5Hns
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Day 125   3rd Diwan Ardas – Impermanent Nature of Human Life   
 

Date: Sunday, 18 October 2020 Time: 02:08:35 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2BXBMjdWE4M  

 
1) 41:02 Andharahu Jin Kaa Moh Tutaa , Tin Kaa Sabadh Sachai Savanaa. Guruji asks us to stay attached to 

shabad Guru which allows us to stay detached. Learning to accept His Will is the highest gift that a devotee 
receives amongst other virtues like compassion, forgiveness, kindness, humility. When we receive suffering, let 
us go to His Divine Feet and ask him to give us the strength to bear the difficult times. The Guru Bhakta knows 
how to transform the materialistic challenges into a spiritual experience. The Gursikh in such challenging times 
recites the Ardaas (prayer) whereby he reminds himself of the sacrifices that our ancestors have made. They 
have set a powerful precedent and we can only follow their shining example.  

2) 1:17:27 The second shabad is a heavy one, the musical composition is indicative of yearning. The parmaan that I 
brought in is the analogy that Guruji gave us from a real life example. This world is compared to being in our 
parents’ home where we are brought up. We develop our character in our parents home. Similarly, we must 
work hard to cultivate the Divine Virtues within ourselves. These are the virtues that will help the soul achieve 
liberation.  

3) 1:24:58 Sa(n)n in this shabad refers to a hole in the wall that devotees of Guru Amardas had made in the wall 
when he had isolated himself. The doors of our bodies are being looted by the vices on a daily basis. The Divine 
Name is the tool given to us in the form of Gur Shabad to maintain the Light within us and helps us attain 
enlightenment. 

4) 2:00:11 Let us implement these learnings into our lives and not just listen, recite and contemplate. We can only 
then become true manifestations of the Creator Himself. Har Jan Aisaa Chaahiye Jaise Har Hee Ho   

 
             SHABADS RECITED  
 
            Ang 477 SGGS Ji Re Baure Tuh Gharee Na Raakhai Koiee  
            Ang 330 SGGS Ji Raam Naam Kaahee Na Dhirarheeaa 
            Ang 337 SGGS Ji Rae Man Tero Kohee Nahee Khinch Lei Jin Bhaar   
            Ang 1352 SGGS Ji Beeth Jalai Beeth Jalai Janam Akaaj Re 
            Ang 1426 SGGS Ji Shlokas from the 9th verse by Guru Tegh Bahadur Ji recited  
            Ang 394 SGGS Ji Teraa Keeaa Meethaa Laagai  
            Ang 23 SGGS Ji Rang Maan Lai Piaariaa Jaa Joban Nau Hulaa  
            Peieerai Sahu Sev Toon Saahurai Sukh Vas as parmaan  
            Ang 480 SGGS Ji Baaba Bolate Te Kahaa Gaye   
            Shlokas from the 9th verse by Guru Tegh Bahadur Ji recited  
            Ang 394 SGGS Ji Teraa Keeaa Meethaa Laagai  
            Ang 23 SGGS Ji Rang Maan Lai Piaariaa Jaa Joban Nau Hulaa  
            Ang 479 SGGS Ji Baarei Baras Baalaapan Beethai Bees Baras Kashh Thaap Na Keeou 
            Peieerai Sahu Sev Toon Saahurai Sukh Vas as parmaan  
            Ang 480 SGGS Ji Baaba Bolate Te Kahaa Gaye   
 
 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2BXBMjdWE4M
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Day 126    Amritvela – Spiritual Management   
 

Date: Monday, 19 October 2020 Time: 02:15:23 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Im8ye5NXPQ  

 
 

1) 43:36 We are blessed to receive the lap of Guruji just like a little child that sits in the parents’ lap where he 
receives the immense unconditional love from them. Where could we find the Divine, Guruji was asked? 
Promptly came the reply. He responded that the Divine lives in the company of Saadh Sangat who recites the 
Divine Name. 

2) I overused my intelligence when I was 18/19 years old, by challenging phenomena. I was then asked how my 
body functions. I was led to realize by one of my teachers, a neurosurgeon that there is an Infinite Power 
running our bodily functions and systems. This has been firmly planted within me since then. I remain in awe, 
wonder and reverence for the Infinite till this day. Let us learn to surrender our intelligence as well. Once we 
learn to do this, we experience peace and bliss at all times.  

3) I was once in transit going to Singapore for NAAM RAS, an annual samagam where world known singers meet 
and 5000 satsangis attend on a yearly basis.  A little child got sick whilst in transit. The father moved the child 
away, the mother immediately took the child in her arms without hesitation or the worry of soiling her clothes. 
This small incident took me into another dimension for the entire 7.5 hour flight to Singapore from Dubai. I 
recognized how our Infinite Parent is constantly embracing us despite our faults and vices that we are throwing 
up on a daily basis. This thought triggered within me as I started reciting the first shabad. 

4) 1:15:21 Bhagat Ravidas is celebrating his wedding anniversary with the Infinite in this shabad that I am reciting 
as parmaan here. Bhagat Ravidas says that he has been separated from the Infinite for several lifetimes due to 
the influence of the illusion of maya. Bhagat Jee continues to say that this lifetime is now surrendered to the 
Infinite in order to receive His blessed vision and darshan.  Start thinking in this way which shall help you to 
cultivate a deeper connection with the Divine. His Grace is ever present, the missing piece here, is our approach 
and perspective.   

5) 1:33:45 Let us stay steadfast with our connection with the Divine during the good times which is the challenge 
that the devotee must pay attention to. It is easy to be in connection with the Divine during hard times. Guruji 
has given us the spiritual management scripture in the form of Sri Guru Granth Sahib to manage our lives in the 
world living detached like a lotus flower. Once we apply the teachings into our lives, we can receive His 
Benevolent Grace.  

6) 2:00:00 The essence of this diwan is to stay integrated in our lives as we are surrounded by disintegration in 
every aspect just like emojis of different colors being sent out with discrimination. Staying immersed in the lap 
of Truth with the guidance of the Divine Name is what we must follow to manage our lives effectively.    

 
            SHABADS RECITED  
 
           Ang 730 SGGS Ji     Koun Tharajee KavanThulaa Thaeraa Kavan Saraaf Bulaava  
           Ang 795/796 SGGS Ji  Thoo Sulathaan Kehaa Hoe Meeaa Tere Kavan Vadaaiee  
           Ang 345 SGGS Ji    Ram Gusaeaa Jeea Ke Jeevanaa Moh Na Bisaarahu Mai Jan Teraa 
           Ang 694 SGGS Ji    Har Sar Dheen Dhaeiaal Na Tum Sar Ab Patheeiaar Kya Keejai  
           Ang 394 SGGS Ji    Teraa Keeaa Meethaa Laagai  
           Ang 1138 SGGS Ji  Jeevath Jeevath Jeevath Raho  
 
 
  
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Im8ye5NXPQ
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Day 127  Amritvela – Letter To The Lord 
  

Date: Friday, 23 October 2020 Time: 02:12:13 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HpHplrHPxo8  

 
 

1) 52:25 Daadhi Jathas sing in a particular musical composition and rhythm. It is comparable to the army band of 
any country. There are 22 ballads in SGGS Ji in which these poets recite the human dilemmas with passion and 
devotion. I recited some Chhants from  Jaap Sahib which resemble a letter to God offering salutation to the 
Divine in rap form. The poetry,I recited,  was written by a lovely soul who sent this to me.  

2) 1:19:51 These lines in the shabad indicate that we are placing more importance to His creation by forming 
attachments (the reason for our suffering) rather than focusing on the Creator.  

3) 2:04:01 I feel extremely grateful that I have overcome the challenge that I had placed upon myself to recite 
poetry in rap form. A milestone date to take note of,  and remember.   
 

             SHABADS RECITED  
             Ang 613 SGGS Maadhau Too Thaakur Sir Moraa  
             Ang 496 SGGS Ji Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasees  
             Poetry Swasan Di Maala Naal Simira Main Teraa Naam  
 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HpHplrHPxo8
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Day 128   1st Diwan Amritvela – Be a Spiritual Aspirant 
 

Date: Saturday, 24 October 2020 Time: 02:05:09 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O9YAdC4pUh8  

 
 

1) 13:36  Let us align ourselves, engage our senses, tongue, eyes, ears and most importantly infuse love and 
devotion with the awareness that we  are amidst the Universal Energy in the form of saadh sangat. Close your 
eyes if possible.  

2) 34:38   The Universal Energy knows it all. Let us transcend the limited intellect that we must speak or type in this 
virtual setting to give our blessings. He knows it all.  

3) The first shabad is an extremely potent shabad. The devotee is looking for the route to finding God. Such a 
being wishes to wash and massage the Feet of the teacher who teaches him and guides him the way. Each one 
lives according to his own perceptions and often becomes a slave in a way that does not serve Him. This takes 
the spiritual aspirant into regression. Let us not lend our ears to listening to gossip and slander of others. Let us 
focus on our path instead of focusing on others. It is only then that we shall meet our Divine.  

4) Let us be mindful of the value of our relationships. Are they taking us to an elevated state or to a lower level of 
regression? This can be our filter and help us stay in a state of elevated bliss. A jigyaasu is yearning and often 
moves within the yugas. A ‘mumukshu’ is a level higher and wants to know the address of Nirankaar. Let us 
work on not building up further karmas which we must account for. This lifetime must be spent on working 
through the karmic bondages that we have brought forth. Stay focused on this.  

5) Karo Kirpa Karunapateee Ek Roop Liv Laavahu is the one line that I'd request you to write on the tablets of your 
hearts. Let us ask for Divine Grace to be able to stay in remembrance of the Lord and eventually become like 
Him,  rich with his Divine qualities.  

6) 1:26:04 Let us spend our lives with the thread of devotion and discipline. The second shabad elaborates this 
aspect. Body rest is needed to rejuvenate and nourish. Going to bed in time releases enzymes in the body which 
if released later , turn poisonous and harmful for the bodily functions.  

7) 1:58:34 Please revise the veechaar of today and start applying the wisdom in your lives   
 

      SHABADS RECITED 
  

Ang 1201 SGGS Ji   Koiee Aavai Santo,  Har Kaa Jan Santo, Meraa Preetam Jan Santo, More Maarag Dhikhalaavai.    
Ang 683   SGGS Ji    Bandhanaa Har Bandhanaa Gun Gaavahu Gopaal Rai  
Ang 376   SGGS Ji    Toon Mero Piaaro Taa Kaisee Bhookhaa 
Ang 496   SGGS ji    Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasees  

 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O9YAdC4pUh8
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Day 128    2nd Diwan – Inner Transformation 
 

Date: Saturday, 24 October 2020 Time: 02:20:05 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a3HQzaZJ9gk  

 
 

1) 19:28  I am in joy today since I visited Shepherd's Bush Gurudwara performing a laavaan ceremony. I visited the 
home of our Divine Father which always gives me immense joy and elevates me to a Divine space.  

2) Guruji tells us to engage our five senses and engage our channels in order to have a spiritual experience. Guru 
Amardas, the 3rd Guru refers in SGGS Ji: Nau Dwaare Pragat Keeye, Daswa Gupt Rakhaayaa. We have been 
given nine portals in this body that can be seen, the tenth door is a mystery. We must contain the energy via the 
9 gates by mindful living in order for the 10th gate to be manifest. Sing the Divine Name, live in gratitude, 
observe our nitnem practices and watch our actions like a guard in order to reveal and manifest the tenth gate 
which is subtle. 

3)  In order to take water from the ground floor to the tenth floor, the watering hose and system must be free of 
holes. The holes are the vices that we are indulging in, on a daily basis. The energy released by leading a life of 
conscious restraint contains the Divine Energy and helps this subtle gate to manifest. Watch the company that 
you keep as we discussed this morning in detail.  

4) 53:54 This second shabad by Guru Arjan Dev Maharaj is full of love and devotion. When the being gets so weary 
of his suffering, he surrenders. Let us learn to be authentic in the way we conduct our lives as we have been 
taught by Guruji. Dr Ambedkar, the architect of the Indian constitution was profoundly influenced by Sikhism 
and wanted to convert along with his huge band of followers. He was in for a rude shock at what he heard from 
the authorities then. The principles of Sikhism that he had read were very different from what was being 
practised and instructed to him. Let us place an utmost emphasis on walking our talk and living with 
authenticity. Can we even begin to imagine what he must have gone through when he received this treatment  
at the time? Let us put ourselves in his place and ask ourselves this question. We shall get the answers.  

5) 1:24:03 Guruji is longing and pining for Divine Darshan. Note the analogies Guruji gives in this shabad. 
6) 1:30:44 I first composed this 3rd shabad in Australia when I was requested during an evening satsang. Let us 

bring the emotion of joy and align with the message of the shabad being recited.  
7) 1:37:11 Bring out the sound from your heart and experience the bliss and joy. Bhagat Naam Dev too is greeting 

Guruji with enthusiasm similar to when we greet our long lost friend.  
8) 1:50:52 Let us now recite the last favorite shabad. Let us learn from animals with no intellect who are leading a 

life of example. Let us now question ourselves with the intelligence that we have been given. 
9) 2:09:15 Hope you're flying just like the butterflies in the background. Sit with acceptance of what you have been 

given and let us learn from the animals who give us so much during their lifetimes and even after they pass 
away.      

 
       SHABADS RECITED  
       Ang 747    SGGS JI       Eeh Aradhaas Hamaaree Suaamee Visar Naahee Sukhadhaate  
       Ang 837/838  SGGS ji   Prabh Tujhe Bin Nahee Hor, Manpreet Chand Chakor 
       Mere Mann Loche as parmaan  
       Ang 727 SGGS Ji Hale Yaaraan Hale Yaaraan Khusikhabaree  
       Lakh Khusheeiaan Paathshaahee as parmaan  
       Ang 496 SGGS Ji Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasees  
       Ang 855 SGGS Ji Mere Baabaa Mai Bauraa Mai Bauraa   
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a3HQzaZJ9gk
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Day 129   1STDiwan Amritvela – Be Extra Vigilant 
  

Date: Sunday, 25 October 2020 Time: 02:11:36 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=701C6RGcjs8  

 
 

1) 43:05  We often become victims of our  practices, are inflexible and develop a subtle ego. I will share with you a 
beautiful parable written by Bhai Veer Singh from the book ‘The Miracles of Guru Gobind Singh Maharaj’ that 
influenced me profoundly at a very young age.  Sohinya and Mohinya, a devout couple were put to test when 
they chose to ignore a dying soldier’s thirst for water . He  passed over to the other world with the words that 
they shall not be  able to do Darshan of  the Divine. They had to go through severe tests in order to finally 
receive blessings from the lap of Guru Gobind Singh Jee. Life and its manifestation was facilitated in a way that 
they received the ultimate Grace from Guruji.  

2) Let us be faithful in the commitments that we make to our Guru. Therefore we must be extra vigilant in the 
commitment that we make.   

3) Soorabeer Bachan Ke Balee: These lines from SGGS Ji indicate this.  
4) Guru Gobind Singh Maharaj himself could not redeem his devotees since these 2 very devout Sikhs received the 

curse of a dying thirsty fellow Sikh and they were put through several challenging tests.     
5) 1:35:48 Each individual must learn to experience this kind of ecstasy as in this shabad devoid of caste, creed and 

discrimination. The qualities of love, forgiveness, compassion are flowering in the devotee of the Lord.  
6) 1:45:00 Heaven and hell are not states, it depends on the inner state of the devotee.  
7) 2:01:51  Please revise the thoughts and veechaar that we have discussed. Or else we shall continue to operate 

on a superficial level without experiencing inward  change in our ways of being.  
 
        SHABADS RECITED  
 
        Ang 1098 SGGS Ji   Mai Chaare Kundhaa Bhaaleeaa Tudh Je Vadh Naahi Saaieean  
        Ang 345 SGGS Ji     Begum Puraa Sahar Ka Naau  
        Ang 587 SGGS Ji     So Satigur Piaaraa Merai Naal Hai Jithai Kithai Maino Le Chhaddaiee  
 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=701C6RGcjs8
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 Day 129 2nd Diwan Journey from Shabad Guru to Anhad Naad 

 

Date: Sunday, 25 October 2020 Time: 02:18:59 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_QD16r6zBA4  

 
1) 11:48 Gurbani contains 15 dialects. The script is in Gurmukhi but the nuances of the various dialects are noticed. 

The purpose of our human life is to eliminate the karmic imprint and sanskaaras (that each one of us come with) 
which are stored in the body and the mind. The soul which is DIVINITY by itself must be realized in this lifetime 
by disallowing the veil of illusion to blind us. This is the path that the devotee must walk on. Thus the 
importance of reciting the Divine Name to reach our spiritual potential for which we have been sent to this 
planet. Guruji has given us Shabad Guru to do  this just like the vacuum created in a bore well to bring up water.  

2) The various prophets that have walked this planet have given humans the gift of Anaahad Naad in the form of 
mantras which resonate with a high frequency. Beings who experience suffering and tension are far away from 
their soul. The practices suggested to us by Guruji help us to become like the Creator Himself. Hence the 
importance of nitnem.    

3) Human values help in creating a relationship with the creation. Spiritual values create the relationship with the 
Creator Himself. Please understand this distinction. Please note that Guruji always asks for the Divine Name first 
and then he asks to stay in constant remembrance.  

4) 46:06 Attaining the gift of reciting the Divine Name and sitting in the lap of Naam is a rare phenomenon as 
Guruji explains. Guruji was pragmatic where he foresaw what was happening in Kalyuga. Humans are able to 
achieve beauty, wealth etc very easily.   

5) 53:13 The shabad that I am reciting is by Bhagat Naam Dev Ji. Bhagat Jee in this profound and powerful shabad 
says that I have made my mind aware like a measuring tape and my tongue is uttering the Name Divine like the 
scissors. Such a being then understands the journey of his existence on this planet earth. The person who sits in 
the witness seat is never punished rather than falling into the victim mindset and attaching to his thoughts.  

6) 1:12:51 Let us not waste our lives to please our social circle. Let us spread joy, contentment and balance 
towards the persons whose lives we touch.  

7) 1:21:15 Shabad is the vehicle that takes us to our destination. Once we reach this state, everything drops and 
the place of silence/quiet is reached. Manifestation happens which the devotee observes and sits with the inner 
knowing and tool of faith.  

8) 1:25:05 First we are being changed from Manmukh to Gurmukh with the help of shabad Guru. Then the 
devotee is being shaped and stitched with the needle of gold and the thread of silver. Piousness, purity, 
perfection and precision are the qualities that such a devotee experiences in his life.  

9) 1:42:01 The 3 protocols of ardaas are discussed. Let go of your intelligence, bowing down in reverence to the 
Lord of the Universe and surrender everything that you have. Be aware that we do not have the tongue or the 
greatness to utter the Divine Name. Ask for the Glance of Divine Grace. We must recognize that it is not in our 
nature to recite the Divine Name due to our attachments to materialism and maya.  

10) 2:07:37 Take small baby steps by being aware but  be  easy on yourself. If we overdo exercising in the gym, we 
suffer from muscle pain and get unwell.  
 

          SHABADS RECITED  
          Ang 1357 SGGS Ji  Salok Sehshritee by Guru Arjan Dev Ji 33/34/35 
          Ang 485   SGGS Ji  Man Mero Gaj Jihaabaa Meree Kaatee Map Map KaaTau Jam Kee Fasee.     
          Ang 640   Kabit Savaaiyaa   Rasanaa Raseelee Naeh Benatee Bakhaanau Kaise 
          Ang 867   SGGS Ji     Narayan Narayan Sabh Maeh Nivaas   
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_QD16r6zBA4
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Day 129  3rd Diwan  ARDAS – Traits of a Gursikh  
 

Date: Sunday, 25 October 2020 Time: 02:09:25 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jNXZMMq5114  

            
                                     

1) 23:15 Compassion and empathy are the traits of a Gursikh. The quality of the life that we lead is what matters. 
Guru Gobind Singh Maharaj at the young age of 42 achieved so much and left a legacy for humanity. Let us 
examine what might we do to lead a life of quality.  

2) 49:35 We have discussed the first shabad in detail during a previous healing session. What is the truth that 
Guruji asks us to live by? In the spiritual world the human being is called a trader. The human comes with his 
karmic account. When the being passes, his accounts are reviewed by the account keeper, our Creator. Did we 
run into a profit by reciting the Divine Name or are we returning, making a loss due to leading an ignorant life? 
Thus the importance of staying vigilant on the way we conduct our lives. The spiritual beings are under constant 
review since they have been given a blueprint map by Guruji. Let us live a life igniting the light that we all are. 
Man Too Jyot Saroop Hai 

3) 1:04:28 The awakened beings are bestowed with Grace. They live with the Divine Name throughout the day and 
night. The most important relationship a spiritual aspirant must develop with fellow human beings is that of a 
satsangee based on the value of SGGS Ji. The lines below reflect this. 

4) Har Naave Naal Galaa Har Naave Naal Masalat Har Naam Hamaaree Karaadhaa Nit Saaraa. Har Naam 
Hamaaree Sangat At Piaaree Har Nam Kul Har Naam Paravaara.    

5) 1:14:39 The satsangee relationship is built on the foundation of Naam and Baani. A satsangi relationship  is 
based on love, no expectation, and yet care towards each other. Stay away from the entanglements of 
relationships and soar high like a free bird. Let us live every moment being prepared for our turn to arrive. We 
never know when that is.  

6) 1:39:05 The importance of Naam is described in the last lines of the second shabad. The devotee’s bondages are 
freed whilst being alive. He is freed from the fear of birth and death and worldly entanglements.         

 
            SHABADS RECITED  
 
            Ang 55    SGGS Ji   Mashhulee Jaal N Jaania Sar Khaaraa Asagaahu 
            Ang 418  SGGS Ji  Jaagahu Jaagahu Sootiho Chaliaa Vanjaara 
            Ang 480  SGGS Ji  Baabaa Bolte The Kahaan Ge Dhehee Ke Sang Rahate 
             
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jNXZMMq5114
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Day 130     1st   Diwan - Save Me, Guruji  
 

Date: Saturday, 31 October 2020 Time: 02:09:04 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S_VLb2Ovtxs  

 
 

1) 01:08:08   Hope you enjoyed this hour of simran as well as ardaas. Raakh Leh Ham Te Bigaree- Save Me! I have 
disobeyed you. The devotee goes into a trance whilst appreciating the Creator and starts praying to the 
Universal Energy as he comes closer to the lighthouse of his soul. Karmas can be called  sanskaras as well. Karma 
has several nuances in Gurbani. Karma can be called  sanskaras, deeds or Grace depending on the shabad and 
context in which it is recited. We have received this human body to sort out our karmas and have become 
totally engrossed in the illusion of Maya. We start living a life of dishonesty and practice all kinds of falsehood 
and egoism. In the last lines, Bhagat Kabeer says that he recognizes how lowly a life he is leading. He is simply in 
a mood of repentance and could not be bothered to analyze others. He is fully engrossed in sorting out his own 
karmic imprint.  

2) The devotee then begs at the door of the Creator to shower him the glance of Grace in order to live a righteous 
life. Then this devotee gets known to his Guruji who enables him to live detached like a lotus flower amidst the 
entanglements of maya. He wants to stay away from seeking appreciation and receiving from the world 
remaining anonymous. He lives with the aura of Naam Simran around him, fully content. 

3) I  have  been  abundantly blessed with the title of a “Singh”  by Guru Gobind Singh Ji. This is the best reward that 
I could ask for. He has blessed me with the gift of kirtan. I am content and grateful to be able to deliver this.  

 
         SHABADS RECITED  
 
         Ang 856   SGGS Ji     Raakh Leh Ham Te Bigaree  
         Ang 12 and 377 SGGS ji Gobindh Milan Kee Eih Teree Bareeiaa  
         Ang 24    SGGS Ji      Teraa Ek Naam Taaray Sansaar 
         Ang 205   SGGS Ji     Raakh Pitaa Prabh Meree  
         Ang 156   SGGS Ji     Mere Saahibaa Kaun Jaanai Gun Tere  
         Ang 1098 SGGS Ji   Mai Chaare Kundhaa Bhaaleea Tudh Jevadd Na Saaieeeaa  
         Ang 496   SGGS Ji     Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasees 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S_VLb2Ovtxs
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Day 130   2nd Diwan -   Tuhi Nirankar  
 

Date: Saturday, 31 October 2020 Time: 02:08:58 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gzc62kQcsG8  

 
 

1) 56:12   Gratitude to each one of you for being on this journey.  We have recited this version of Tuhi Nirankar 
during the first hour of simran today. I received this composition as a blessing during an amritvela session in 
Nairobi, Kenya 8 years ago. I have recited Guru Nanak’s Savaiyaa as well. Guruji came to us in physical form as a 
manifestation of His Light which is why we recite Tuhi Nirankaar. The following lines reveal this to us. Aap 
Naaraayan Kalaa Dhaar Jag Meh Paravariyau. His Shabad is the living embodiment that He has left for us and  
which continues to guide us. 

2) Death is a doorway to attain union with Guruji.  Guruji teaches us to treat suffering and joy equally. The picture 
that you see on my left side is a picture of this girl. This was received as a gift from one of her friends who drew 
this. He presented to the family as the body was brought home before her final journey. He was randomly 
woken up in the early hours of the dawn at 4 am (amritvela) to manifest this piece of art. He had no idea that 
the beautiful cheerful and happy girl in the picture was so close to Guru Nanak Dev Ji. 

3) 02:03:07   Hope you have experienced this journey to beyond. Using the tool of Shabad and Naam, we can 
experience this.  

 
           SHABADS RECITED  
           Simran of Tuhi Nirankaar  
           Ang 1395 SGGS Ji Aap Naaraayan Kalaa Dhaar Jag Meh Paravariyau  
           Ang 1389 SGGS Ji Ek Man Purakh Dhhiae Baradhatha  
           Ang 8 and 346 SGGS Ji So Dhar Teraa Kehaa So Ghar Kehaa Jit Behi Sarabh Samaalae 
           Ang 1429 SGGS Ji Naanak Naam Milai Taan Jeevaa(n) Tan Man Theevai Hariaa  
           Ang 1375 SGGS Ji Kabeer Meraa Mujh Meh Kichh Naahee Jo Kichh Hai So Teraa  
           Salok Pawan Guru Paanee Pitaa  
 
 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gzc62kQcsG8
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Day 130    3rd Diwan Shukrana – Manage your Ego with Conscious Living  
 

Date: Saturday, 31 October 2020 Time: 02:13:49 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IHIqQ-Czhds  

 
 

1) 01:02:52   Naam is the potent medicine that intoxicates us. I have recited one line slokas from the Baavan Akhri 
along with the Tuhi Nirankaar simran today. The Creator is the doer. Beings that live from a place of ego are the 
most ignorant. We meet and part at the appointed time. It is all in His Hands. Let us accept this. We are like 
puppets in His hands. We cannot control birth, death, the workings of the mind. 

2)  Let us surrender at His Feet. There is the concept of Sookham, Sthool and Kaaran bodies. Sookham and Sthool 
bodies must be trained with the tool of the Divine Name to reach the Kaaran body, the purpose of our lives.  

3) The qualities of compassion, forgiveness, service, Naam simran are easy to recite but to embody and digest 
these is the challenge. Sewa Karat Hoie Nihakamee, Tis Kau Hot Paraapat Soaamee in Sukhmani Sahib talks 
about meeting with Nirankaar Waheguru when a being performs a service of any kind with a spirit of humility 
and grace. Those beings that perform service with a sense of pride are compared to a freshly bathed elephant 
who rolls himself in the mud right after. Vices are manifested with a domino effect with one unwholesome 
thought followed by an action. 

4)  On the other hand, I shall share with you a beautiful story that demonstrates to you the humble state of Bhai 
Sahib Bhai Veer Singh. Let us receive inspiration from this story and start practising this consciously. He was put 
in a spot to speak on stage despite having  refused  prior to the event. He humbly went on stage, tears  flowing, 
hands folded and uttered these two lines before taking his seat with great humility. Jo Hamri Bidh Hotee Mere 
Satiguraa. Saa Bidh Tum Har Jaano Aaape. Ham Rulte Phirte Koiee Baat Naa Poochtaa. Gur Satigur Sang Keere 
Ham Thaape It is Your Glory Satguru, I am just a lowly worm who was lost. Gratitude with humility to You O 
Lord!!  

5) This can help us understand his state. May we receive inspiration from these lines today.  
6) 02:04:44 The meaning of Meraa Baidh Guru Gobindaa shabad is totally different based on these reflections 

discussed. 
 

           SHABADS RECITED 
 
           Ang 143 SGGS Ji     Ek Tuiee Ek Tuiee  
           Ang 618 SGGS Ji     Meraa Baidh Guroo Govindhaa  
           Ang 218 SGGS Ji     Dukh Bhanjan Teraa Naam  
 
 
 
 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IHIqQ-Czhds
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Day 131    1st Diwan Amritvela – The Impermanence of Life    
 

Date: Sunday, 1 November 2020 Time: 02:08:12 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o37CS506FoU  

 
 
Close your eyes if possible. Feel His Presence which is why we can hear, see, touch, taste and feel. 
 

1) 44:33 The first shabad that I am reciting brought a huge transformation in my journey. I have   been asked to 
recite one shabad of my choice  ,to dedicate to the Tuhi Tuhi team. This shabad talks about how our debts are 
balanced out, our impressions that are trapped within our minds are erased. It also talks about disidentifying 
our ego and attachment with our body which we think is permanent. Look around yourselves and take a check if 
anything belongs to us. This body too shall not go with us. 

2)  Let me share with you what Bani says to us. Je Jaravaanaa Paraharai Jar Ves Karedhee Aaieeaai: Even if you 
remove the signs of old age, old age shall come in the guise of death. Gurmukh Budde Kadhe Naahee Jinhaa 
Antar Surat Giaan: Gurmukhs never grow old; within them is intuitive understanding and spiritual 
wisdom.Therefore go with the flow, stay flexible and learn to dance with life. Changes that our bodies face are 
the way that nature has designed. Once we learn to accept the present moment, live life to its fullest and accept 
what Life is sending you without holding possession of these. 

3) Guruji has given us the gift of Gurbani to help us live an awakened life. It breaks our bondages and is like the 
Light of a thousand suns. Gurbani Eis Jag Meh Chaanan Karam Vasai Man Aaeae  Live and let live is what Guruji 
teaches us. Please understand the distinction between laaparvahu and veparvahu.  

4) 01:46:39 I had released the shabad Toon Dhareeaau in India in CD format in 2010. The title was Toon Dhareeau 
with an accompaniment of sitar, tabla as well as harmonium. It was re-released in 2013 with a different musical 
arrangement in a fusion style. 

5) 01:51:00 An interior designer devotee of Guruji in Nairobi has artistically drawn the Toon Dhareeaau shabad on 
a huge french style window in her home with fish and pearls(shabad inscribed) since she was profoundly 
impacted by the lyrics of this shabad. As a fish, how can I recognize the extent of you my Nirankaar. Let us tap 
into the magnificence of His Creation and experience the WOW that He is trying to inject through us.  

  
         SHABADS RECITED  
 
        Ang   696  SGGS Ji     Meraa Heearai Ratan Naam  har Basiaa Gur Haath Dhario Merai Maathaa 
        Ang  1138 SGGS Ji   Jeevat Jeevat Jeevat Rahu  
        Ang   496  SGGS Ji      Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasess  
        Ang   25    SGGS Ji       Toon Dhareeaau Dhaanaa Beenaa Mai Machhulee Kaise Ant Lahaa.  
 

 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o37CS506FoU
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Day 131 2nd Diwan – Tame Your Demons     
 

Date: Sunday, 1 November 2020 Time: 02:10:32 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=re64R8jz6cg  

 
1) 10:01 Align your senses and tune to the Waheguru mantra to steady the mind. Fasten your seat belts, get ready 

to listen to a wonderful playlist of divine shabads. Soften your eyes, ease out the lines on your face, wear a 
beautiful smile on your faces and chant to experience the bliss. The human experience is focused on the ego, 
the Divine intelligence is focused on understanding the Powerful Presence with the tool of discernment. 

2) 30:26 The shabad that I am reciting is by Guru Nanak Dev Ji in the opening chapter of SGGS Ji. Guruji in the 
entire 1430 Angs has given us a technique to lead  our lives. Let us learn to silence our minds when violent 
thoughts enter. The vices are all interconnected. They follow each other like ghost shadows. This is how I 
silenced myself  when I noticed a thought coming up earlier this week using the tool of awareness. 

3)  Let us go and ask Guruji to give us strength to progress on the path of spirituality. Let us offer gratitude if we 
have been given the opportunity to do sewa and not be like the freshly bathed elephant rolling in mud right 
after. These lines from SGGS Ji reflect this thought, a continuation from yesterday evening diwan. Teerath Bart 
Ardhaan Kar Man Main Dhare Gumaan. Naanak Nihfal Jaat Jih Kunchar Ishnaan 

4) A veparvahu  lives a ˜duty free life”  to serve the Creator with compassion and empathy. His signs are humility, 
full with bhakti(devotion). The laaparvahu is lazy, egoistic, indisciplined and living in ignorance. 

5) Giaan Anjan Gur Diaa Agyaan Andher Binaas from Sukhmani Sahib asks each one of us to light the lamp of 
discernment within ourselves which is already present. 

6) A service that can be performed by somebody else is enough proof that nobody is indispensable. Let us 
recognize this. Let us not take a thing for granted. I remind myself each time I perform on stage that this might 
be my last diwan. This is what motivates me to give my best. 

7) 01:03:33Our actions and thought patterns must be in accordance and aligned with the teachings of SGGS Ji. 
Guruji has given us the gift of Raj Yoga, the easiest way to know Him.  

8) 01:14:23 I would  like you to know Waheguru through me without getting to know me.Stop trying to get to 
know others, rather spend every minute understanding the mystery of your Nirankaar. Please understand this 
very clearly today. 

9) 01:34:14 Let us explore the qualities of a person who is attuned to the Lord of the Universe. He becomes like 
the Guru Himself, immersed in His contemplation day and night. 

10) 02:03:07 Let us focus this lifetime to improve ourselves. Guruji, the ever benevolent shall certainly grant His 
Gracious Grace over us if we stay in constant  remembrance  day and night.  
 

        SHABADS RECITED  
 
        Ang 20      SGGS Ji        Sun Man Mitr Piaareeaa Mil Velaa Hai Eh Guru Nanak Dev Ji.  
        Ang 1215  SGGS Ji        Rasnaa Japtee Tuhi Tuhi.  
        Ang 680    SGGS Ji        Morai Hiradai Basahu Gopaal  
        Ang 587    SGGS Ji        So Satigur Piaraa Mere Naal Hai  
 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=re64R8jz6cg
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Day 131    3rd Diwan – Living a Worthy Life 
 

Date: Sunday, 1 November 2020 Time: 02:13:04 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EACklMSiGwI  

 
 

1) 08:33 On request I am going  to recite shabads that are full of vairagya. Guruji has given us reflections and 
thoughts to enable change in our lives and live a spiritually rich life. 

2) 34:29   We discussed in the last diwan that we must choose if we wish to serve the Creation or the Creator. Let 
us decide and get rid of our ego first. With reflection, contemplation and living as Guruji advises us, we start 
becoming like Him. 

3)  Many of us are so engrossed in Maya that we do not consider it to be as suffering.  
a. Many of us continue to follow the vices despite knowing that they make us suffer. 

4)  The only important ingredients required to drink the Divine Nectar are love and devotion. Then we receive the 
precious diamond and can authentically say Heeraa Haath Chariaa Niramolak Chhoot Gaiee Sansaaree. 

5) Let us be courageous   to ask for an apology when and if we make a mistake. How many of us have the humility 
and strength  to do this? 

6) Sing   and  participate actively. Kirtan is a conversation with Guruji. 
7) 01:29:49  Aaio Sunan Paran Kau Baanee: You've come to this world to hear and chant the word of the Guru's 

Baani. This is the message for us from Guruji.Naam Visaar Lageh An Laalach Birathaa Janam Paranee: The  
being  has forgotten the Name of the Lord and he has become attached to other temptations. His life is  totally  
worthless . 

8) Let us request  Guruji   that we are  able to use our effort and wisdom that we have received as a gift to serve 
Him. 

9) 01:38:12  Our  duty is to stay in devoted worship towards the Creator,  independent of circumstances, good or 
bad .  

 
           SHABADS RECITED  
 
            Ang 547  SGGS Ji      Toon Samarath Vaddaa Meree Mat Thoree Raam . 
            Ang 713  SGGS Ji      Satigur Aaio Saran Tuhaaree.  
            Ang 1219 SGGS Ji    Aaio Sunan Paran Kau Baanee 
            Ang 757  SGGS Ji      Je Gur Jhirake Taa Meethaa Laage  
 
 
 
 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EACklMSiGwI
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Day 132  1st Diwan Amritvela – Live and Let Live      
 
 

Date: Wednesday, 4 November 2020 Time: 02:10:08 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mWNTzK0vnx8  

 
 

1) 1:23:54  Something special happened today and my gratitude goes to Waheguru Jee and of course my pyaari 
saadh sangat. We spent almost an hour and a half which took us to another dimension. I sing a very special 
shabad , which I received as Guruprasad by His Divine grace. He bestowed this upon me yesterday. Gratitude 
with humility! Guru Arjan Dev Maharaj says to the Universal Creator that he has fallen in love with HIM. When 
we take His sanctuary in a spirit of surrender, we learn to accept whatever comes our way. The vices slowly start 
departing  along with the beings that condemn us. Fear and suffering holds no place in our lives.  

2)  Let us infuse love, devotion and we shall blend one day with Nirankaar flying within the five realms as described 
by Guruji in Japji Sahib. The flight from Dharamkhand to Sachkhand Nirankaar.   

3) 1:38:22 Please understand the distinction between attachment and love. Attachment possesses within a limited 
boundary, love breaks all boundaries, is liberating and allows freedom. We have to get rid of possessiveness.  
When we feel suffocated with a being, we might understand that we are not being allowed to express freely 
and are under the web of attachment. I understand love (prem)  as Pre and Mai. Pare Main which means 
eliminating the ego and following Guru’s Way. 

4)  Let us live our lives from a space of “Live And Let Live”. The beings who practice non attachment notice that 
their lives are effortless and in flow. Let us become workers of Guruji and become his co-worker, an instrument 
in our interactions with fellow human beings. We spread sunshine in the lives of whom we touch and 
experience the wonder and fragrance of the present moment. I strive to live with the awareness that I am an 
instrument without imposing my views. I simply share from the wisdom of Gurbani. Guru Amardas Paathshah 
tells us to break the boundaries of moha (attachment) which allows us to stay intoxicated with Shabad and live 
a life of a bhakta in bliss at all times.   

 
              SHABADS RECITED  
 
              Ang 243   SGGS ji     Sun Naeh Prabhoo Jeeau Ekalaree Ban Mahahe  
              Ang 96     SGGS  ji    Meraa Mann Lochai Gur Dharasan Thaee 
              Ang 675   SGGS Ji    Meraa Laago Raam Siau Het  
              Ang 1138 SGGS ji    Jeevat Jeevat Jeevat Rahu  
              Ang 496   SGGS ji      Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasees 
 
 
 
 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mWNTzK0vnx8
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Day 132    2nd Diwan  - Wear the Suit of Devotion        
 

Date: Wednesday, 4 November 2020 Time: 02:15:50 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GdrqAv8R3Oo  

 
1) 22:14  I have brought very special shabads today with Guruji’s Grace. I have never recited them during the 

healing sessions. The first 2 shabads are by Bhagat Kabeer Ji and the last one is from Guru Arjan Dev Maharaj.” 
Ikateear” means to embrace and embody spiritual values in our lives .I am reminded of one of Guruji’s 
attributes right in the opening verses of SGGS Ji as well as in mool mantra. Nirvair is somebody that wishes good 
for others and holds no grudges or enmity towards anybody. I was triggered to recite this shabad. The first 
verses of SGGS Ji start describing the attributes of the Creator. 

2)  Bhagat Jee in this extremely potent shabad asks us to cultivate the attribute of devotion within ourselves. Some 
are born great and come with great karmas. Some are forced to become good by facing their karmic sanskaars 
and meet persons in their lives who help them attain the divine attributes. These advanced souls live from a 
space of compassion and support others on the path of spirituality. And yet some walk the path with rigor, 
discipline and attain awakening. 

3)  Guruji has given us the gift of SGGS Ji as His living embodiment. Let us make this our focal point like planets 
revolving around the sun, if not, we shall be incarnated again and again as these lines tell us: Vemukh Hoe 
Raam Te Lagan Janam Vijog. I urge you to stay away from rituals and practices and you will manifest all the 
wonders that Guruji indicates. They shall become your slaves following you rather the other way round.  

4) Bhagat Jee in this powerful shabad asks us to take support of His Name like food for our soul living out of 
obedience independent of outer circumstances. Bhagat Jee refers to himself as a slave in this shabad. I aspire 
and strive to be a slave of His Home rather than a son of Guruji. The slave is ever aware and vigilant. The son 
tends to take his father and parents for granted. Guruji asks us to sit with full attention in Sukhmani Sahib. 
Prabh Kee Ustatee Karau Sant Meet, Saavdhaan Ekaagar Cheet.  

5) 1:25:33 I once shared the acronym of the word Adidas to an 18 year old sitting before me as I was doing satsang 
since he was wearing a T- shirt with these words inscribed. “All day I dream about Satguru”. The soul is hungry 
for the Divine Name, it helps us to tap into the wisdom within each one of us that shall help us to discern 
wholesome from unwholesome habits 

6) 1:57:47 The last shabad is the definition of the word “Nirvair”. This shabad explains that The moment I joined 
the holy congregation, I viewed the entire creation with equanimity. The Divine virtues start pervading in every 
cell of our beings.  

 
             SHABADS RECITED  
               Ang 338   SGGS ji    Bandhe Bandhagee Ikateeaar          
               Ang 727   SGGS ji    Bandhe Khoj Dhil Har Roj Naa Fir Paresanee Maeh  
               Ang 1299 SGGS ji    Bisar Giee Sabh Taat Paraiee Jab Te Saadhasangat Moh Paiee  
               Ang 496  SGGS ji     Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasees 
 
  
  
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GdrqAv8R3Oo
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Day 133     Diwan Amritvela – Sukhee Basai Moro Parivaara  
 

Date: Friday, 6 November 2020 Time: 02:05:15 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hN6RTI5SLpo  

 
1) 1:14:24 The five nitnem baanis are significant in Sikhism. They are recited together with contemplation and 

understanding to silence and quench the five vices namely lust anger, greed attachment and ego. The Tav 
Prasad Savaiya is known to quench the fires of desire and greed. Greed gives rise to desire and Guruji in 
Sukhmani Sahib says Jiu Paavak Eedhan Nahi Dhraape: Guruji compares desire and greed to a fire that is 
burning strongly. It burns even more intensely with fuel added. A devotee pours the water of Divine Name, 
meditation and awareness to cut off the oxygen supply to the five vices and many more that invade us on a 
daily basis. Let us stay vigilant at all times!! 

2)  Guruji in Chaupai Sahib is talking about praying for the well- being of the entire family of His Creation. This is 
the reason he included 52 poets from various castes and creeds in his own darbar. Limiting our prayers to our 
near and dear ones gives rise to attachment and holds us a prisoner within boundaries. Guruji talks about 
Universal Love which has no boundaries or limited ego. It is vast, expansive and all inclusive.  

3) Kirpaan = Kirpaa + Aan. Guruji introduced the concept of kirpaan to protect the honor of the weak as well as 
establishing the gift of compassion and righteousness on this planet.  Tapo Raaj Raajo Narg: With penances and 
meditation, a devotee becomes powerful and prosperous. With ego and pride, his downfall begins.This is why 
we must watch out for greed that is excessive and unhealthy. Let us ask for the ability to be in service towards 
humanity with the abundance of gifts that we have been blessed with.   

4) The backdrop of Gurdwara Bhabour Sahib, Nangal, inspired me to recite the Chaupai Sahib and Tav Prasad 
Savaiya slowly for us to be able to follow the translation.  

5) When we go through difficult times, a devotee with faith asks for strength to face the suffering. Guruji with his 
Gracious Grace takes him through and the devotee then offers his prayer of gratitude.  

6) 1:58:36 Jap Man Sat Naam Sadhaa Sat Naam, such an amazing and beautiful shabad. Let us stay in His loving 
remembrance at all times. Gratitude!  

 
              SHABADS RECITED  
 
              Ang 1379-1381 Sri Dasam Granth Sahib Sukhee Basai Moro Parivaaraa 
              Chaupai Sahib  
              Tav Prasad Savaiya  
              Ang 618   SGGS Ji Meraa Baidh Guroo Govindhaa  
              Ang 669  SGGS Ji Jap Man Sat Naam Sadhaa Sat Naam  
              Ang 496  SGGS Ji Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasees 
 
 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hN6RTI5SLpo
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Day 134 1st Diwan Amritvela – Salutation to the Universe  
 

Date: Saturday, 7 November 2020 Time: 02:16:48 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1pZ685C9Rbg  

 
1) 58:38   When we recite His Divine Name we invite  HIM into  our hearts. This shabad in SGGS Ji explains the 

sentiment of the devotee: Mohan Ghar Aavo Karoon Karau Jodhareeaa - Maan Karau Abhimanai Bolau Bhool 
Chook Teree Pria Chireeaa  .The Guru with His Grace and in a beautiful process removes our vices slowly but 
surely. The devotee stays attuned in His Presence and Divine Name throughout the day and night. Suffering 
does not touch such a being. I would imagine our Sikh martyrs are a fine example of this aspect of deep 
connection and longing for the Divine which is why they could endure immense   suffering that they went 
through. Once we stay immersed with Naam, outside forces or vices do not loot such an individual. The devotee 
then sits in the lap of love, compassion, forgiveness, innocence and many other virtues to preserve the virginity 
of his mind given to us in Guru’s Shabad.   

2) We receive good health and success when Guruji comes into our lives. Naam is the electricity that runs our life. 
Let us remember this today. Distinction between living every moment with gratitude and connection rather 
than existing being a slave to our vices. The ceiling fan is an example that I gave to a student when he asked me 
why we must recite and stay in communion with the Lord. Naam is the electricity that controls the fan of our 
lives. The process of surrender helps us to eliminate the limited ego. This can then be celebrated as the day of 
Guru Gaddi Day. Guruji is constantly showing His infinite Names and Infinite Forms if the devotee stays in the 
present moment without attaching to any concept of realization.Guru Gobind Singh foresaw the effect of 
Kalyuga. He gave us  the protocols which help us to be  a beneficiary of His Grace and attain mastery of our 
minds. The nine treasures and eighteen supernatural powers start following us. 

3) Jaisee Agan Udhar Meh Taisee Baahar Maiaa: The digestive fire in the mother’s womb does not affect the 
infant since he is in communion with the Divine. The effect of Maya is the digestive fire that is looting us in the 
womb of the Universe.  

4) Quantum physics today talks about the energy release points in our body. Guruji has given us this when we bow 
down in surrender. The 10 points that come in contact with Mother Earth helps release the life force energy. 
When we take a parikrama around SGGS Ji, we make Him the center point of our existence.   

5) 1:51:38 Keeping today’s veechaar in mind,  Guruji explains that it is a process, being unraveled and unfolded at 
every minute. 

 
              SHABADS RECITED  
 
              Namashkar - Gurudev simran and salutation  
              Jaap Sahib in part recited                
              Ang 696 SGGS Ji   Mere Heearai Ratan Naam Har Basiaa Gur Haath Dhario   
              Ang 496 SGGS Ji    Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasees 

 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1pZ685C9Rbg
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Day 134   2nd Diwan  Shukrana – Tuhi Tuhi Medley   
 

Date: Saturday, 7 November 2020 Time: 02:13:46 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4jF0Yh0oiR4  

 
1) 10:10 Today, I will recite a medley of 13 shabads and let us start this wonderful journey. First bring our minds to 

stability by reciting the Waheguru mantra. Dim the lights, light candles and close your eyes contemplating 
shabad if you can. Create an appropriate ambience around you.   

2) 27:38 Please read the translation. We have discussed this shabad in detail. This is a conversation between 2 
satsangees. Please sing along and do simran.  

3) 2:02:15 Hope you enjoyed this wonderful journey to beyond, a medley of 13 shabads. Salvation is not attained 
unless we do contemplative study. Let us not design our realization. Take as much as you can from satsang 
rather than the other way round.  

 
           SHABADS RECITED  
 
           Ang 959 SGGS Ji Sabh Suhaagan Maaneh Raleeaa Ik Dhevahu Raat Muraaree  
           Ang 181 SGGS Ji Toon Mere Laalan Mere Praan  
          Ang 1375 SGGS Ji Kabeer Too(n) Too(n) Karataa Too Hooaa Mujh Meh Rahaa   
          Ang 1375 Sggs ji    Kabeer  mera mujh mein kichh nahi jo kich hai so tera            
          Ang 1098 SGGSJi  Mai Chaare Ku(n)dhaa Bhaaleeaa Tudh Jevadd Na Saieeaa  

    Ang 103  SGGS Ji   Too(n) Mera Pitaa Too(n) Hain Meraa Mataa 
    Ang 1215 SGGS Ji Rasnaa Japtee Toohee Toohee  
    Ang 93  SGGS Ji  Tohee Mohee Mohee Tohee A(n)tar Kaisaa  
    Ang 1120  SGGS Ji  Har Har Har Gun Gaavahu  
    Ang 156 SGGS Ji  Heerai Jaisa Janam Hai Kaudee Badhale Jai   
    Ang 1416 SGGS Ji  Asee Khate Bahut Kamaavadhe A(n)t Na Paaraavaar  
     Ang 205 SGGS ji  Rakh Pita Prabh mere  
    Ang  156  SGGS Ji  Mere Sahib Kaun Jaane Gun Tere  
    Ang  398 SGGS Ji  Mai Gareeb Sach Tek Toon(n) Mere Satigur Poore  
    Ang  855  SGGS ji     Mere Baaba Mai Bauraa Sabh Khalak Saiaanee Mai Bauraa 
 
 
 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4jF0Yh0oiR4
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Day 135   1st Diwan Amritvela – Divine Grace 
 

Date: Sunday, 8 November 2020 Time: 02:18:15 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zbChd0-Jiag  

 
1) 1:11:33 Please read the translation of this shabad. Guruji gives us the technique to attain the Divine. We have 

denied His Divine Vision by turning away our minds from reciting, reading, contemplating and abiding by 
Guruji’s teachings. With the help of His Divine Grace, we are able to recite His Name. Let us sit in gratitude just 
with this fact rather than asking for material comforts and pursuits. It is not for everybody to attain His Divine 
Grace.  

2) We are going for expensive retreats and usually stay away from applying the wisdom of the religion that we are 
born into. Let us apply rigor in our practices by closely following the teachings of the religion that we are born 
into. Our intentions must be pure and pious without evil mindedness towards anybody sitting in the company of 
the Holy.  

3) 1:35:11 Guruji has brought us close to the Universal Nirankaar that everybody bows down to ,and salutes.  
4) 1:40:05 Today we are celebrating a milestone moment where we complete 200 diwans. Let us offer gratitude 

that we are on this journey together and are able to congregate to grow spiritually. We all should offer our  
gratitude. The fact that we do Prakash of SGGS ji  every morning and Sukhasan every evening,  is His Grace too. 
Let us sit in this space and acknowledge this.  

5) 2:08:31 Much gratitude for being part of this milestone 200th diwan and being on this journey to beyond which I 
hope you have experienced.  

 
          SHABADS RECITED  
 
          Recitation of Mool Mantra  
          Ang 661 SGGS Ji Nadhar Kare Taa Simariaa Jai 
          Ang 724 SGGS Ji Raham Teree Sukh Paiaa Sadhaa Naanak Kee Aradhaas  
          Ang 1138 SGGS Ji Jeevat Jeevat Jeevat Rahahu 
 
 
 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zbChd0-Jiag
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Day 135 2nd Diwan – Spiritual Bonanza of Yearning and Gratitude 
 

Date: Sunday, 8 November 2020 Time: 02:11:12 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CYkgHh-UjrM  

 
1) 1:02:11 Thank you all ,so much for participating in the healing sessions. The reason this diwan is very special is 

due to the fact that the family is offering gratitude to their spiritual teachers in the form of Guruji who brought 
transformation in their lives. Guruji says in SGGS Ji: Mere Sundar Kaho Milai Kit Galee, Har Ke Sant Bataavo 
Maarag, Ham Peeche Laag Chalee.  

2) The Guru comes into our lives from a space of selfless love and generosity of spirit. He has walked the path 
before and guides the devotee to walk the path of spirituality. He knows the terrain well and obstacles that his 
devotee might encounter. 

3)  I am reminded of a story. A man was hugging a tree screaming that the tree was holding him captive. A wise 
teacher walked by and hit the man’s back with a stick that he was carrying  with him as support. As soon as the 
man was hit hard, he let go of the tree and started thanking the wise man. We are exactly in the same state 
absorbed under the illusion of maya of denial. We need to be hit hard to break our ego which not everybody 
can take. This is what the Guru does.  

4) Knowledge is available   in abundance today, but correct  application and rigor is what matters. We are blessed 
with abundance from the Creator, we are creating limits and scarcity. Lord Krishna once offered his aunt (bua)  
Kunti to ask for a boon. Kunti asked Krishna to be by her side in the form of suffering. She had observed that He 
was by her side when she was going through challenging moments in her life. Let us ask ourselves where we are 
in our journeys.  

5) A devotee is sitting in the lap of Her Beloved, some for a few minutes, some for hours, some 24/7 with the hope 
that Her Beloved will always  be by her side. Let us pray and work towards being under His guidance and 
vigilance at all times.  

6) 2:05:19 Please continue to send your blessings, lift your faces and fill your hearts with gratitude.    
   
 

 SHABADS RECITED  
 
Ang 864 SGGS Ji Guroo Guroo Gur Kar Man Mor  
Ang 749 SGGS Ji Charan Kamal Tere Dhoi Dhoi Peevaa Mere Satigur Dheen Dhiaalaa  
Ang 746 SGGS Ji Tau Mai Aaiaa Sharanee Aaiaa Bharosai Aaiaa Kirpaa Aaiaa 
Ang 1420 SGGS Ji Vin Boliaa Sabh Kichh Jaanadhaa Kis Aagai Keechai Aradhaas 
Poem: Mere Satguru Ji Tusee Mehar Karo Main Dar Tere Teh Aaye Hoi AAn 
 
 

 
 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CYkgHh-UjrM
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Day 135  3rd Diwan – Key to Liberation (Mukti) 
 

Date: Sunday, 8 November 2020 Time: 02:07:52 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WYUr4RQfsEU  

 
 

1) 14:17  In order to have a vision of our Creator, we must develop the qualities of the Infinite. Guruji has 
surrendered, is begging for His Divine Vision as well as the benefits Guruji reaps when Naam enters into His 
being.  

2) Detachment has been given an elevated status in the life of a devotee comparable to living life like a lotus 
flower. We must learn to understand our priorities in order to attain the Divine. Yearning and longing for His 
Divine Name is an important prerequisite in order to fulfill our purpose on this earth plane. It is equivalent to 
not eating a meal for a devotee. If we do not have this, we must ask for this from Guruji. Let us not wait for 
nature to intervene. The Universe has its own beautiful way of bringing us to start reciting His Divine Name.  

3) 36:36 We are required to work hard to attain Him just like we work hard to attain success in our materialistic 
pursuits.  

4) 45:17 The parmaan that I bring here is how we speak to our Guruji. It is a very beautiful shabad, focus on it with 
your senses. The devotee can receive all the joys reciting the Divine Name. His faults are eradicated by sitting in 
the company of the holy and speaking the Truth. They become dear to the holy saints whose company they 
seek. Bliss is an experience that can never be taken away from the devotee thanks to Grace, similar to yoghurt 
that can never turn into milk, once transformed. Let us go to His Feet and ask for the company of the holy (who 
simply gives unconditionally) to stay immersed 24/7 in His remembrance.  

5) 1:06:09 Guruji asks us to be in a state of inner poverty in this shabad. This shabad gives us the requirements to 
be poor and take support of His Divine Name sitting in the company of the Holy.   

6) 1:10:18 The shadows of Maya leave its harmful impressions on our subconscious mind. If left unattended, they 
multiply 100 times whilst we are asleep and cause destruction. They then become karmas and sanskaras which 
brings us back into the 8.4 million births starting all over again. Each seed has the promise of a thousand forests. 
Therefore let us be extremely mindful of every thought.  

7) 1:17:45 Whatever emerges from the mind, it manifests as a desire. An  awareness is required with His Grace 
and the devotee starts working on training his mind. Then Guruji gives him the qualities described in the shabad 
that I am about to recite. The devotee brings stability in his state of mind as per these lines from SGGS Ji. Man 
Re Thir Rahu Mat Kat Jaaee Jio. Guruji asks us to continue diving deep and drink the Nectar that is within each 
one of us.  

8) 1:30:51 A person who is living in accordance with the laws that Guruji prescribes us, the Creator makes sure 
that his bhakta is well taken care of. He lacks nothing.  

9) 1:47:14 Once the devotee is bestowed with His glance of Grace, he is showered with all the material comforts 
but by then (after working on his spiritual growth) this matters very little for the devotee.  

 
           SHABADS RECITED  
            Ang 398 SGGS Ji  Mai Gareeb Sach Tek Toon(n) Mere Satigur Poore         
            Ang 681 SGGS Ji  Jo Maageh Thaakur Apune Te Soiee Soiee Dhevai          
            Ang 44 SGGS  Ji   Lakh Khuseeaa Paatisaaheeaa Je Satigur Nadhar Kare 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WYUr4RQfsEU
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Day 136   Diwan Amritvela – Merging with the Light 
 

Date: Monday, 9 November 2020 Time: 02:10:16 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rDF-KjVSMNk 

 
1) 47:38 In the final analysis, the state of the mind is what really matters. Let us connect with the one highest 

frequency. For 2 bodies to become one soul, we must learn to tune-in   into the highest frequency together. We 
tune-in  to the highest frequency by following the teachings and protocols that Guruji has given us with united 
understanding. Differences occur due to the karmic sanskaras that each one brings. The couple reflects and 
learns to align in order to lead a successful and enlightened married life.  

2) 01:13:31 Back to the first shabad that I started. Reflect on the benefits of listening to what the Guru says. Some 
verses from Japji Sahib are recited. Reciting, listening and understanding is what we must work towards 
achieving.  

3) 01:23:48 Guruji has given us the sword of wisdom (discernment) by understanding in order to work through our 
karmic imprints due to which we tend to suffer. This brings about an awakening in the life of a devotee.  

4) 01:28:10 When we live our lives from obedience, Grace is bestowed upon us.  
5) 01:30:28 Transformation requires us to contemplate and reflect upon the teachings that Guruji has given us. 

The life of such a devotee is a living testimony of peace and bliss. His relationships are friction free.  
6) In the last verses of the shabad, the devotee goes into yearning and asks for His Mercy and Grace. He goes to 

seek support of His Guru. As a result, he lives with equanimity and contentment. He is imbued with the Name of 
the Divine within every cell of his being.  

 
           SHABADS RECITED:  
 
           Ang 392 SGGS Ji Sagal Sookh Jap Eaekai Naam 
           Ang 761 SGGS Ji Jae Bhulee Jae Chukee Saaenaae Bhee Thehinjee Kaadteeaa 
           Ang 250 SGGS Ji Sasaa Saath Saath Soo  
           Ang 574 SGGS Ji Sun Gurmukh Sun Gurmukh Naam  
           Ang 216 SGGS Ji Maadhau Har Har Har Mukh Kaheeaai 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rDF-KjVSMNk
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Day 137 Diwan Shukrana – Blissful Existence   
 

Date: Wednesday, 11 November 2020 Time: 02:11:07 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3BE_uCek4AA  

 
1) 29:32  Moko Baah De: Please give me Your Hand of Protection, Waheguru Jee, to live like a lotus flower in this 

worldly ocean. Beg and ask this from the Lord in the form of tarla (pleading) Feel His Presence! 
2) 35:29 The first shabad is from the Dasam Granth where Guru Gobind Singh Maharaj asks us to sit immersed in 

His Name; that who controls every nucleus of this Universe. The frequency of Shabad Guru erases our 
accumulated sanskaras. It is interesting to witness how as humans, we switch on the television immediately 
upon returning from work. Is it not enough for us to engage in worldly activities throughout the day? Let us 
understand that we are collecting impressions through our senses throughout the day. These are being 
processed into the subconscious and multiplied 10 times when we retire to bed at night . 

3)  An iron plate accumulates a lot of rust due to lack of use . A hammer struck on it with force , helps to loosen the 
rust that falls in small bits.  Similarly the vices that are stuck to us  over a period of time ,  will need the rigorous 
Jaap  of Naam  and  nitnem  in order to  get rid of the Karmic impressions  that we have gathered on our being .  

4) Reciting and contemplating the Divine Name on a deeper level makes the devotee  a witness  and  a vigilant 
observer.  

5) 01:03:19 What is bliss? In simple terms, the process of milk turning into yoghurt. No technology can turn 
yoghurt back to milk. The devotee steadily applies the teachings of Guruji and reaches the state of bliss. We are 
limiting ourselves with the rituals and superstitions which are actually hurting us. Sukhmani Sahib tells us in 
these lines the highest form of religion. Sarab Dharam Me Shresht Dharam. Har Kaa Naam Jap Nirmal Karam:  
Am I living from a place of purity? Do I feel at peace despite being hurt by others. If I do, I am living from a place 
of bliss. 

6)  Oxytocin are released in us when we appreciate others. The being that learns to appreciate and gives freely 
irrespective of what he receives is virtuous. Guruji gave freely without expecting anything in return. We have 
the gift of the precious treasures in Gurbaani 

7) 01:30:56 I am reciting the 7th pauri of Anand Sahib. Attachment shall always cause suffering.  There is a 
distinction between tears of celebration, gratitude and attachment. Tears of attachment hurt our soul and give 
us a migraine as well as body aches. We hurt ourselves as well as those around us even though they want to 
support us fully. You shall experience a sense of lightness once you learn to celebrate life on a daily basis. When 
we shed tears of gratitude and devotion, the mind is being cleansed of the sanskaras.  

8) 01:36:16 Let me explain the distinction between liv and dhaat. Liv is spiritualism and dhaat is materialism. We 
suffer tremendously when we connect to materialism and our happiness depends on outside events. Guruji in 
the 6th verse of Anand Sahib utters: Saachee Livai Bin Dheh Nimaanee. He tells us that without spirituality and 
devotion for His Holy Feet, the body is devoid of honor. Livai is living a life with spiritual values.  Let us focus on 
ourselves rather than focusing on the outside. Let us feel sorry for ourselves, grow and develop so that Guruji 
can be proud of us. Let us plead for us to receive His Grace in order to receive his honor. Guruji then pleads to 
Nirankaar to receive the gift of Shabad Guru and take that as His prime support.   

9) 01:59:19 Our baani is named blissful and once we recite this we are in a state of bliss.  
10) 02:08:32 Stay intoxicated with the bliss that we have discussed. Many of us are victims of our fears and dogmas 

that we have become slaves to. We are comparing ourselves to others and losing the originality that we have 
been born with.  

 
           SHABADS RECITED  
 
           Ang 309 Dasam Granth Hum Baithe Tum Deho Aaseesa Tum Raajaa Raajan Ke   
           Ang 917 SGGS Ji Aanandh Aanandh Sabh Ko Kahai Aananandh Guroo Te Jaaniaa  
           Ang 917 SGGS JI Anandh Bhiaa Meree Maae Satiguroo Mai Paiaa 
 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3BE_uCek4AA
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Day 138  Diwan Amritvela – The Worthy and Virtuous Bride 
 

Date: Friday, 13 November 2020 Time: 02:11:18 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hi2Xvoir9mE  

 
1) Bring gratitude in your beings, close your eyes and recite with your tongue. Feel His Presence.  
2) 44:58 Tum Karo Dayaa: powerful lines from the first shabad could become a simran(prayer of offering) when 

recited with devotion. I recited the following lines as parmaan in the beginning of this healing session. Hau 
Aaiaa Dhoorahu Chal Kai Mai Takee Tau Saranai Jeeau This is a title Baani Gunavantee in SGGS Ji which can be 
translated as the worthy and the virtuous bride. How might we become a worthy soul bride, a humble 
beneficiary of His Grace?  

3) Human birth is the form of suffering. After having been protected by the digestive fires in the mother’s womb, 
we are affected by the darkness and illusion of Maya. Guru ji guides us to observe gratitude to Him and live 
consciously by watching our thoughts, words and deeds. 

4)  Let us train our minds to see the Divine Light. He then continues to explain us to let go of duality, to see the 
Light within us. Once these protocols are observed with humility and a spirit of surrender, we  become devotees 
and live satiated lives, says Guruji. He then feels in a state of  Parmanand, eternal bliss.  Challenging times come 
as a guide from beyond to help us awaken and recognize our true purpose and tap into the Divine Light residing 
within ourselves. 

5) Let us send blessings out and help persons heal with the frequency of Naam that heals, repairs and rejuvenates. 
We heal our minds, bodies, souls by following Guruji  and  living from a place of deep understanding and 
obedience . We work through our karmic impressions accumulated over 8.4 million births as a result. Let us 
start operating from this space right now .   

6) Covid 19 too is an opportunity for us to dive into the temple of our souls and become worthy soul- brides for 
our Guruji, Nirankaar.    

7) 1:40:36 Satgur Pooraa Bheitaa Jin Banat Banaaiee: Guruji gives us every happening as part of His Perfect Plan 
in order to teach us. Let us shift our perspective  and live out of acceptance  and  obedience to His Will. This 
must be our attitude to live a life of contentment.  

8) 1:46:43 Who am I Guruji to take ownership of my actions?  I am yours in whatever and whichever way. May I 
ask Guruji to make me His? He took care of me when I was in my mother’s womb where His simran saved me. 
Then why do I fall within the clutches of mayaa and the play of ego that thinks that I am doing? When did I ever 
do any action? Let us have conversations like these to help us understand the deeper meaning of His Hand over 
us.  

 
SHABADS RECITED  
 

           Ang 763 SGGS Ji Hau Aaiaa Dhoorahu Chal Kai Mai Takee Saranai Jeeau as  
           Ang 673 SGGS Ji Tumh Karahu Dhiaa Mere Saiee  
           Ang 819 SGGS Ji Chaugiradh Hamaarai Raam Kaar Dhukh Lagai Na Bhaiee 
           Ang 682 Aoukhee Gharree Na Dhaekhaan Dhaeea Apana Biradh Samaaiae 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hi2Xvoir9mE
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Day 139 Diwan Amritvela – Bandi Chhod Gurpurab & Deepavali: Light the Lamp of Naam 
 

Date: Saturday, 14 November 2020 Time: 02:13:29 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yEmqXI2ndOk  

 
1) 18:34  Greetings to each one of you. Let us illuminate our minds with the lamp of Naam on the occasion of 

Gurupurab and Deepavali . My revered mother got me as a gift from Guru Hargobind Maharaj. I visited the 
Daataa Bandi Chhod Gurudwara regularly to serve by reciting shabads in a spirit of surrender.  What I am today 
is thanks to the gift bestowed on me from Him . The 52 pillars in the Gwalior fort represent the 52 kings held 
hostage where they did satsang with Guruji everyday.  

2) Sikhism teaches us not to live within the boundaries of ego and the vices that imprison us.  Guru ji embraced 
persons irrespective of the religion they were born into. He taught us to live in the present moment with a spirit 
of acceptance letting go of the bondages of the past. I am reminded of the lyrics of the number Black Bird by the 
Beatles band. It reflects a similar message. 

3) On this  day  Guru Hargobind Maharaj arrived at Harmandir Sahib with the 52 prisoners freed from the clutches 
of King Jehangir. He wore a robe of 52 panels  so that each king could hold one panel  and walk out towards 
freedom with Guruji. He ate the food prepared by Bhai Jethaa Jee, his fellow Sikh  earned out of honest living. 
This concept is hugely emphasized in Sikhism. Guruji introduced the concept of Peeri and Meeri, spiritual and 
temporal authority at Akal Takht along with Baaba Buddhaa Jee and Baba Gurdaas Jee, his maternal uncle. 
Guruji had  a powerful military force to combat King Jehangir  and protect the values of Sikhism. He was a  tall  
swordsman, wrestler, archer as well as a leader filled with the divine qualities.      

4) We have made religion limited and restricted. I pray that each one of us is released from the prison of our vices, 
ego and duality and light the lamps of love, inclusion, freedom whilst igniting the lamp of the Divine Name into 
our lives. Guruji is ever forgiving and compassionate and assures us this from the lines found on Ang 855 Vaar 
Bilaaval of SGGS Ji. Koiee Nindhak Hovai Satiguroo Kaa Fir Sara Gur Aavai:. Pichale Gunah Satigur Bakhas Le 
Satsangat Naal Ralaavai:  

5) Bhai Nandlal was welcomed in the darbaar of Guru Gobind Singh Maharaj to be saved from King Aurangzeb’s 
torture (wanting to convert him to Islam) and never pressured him to convert to Sikhism, which teaches 
universal brotherhood. Light the lamp of Naam today.  Let us  pray to Guru Hargobind Singh Maharaj to release 
us from our vices and bondages 

6) 01:58:38 Guru Hargobind Singh Maharaj was so dynamic. He led a life of fine values to leave as a legacy for us.  
The concept of warrior saint was started by the 6th Guru. May we all be blessed with Naam Sewa and Simran.  

 
          SHABADS RECITED  
 
          Ang 855  SGGS Ji   Koi Nindhak hovei Satguru ka Fir saran Gur aavai 
          Ang 624  SGGS Ji Har Jeeau Nimaaniaa Too Maan  
          Ang 1101 SGGS Ji Har Jee Maataa Har Jee Pitaa Har Jeeau Pratipaalak  
          Ang 496   SGGS Ji Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasees 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yEmqXI2ndOk
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Day 139  2nd Diwan – Serving the Lord of The Universe  
 

Date: Saturday, 14 November 2020 Time: 02:14:37 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tnYV_fhYfUU&t=1s  

 
1) 7:11 The Daata Bandi Chhor Gurudwara is  where I have crawled as a toddler on its steps. Integration is crucial  

to experience the bliss of Naam. Living a life of harmony between mind, intellect and spirit will bring us the 
peace and bliss.  

2) 23:17 We are surrounded by Divine Grace in the form of this human body. We are unaware of His Grace due to 
the limitations that we have created especially due to the vice of attachment. The oil of breath that we have 
received as a gift must be lit with the match of the Name Divine in the lamp of our diya, the human vessel. 

3) I have often talked about the distinction between confidence and ego. Confidence says   “ I  can do with the 
belief in the Power.” Ego is Edging God Out . and believing that only I can do it. 

4) 38:59 The first shabad describes what Satigur is giving us constantly .The  transformation  we can experience, is  
a result of living in obedience.  

5) 50:37 Guruji is talking about receiving His Glance of Gracious Grace.I have often been asked the formula of 
prosperity. Total Purity of mind = Total Prosperity. Purity of mind can be attained with the recitation of the 
Divine Name to wash away the vices of  Maya. The high frequency of Naam Simran loosens the rust on our souls 
as discussed  before. Wealth is only a tiny part of prosperity. Souls that live from a space of gratitude and 
contentment show richness of life.  

6) Let us pray for the gifts of naam , sewa and simran. Reciting, listening, contemplating and living in accordance to 
SGGS Ji.  

7) Jehangir  too, understood the magnificence of Guru Hargobind Maharaj when a bundle of twigs and sticks was 
offered to him by a devotee as a result of mistaking him for Guruji. He guided him to the neighboring tent 
where Guruji was stationed on a hunting expedition at the invitation of Jehangir the King. The devotee (a 
Gursikh) out of fearlessness picked up the gift and walked away to offer his gift of appreciation at the feet of 
Guru Maharaj.  

8) 01:19:06  A mouse sitting on the elephant  thinks that the animals in the forest are bowing down to him. This is 
exactly what happens to a devotee. He rides on the back of Satiguru. Maharaja Heera Singh, a Guru Bhakta 
listened to the recitation of SGGS Ji without moving ,from Giani Narain Singh, his trusted minister and advisor 
for 48 hours sitting cross-legged in one position. Giani Narain Singh was carried by the King himself in a 
palanquin on his shoulders to enable him to rest . Everybody was bowing down to the king and also , indirectly 
to the devotee.who was being  carried. Guru Bhaktas receive the inner strength from the Lord  and are looked 
after  by the Lord Himself.  

9) 02:01:17 Suppression is not acceptable in Sikhism. Develop the purity of spirit without holding feelings of 
jealousy or envy in your minds. Guruji taught us to live royally with the spirit of a warrior. May we imbibe these 
qualities within ourselves.    

 
          SHABADS RECITED:  
          Bhai Gurdas Ji Vaaran page  26 Satigur BandheeChhor Hai Jeevan Mukat Karai  
          Ang 587 SGGS Ji So Satigur Piaaraa Merai Naal Hai Jithai Kithai Maino Le haddaiee  
          Dharmic Geet: Mere Satigur Jee Tusi Mehar Karo Main Dar Tere Teh Aayee Hoi Aan 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tnYV_fhYfUU&t=1s
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Day 139  3rd Diwan – Pathway to Self Realization 
 

Date: Saturday, 14 November 2020 Time: 02:19:01 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8rGqcbkWrAE  

 
1) 13:23 . Human values focus on relationships. Spiritual values focus on recognizing the Light within ourselves. 

The oil of breath must be triggered within ourselves with the Divine Name that will help us reach our inner 
Light. 

2)  Living a life of spiritual values helps us to start seeing the Creator in the Creation. The wisdom of SGGS Ji helps 
us to cultivate the spiritual values step by step. Let us learn to take baby steps to slowly work through our 
karmic impressions and vices. Grace is needed. Pragate Bhale Sanjoga. Once we connect with Bani the being 
starts creating new habit patterns and new impressions.  Gur Kaa Shabad Kaate Kot Karam. Shabad Guru then 
breaks away our karmic bondages.  

3) Ego and devotion cannot reside together. Such a being exists but does not belong to the world. Hence 
detachment is strongly emphasized. Let us give our minds a nudge to work and ignite the Divine Name in the 
vessel of our human body before the oil of breath runs out. Bliss can be experienced by observing spiritual 
practices. Let us set a goal to achieve this as a milestone. Let us focus on starting the journey as a pilgrimage 
inwards, to know  ourselves.  Veechar and contemplation sitting in the company of the holy allows us to churn 
out the essence by way of reflection.. As Bhagat Pipaa Jee says   in SGGS Ji Nothing comes, nothing goes, it is all 
the play of this universe. We contain the entire universe within ourselves. But we must search with the 
techniques given to us by Guruji.    

4) 1:15:22 The next classic is coming. Once we engage our senses; listening, reciting, reading the texts with 
concentration,  will help you connect with shabad Guru at a deeper level. The virtues of patience and 
perseverance are required on the spiritual path. The word Acceptance  summarises the teachings of SGGS Ji. 
This gives rise to contentment and a state of bliss. The vices of a spiritual being are being washed away with the 
help of Gurbani.  The path to attaining enlightenment is to surrender from a place of humility. Giaan Dhyaan 
Kich Karam Naa Jaanaa  reflects this message.The adjectives that Guruji uses in SGGS Ji  to describe himself are 
slave, servant, lowliest of the low. We must learn to let go of our limited intelligence and become the humblest 
of the humble.  

5) 2:11:53 Please hold me in the space of your prayers in order to be able to fulfil this service. May we all be 
blessed with the gifts of Naam, Simran and Sewa. 

 
            SHABADS RECITED  
            Ang 11and Ang 365  SGGS Ji Toon Karataa Sachiaar Maiddaa Saaiee  
            Ang 1215 SGGS Ji Rasanaa Japatee Toohee Toohee  
            Bhai Gurdaas Dee Vaar 19 Pauri 6 of 21 Dheevaalee Dee Raat Dheeve Baaleean  
            Ang 694 SGGS Ji Naam Tero Aaratee Majan Muraare 
            Ang 496 SGGS JI Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasees 
 
 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8rGqcbkWrAE
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Day 140  1st Diwan – Expanding Spiritual Boundaries  
 

Date: Sunday, 15 November 2020 Time: 02:12:34 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dkdNUcD90t8  

 
1) 01:01:28 We have completed reciting the universal prayer of Chaupai Sahib. My request to you is to reflect on 

the lines Sukhee Basai Moro Parivaaraa. Who did you think of whilst you were reciting these lines? Were you 
thinking of your near and dear ones? Or were you praying for the well- being of the entire planet? We must 
practise watching our thoughts. This is how we progress on the path of spirituality. Human values keep us 
trapped in boundaries whereas spiritual values help us to expand our boundaries. Analyse yourselves 
constantly, only then will you be able to attain self realization my dear fellow satsangees. 

2)  Let us go as beggars at the feet of Guruji asking him to give us employment just as we would plead and go to 
any length to get a job in order to sustain ourselves and our families. Let us remind ourselves that we are here 
on this earth plane temporarily and we must start living a life of conscious awareness. Once we become co-
partners with our Nirankaar, we experience wonders. Please aspire to tap into that wondrous feeling. You will 
then, break all boundaries and experience true freedom.  You  will start seeing unseen unexplainable 
phenomena and the entire matrix of this Universe . Let us ask for the gift of surrendering every breath of ours to 
Guruji; this  is the highest form of prayer and ardaas. 

3) When we tap into this higher state of being, we are not confined to the limited attachment that we are bound 
by. We experience love without a sense of limited ego which becomes all-inclusive. We can then  
wholeheartedly utter the words Naa Koi Bairee Naahee  Begaana meaning nobody is a stranger or an enemy. 
Forgiveness becomes available to us easily. Guru Gobind Singh Maharaj accepted King Aurangzeb’s letter asking 
for forgiveness and set foot to meet him in Delhi. He did not hold grudges that his sons and mother were 
tortured at the hands of the regime. He uttered the words Saach Kaho Sun Leho Sabhee. He did not limit joy, 
bliss peace and happiness to  one Sect  or religion. Let us allow the Universe to hold us in the cradle of its arms 
and take care of us. 

4) Let us stay vigilant if we are given an opportunity to forgive somebody. Did we avail of the opportunity or did 
we stay in our limited sense of anger and ego? Please start reflecting upon yourselves.   

5) 01:59:05 Please hold Guruji in your hearts in the form of Baani. Chitr Bichitra Eih Ab Chehra Taj Chitarai Chit 
Raakh Chiteraa. Hold him dearly in your Consciousness.  Guru Amardas has said explicity to us Wah Wah Baani 
Nirankaar Hain Jis Jevadd Avar Na Koi. Life gives us experiences that we must explore and learn from. Let us 
live from that place of consciousness and awareness, meditating on the Divine Name at all times.  

6) 02:10:35 Please reflect on today’s thoughts discussed. Self- analysis is required in order to experience the bliss 
and freedom. Let us not focus on analyzing others; move the direction of your arrow inwards.   

 
         SHABADS RECITED  
          Ang 1379- 1381 SGGS ji   Chaupai Sahib Sri Dasam Granth Sahib Sukhee Basai   
          Moro Parivaaraa 
          Ang 694 SGGS Ji Chit Simran Karo Avilakano Sravan Baanee Sujas Poor Raakhau 
          Ang 496 SGGS Ji Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasees 

 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dkdNUcD90t8
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Day 140 2nd Diwan – Inviting the Lord in our Home  
 

Date: Sunday, 15 November 2020 Time: 02:16:32 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UkSxzqg4e2s  

 
1) 31.37 I am singing a fusion of Raag Kaanaarraa and Western style, something that I love to do. It is within my 

scope of expertise. This has been downloaded as a gift for me by Guruji. It is a combination of Gur mantra and 
an invitation and plea to Guruji to enter the home of our minds. Please concentrate on the Naad frequency of 
this extremely potent mantra. I have been told that I have all the treasures within. How do I get to the treasure? 
I must shed off the vices with focus and conscious intention. I am now desperately pleading to Guruji and 
inviting him to the mansion of my home. This, I am revealing as the postcode to reaching the core treasure and 
self-realization.   

2) Every session is being recorded and will be a gift and blessing for generations to come. Many will have the 
opportunity to awaken.  

3) 53:54  My teachers always commented on how I love to innovate continuously. I am grateful to all my teachers 
who helped me channel the excessive energy optimally. I am grateful to this pandemic to help me step out of 
the restrictions and boundaries that I experienced due to the constraints imposed on me. Our energy is 
powerful and infectious. The energy goes where we allow it or direct it. The recitation of Naam Simran helps us 
to direct the energy towards observing and reframing our vices to tune-in to the Highest frequency that is 
within us. Only then, Guruji will reveal His Innate Nature.  

4) I will sing in a fusion style today. In my opinion, we must move with the times.  
5) 01:22:23 We  know that we are sitting on a precious treasure and possess Infinite potential within us. We have 

been given the distinction of Gurmat and Manmat to determine the direction of our lives. Guru Arjan Dev 
Maharaj uttered this in Raag Kaanaarraa and I will recite the second shabad in the same raag. Let us not 
compromise ourselves in order to please the world.  

6) 01:31:41 When we keep Him in our minds at all times, we shall not experience nightmares. Therefore let us be 
watchful on how we operate ourselves during our daily activities using our senses.  How will Satgur become our 
own if we do not invite him in?  

7) 01:40:32 The corresponding shabad of the words halat palat in these lines is Jap Man Satnam Sadaa Satnam 
Halat Palat Mukh Oojal Hoiee Nit Dhiaee Har Purakh Niranjana  Guruji gives us assurance that we shall be 
taken in this world and after.  

8) 01:49:22 We align ourselves with the teachings of Guruji which helps us to attain the feeling of equanimity 
towards everybody. Only His Grace can let it  happen instantly. However, we must continue to walk the path 
step by step without attaching to the outcome. Let us not design our spiritual path. Let Guruji unfold it the way 
He wishes.  

9) 2:04:41 Appreciation is the core value that we must learn to cultivate and share with persons around us. Love is 
the result of practicing this virtue resulting in fearlessness. 

    
          SHABADS RECITED  
            Simran and meditation of a fusion of Waheguru Jee  
            Ang 1209 Mohan Ghar Aaavahu Karau Jodhareeaa 
            Ang 1298 SGGS Ji Keerat Prabh Kee Gaau Meree Rasanaa  
            Ang 1298 SGGS Ji Gaieeaai Gun Gopaal Kirapaa Nidh  
            Ang 1299 SGGS Ji Bisar Giee Sabh Taat Paraiee7 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UkSxzqg4e2s
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Day 140  3rd Diwan – The Ambrosial Nectar of the Divine Name  
 

Date: Sunday, 15 November 2020 Time: 02:15:13 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7b85wX8sGvk  

 
1) 28:36  I am reciting verses from the Mangala Charan texts. Please read and follow the translation.The wisdom is 

considered as expensive; the devotee is meant to read, listen, reflect, assess  and then rectify if he/she would 
like to attain self-realization. Humans are described as being insincere. We do not think, speak and act with 
genuineness.  

2) 1:48:00 We have recited the verses from Ang 1354 of the Sehshritee Shlokas. I could not stop myself due to the 
high divine frequency of these texts. The last shabad is the ultimate example of gratitude where the Tenth Guru 
had lost his sons, his home, his earthly possessions and He remained  in devotion to the Lord of the Universe 
despite His outer circumstances. .  

3) 1:58:14 Guruji is offering gratitude in this shabad. He demonstrates to us the meaning of staying alike in joy and 
suffering. May we learn to be steadfast in our practices like Guru Gobind Singh Maharaj and receive inspiration 
from his life.  

 
           SHABADS RECITED  
 

 Ang 1357  Salok Sehshritee (51 to 67) 
Ang 1358   Mayaa Karo Deenaa Naath Mayaa Karo  
Ang 1357   Salok Sehshritee (32 to 50 ) 
Ang 102  SGGS Ji Jhim Jhim Varasai A(n)mirat Dhaaraa  
Page  1319   Sri Dasam Granth Sahib Ji Khyaal of the Tenth King  
Mitr Piaare Noo Haal Mureedhaan Dhaa Kahanaa 
 
 

 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7b85wX8sGvk
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Day 141 Diwan Amritvela – The Sublime Essence of Naam 
  

Date: Friday, 20 November 2020 Time: 02:22:01 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-CLXdqOmEHU 

 
Focus is all that is needed. Every breath, every hair must be drenched with Naam and Simran.  
 

1) 01:12:38  What happens when we engage our senses with Naam and Gurbani. I am in awe and wonder at what 
was revealed today. I experienced a balancing of the material and spiritual world, yin and yang. I started with 
the evening raag Kalyaan and moved to the morning raag Bhairav. A fusion of 2 raagas. The first shabad by 
Bhagat Kabeer came to my mind. He says that once he tasted the sublime essence of the Divine Name, he was 
dumbfounded, became deaf and crippled (metaphorically). The devotee then loses interest in gossiping, 
participating in unwholesome conversations and does not have the desire to go to places that do not support 
his spiritual tastes.   

2) Let me clarify that Shabad is primary. Once we focus on the Shabad Guru, using the raagas, we are assisted till a 
point after which the sound current vanishes as well. We then experience the bliss of complete union with the 
Universe. Raagas are simply an instrument or a crutch to get us to the Divine. Ang 1429 Anand Sahib explains: 
Raag Ratan Parivaar Pareeaa Sabadh Gaavan Aaieeaa.  All the raagaas came into the sanctuary of Shabad. 
Focusing on shabad, we start applying the wisdom of the teachings.  

3) We wrongly focus on food and identify it with our religion. Let us learn to rise above and start looking at the 
situation by shifting the root perspective. As Kabir Jee says, experience the bliss by tasting the arrow of Naam. 
Once we do this, all delusion and doubt shall vanish from our lives. Stop being a victim to your fears which  kill 
you. As Bhagat Kabeer says: Jeh Ras Bisar Gaee Ras Aur. Once you taste the sweetness of the Divine Name, you 
shall automatically lose the desire to be a slave to those temptations that held you captive.  

4) 02:01:19 Keep walking the path in alignment with Guruji’s teachings and only then shall you experience the bliss 
of the journey to beyond .  

5) 02:04:30 Laagat Hee Bhui Gir Pariaa: These lines mean that I have surrendered totally at your Divine Feet, O 
Lord!! I have renounced my pride and ego.  

6) 02:05:31 Kabeer Niramal Boondh Akaas Kee Par Giee Bhoom Bikaar: These lines reveal: My crown chakra has 
opened up to receive the Divine Blessings and my vices that enslaved me until now start melting away.   

7) 02:09:40  I aspire to treat each one equally. Who am I to discriminate? Let me focus on the following Fareed 
shloka: Kaale Likh Naa Lekh. Aaap Nade Girivaan Main. Sir Neevaa Kar Dekh. Look into your inner world, focus 
on yourself and yourself alone. Once you do so, a lot shall be revealed to you. 

            
SHABADS RECITED  
           Ang 1209 SGGS JI Mohan Ghar Aaavahu Karau Jodhareeaa 
           Ang 96 SGGS Ji Meraa Man Loche Gur Dharasan Thaaee  
           Ang 1374 SGGS Ji 193rd shloka  
           Kabeer Goo(n)gaa Hooaa Baavaraa Baharaa Hooaa Kaan  
           Ang 337 SGGS Ji Ram Ras Peeaa Re 
  
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-CLXdqOmEHU
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Day 142  1st Diwan Amritvela – Grow Spiritual Values: Comprehend the Matrix of Life   
 

Date: Saturday, 21 November 2020 Time: 02:16:50 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IXHjiqMW00M  

 
1) 24.05  My experience shows me that a ripened fruit falls down in its own time. But when I have plucked a fruit 

that is not ripe, a watery milky substance emerges from the branches of the tree. These droplets, for me, seem 
to be tears that the branch or tree is shedding at losing its young offspring. All that is born must die; this is 
Divine Law. When a being passes away at a ripe old age, it seems easier to accept His Divine Command. Losing a 
young one is harder to accept.  

2) Attachment causes suffering; we must learn to practise detachment; living like a lotus flower on the lake. Those 
who live a detached life are known to be warm- hearted and lovable. Guru Gobind Singh ji was a fine example of 
a being  who sacrificed his entire family to protect human rights. He surpassed all boundaries of love with this 
sacrifice. He displayed mercy and compassion and a spirit of unfaltering faith and acceptance to obey the Divine 
Command.  

3) I understand that it is easier to speak and only those in pain know what they are going through. Bhagat Chhajoo, 
a drummer playing for funeral processions was told that his drum was playing a different beat when he lost his 
mother. His loss had affected his ability to  beat the drums as before.  

4) 01:31:35 In Vadhans Mahlaa 1, Guruji explains: How might we learn to accept phenomena in our lives? Guruji in 
this shabad asks the devotee to feel His Presence at all times. This shall help us to accept suffering from a 
peaceful space as well as the technique to work through joyous and happy moments. We are revealed the 
matrix of life.  

5) 01:41:37   We offer our condolences and feel sad when our loved ones depart. At the same time, let us 
understand the reality of life. Ego and identification with our loved ones does not allow us to practice 
detachment. The virtue of detachment allows us to give freely and equitably. A detached being does not beg, he 
simply gives from the love and compassion of his all- inclusive heart. Let us train ourselves to move out of our 
limitations and boundaries of attachment that give rise to unfulfilled expectations, suffering and anger.  

 
SHABADS RECITED  
 
Ang 55 SGGS Ji Machhulee Jaal Na Jaaniaa Sar Khaaraa Asagahu  
Ang 1383 SGGS Ji Fareedhaa Dhaareeavai Kannhai Bagula Khael Karai  
Ang 263 SGGS Ji Jeh Maat Pitaa Sut Meet Na Bhaiee  
Ang 157 SGGS Ji Dheh Sajan Aseesareeaa Jiau Hovai Saahib Siau Mel  
Ang 581 SGGS Ji Jin Jag Sirat Samaaieeaa So Saahib Kudharat Jaanovaa  
Poem: Naa Dhup Rehni Na Chhau Bandiyaa 
 

 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IXHjiqMW00M
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Day 142   2ndDiwan – Celebrating Little Champion’s Birthday    
 

Date: Saturday, 21 November 2020 Time: 02:08:53 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g0NaYWl1zMo  

 
1) 33:18 Every child brings his/her own environment in the lives of parents. The little ones bring their treasure 

chest of blessings when they come into our lives. Let us raise conscious children and serve our Guruji tirelessly 
rather than forming more institutions. We have a solid base by way of SGGS Ji for ourselves.  In my opinion, the 
entire 1430 Angs of SGGS Ji have given us the blueprint of the values that we have a responsibility to transfer to 
our offsprings as a responsible guardian. We parents, as custodians, instill these values in our children. This is 
not manipulation but I refer to this as wise parenting. I often use the term “Pritam Sick”: Do we yearn and cry 
tears of separation from Our Universal Father? We often go to our Father asking for material gifts.  

2) I send out blessings to the 7 year old in the form of the first shabad. May you treasure and cherish the gift of the 
Divine Name in the years that lie ahead of you. I shall be reciting the favorite of this special little boy Raajan Ke 
Raaja as well; he listens to this shabad on his mum’s Spotify account whilst driving to school every morning.   

3) 01:02:17 Please pay attention to the catchy notes in this composition, I have been reciting since 1995/96. Let us 
sing acoustically using the help of piano and guitar.  

4) 01:09:21 Sun Sun Naam Tumaaraa Preetam Prabh Pekhan Kaa Chaau: Simply reciting your Divine Name, I feel 
bliss Guruji. I cannot even begin to imagine what shall happen to me when you reveal yourself to me. These 
lines can be interpreted thus.  

5) 01:37:08 The Creator, the Director of the film of life has created a script for each one of us. Let us learn to 
accept the story line written for each one on this planet earth; each one playing a unique role as an actor in the 
web of His vast creation.     

 
 SHABADS RECITED  
 
Ang 405 SGGS Ji Man Meh Raam Naamaa Jaap  
Ang 682 SGGS Ji Prab Siau Laag Rahio Meraa Cheet 
Ang 496 SGGS Ji Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasees  
Page 267 Sri Dasam Granth Sahib Raajan Ke Raajaa Maharaajan Ke Maharaajaa Aaiso 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g0NaYWl1zMo
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Day 143  1st  Diwan Amritvela – Bring the Lord in your Life  
 

Date: Sunday, 22 November 2020 Time: 02:22:36 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yj5jYyc_XPg  

 
1) 44:04 I bow down humbly together with my team and feel grateful for your participation. In the first shabad, a 

classic by Guru Arjan Dev Maharaj, we are explained  the benefits of having Guruji in our life. Let me explain 
step by step.  

2) We have been given the concept of Annamayee Kosh and Manmayee Kosh. AK: We must provide nourishing 
food to the body. Being  aware and   conscious , we learn what foods benefit  us and which do not . Guruji says: 
Baabaa Aur Khaana Khushee Khwaar Jit Khaadhai Tan Peereeaai; Man Meh Chaleh Vikaar. The body has an 
intelligence of its own that we must tap into. The vices and afflictions that lie dormant within us, hence  get 
slowly  washed away with His Grace.  

3) Manmayee Kosh is the knowledge by which the unstable mind returns to stability. In today’s times we are 
loaded with information.Let us use the power of discernment to consume only that which serves us well. The 
entire wisdom of Guru Granth Sahib Maharaj allows us to dive into the ocean and extract the gemstones hidden 
within.We then, experience the results that Guruji explains in the first shabad. As we have discussed in earlier 
sessions, the subconscious mind amplifies with powerful intensity all that we have recorded consciously during 
the day. It comes active when we are resting. I support this with the following lines from Gurbani. Man 
Samajhaavan Kaarane Kachhhook Pareeaai Giaan; Guruji asks us to instruct our minds. Let us stay loyal to the 
religion that we have been born into since this is deeply embedded in our DNA.   

4) We must obey and respect our Divine Creator In the same way as we respect our earthly parents. Learn to 
understand that each happening manifests uniquely and differently based on our karmic bondages. We cannot 
control and design our realization. He is revealing Himself constantly and  differently. Let us experience and 
enjoy the newness and divine manifestation of His Presence.  

5) Guru Gobind Singh Maharaj described the Divine as having no  form and asked us to tap into the Divine Energy. 
Saas Saas Simaro Gobind: He asks us to be aligned with this Formless Energy with every breath of our being. He 
helps to rid us of our dormant impressions and breaks the bondages of fear, doubt and duality. Shabad then 
acts as our physician. We get to the next level where the soul experiences a stability in His meditation. We go 
into oblivion where nothing affects us. These happen in their own course when the bhakta sits in gratitude 
enjoying every moment as it  unfolds. He is  a beneficiary of His Grace. Guru Nanak taught us to live in a family 
setting and stay like a lotus flower. Furthermore the shabad explains that such a devotee, upon practising , shall 
encounter physical difficulties but will not be affected by them.  Several martyrs in Sikh history prove this . They  
truly understood the meaning of HUKUM:  A key word to accept His Will without question.  

6) 1:40:26 Please exercise your right to engage in a conversation with Guruji, I urge you.   
7) 1:44:57 Jo Har Suaamee Tum Dheh Soiee Ham Paavahage:  
8) 1:49:22 Once we follow the above lines with renewed faith.We experience wonder and joy as each moment is 

revealing itself to us. Learn to surrender at His Divine Feet.  
 

 
SHABADS RECITED 
 
Ang 188 SGGS Ji Jaa Kaa Meet Saajan Hai Sameeiaa 
Ang 1321 SGGS JI Hau Tumaree Karau Nit Aas Prabh Mohe Kab Gal Laavahige  
Ang 239 SGGS Ji Gur Kaa Dharasan Dekh Dekh Jeevaa 
  

 
 
 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yj5jYyc_XPg
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Day 143 2nd Diwan – Acceptance as Gurprasad  
 

Date: Sunday, 22 November 2020 Time: 02:19:06 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n8XPlvhC68I  

 
1) 36:40. As  I was reciting the parmaans, this shabad came to my mind. Ab Tab Jab Kab Tuhee Tuhee. It is a 

protein shake on its own. Human values, help us in developing relationships. Spiritual values help us by 
establishing boundaries. They help us in dancing seamlessly between yin and yang, material and spiritual 
values.Balancing the two enables us to chalk out our boundries.A being with an ego is stuck with thorns, and 
those engaging in slander, unkindness, envy and jealousy, hurt their own self. Bhagat Kabeer says: Kare Gumaan 
Chubeheh Tis Soolaa Ko Kaaddan Kau Naahee; One who takes pride in himself is stuck with thorns, no one can 
pull them out. Bhagat Jee informs us in these stern words: Ajai Su Chobh Kau Bilal Bilaate Narake Ghor 
Pachaahee; Heaven and hell become irrelevant concepts for such a saintly being who has mastered to stay 
away from gossip. He becomes the river that has merged with the ocean. Using this life as a learning ground he 
is able to get free from the cycle of life and death.  

2) The spiritual  being  focuses  on the source and puts  the irregularities   aside. He does not allow the polarities to 
affect his state of well- being and allows his relationships to breathe. We feel light and positive when we are in 
the company of such a being. 

3) Every organ in our body has a specific function to perform. Similarly  each  value we add  in our lives, helps to 
take in our own experiences rather than allowing others’ perceptions to cloud our  relationships and 
interactions.Hence the relevance of these words by Guru Amardas in Gurbani Jaalau Aaisee Reet Jit Mai 
Piaaraa Veesarai: Naanak Saiee Bhalee Paree Jit Saahib Setee Pat Rahai . 

4)  A precious lesson that I often heard my mother say that I share on this platform: Do not be so sweet that you're 
taken advantage of and do not speak bitterly that you are spat at. I understand that here too balance is key. 
Establishing boundaries is crucial. A saint guards  his gateways with the will-power of his spiritual values. Hence, 
lead a spiritually rich life.  

5) 01:25:09 The question then arises is how might we rid ourselves with the vices that are attacking us constantly. 
Firstly you must become aware of your vices rather than focusing on others’ vices. You must recognize that you 
have received Divine Grace. You remind yourself that you are full of vices, others are not bad persons. Start 
praying for others’ welfare as the lines: “Sarbat Daa Bhalla” tell us  in ardaas. Once you pray for others’ well- 
being and happiness, you are slowly eliminating this vice of jealousy within yourself. My experience tells me 
that we do receive Grace with the help of Shabad Guru.This is the medicine that we have been given in 
Gurbani.    
 
SHABADS RECITED 
 Ang 1321 Prabh Keejai Kirapaa Nidhaan am Har Gun Gaavahage 
 Ang 527 SGGS Ji Ab Ham Chalee Thaakur Peh Haar 
Ang 823 SGGS Ji Gur Poorai Maeree Raakh Lee Ang 969 SGGS Ji Ab Tab Jab Kab Tuhee Tuhee Page 43 Dasam 
Granth Sahib Tuhi Tuhi Infinity  
Ang 587 SGGS Ji  So Satigur Piaaraa Merai Naal Hai Jithai Kithai Maino Le Chhaddaiee   
Dhaarmic Geet Mere Satigur Jee Tusi Mahir Karo Main Dar Tere Te  Aavee Hoi Aan 

 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n8XPlvhC68I
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Day 143  3rd Diwan – Focus on the Recitation of the Divine Name 
 

Date: Sunday, 22 November 2020 Time: 02:10:01 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nVGpZqjql_A  

 
1) 11:38 The first line of the first shabad is a powerful prayer. Plead at the door of Guruji. Tap into the energy of 

Naam that connects us together as one family.  
2) 14:41 Elevate your energy using Naam as a tool. Close your eyes and connect to the frequency and  energy of 

this Shabad.  
3) 28:54 What does the devotee experience as a result of receiving His Grace? The next lines in this powerful 

shabad reveal to us.  
4) 34:56 We have  been given the gift of the Discerning Intellect in the software of our body that allows us to 

discriminate wisely. This intellect gets activated with the help of Naam Simran. Shabad helps us trigger the 
discerning intellect.. 

5) As a result of beliefs, we are living a life of duality, doubt and fears. We engage in rituals, prayers, sacrifices, 
breath control and have forgotten to focus on bringing the teachings of Gurbani in our lives. The five vices still 
continue to dominate us as a result of living under the lower frequencies. They inhibit us from experiencing the 
bliss and joy of the Higher frequencies, thus actively switching on the discerning wisdom.  

6) In my opinion, the recipe to invite the gift of discernment into our lives is hidden in the following lines: Tudh 
Sabh Kuch Maino Saupiaa Jaa Teraa Bandhaa. Haar Pario Suaamee Kai Dhuaarai Dheejai Budh Bibekaa. Total 
and complete surrender (actions, words and deeds being operated from a Divine Space) at the feet of the Lord 
of the Universe. These lines help us to switch on the mode of acceptance with a spirit of gratitude. Guruji tells 
us that we can acquire degrees from several universities but the degree of discerning wisdom can be attained 
by the application of the teachings into our daily life. Those who develop a spiritual ego must be watched out 
for;they are  pretty dangerous. This is what the first shabad is all about. Pleading for Mercy to the Lord of the 
Universe.  

7) 01:29:32 The good news that Guruji gives us in the second shabad is that the best action which we can do is to 
bring wisdom into our lives by sitting in the company of enlightened beings. Some of us have been given this 
good fortune, says Nanak. Once he sits in the company of the Holy he gets to learn and imbibe and offers 
gratitude at being saved from the prison of rituals and practices. Such a devotee is totally intoxicated by the gift 
of Naam Simran.   

8) 01:48:45 Let us focus on enhancing our awareness rather than observing rituals and becoming a slave to these. 
Please start working on the 5 vices that are afflicting each one of us on a daily basis. Tap into the intense magic 
of Love and note that black magic will have no power over you.  

 
 SHABADS RECITED  
 
Ang 673 SGGS Ji Tum Karahu Dhiaa Mere Saiee  
Ang 641 SGGS Ji Haar Pario Suaamee Kai Dhuaarai Dheejai Budh Bibekaa 
Ang 24SGGS Ji Teraa Ek Naam Taare Sansaar 

 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nVGpZqjql_A
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Day 144  Diwan Amritvela – Take Refuge under the Umbrella of Waheguru  
 

Date: Monday, 23 November 2020 Time: 02:21:31 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kp18d5tu5DY  

 
           Enjoy and experience the fusion of Waheguru mantra and Raakho Sharanai.   

1) 46:31 Shabad Cheenh Fir Lagai Na Peer; Aavai Naa Jai Naa Dukh Paae: Once I take refuge in Guru Shabad with 
a spirit of surrender, I experience no pain. And then dear devotee you shall neither come, go or suffer in sorrow. 
This is His promise to us.  

2) 01:02:39 The soul is lifted as soon as we smile. Grace is always present around us. The Lord is within and around 
us. The ego separates us from Him. He is vast and expansive. I often give the example of how  we  can  draw out 
unlimited water from the ocean. All we need to do is, connect a pipe in the bucket with the ocean. Similarly, let 
us connect the pipe of our breaths with the Divine Name at all times.  

3) I give an example how  ego  can damage. A king was traveling through a forest as he was going to conquer a 
new territory when he spotted a hut where a saintly being (fakir) lived. He dismounted from his horse to seek 
blessings from him. On his return , upon conquering this land, he was filled with pride and stopped by at the hut 
once again. He wanted to provide the saintly being with materialistic comforts. He did not receive the desired 
response from this humble saint and diplomatically hiding his ego and annoyance asked what the matter was. 
The fakir very humbly responded to the king thus: I am thinking as to what might have changed with you O King: 
Two years ago, you came to me begging for success and now you wish to provide me with all the comforts and 
make me a beggar. This story tells us how our ego blinds us, hence separating us from the Lord of this Universe.  

4) Once we tune in with the frequencies of this Higher Power, we start comprehending the mystery and the 
elaboration of His Creation. We must develop the identical muscle of  yearning and pain as a result of our 
separation from a loved one.  

5) Bhagat Kabeer in his profound wisdom exclaims: Naa Mai Jog Dhiaan Chit Laiaa; I have not mastered yoga or 
meditation. Bin Bairaag Naa Chhotas Maayaa; Without renunciation, I cannot escape Maya. Once we learn this 
one simple lesson of embracing renunciation, Maya follows us like a slave. He continues in this shabad Kaise 
Jeevan Hoi Haamaara? Jab Na Hoi Ram Naam Adhaaraa: How have I spent this life  of mine dear Kabeer? When 
I have not taken the sanctuary of my Lord Master.  Kahe Kabeer Khojo Asmaan Raam Samaan Na Dhekhau 
Aan: Furthermore, I have searched the inner recesses of my heart and have found the entire universe within 
myself. Every word uttered by this saint has profound gemstones of wisdom hidden within.  

6) Re Man Mere Aiso Karo Sanyaasaa Guru Gobind Singh Maharaj exclaims the highest form of renunciation that 
must be practised is  Ban se sadhan sabai kar samjhahu man hee maeh udhaasaa .This udhaaasaa is vairagya, 
the deep yearning. Live in your home, amongst your family detached like a lotus flower in the middle of a lake. 
Our family is the lake. Create the environment of the jungle in your mind.   

 
           SHABADS RECITED  
           Ang 625 SGGS Ji Too Bhaaro Suaamee Moraa  
           Ang 339 SGGS Ji Bin Bairaag Na Chhotas Maayaa 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kp18d5tu5DY
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Day 145 1st  Diwan Amritvela – Live in Divine Presence 
 

Date: Friday, 27 November 2020 Time: 02:10:27 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V8R5jV0uAks  

 
1) 01:02:31 Gratitude for tuning in regularly for the Tuhi Tuhi spiritual workouts. Thanks to Covid, a deep 

transformation is taking place in the lives of many. Marriage is an opportunity to accept each other without 
expectations rather than depending on each other. Let us ask for His Grace to tune-in  to the Higher Frequency. 
We can do so by contemplating the teachings given to us by Guruji. When this happens, the souls that are  
uniting, understand the concept of gender equality. 

2)  Guru Granth Sahib becomes the focal point similar to the Sun, we humans are then like planets orbiting the 
Sun. A being that falls out of orbit has lost direction and balance in his life.   

3) A true devotee is above and beyond happiness and sorrow; he has a gentle smile living in gratitude during his 
good times and faces the difficult times with acceptance.  

4) 01:40:53 The secret is to feel His Presence. This Presence and His Power must be felt at all times. The Light is 
present when breath flows in our bodies made up of 5 elements. Once the Light extinguishes, we merge back 
into the 5 elements. Let us drench our beings and every breath with the recitation of the Divine Name and   
living in gratitude. Guru Nanak Dev Ji's 3 golden rules of reciting the Divine Name, honest living and sharing with 
the needy helps us to honor the Light within ourselves.  

5) 02:01:03  Rare and blessed are the beings that are able to give out so many kind wishes from their beautiful 
hearts like you all do on this platform; many spend their lives criticizing and picking faults.   

 
 

SHABADS RECITED  
 
Ang 709 SGGS Ji Mel Laih Dhiaal Ddeh Pe Dhuaariaa 
Ang 746 SGGS Ji Tau Mai Aaiaa Saranee Aaiaa  
Ang 587 SGGS Ji So Satigur Piaaraa Merai Naal Hai Jithai Kithai Maino Le Chhaddaiee 
Ang 496 SGGS Ji Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasees 

 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V8R5jV0uAks
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Day 145  2nd Diwan – The Grace of Tuhi Tuhi  
 

Date: Friday, 27 November 2020 Time: 02:13:36 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ylqghPeqN8I  

 
 

1) 48:48 What use are we if we come to the Sanctuary of Guruji during these healing sessions and still go away 
from this human form thirsty and unaccomplished? Please ask yourself this question. The reason we come to 
satsang is to satisfy the hunger of our soul. But we are taken over by the deeds of the ever-wandering mind. We 
should bring in the virtue of discernment and concentrate on bringing the quality of focus to the mind during 
the first hour of simran. You will experience the powerful and transformative frequency of the Divine Name and  
the bliss that cannot be explained. I humbly urge you to do so.  

2) Bhai Veer Singh witnessed a storm where very old  trees  with deep roots and  strong trunks  got uprooted due 
to their stubbornness . The thin Bamboo tree trunks bowed down with surrender and humility till the storm 
passed over. Let us learn these virtues if we would like to progress on the spiritual path.  

3) The name Kabir means: “The Great One” He is known as the saint of the Highest Order and SGGS Ji contains the 
highest number of shlokas from his works. 

4) He was a revolutionary saint who taught incessantly to focus on concentrating on the essence of Lord Ram. He 
uttered these words: Ram Japau Jeea Aaise Aaise Dhroo Prahlad Japio Har Jaise. Bhagat Dhruv was 9 years old 
and Bhagat Prahlad was 7 years old when they realized themselves. Therefore it is not impossible that a  boy  
aged 7 years can attain self realization. He recites Waheguru Mantra as well as does kirtan of Tuhi Tuhi which is 
why I recited the full form of Tuhi Tuhi by which I am mainly known. It is all the ‘GRACE OF TUHI TUHI”   

5) The rosary in Islam contains 99 beads representing the 99 names of Allah. The 100th name is not revealed since 
the devotee merges into the 100th name whilst reciting the 99 names of Allah with utmost devotion. Kabir is 
the 37th name in the rosary as per Islam. Our  rosary also has  108 beads. One is the Name Divine, upon uttering 
we are freed from the cycle of birth and death(0) and merge into the Infinite (8)   

6) The shabad that comes to my mind is where Bhagat Kabeer is accused and ridiculed by society including his 
mother as a total  spoilt person.  Kabeer did  not  bother , he was totally immersed in contemplation of the Lord 
and  one day he became the embodiment of Truth itself. He gives several beautiful analogies about the effects 
of merging with the Lord of the Universe during the course of this shabad.  

7) 01:34:59 The only way we can blend with the Divine is to start living as He has guided us and one day we shall 
realize that we have become embodiments of Truth itself. Let us all beg for this Grace and Mercy at the door of 
the Lord.   

 
SHABADS RECITED 
Tuhi Tuhi Infinity Page 43 Dasam Granth  
Ang 1158 SGGS Ji Bigario Kabeera Raam Dhuhaaiee  
Ang 524 SGGS Ji Mus Mus Rovai Kabeer Kee Maaee  
Ang 496 SGGS Ji Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasees 
 

 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ylqghPeqN8I
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Day 146  1st Diwan Amritvela – The Embodiment of Truth Itself   
 
 

Date: Saturday, 28 November 2020 Time: 02:09:55 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8urHX0ErE5A  

 
 

1) 38:07 Fusion of Ek Onkar and Aad Sach Jugaad Sach Haibhi Sach Naanak Hosee Bhi Sach. Japji Sahib is an 
elaboration of Ek Onkaar- the Generator, Operator and Destroyer (GOD) The embodiment of Truth was always 
present before the creation of this Universe. Dive within and heal yourselves.  

2) 01:04:54 We shall soon be celebrating 551 years of Guru Nanak Dev Maharaj’s birth anniversary. The verses 
recited from Raag Maaro Mahlaa 1 during the first hour are similar to the Big Bang theory that we have read 
about. The mysteries about the Creator who manifested the creation are being revealed.  

3)  Guruji says that rare are the beings who are blessed with the treasure of shabad. What does this mean? Guru 
Ramdas explains in the following lines: Gur Satigur Kaa Jo Sikh Akhaae Su Bhalake Uth Har Naam Dhiaavai. The 
beings who have tasted the ambrosial nectar of Guru Shabad are constantly in contemplation of the 
embodiment of Truth till they become a mirror image of Truth itself. They wake up in the early hours of the 
morning when the space element is active. The frequency and effect of the illusion of Maya is low during the 
early hours of dawn. Such beings are true reservoirs of energy. They become a fountain of energy from which 
persons who are in contact with them benefit. Their lives are spent in bliss manifesting beauty around them. 
Their businesses prosper on a materialistic level. The Guru appreciates such beings who recite the Divine Name 
and inspires others to walk the spiritual path.  

4) 01:18:35 The shabad of Bhagat Kabeer was powerful last night. We dive deeper and deeper as the weekend  of 
satsangs proceed; tune- in regularly to take away the pearls and treasures within SGGS Ji.  I loved reading the 
following lines received by the family taking sewa. The life that we celebrate today uttered the following lines: A 
life never ends; Ignorance does!  He lived in accordance with the teachings given to us by Guruji. The shabads 
requested are a reflection of the life that this being lived. 

 
 

SHABADS RECITED  
 
Ang 1035 SGGS Ji Arabadh Narabadh Dhhundhhookaaraa 
Bhai Gurdaas Vaar 1 Pauri 27: Satigur Naanak Pragatiaa Mitee Dhundh Jag Chaanan  Hovaa 
Ang 305 SGGS Ji Gur Satigur Kaa Jo Sikh Akhaae Su Bhalake Uth Har Naam Dhiaavai 
Ang 562 SGGS Ji Sevak Kee Aradhaas Piaare  
Ang 682 SGGS Ji Man Bilaas Bhe Saahib Ke Acharaj Dekh Baddaiee  
Aoukhee Gharree N Dhaekhan Dhaeee Apanaa Biradh 
 
 
 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8urHX0ErE5A
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Day 146   2nd Diwan – Nourish your Minds with Awareness  
 
 

Date: Saturday, 28 November 2020 Time: 02:13:48 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y3CQhePqygA  

 
 

1) 32:17  The first shabad is by Bhagat Kabeer, the saint of the Highest Order who compares himself to a dog. Why 
does he do so? When we read these words, We tend to get repelled.  As we know, Bhagat Kabeer, (one of the 
15 saints whose works we find in Gurbani) was a revolutionary saint with the maximum number of his works 
and couplets in SGGS Ji. He was struck with the arrow of the Divine Name and connected many with the Infinite 
as well.  

2) A dog is known to be faithful to his owner. He never leaves his owner’s side no matter what the material 
circumstances of his owner are. How can we compare ourselves and reflect on the virtue of loyalty that the dog 
practices? Now Bhagat Jee asks us to be like the loyal dog (in the court of the Lord) that stays connected with 
the Divine Name and contemplation of the Infinite at all times. He asks us to enhance the muscle of awareness 
by aligning our breaths in His Remembrance at all times. Bhagat Jee asks us to stand like a soldier over the vices 
of lust, greed, anger, attachment ego as well as envy, jealousy and slander. He shows us how to be a master of 
our vices by making them our slaves. The being must be so conscious that he barks the vices away when he is 
attacked by any of them. He does this when he stays in constant remembrance and becomes an embodiment of 
the Infinite himself blessed with the Divine Virtues. When he does this he can utter with sincerity and devotion,  
the second shabad  

3) 01:29:57: So Kiau Visarai Meree Mai  
4) 01:38:46 How can I forget to be connected with you? If I forget to stay in your remembrance my soul is deprived 

and attacked by the vices.  Let us understand this viscerally.  
5) 01:45:11 Here we get a nudge from Guruji where he calls us Kamajaat (despicable) He talks of beings who forget 

to practice gratitude; Guruji is not happy with us when we compromise with the Creator. I had shared a quote 
on my broadcast list a few days back which said: Is it better to lose something for the Almighty than to lose the 
Almighty for something? We are so engrossed in wanting appreciation from the world. When, O when shall we 
recognize that the one focus we must never lose sight of is our connection with the Creator!  

  
SHABADS RECITED  
 
Ang 969 SGGS Ji Ham Kookar Tere Dharabaar  
Ang 349 SGGS Ji So Kiau Visarai Meree Mai 
Teraa Ek Naam Taare Sansaar as parmaan  
Geet: Mere Satigur Tusee Mehar Karo Main Dar Tere Te Aayee Hoi Aan 
 
 
 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y3CQhePqygA
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Day 146  3rd  Diwan – Appreciation: A Virtue that Transforms  
 
 

Date: Saturday, 28 November 2020 Time: 02:10:46 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q_5641dhOsc  

 
 
            Feel HIs Divine Presence in the form of Shabad Guru.  

1) 17:59 Trigger to light the flame that is within you with the wisdom and high frequency of the Shabad. Ask for 
Divine Grace, dive into the chanting of Waheguru mantra to receive the light of discernment. This loosens the 
rust that has gathered on the tablets of our hearts where the flame resides. This  rust has been galvanized by 
the effects of Maya in the form of vices as we discussed in the last Diwan.  

2) 33:38 The mind is a Field  of Mines , this must be trained and kept in check. I am reminded of a quote by the 
poet Ghalib. He is trying to clean the dust on the mirror and soon realizes that it is his own face that has 
gathered dust and not the mirror. This is our condition  as well. Let us take a moment to reflect on our deeds. 
The real test is when we , like gladiators in the arena of life , need to wonder on how aware we are  in the 
application of all the reflections and thoughts that we have discussed from the teachings of SGGS Ji. This is why 
we have received the gift of Kirtan in this time of kalyug. It (Kir-tan) is the cultivation of thoughts, words and 
deeds with the guidance of SGGS Ji to be put into our daily practice of living life. 

3)  The Highest Order of Naam is our go-to solution of refuge and hope. Beings who understand,  this live 
a  consciously awakened life from a space of joy, bliss, awe and wonder. They go very deeply into  the 
contemplation of the shabad which is transformative by itself. They understand that they are receiving 
everything due to their past deeds and work tirelessly to erase past impressions whilst creating conscious 
impressions to serve their spiritual interests in  going forward. Guruji assures the  protection of His devotees. 
Hence there is no blame; simply acceptance from such bhaktas.  

4) Even a two year old can be  brought up with the Sikh values and grow up to be a spiritually elevated being. Once 
we lead spiritually elevated  lives, we are able to influence others too,  to walk on the path of spirituality. 

5) 01:25:22 Let us sit in the lap of Guruji and ask for His Kindness and Grace to recite the Name Divine. The second 
shabad reflects this thought.  

6) 01:30:17 Enjoy the melodious composition and feel the ecstasy of this wondrous shabad. 
7) 01:35:48 I imagine a mother holding her child in her lap, begging for the gift of conscious awareness from 

Guruji, for her offspring to stay immersed under the umbrella of Divine Name. Converse with Your Guru using 
the doorway of the Shabad.  

8) 01:56:47 Appreciation is a virtue that has transformed the lives of many.  I humbly urge you to start practicing 
this. Discern between confidence with ego.   

 
SHABADS RECITED 
 
Ang 1018 SGGS Ji SGGS Ji Maaganaa Maagan Neekaa Har Jas Gur Te Maaganaa  
Ang 611 SGGS Ji Kar Eisanaan Simar Prabh Apanaa Man Tan Bheae Arogaa  
Ang 1298 SGGS Ji Aisee Maang Gobidh Te  
Ang 496 SGGS Ji Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasees 

 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q_5641dhOsc
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Day 147   1st Diwan Amritvela – Learn from your Mistakes  
  

Date: Sunday, 29 November 2020 Time: 02:10:59 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_DKLotquftA  

 
1) 17:22 Alignment and integration of thoughts, words and deeds is needed as Guruji suggests in the opening 

verses recited.  
2) 44:55 This shabad is a love song. It urges us to go within and focus on our inner temperature and condition. We 

are focused on our outer realities and lose the opportunity to taste the divine nectar hidden within ourselves.   
3) 47:21 Imagine creating a relation with the Creator, the craziness that you experience. I can compare on a 

worldly level to explain to you the concept. It is similar to when a girl and boy fall in love. They are totally 
infatuated with each other. Once you converse with the Creator, you get to experience and taste the Divine 
nectar residing within you. Go inwards within the shrine of your being, beg for His Grace and bathe in the ocean 
of Naam like the lines below suggest: Naanak Amrit Manai Maeh Paieeaai Gur Parasaadh  

4) Engrave contemplation of Shabad  in  your heart for finding the treasure, Sprinkle water with the recitation of 
shabad with the emotion of love and longing to tap into the evergreen fields of joy, contentment, ultimate bliss, 
forgiveness and compassion.  

5)  Bhagat Ravidas, quoted below beautifully explains the duality within each one of us. The sins that we commit 
allow us to repent and choose to never repeat the action. Jau Pai Ham Paap Karaantaa Ahe Anantaa; Patit 
Paavan Naam Kaise Huntaa The question is how to recognize our mistakes. Hence the importance of an 
enhanced awareness and understanding of the teachings of SGGS Ji that help us diagnose our conditions in 
order to tap into the gift of the present moment. 

6)  Once we live every moment with conscious wholeheartedness, we create and manifest beauty around us with a 
spirit of acceptance. Therefore, go inward to end doubts. Note the lines: Baahar Tolai So Bharam Bhulaahee: 
One who focuses outwards shall spend his life in doubt.  Make  your choice now.    

7) 01:48:21 The CD Ek Tuhi has the 3rd shabad, please listen to the studio version to experience the wonders of 
Tuhi.  

 
SHABADS RECITED  
 
Ang 248 SGGS ji  Mohan Tere Uooche Mandhar Mahal Apaaraa  
Ang 827 SGGS Ji Toree Na Tootai Chhoree Na Chhootai Aisee Maadho Khinch Tanee 
Ang 864 SGGS Ji Guroo Guroo Gur Kar Man Mor Guroo Binaa Main Naahee Hor 
Ang 103 SGGS Ji Toon Meraa Pitaa Toon Hai Meraa Maataa  
Ang 496 SGGS Ji Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasees 
 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_DKLotquftA
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Day 147 2nd Diwan – The Magic of Japji Sahib 
 

Date: Sunday, 29 November 2020 Time: 02:13:27 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dqK0nDvje1Y  

 
1) 01:38:28  Simply  WOW!! This is the energy and power of Mool Mantra. This was not pre planned, but as I was 

reciting I was led into reciting the 38 pauris of Japji Sahib.  Japji Sahib is the most enlightened baani recited for 
the first time in the healing sessions. I consider myself fortunate and blessed with His Gracious Grace to be 
given the service of reciting this amazing recitation in a musical format. SGGS Ji is an elaboration of Japji sahib. 
This does not have any raag. Please note that I have been guided to recite some parts of this wonderful baani 
very slowly. Those of you reading the translation on the screen must have understood what Guruji is telling us. 
Japji Sahib gives us a crystal clear message on how we must live life on a daily basis.  

2) SGGS Ji contains the works of 15 Bhagats, 4 Gursikhs and 6 Gurus that have elaborated the prime message of 
Japji Sahib. I can give you the analogy of an ice cube that must  gradually  turn into water for our thirst to be 
quenched. Japji Sahib is the condensed form of the message that SGGS Ji  conveys  in its  liquid form. It 
elaborates the 38 milestones mentioned in Japji Sahib to reach our destination which is Sachkhand.  

3) I request each one of you to dress up formally  tomorrow  to join in the celebration of Guru Nanak Dev ji’s 
Gurupurab.  

4) There is no limit to how much satsang we can do in a day . Let us spend as many hours, living in contemplation 
and recitation of the Divine  Name .   

5) 02:02:22 As you wake up tomorrow, I request you to appreciate your family members no matter what response 
or reaction you receive. If you get a snub back, think of this as a blessing and swallow it with tolerance and 
patience; this is equivalent to severe penances. Give each other spiritual hugs, let us start doing this as our gift 
to Guruji on His 551st Gurpurab. I send you my spiritual hugs by reciting shabads and being in your service. I am 
certain that you feel my energy. Guru Nanak Dev Maharaj was a symbol of LOVE. Let us spread the message of 
love and  move . I  humbly  urge you to make Karaah  Parshad tomorrow.      

 
 

SHABADS RECITED  
 
Ang 1 SGGS Ji Mool Mantra Dhan Baaba Naanak Tuhee Nirankaar  
Ang 1389 SGGS Ji Ek Man Purakh Dhiaae Baradhaataa 
Ang 1 SGGS Ji Japji Sahib  
Vaar 24 Pauri 3 and 4 Satigur Sachaa Paathshaah Beparvahu Athhaahu Sahaabaa  
Ang 1301 SGGS Ji Aise Gur Ko Bal Bal Jaaieeai Aap Mukath Mohi Thaarae  
Ang 864 SGGS ji  Guroo Guroo Gur Kar Man More 
 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dqK0nDvje1Y
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Day 147 3rd Diwan – Stabilize the Mind  
 

Date: Sunday, 29 November 2020 Time: 02:11:02 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ri2KYxqlr3I  

 
1) 09:56 Gaavai Ko Taan Hovai Kisai Taan:Let us use the gift of speech for which we have been given this gift. Let us 

stop slandering, judging, criticizing, gossiping, feeling envious.   

2) 24:50  Hope you are all energized and intoxicated with the energy of these last sessions. Guruji came on this planet to 

spread the message of Love and giving freely. The ultimate goal that a human must achieve is to realize himself.   “I” 

becomes an obstacle and limits us, detaching us from the infinite life. 

3) As an NCC Cadet , on a field trip to visit a dam near Jhansi, I asked my teacher what a dam was . He told me that if 

there was no dam , Jhansi would be destroyed by floods . I asked for further elaboration and the teacher explained 

the uses of the dam. Water stored in a reservoir behind a dam when released helped to irrigate fields and also 

generated electricity after a forced drop on turbines. We also have an energy which needs to be to channelized with 

the help of Naam  lest  there should be only disasters to handle. This energy  opens our Dasam Dwar, the 10th Chakra 

and we receive heavenly blessings and  experience  bliss and freedom . 

4)  I’d also like to point out a different perspective here from Sukhmani Sahib.Guruji talks about how we focus on what 

we don't have rather than focusing on what we already  have: Das Bastoo Le Paachhe Paave Ek Bast  Kaaran Bikhot 

Gavaave. Where is the energy being sent to? 

5) How to  counter  the  ego, is the best question.  Leave arrogance and pride and ego and instead, forgive and possess  

the virtue of compassion. Whenever Guru ji gives the analogy of a dog, it has two interpretations. Dog as a faithful an 

honest animal and dog as a greedy animal. Kabeer hum kookar tere darbar.  

6) If uncontrolled  , greed leads to arrogance . Learn to channelize your energy with the dam of Naam or else there will 

be disasters. Postpone your deed till the next day, if you feel the action is going to hurt someone. It will dissipate on 

its own . A virtuous act of generosity must be carried out instantly. 

7) Guru Gobind Singh ji Maharaj gave us the concept of Dasvant (donating10% of our income). Bhagat Puran Singh, a 

poor rickshawwala  used his meager earnings to feed the foot path dwellers. 

8) Counter the feeling of greed by giving; feeling of ego wth compassion and feeling of anger with forgiveness. 

9) Appreciate and hug every member of your family on Gurupurab. Send out blessings and heart- felt good wishes to 

people who pose a challenge to you. You will experience bliss and will fly freely. 

10) 01:21:36 Once we have learnt to stabilize the mind with the power of Naam Simran and Sewa, we have learnt to 

control the energy of these destructive vices and channel them accordingly. This state of being is of a high nature and 

receives tremendous Divine Power.   

11) 01:24:32 An alignment of material and spiritual world takes place once we learn to focus and discern. We focus on 

Naam in exactly the same way as we focus on running our business, doing our jobs or loving our families. Fall in Love 

with the Creator. He shall guide you and never allow you to experience lack and scarcity. 

12) 01:37:33 Even though Guruji talks about receiving power and strength in these lines, I'd like to stop for a moment to 

give you another perspective from Gurbani. Give me the strength to manage the honor and the power and all that we 

desire in the following lines:  

13) Maan Honde Hoaie Nimaana Taan Honde Hoaie Nitaana An Honde Aap Vandaayai Here we must learn to use the 

virtue of humility and generosity to manage the power, fame and strength.   

SHABADS RECITED  
Ang 201 SGGS Ji Thir Gharar Baisahu Har Jan Piaare  
Ang 386 SGGS Ji Jaa Kai Simaran Sookh Nivaas  
Ang 1307 SGGS Ji  Maan Maangau Taan Maangau Dhan Lakhmee Sut Dheh Saajano Toon Meet Meraa Gireh Sabh 
Keh  
Ang 496 SGGS Ji Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasees 

 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ri2KYxqlr3I
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Day 148  Diwan – Message of Guru Nanak Dev Ji:  Gurpurab Celebrations  
 
 

Date: Monday, 30 November 2020 Time: 03:06:37 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AkOOSVjMHmY  

 
 

1) 59:11 Sending you big big hugs and loads and loads of love to each one of you. May each one be blessed with 
His Divine virtues and  His Divine mercy . Guruji’s first message to humanity is to surrender all our thought 
patterns and actions. Therefore we must live from a space of acceptance. We are here because of the Creator. 
The starting words of the Mool mantra is Ek Onkar: the Generator, Operator and Destroyer. He permeates 
within each one of us. Therefore think good of everybody and appreciate each one. The 3 virtues that I learnt 
from my spiritual teachers is to thank, bless and ask for forgiveness from each one.These qualities are the need 
of these times. If I were to summarize the teachings of Guruji I would name these few virtues that Guruji has left 
for us to follow, cultivate and imbibe in our lives in order to experience the bliss that Guruji talks about.   

2) Practising goodwill to all, alignment of thoughts, words and deeds, walking from a space of truth: Guruji looks 
after and appreciates a person walking the path of truth. His life flows seamlessly. Naam, simran and sewa, then 
become the focus of the being. When Sewa is done, the “I” (ego) must be surrendered and generated into Tuhi 
(the power of the Creator). Guard the doorway of your thoughts especially evil thoughts, as  the  thoughts get 
translated into action.  

3) Bring Guruji in your day-to-day lives with devotion and faith. He has also taught us non- discrimination and 
asked us to stop all rituals. The 3 principles that Guruji asks us to follow: Recite His Name, do your actions 
honestly and distribute your material as well as spiritual wealth freely. Beings who utter the Divine Name pray 
for the well-being for the suffering souls in their prayers, hence achieve purity of spirit. At the end of our 
prayers, we always pray for the well-being of all. This keeps our arrogance in check and elevates the elixir of 
compassion in us.Once we follow these protocols we shall be flying with the wings  of  Naam Baani . 

4) 01:47:50   The magic story of how the shabad Mere Saahibaa was composed.  
5) Formal release of PDF documents of healing sessions Day 1 to 100, amidst Jaikaraas of Bole So Nihaal, Sat  Sri 

Akal . 
 

SHABADS RECITED  
 
Bhai Gurdaas dee Vaar 1 Paur 49 Kal Taaran Gur Nanak Aaaia  
Guru Nanak Poem of  Bubble Kandhari Kalijug Baabe Taariaa Sat Naam Pareh Mantra Sunaaiaa . 
Bhai Gurdaas Vaaran Vaar 1 Pauri 27: Satigur Naanak Pragatiaa Mitee Dhundh Jag Chaanan Hovaa   
Ang 156 SGGS Ji Mere Saahibaa Kaun Jaanai Gun Tere  
Dhaarmik Geet Chaare Paase Sookh Hoon Kisee Noo Naa Dukh Hon Aavo Aavo Aavo Baabaa Naanak Jee Aavo   
Ang 13 SGGS Ji Aarti Gagan Mai Thhaal Rav Chandh Dheepak Banae Thaarikaa Mandal Janak Mothee 

 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AkOOSVjMHmY
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Day 149  Diwan Amritvela – Dukh Bhanjani Sahib: The Healing Touch  
 

Date: Tuesday, 1 December 2020 Time: 02:13:29 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bY8QfG-Kx_w  

 
 

1) 01:36:08  Waris Shah, the Sufi poet   says Aadate Na Jaandeeaa Paave Kate Paureeaa Paureeaa! Habit patterns 
don't change easily. These must be changed little by little. Just like we cut the sugarcane piece by piece. Our 
addictions, impressions, afflictions manifest as bondages that we bring in our present life. This is due to our past 
karmic accounts that keep us stuck in our old and familiar so called “default ways of being”. Therefore, the 
importance of the practice of flexibility. This is a muscle that must be diligently practised and incorporated into 
our daily lives. We are then able to understand the benefits and learn from the practice by way of our 
experience. 

2)  When we read, listen to  and recite the sacred texts or shabad,  the arrow of Naam touches our souls and 
erases these patterns. How fortunate and blessed are we to be given the opportunity to recite the powerful text 
of Dukhbhanjani Sahib! Those present in our lives exhibiting addictions towards us, must be shown compassion 
and forgiveness in order to help them. Pray for them. This is how we help them, as well as ourselves.  

 
SHABADS RECITED  
 
Dukh Bhanjani full paath recited in music format  
Ang 1319 Dasam Granth Sahib Mitr Piaare Noon Haal Mureedhaan Dhaa Kahanaa 
Ang 496 SGGS Ji Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasees 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bY8QfG-Kx_w
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Day 150  Diwan Amritvela – Stay In Contentment 
 

Date: Friday, 4 December 2020 Time: 02:09:48 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=24YvDqoH_ag  

 
 

1) 56:31   We started this satsang diwan today by addressing, saluting and invoking the various adjectives for 
Waheguru Ji. One-sided love is always from a space of yearning. The one who needs the assurance of being 
loved is constantly dissatisfied and looking for acceptance from the other side. 

2)  Desire predisposes us to constantly run after pursuits. I'd like to invite you to shift your deep-seated belief from 
visualizing on the fruit, to focusing on the seed. The stillness that we are looking for,  is attained once we shift 
our attention from  the fruit to the seed which is the Creator.  

3) The five realms described in Gurbani are the steps or the ladder to reaching Sachkhand which is the ultimate 
goal for a spiritual aspirant. Let us note that trauma too,  is a gift. Unprocessed trauma leads to sociopathic and 
psychopathic behavior due to being unaware of the emotional domain. It is only when we are aware of the 
suffering that we have received, that  shall we start looking at shifting the root perspective. 

4)  Contentment is not found by adding fuel to ournever ending desires but by concentrating on the Creator who 
has created this creation. The Western world has cleverly picked out the essence of the religious texts and 
prescribes visualization but the core essence has been overlooked.    

5) The path of a spiritual aspirant is to move from Bhog to Yog. Rajyoga is the path to self- realize and meet the 
Creator from an attitude of deep-felt gratitude. Once we receive the attestation from the Universe as a result of 
our practices and contemplation, we transcend the duality of joy and sorrow. As a result, the Lord within, 
glances His Gracious Grace 

6) 01:59.00 In my opinion, mindfulness, is living from a space of stopping all desires and strengthening the muscle 
of acceptance. These lines summarize today’s katha (discussion): 

7) Man Neevaa Mat Oochee: Focus on the state of the mind by practising humility with concentration on the 
thoughts discussed above.   

 
 

SHABADS RECITED  
 
Ang 1402 SGGS ji Vahiguroo Vahiguroo Vahigurro Jio  
Ang 627 SGGS Ji Paramaesar Dhitaa Bannaa Dukh Rog Ka Ddaeraa Bhannaa  
Ang 783 SGGS Ji Santaa Ke Kaaraj Aap Khaloiaa Har Kam Karaavan Aaia Raam  
Ang 670 SGGS Ji Mere Saahaa Mai Har Dharasan Sukh Hoi  
Ang 496 SGGS ji  Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasees 

 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=24YvDqoH_ag
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Day 151 1st Diwan – Stay Intact between 2 Grinding Stones 
 

Date: Saturday, 5 December 2020 Time: 02:10:15 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cejHOSf9JUc  

 
 

1) 59:02  Today we have received as Guruji’s Grace, a fusion of two powerful mantras, Mool Mantra and an 
extremely potent mantra from Jaap Sahib.  

2) The attributes, qualities and the benefits of staying in constant alignment with the will of the Creator are 
described in these two potent capsules. The spiritual aspirant  recognizes  that the mind is a direct 
manifestation of seeds sown both in present and past lives. The law of cause and effect are the ways of the 
working of this Universe. With the help of rigorous practices (listening, reciting, understanding, accepting and 
embodying the learnings), he ignites the intuitive wisdom (present in each one). He assesses if his life is going in 
the right direction. The tool of awareness is a key diagnostic tool  as received by Divine Grace. It has been 
observed that when life goes in the right direction, we are focused on being attached with the Creation giving   
rise to arrogance and ego. Nature and the workings of the Universe have their methodology to send us suffering 
as messages. This is the time we look for solutions to our problems and breakdowns. When   we  recognize that 
the source of suffering is the karmic impressions, we understand the concept of surrender, acceptance and the 
power of Divine Naam. This helps us to actually change the course of our destiny. 

3)  The devotee then takes a daily or constant shower  feeding  the soul with the Divine Naam Simran. As per the 
theories of quantum physics, he tunes-in with the formless frequency of karma with the frequency of the 
Highest Order which is the recitation of the sound current of Shabad Guru - HIS NAME. Therefore he values 
every breath with conscious attention. The negative karmic frequency is transformed from anger to compassion 
or forgiveness; ego to self-confidence and expectation to acceptance. The being  becomes a living embodiment 
of the Lord Himself and transcends all boundaries of separation.  

4) With unbending faith , he is striving to keep himself untouched from the grinding stone of the illusion of maya 
that eludes him from time to time. The example that I like to give is of the grinding stone with 2 stones attached 
by an axle  that holds the 2 stones together. The grain that stays untouched in the center aligned with the axle  
(Source Energy) stays intact. Let us pray for His Grace to stay steadfast in the disposition of equanimity and 
stability. Once we receive His Grace, we receive the virtue of patience. Then Guruji takes charge and we start 
living in a space of awe and wonder.  

5) The shabad talks about O Human, why are you wavering? Hand over to me which means that we align our ways 
of being with HIs teachings described above.  

           
SHABADS RECITED  

A fusion of Waheguru Mantra and Gobinday Mukunday Udhaaray Apaaray Hariang Kariang Nirnaame Akaame  
Ang 955 SGGS Ji Naanak Chinthaa Mat Karahu Chinthaa This Hee Haee 
Ang 959 SGGS Ji Kaahe Man Too Ddolataa Har Manasaa Pooranahaar 
Ang 496 SGGS Ji Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasees 

 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cejHOSf9JUc
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Day 151 2ndDiwan – Message of Guru Nanak Dev Ji: Accessing the Gurmat File 
 

Date: Saturday, 5 December 2020 Time: 02:19:03 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HAIYCLqWB9A  

 
 

1) 33:39 We have the good fortune to celebrate the occasion of Gurupurab once again. Our karmic baggage is 
being cleansed learning how to align our thoughts, words and deeds with precision. When shall we find 
ourselves to be in the space of yearning and separation from our Creator? We are in our parents’ home on  the  
earth in the form of this human life. We work  really hard to become an acceptable soul- bride when we go into 
the other world. Let us remember that this is the only and only investment that shall help us when we are in our  
in-laws’ home, the other world. This is the reason that we must spend our  breaths  immersed in contemplation 
of His Name. The Universe has  its  own way of burning us  in the fire of suffering based on each person’s 
individual karmic patterns.  

2) The question that arises is how might we become worthy of His Gracious Grace? Human values help us in 
maintaining relationships . Guruji has taught us the importance of cultivating spiritual values. When we begin to 
see each one as a manifestation of the Divine, we feel anger towards no one. We stop judging others. Such a 
being  spreads his fragrance and leaves his footprint of sweetness wherever he goes. This is quite challenging.  
Guruji has given us 3 golden rules discussed several times before. We observe a spirit of gratitude when  we  
recite  the Name Divine. Once this Divine Name coats our souls, it is equivalent to a coating of oil which does 
not allow the spiritual being to live from a space of mindlessness which predisposes him to perform acts of 
ignorance . 

3) Guruji never referred to anyone as a sinner but saw the Divine in all. He transformed the lives of many as he 
travelled on foot approximately 70000 miles teaching  the way of life without forming a sect or religion. He 
simply spread the message of love with humility , sincerity and disapproved the practice of rites and rituals.  

4) 01:37:04 The shabad that I am about to recite is one of Guru Nanak Dev Ji. Guruji recognized that the observer 
and observed are merged in One. He asked us to act out of pure intention of love .This is why Guru Gobind 
Singh Maharaj uttered: Jin Prem Kiyo Tin Hee Prabh Paayo.  

5) 02:06:37 We can celebrate Guruji’s birthday each day by enshrining His teachings from a space of conscious 
awareness. We can become his living embodiment. Let us start cultivating the expertise of aligning our 
thoughts, words and deeds, following the teachings sincerely. Guruji has not reserved this right to 
himself  alone. It can be accessed by all. Spread the fragrance of Naam wherever you go. 

 
SHABADS RECITED  

Ang 1389 SGGS Ji Ek Man Purakh Dhiaaiee Mere Bharadhaataa 
Gurdaas dee Vaar 1 Paur 49 Kal Taaran Gur Naaanak Aaaia  
Bhai Gurdaas Vaaran Vaar 1 Pauri 27: Satigur Naanak Pragatiaa Mitee Dhundh Jag Chaanan Hovaa   
Ang 23 SGGS Ji Rang Rataa Meraa Saahib Rav Rahiaa Bharapoor  
Ang 13 SGGS Ji Aarti Gagan Mai Thhaal  

 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HAIYCLqWB9A
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Day 151 3rd Diwan – The Life of Selfless Service 
 

Date: Saturday, 5 December 2020 Time: 02:14:25 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3dUOPKiJtdI  

 
 

1) 23:37 Let us invoke and invite the Powerful Presence when reciting Chaupai Sahib. How to invoke His Presence, 
I am often asked. When you  love somebody, do you miss him, I question? The answer is an undisputable yes. 
This is the power of Love. Let us bring the  same feeling and mix it with the ingredients  of devotion and intense 
longing to meet the Divine. The essence is similar to Bhagat  Kabir, the weaver saint who does not even wish to 
thread the needle in order to stay connected with the Supreme. He loses focus for the split second when he is 
concentrating on threading the needle. He says  that  he is training his mind to focus on the Creator at all times. 
As Guru Arjan Dev Maharaj said “I would like to gamble everything but I do not wish for my mind to wander 
away from the Guru’s feet even for a split second”. Therefore first invoke the Lord within your hearts, then you 
shall be able to see Him in all. Our eyes are  trained with witnessing Divine Vision at every step of the way.  

2) Guru Gobind Singh ji sent Aurangzeb a Zafarnama, reading which,  Aurangzeb realized his mistakes. He invited 
Guruji for a meeting and Guruji despite, being a victim of his oppression, set out to meet him. Can we even 
begin to imagine the level of Guruji's humility!  

3) The virtue of a desireless being must not be confused with the energy of money. The state of the ego must be 
examined  as it determines the state of a desireless being. He accepts every phenomenon (physical or 
otherwise) as Prasadam from the Universe. His inner state and mindset is the determinant factor.  

4) 01:20:48  Such  a desireless  being lives a life of service without asking anything for himself. He has transcended 
his ego to serve Him rather than having  the identity with the limited ego, that makes him a slave of wanting and 
wanting more and more. He finds opportunities to serve others.    

 
SHABADS RECITED 
 
Ang 1379-1381 Chaupai Sahib Sri Dasam Granth  Sukhee Basai Moro Parivaaraa  
Ang SGGS Ji Har Ek Simar Ek Simar Piaare  
Dharmic Geet: Mere Satigur Ji Tusee Mehar Karo Main Dar Tere Teh Aayee Hoi Aan 
 
 
 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3dUOPKiJtdI
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Day 152 1st Diwan Amritvela – Experience the Formless  
 

Date: Sunday, 6 December 2020 Time: 02:12:34 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lz7X-2UZySY  

 
1) 01:15:07  Thank  you for being on this journey of experiencing the beyond. How might we experience the 

Infinite? This shabad gives us the answers. In this potent power capsule, Guruji says that we are fragmented in 
our search for the Infinite. Our focus is on everything else but not on  the Infinite which is the essence. He 
explains to us the concept of duality. When we, as humans get caught up in conceptualizations, we are unable 
to focus on the start of this journey. Guru ji,  very powerfully describes this as EK ONKAAR as mentioned several 
times earlier. This is the starting point of the journey. There has always been a Creator and it shall stay like this.  
SGGS Ji does not contain enumeration on the first page which reflects just this principle. The texts start from 
Ang # 2.  

2) Our  duality leads to hypocrisy which Bhagat Kabeer questioned and challenged. He decided to pass to the other 
shore by taking his last breath in Maghar, a town that was considered inauspicious. Several centuries later, are 
we still not under the effects of this duality? Till today persons go to take their last breath in Varanasi. Let us 
question the validity of this belief intelligently. 

3) Guruji therefore,  teaches us to be focused on the Shabad which  is essentially  guiding us to the  teachings that 
are contained in the wisdom of the texts. Guru Gobind Singh ji  put an end to the establishment of the Guru 
lineage . He could y foresee how this would be abused in the future. He has left us with SGGS Ji as our Guru. He 
asks us to go beyond name and form, in order to experience the journey to beyond, the Infinite and the 
Formless.  

4) As a result of following His guidance, the devotee experiences the  knocking away  of boundaries and the matrix 
of life is revealed to him organically. The being stops clinging to experiences and recognizes that each 
phenomenon is a stepping stone on the path. He clings to none, viscerally immersed as they are being revealed. 
Every mitochondria, the power house releasing energy within every one of the 3 trillion cells comes alive and is 
pulsating with the experiences that the Creator manifests. One might  term this as a spiritual orgasm.   

5) I’d like to share a story of a saint who listened to intelligent words by a preacher who had the gift of the gab 
together with research and bookish knowledge. At the end of listening to a 2 hour sermon, the saint very 
humbly asked the preacher if he had authentically experienced what he was revealing during the presentation. 
This triggered some past karmic imprints within this preacher that inspired and facilitated transformation. 
Guruji emphasizes for us to be authentic in thoughts words and deeds.  

 
           SHABADS RECITED  
 
           Ang 864 SGGS Ji   Mat Ko Bharam Bhulai Sansaar 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lz7X-2UZySY
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Day 152   2nd Diwan – Learn and Imbibe in order to Transform  
 

Date: Sunday, 6 December 2020 Time: 02:12:13 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=llBiRSLo9rs  

 
 

1) 37:27 Our actions, intentionally or unintentionally create karmic imprints. Those on the path of spirituality know 
the spiritual values and live aligned with the wisdom given in the sacred texts. Such beings are humble and 
always in a mode to learn.  I am reminded of  how my father asked my advice on matters related to the wisdom 
of SGGS Ji. He was aware that I had spent a considerable time learning and practising the teachings when I lived 
as a celibate. He demonstrated a high sense of humility despite being a powerful and charismatic self-made 
entrepreneur. He commanded respect without demanding it. He did not practise spirituality like my mother did. 
The point that I am making is we must live from a high sense of awareness and righteous living. Guruji refers to 
this as Dharamkhand. 

2) A being who is living from an elevated space has unwavering faith. He is unperturbed by black magic, 
superstitions and the like. Guru Tegh Bahadur Maharaj is a fine example of how he dodged a boulder thrown in 
his direction by vampires practising black magic. Once we learn from that space of humility, we absorb and start 
imbibing the teachings shared.  

3) The seed sown in the present moment shapes the today and the future. Is our ego allowing us to examine, 
reflect, change the course of our action or is it keeping us uptight in our boundaries? Destiny can be shaped by 
sowing the seeds of conscious thoughts, actions and deeds in the present moment to reap the benefits. Let us 
ask for His Divine Grace to  help us serve ourselves.  

4) I am reminded of these power packed lines by Guru Arjan Dev Maharaj Sun Sakhee Prabh Milan Neesaanee 
Man Tan Arap Taj Laaj Lokanee: A conversation between 2 spiritual aspirants on the path. Guruji says that the 
one who meets the Lord surrenders fully and could not care a dime to please others. He stays content, fulfilled 
in joyous bliss at all times in a space of constant learning and growth.  

5) 01:42:00 A change in root perspective must be exercised. Our focus must be directed to Source Energy that 
remains unchanged.The arrow that points towards materialism and maya must be reversed in the direction of 
focused contemplation, reflection and righteous living. We become detached and recognize that materialism is 
a false phenomenon like the smoke whiffing out of a chimney. 

6) 01:44:51  Sukirat means good deeds. Evil deeds are condemned.   
7) 02:02:46  I urge you to dive into the ocean and start the journey by imbibing the wisdom in your lives.  

 
SHABADS RECITED  
Ang 616 SGGS Ji A(n)mirat Naam Paramesar Teraa Jo Simarai So Jeevai  
Ang 485 SGGS Ji Sabh Gobi(n)dh Sabh Gobi(n)dh Hai Gobi(n)dh Bin Nahee Koiee  
Ang 587 SGGS Ji So Satigur Piaaraa Merai Naal Hai Jithai Kithai Maino Le Chhaddaiee  
Ang 496 SGGS JI Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasees 

 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=llBiRSLo9rs
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Day 152  3rd Diwan – You are the Entire Universe     
 

Date: Sunday, 6 December 2020 Time: 02:04:14 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jVaOb52W_cY  

 
 

1) 21:08  I invite you to reflect on the discussions during the diwans of this weekend. I didn't mean to brag about 
myself and the greatness of my father  when I talked about his level of humility at the age of 70. His behavior 
had a profound impact on me and I learnt a lot by his action that I referred to this afternoon. The shabad that I 
am reciting is a mixture of 3 ragas: Gauri, Maajh and Tukhari. Guruji introduced Raag Maajh and Tukhari in the 
portfolio of Indian classical ragas.The 31 ragas in Gurbani came to be known as gurmat ragas. Guru Ramdas is 
known to have written shabads full of vairagya and devotion in Guru Granth Sahib. I often refer to it as a “love 
song”. Guru Ramdas talks about integration in this shabad as well. Not only must we contemplate His Greatness 
with our mind, we also use our eyes to read and recite Shabad which is the living embodiment of our Guru 
Himself given to us by Guru Gobind Singh Maharaj.  

2) Guru Ramdas refers to him in 2nd person making the Lord of the Universe the first person. When the ballad 
singers composed ballads they referred to Guruji using superlative adjectives. Bhai Nandlal also sang praises of 
Guru Gobind Singh although Guruji asked us to never treat him as God. This gives us an indication of the 
underlying message they wanted to deliver to us. All the Gurus addressed themselves with utmost humility 
calling themselves as the slave, servant and the like when they wrote shabads praising the Creator.  

3) Guruji has left us with a pragmatic approach which shall always be relevant. We have been blessed with the 
understanding  that superstitions, supernatural powers, rituals and rites are futile. Guru Gobind Singh Maharaj 
never sought  counsel of astrologers or persons with abilities in sorcery and black magic to help his sons to be 
saved from martyrdom. He demonstrated the quality of an unwavering faith. 

4)  Let us reflect how wisely we are spending our time and what is the consequence as a result  of our practice. Are 
we spending time trying to achieve supernatural powers and hence, have  an inflated ego? Or are we immersed 
in embodying the spiritual values in our lives? How does our life feel as a result? Persons who follow the Guru’s 
teachings treat joy and sorrow alike. Suffering  does not  touch them  even if  they  encounter suffering in their 
lives. We have been taught by Guruji to be adaptable in order to live an enriched life. Covid19 is teaching us to 
practise resilience; a fine way to practise application of the teachings given to us in the form of Shabad 
Guru.        

5) 01:34:16 I live my life in a way that I am a sacrifice to his teachings.  
6) 01:36:09  When we receive His Gracious Grace, we are pulled into the company of the Holy and start our 

spiritual journey. 
7) 01:54:36  My role is to share my experiences of the magical treasures for your benefit. You must tread the path 

in order to experience the bliss.  
 
           SHABADS RECITED  
 

Ang 173 SGGS Ji  Man Maahee Maahee Mere Govi(n)dhaa Har Ra(n)g Rataa Man Maahee Jeeau 
Ang 922 SGGS Ji  E Sareera Meriaa Is Jag Meh Aai Kai Kiaa Tudh Karam Kamaiaa  
Ang 496 SGGS Ji  Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasees  
 

 
 
 
 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jVaOb52W_cY
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Day 153 1st Diwan Amritvela – Light the Flame of Sincerity  
 

Date: Wednesday, 9 December 2020 Time: 02:11:57 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9l6gG1tdCcE  

 
 

1) 57:25 Every Diwan is special since we are reciting Guru’s baani and diving into the very  depths of Gurbani 
contemplating the wisdom of the texts. SGGS Ji is a living embodiment that we have been given to take support 
of.  

2) In the first shabad Guru Tegh Bahadur Maharaj  urges us to come under the sanctuary of His Holy Name. We must 
meditate on His Name, being grateful for  all the gifts that we have received from the Benevolent Universe. The 
energy derived as a result is extremely potent. We  should   balance this out with acts of sincerity, compassion and  
kind service towards humanity. Compare  it  to a workout in a health club or  heavy  exercise in order to digest a 
heavy meal. We feel  this  experience within and once we tap into this  inner energy, we see the entire matrix.  

3) Let us teach our offsprings  to focus on the seed of the Divine Name rather than focusing on the fruits, very 
wrongly communicated by Western civilization. When our children learn the values of compassion, forgiveness, 
kindness, pure intention, eliminating ego:  they are living as per the domain of Dharamkhand described by 
Guruji. This enables them to start their journey to take the next steps, ultimately arriving and living in 
Sachkhand. Beings that focus on the values mentioned above will not be led to fall into the state of evil 
mindedness irrespective of the outer circumstances. They visualize the vision board of their journey to 
Sachkhand rather than simply focusing on impermanent phenomena which shall only bring further unhappiness. 
Their goal is to merge in His Divine Presence to experience the infinite potential within.   

4) Once the devout Sikh (student) embodies the Guru’s teachings, he recognizes the importance of reflecting 
honestly and sincerely where he is, in his practices. From this state of honest awareness, he shall honor and 
respect his interactions with others. When he does so, he stays away from slander and gossip and is 
acknowledging Guruji’s Presence within himself as well as others. How then will he hurt his Guru? I leave you to 
reflect on this teaching and message today.  

5) As a result, he experiences a ferocious fearlessness (transcending the dishonesty that he has lived his life so far) 
since he has firmly established his wavering mind with the word of the Guru. Guruji gives him gifts and material 
comforts beyond his imagination. However, let this not be the focus. Focus on the root perspective of the seed 
of Naam.      

6) 01:48:15 I urge you  to  feel His Divine Presence at all times. This  is the essence of the second Shabad being 
recited.   

7) 01:59:51 Let us all strive to dive deeper to live by the thoughts discussed today. Focus on the stability of mind in 
order to attain the level of sincerity and loyalty. If not, we shall be wandering from one platform to another.   

 
SHABADS RECITED  

 Ang 901 SGGS Ji  Re Man Ot Leh Har Naamaa  
 Ang 924 SGGS Ji  Saajanraa Meraa Saajanraa Nikat Khaloiaraa Meraa Saajanaraa 
 Ang 496 SGGS Ji  Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasees 

 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9l6gG1tdCcE
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Day 154 1st Diwan Amritvela – Transcending Desires  
 

Date: Thursday, 10 December 2020 Time: 02:04:37 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rOZDUGTLjXw  

 
 

1) 01:03:19 The first verse of Sukhmani Sahib written by Guru Arjan Dev Maharaj gives us the importance and 
benefits of reciting the Divine Name in loving remembrance of the Lord. I was once  asked by the president of a 
Gurdwara what it means to be a president of an organization keeping in mind Guruji’s perspective. I shared with 
him the verses that I am reciting today. He reflected back to me that he did not exhibit many of the qualities. I 
urged him to start aligning his words, thoughts and deeds in accordance with the teachings of Gurbani in order 
to be accepted and attested in Guru’s Darbar. Guruji gives us a precise template according to which we must 
live our lives.  

2) Guru Hargobind Singh Maharaj once ,  wished to listen to the verses of Japji Sahib being recited authentically. 
Bhai Gopala volunteered to offer his services. He recited it with utmost devotion and dedication. Guruji’s 
ministers noticed Guruji moving away from his throne. When questioned why he did so, he revealed that he was 
getting ready to hand over the throne to Bhai Gopala. This was the most precious possession that he wished to 
hand over to the devotee due to his devotion and  selflessness .  However Guruji noticed that as he was 
approaching the last verses, this Sikh was overcome with worldly desires of receiving a horse. Guruji returned  
to his throne and ordered a horse to be loaded with  bags  of  gold coins to be gifted to Bhai Gopala.  

3) This story reveals to us that we receive in abundance from the Creator. Do we offer enough gratitude and  sing 
His praises in devotion,  love and longing to unite with Him? Let us pray and ask the gift of His loving 
remembrance from Guruji today. Let us evaluate right now where we are in our practices? Are we living our 
lives full  of desire or have we transcended all desires? Might we wish to examine how much we have received? 
Did Guruji give us much much more than we asked for?   

4) 01:40:34 He is Infinite and gives us much more than we can ever ask for. May I not forget Him even for an 
instant; this must be our constant and only prayer on a daily basis.   

 
SHABADS RECITED  
 
Ang 262 SGGS Ji  Aaadh Gureh Nameh Jugaadh Gureh Nameh Satiguru Nameh Sree Gurdheve Nameh   
Bhai Gurdaas Ji Vaar 24(P1) Vaar 13(P2) Vaar 12 (P17) Vaar 9(P13) 
Sarabloh Granth Ang 0  - Sar Mantr Charhn Ka Saar 
Ang 262 SGGS Ji Ashtapadee 1  
Ang 747 SGGS Ji Eeh Aradhaas Hamaaree Suaamee Visar Naahee Sukhadaate 
 

 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rOZDUGTLjXw
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Day 155 1st Diwan Amritvela – The Human Fallacy    
 

Date: Friday, 11 December 2020 Time: 02:04:21 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1iXx9N3OeDg  

 
1) 37:45  We  completed 500 hours of recordings on 153rd day ,  Wednesday morning. The verses of Sukhmani 

Sahib are always extremely powerful and intoxicating for the spirit. When we are given the opportunity to 
serve,  we  are serving the Infinite Energy. Blessed are those who are able to channel the work of Highest Order 
into some form of service. They do not experience physical fatigue. They serve smilingly   in the 
background.  Bhai Kanhiaya could heal and serve wounded soldiers from both armies  during the war.  

2) Guru Amardas  walked backwards when he set out to fetch water for his master’s bathing ritual. He faced his 
Guru as his focal point, HIS SUN and demonstrated a fine example of respect and devotion. The subtle ego 
becomes dominant if we experience stress or fatigue at some point in our spiritual journey. This is a tangible 
sign for us to understand that we have been stung by the cobra of ego.  

3)  The idea  is to install a watchful eye on our mind equivalent to a cctv camera. The work of a devotee is to stay 
constantly aware and awakened  with the help of  Guruji’s teachings.  I repeat the story of Guru Hargobind 
Paatshaah, Bhai Gopala was about to receive the throne of the king. His desire came in his way. We must stay 
vigilant in a spirit of surrender uttering His Divine Name. We cannot begin to comprehend the vastness of His 
Gifts and what He might wish to shower upon his devotee. 

4)  How can we  achieve this state?  Unfortunately we are being bombarded with too much information and 
techniques during these days of advanced technology. This gives rise to doubt and delusion. We must become 
masters of the amount of knowledge that we allow ourselves to receive and inject into our systems. 

5)  We deviate from the present moment of  awareness and allow our minds to wander. We also tend to focus on 
controlling others . How can we control others' lives, behaviors, ways of being when we have no clue about our 
life span and inner states of being? Give  importance to  awareness,  to stay in stability, examine your thought 
patterns and desires that motivate you  to act during the journey of your lives. When we do so, we are  able to  
accept  the loss of a close relative, friend or offspring.  We meet in bliss,  to be separated in bliss only to meet in 
bliss once again. Our relationships will  thrive and blossom. When we feel the  desire to control others, let us 
take a step back and examine the workings of the subtle ego. Let us  start focusing on the impermanence of our 
lives and work towards creating a more mindful life for every breath. As a conclusion, Guru Tegh Bahadur Ji 
gives us an empowering line: Chintaa Taakee Keejai Jey Anhonee Hoiee. We should  learn to focus on our 
practices, filling ourselves with spiritual energy and wisdom.   

6) 01:52:07  Support yourself with the Divine Name as Bhagat Kabeer delivers in a powerful message reciting this 
shabad . Visar Naahee Daataar Apanaa Naam Deho Gun Gaavaa Din Raat Naanak Chahu Eho. Bandey 
Bandagee Ikhtiaar. Hand over the reins of control to the Infinite Power ruling the Universe.  

            
SHABADS RECITED 

            Ang 692 SGGS Ji   Keval Naam Japahu Re Praanee Parahu Ek Kee Saranaa(n) 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1iXx9N3OeDg
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Day 156 1st Diwan Amritvela – Support For Indian Farmers (Chaupai Sahib)  
 

Date: Saturday, 12 December 2020 Time: 02:43:07 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Du_9Wenfgoo  

 
 

1) 12:32  Today’s  Diwan is in support  of  the farmers who  are protesting during the severe winter months.  
Farmers in India, are bearing the brunt of the Laws that restrict their growth and welfare in the long run. At this 
point , the entire  Tuhi family is joining hands to pray for the agitating farmers, who are demonstrating 
collectively , requesting the administration to roll back the orders .  

2) I come from an agricultural background and have worked during the harvest season helping my revered father. I 
learnt to  support farmers fully  during the peak season in order to maximize their output.  

3) Guru Ramdas in SGGS Ji on Ang 166 reflects on this aspect. He talks about the farmers’ contribution towards 
humanity considering each one as their own family. They plough the land and so much hard work is invested by 
them in  order  to ensure   food on our plate.  

4)  It is heartening to see  that several international charitable organizations are supporting this movement. 
5) I humbly urge you to focus on the recitation of this powerful Jaap  Chaupai Sahib which shall elevate the 

collective energy. As we have been learning since March, Naam has the highest frequency and the power to 
change phenomena. I urge you to keep these farmers in your prayers on a daily basis. Let us pray that their issue 
gets resolved at the earliest. They have patiently gone through stringent regulations; they have reached their 
breaking point which is why they have given up the comfort of their homes in order to protest and to  bring 
change.  

6) 33:09 The farmers consider us as family which is why we receive food in our homes. Let us elevate the collective 
vibrations and send them our support with full power and energy .  

7) 02:19:20 We have completed 11  times recitation  of  Chaupai Sahib. My gratitude to each one of you to support 
the families of the farmers to send our prayers  collectively  from  this platform.  

8) 02:40:31 Guruji has taught us Universal Love. Let us send our prayers of blessings to the current administration 
so that they are guided to make the right decisions. Let us pray to convert from Kumat to Sumat. Intentions 
shape our reality. Evil intentions destroy, wholehearted pure intentions build. Let us all strive to build a better 
future together.     

 
SHABADS RECITED  
 
Ang 166 SGGS Ji Kirsaani Kirsaan Kare  Loche  Jeeo  Laae  
Ang 1379-1381 SGGS Ji Chaupai Sahib  
Ang 819 SGGS JI Taatee Vaao  na  Lagaiee Parabraham Saranaaee 
Ang 682 SGGS Ji Aoukhee Gharree N Dhaekhan Apanaa Biradh Samaalae 

 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Du_9Wenfgoo
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Day 156   2nd Diwan – Happiness is the Way 
 

Date: Saturday, 12 December 2020 Time: 02:22:15 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uQDBizuMiwg  

 
1) 23:10: The limited “I” (ego) keeps us trapped. We wish to control events, happenings and persons around us. 

We lack the qualities of acceptance and are full of expectations, making us beggars . I am often asked what is  
the way to happiness. There is no secret path to happiness. Happiness is the way . We are reciting and listening 
to shabad  yet  unable to take our practices to the next level. We must eat the fruit that is placed before us if we 
would like to experience bliss   and avoid going   back into the ways of the “normal world” . We  should be 
curious to understand the address of the Lord and not peer into others’ lives.   

2) We are busy with our own journey and transformation and   constantly asking for forgiveness, since we 
recognize our  wretchedness.  Let us take a few moments to reflect on this shabad to understand if we have 
been granted Guruji’s kindness. All the saints who  have walked the path ahead of us have shown us the way. 
They too have been born in human flesh just like you and me. The first shabad is a good diagnostic tool to  use 
from Guruji’s perspective to help us understand our current position in our spiritual journey.   

3) 01:05:54 If we notice stress and anxiety around us in the form of family, friends and relationships, it is time that 
we start taking a look at why this happens. Once we  have made amends, we  will start soaring high.  

4) 01:09:24 Are we living from a place of fear? The devotee, through Grace and hard work  understands that fear is 
a biological phenomenon  and  learns  to speak devoid of the emotion of fear to his family members, colleagues 
and friends. Discover your Infinite potential  and  overcome fear.  

5) 01:16:41 Please reflect if you have been given the gift of nine treasures which  enables you  to grasp matter. A 
devotee  experiences creativity, abundance, talent, contentment and several gifts on a material level. His life 
moves with synchronicity and he  feels  ease and lightness. The  true devotee merges in the concept of Truth at 
all levels. However, he does not abuse his powers and avoids   analyzing others.    

6) 01:53:11 Guruji asks for the Power to shower Grace on Him where he refers himself to be a worm. Note the 
humility. “My everything belongs to you” ,Guru says but “You belong to me” This is  a  fine example of  total 
surrender.  

7) 02:09:12 Acceptance is key in order to live a blissful life. Let us remember this mantra  Sukhvele  Shukrana, 
Dukhvele Ardaas, Har Vele Teraa Simran. The devotee is above joy and suffering, ready to brave everything 
that comes his way. 

  
            SHABADS RECITED   
 

Ang 149 SGGS Ji   Satigur Hoi Dhiaal Ta Saradhaa Poorieeaai 
Ang 518 SGGS Ji   Jaa Toon Tuseh Miharavaaan Achi(n)t Vaseh Man Maeh  
Ang 496 SGGS Ji   Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasees  
Ang 405 SGGS Ji   Man Meh Raam Man Meh Raam, Raam Naama Jaap 

 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uQDBizuMiwg
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Day 157  1st Diwan Amritvela – Commemorating Martyrdom of Sahibzaadas 
 

Date: Sunday, 13 December 2020 Time: 02:43:19 https://www.facebook.com/TuhiTuhi/videos/307714590480200  

 
 

1) 33:30  The   parmaan   Hau Gusaaiee Dhaa Pahilvaanaraa can be applied in he physical , mental and spiritual 
context. Baba Ajit Singh , 18 years , the first born of Guru Gobind Singh Ji , was a true warrior, having been sent  
to war against Mughal oppressors several times . He displayed his  valour on the battle field  as a result of the 
confidence Guru ji had on his sons . Sahibzaada  Ajit Singh was given the title of Baba as he too, was a 
Brahmgyani. The historic battle against  Mughals at Chamkaur ki Garhi ,saw the martyrdom of both the older 
sons  of Guru Gobind Singh ji . Baba Jujhjar Singh ji aged 15, laid down his life after he fought  a heroic battle. 

2) Guru ji put an end to Guruship and gave the  11th  Guru to us in the form of Shri Guru Granth Sahib ji .He had 
perhaps foreseen the loss of his four sons much before it actually happened . Bibi Bhaani ji  had  requested Guru 
Amar Dass ji to grant the Guruship to Sodhi clan only. He had reluctantly granted this wish. It seems , he too , 
had predicted what was coming, nearly a century later.   

3) 01:05:45  I want to you to visualize the scene of war at Chamkaur ,  which was fought for the protection of 
human rights and against oppression. It was a Dharm Yudh Morcha. The heart rending conversation between 
Guru Gobind Singh ji and one of his  five chosen ones , Bhai  Daya Singh,  is narrated by the poet Charan Singh 
Safri. He gives an account of the scene on the battlefield where both the sahibzaadas lay in pools of blood , 
having breathed their last. Guru ji turned his back to see bhai Daya Singh sitting with the head of the Sahibzaada 
on his lap. At this juncture his heart was torn apart but he had the courage to demonstrate detachment and 
proved that all the bodies lying on the ground were also those of his sons . 

4) Meanwhile, Baba Zorawar Singh and Baba Fateh Singh, aged 9 and 7, along  with their grandmother Mata Gujri 
ji  were betrayed by Guruji’s cook Gangu (for a few gold coins) who had them captured and imprisoned . They 
were  both  bricked alive within four suffocating walls, after being mercilessly tortured for a week.   

5)  Guru Gobind Singh ji received the news of their supreme sacrifice with a heavy heart but showed  exemplary  
fortitude and courage. He aimed  an arrow  at a bush and uprooted it,  signifying  that the time for the Mughal 
Empire to be uprooted , had finally arrived . 

6) I humbly request you to ensure that you communicate the history to our next generations , to keep  our rich 
heritage alive  

  
SHABADS RECITED  
 
Ang 73 SGGS Ji Hau Gusaaiee Dhaa Pahilvaanaraa  
Ang 846 Sooraj Kiran Milae Jal Kaa Jal Hooaa Raam  
Ang 272 SGGS Ji Braham Giaanee Sadh Jeevai Nahee Marata  
8th Ashtapadee of Sukhmani Sahib  
Conversation between Bhai Daya Singh and Guru Gobind Singh Maharaj 
Poem    Na Udeeki Dadiye Asi Mud Nahee Ohna  
Poem    Lai V Gangu Papiya Lahnta Sambhaal Ve 

 
  

https://www.facebook.com/TuhiTuhi/videos/307714590480200
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Day 157  2ndDiwan – Emulate our Superheroes 
 

Date: Sunday, 13 December 2020 Time: 02:18:55 https://www.facebook.com/TuhiTuhi/videos/143248403969152 

 
 

1) 01:02:21 Hope you are still intoxicated after today morning’s amritvela. I urge you to listen to the session if you 
have not heard this. This is not due to my personal interests or ego. I was overwhelmed with emotion since 
yesterday and still am in a pensive space. I feel grateful that Guruji has taken His service through me. As I 
mentioned this morning, I was inspired and led  in this direction by my revered mother. She said that she has an 
obligation to fulfil towards Guru Gobind Singh Ji. We all have this obligation; therefore let us not compromise 
with our lives and ways of being. I  urge you to share with your children and let them know our roots and 
heritage. 

2)  Our ego is so strong and truly comes in our way. We have become slaves of our intelligence. We are focused on 
outer appearances and have ignored the essence of the teachings of our superheroes. Our priorities have 
become very different. It is high time that we evaluate ourselves and refocus our preferences. If only we started 
our journeys inward, we shall know the treasures within ourselves. We can then actually  recognize the kindness 
that has been bestowed upon us. We shall truly experience magical phenomena  every time we go deep into 
meditation and understand that every minute during this lifetime is a miracle. In my opinion, every such deep 
meditation experience is a near death experience. Let us read less and start practising more.  

3) 01:50:19 When we surrender at the feet of the Guru, we offer gratitude and are infused with love and devotion 
towards our Sikhi values and principles. We recognize the karmas that we have lived by  in the past and are 
working on making amends.  

4) 02:08:34 Take a moment to reflect how we have raised our children and start making new beginnings .  Let us 
start infusing the chardi kala spirit in ourselves and our children to experience the magic and notice the 
transformation in your lives.  

 
SHABADS RECITED   
 
Ang 1358 SGGS Ji  He Saran Jog Dhayaaleh Dheenaa Naath Mayaa Karo  
Ang 44 SGGS Ji   Lakh Khuseeaa Paatisaaheeaa Je Satigur Nadar Kare  
Dhaarmic Geet  Mere Satigur Jee Tusi Mehar Karo Main Dar Tere Teh Aayee Hoi Aan 
Dhaarmic Geet  Swasan Dee Mala Naal Simira Main Teraa Naam 
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Day 157 3rd Diwan – Amplifying the Guru’s Presence in our Lives  
 

Date: Sunday, 13 December 2020 Time: 02:17:15 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j29XgvlpEVc  

 
 

1) 27:28  I am grateful and humbled to learn that these conversations are  helping to shaken and awaken you.  We 
are using our five senses to soak in impressions from the outside world; hence  use  these senses wisely. 
Reciting the Divine Name stirs up the subtle samskaras within us. All that is stored in our subconscious ,  comes 
up. We must awaken ourselves and form  healthy self serving samskaras . We have the teaching of SGGS Ji as a 
fine template to guide us. The Guru teaches us the virtues of compassion, forgiveness, pure intention. See His 
image in each and everyone. The ultimate test is in our practices. Are we translating our learnings and wisdom 
of the texts into the way we conduct our lives? This is the crucial question worth examining. Are we aligned in 
our thoughts, words and deeds?  

2) Guruji tells us that physical ailments like migraine, acidity, indigestion and inflammation too, are a manifestation 
of the mind. Our thoughts have a direct effect on our bodies. We note that this happens when we either 
experience an unhealthy thought or are triggered by some outside phenomena that is affecting us. 

3) Once we receive and understand the Guru’s message, we start to look within ourselves. We must learn to 
conserve and channelize our  spiritual energy  appropriately. Therefore it is imperative to be wary  of our 
company. Our happiness and well being cannot be compromised at any cost. Let us understand the importance 
of this concept. Let us not  allow  anyone to make us unhappy.  Let us keep  up our Sikhi spirit within .  

4) We should  transcend material outcomes and happenings and  stay in bliss. The protesting farmers   have the 
gift of Gurbaani and have created the environment of a Gurdwara  within their  periphery.  

5) Guruji has taught us to be kind and compassionate. Human values  must not be compromised. The Universe 
supported several Brahmgyanis  and Gurus who  we have read about,  since they were living from a place of 
conscious awareness. Reality bends and thus we can change the course of our destiny with the power of free 
will mentioned in this shabad     

6) 01:12:15 True gratitude is when we have gained knowledge about our Gurus and align our lives  harmoniously 
with their powerful nuggets of wisdom. Hypocrisy is highly condemned and I back up with the shabads from 
SGGS Ji to point and help you understand.  

7) 01:21:48 Let us learn  from  our  mistakes. Now reflect if we are repeating the same mistakes. Hence awareness 
is highly important. Let us examine the impermanence and Time of our life span which can   change our 
perspective immediately.  

 
   SHABADS RECITED  
 
Ang 913   SGGS Ji  Raakhanhaar Sagale Samaar Janaa Chhodd Beechaar Manaa 
Ang 682   SGGS ji   Aoukhee Gharee N Dhaekan Dhaeeee Apana Biradh Samaale  
Ang 819   SGGS Ji  Thaatee Vaau N Lagaiee Parabraham Saranaaiee  
Ang 496   SGGS Ji  Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasees 

 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j29XgvlpEVc
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Day 158  1st Diwan Amritvela – The Universe: Mirror reflection of Inner World   
 

Date: Wednesday, 16 December 2020 Time: 02:30:50 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3w8BKVRWZ3E  

 
 

1) 01:44:50 I hope all of you  are  intoxicated by the powerful dynamic recitation of several potent mantras and 
shabads. The shabad that I began reciting describes when Guru Gobind Singh served  wounded  soldiers  when 
they were all resting in the Macchiwara  jungle after the battle of Chamkaur. He was offering his tender loving 
care to his loyal band of Sikhs. The soldiers were exhausted, some resting against the  tree trunks , some resting 
their heads on a boulder. Guruji went around adjusting their turbans and eventually sat down to recite this 
shabad which is known as the thoughts of the Tenth King (Khyaal Dasvee Paatshah). He demonstrated the 
ultimate gratitude (despite having lost his entire family) and has left this shabad  for us. It is  a way of life for us 
to observe and follow. 

2) We commemorated  the martyrdom of the four Sahibzadas last weekend. It has left many of us in a state of 
devotion and introspection. We tend to offer gratitude when things are going well for us. Guruji taught us to 
offer gratitude irrespective of outer circumstances. He has left us an  example of living prosperous yet spiritual 
lives. He has asked us to focus inward. Each one of us perceives the world differently, based on his world of 
thought and intention. Once we learn to focus on the intention, our reality and lives will go through a radical 
transformation. We learn to let go of our judgments, assumptions, prejudices, opinions and we  focus on our 
inner world. This is why Guruji describes this as Man Jeetai Jag Jeet. The world is a direct manifestation of our 
inner world.  

3) Once you start practicing this, you will rise above intention, thoughts and judgements. Such a being experiences 
utmost stability of mind. He will notice magic in his life at every step of the way. He lives from a space of 
acceptance and utmost gratitude, blessing every happening in his life. The lines from SGGS Ji says just this: 
Vichaar Mare, Tarai Taarai, Ulat Jon Na Aave Thoughts cease to exist, the being is redeemed and he is freed 
from the cycle of reincarnation. It seems to be like a tough process but once the spiritual aspirant walks the 
path, the Creator paves the way , making this journey simple, beautiful and easy.  

4) I am asked several times how I read your thoughts. I use the power of pure intention, being an instrument of His 
Grace .Nothing extraordinary about me. Please understand that each one of you has this power lying dormant 
inside you.   

 
 
 

SHABADS RECITED  
 
Ang 882  Dasam  Granth Sahib   He Rav He Sas He Karunaanidh 
Ang 1226 SGGS ji       Gobindh Jeeau Too Mere Praan Adhaar 
 
 
 

 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3w8BKVRWZ3E
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Day 159 1St Diwan Amritvela – Don’t Delay: Claim Enlightenment Today 
 

Date: Friday, 18 December 2020 Time: 02:17:20 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EhImnW8oOwU  

 
 

1) 01:12:11 Constant remembrance and repetition of the Divine Name helps us to create the habit of being 
conscious and aware of His Powerful Presence. We are primarily focused on repeating habits of our five vices, 
this must be converted to Tuhi Tuhi. This alone shall help us get to the other shore, with ease .  

2) 01:15:32  Old habits die hard , as  Waris Shah puts it . It is about a journey of acceptance rather than 
expectations. Let us understand these lines by Guruji: Man Vas Aavai Naanaka Je Pooran Kirpaa Hoi. The mind 
is conquered by constant remembrance which is received by His Grace. Nothing truly matters in the final 
analysis. It is our daily practices of Naam Simran, Bhakti with sincerity, that shall really help us in our onward 
journey. The following lines in Japji Sahib also convey a similar message to us. Please note that each one of us is 
falling victim to these lines as Guruji says. Jay jug chaaray aarjaa hor dasoonee ho-ay; navaa khanda vich 
jaanee-ai naal chalai sabh ko-ay; changa naa-o rakhaa-ay kai jas keerat jag lay-ay;jay tis nadar na aavee ta 
vaat na puchhai kay 

3) The child is born pure, and  without discrimination. We create personas and character traits and take away the 
intuitive wisdom from the child. How long are we going to run away and hide from our inner world? Guruji has 
freed us from the emotion of guilt. The focus is on  guilt-free,  confession and corrective action. Naam simran 
changes the course of our destiny and takes us to the destination. Bulleh Shah in his beautiful poetry says that 
we must remove the ego in order to meet with the Divine. Hypocrisy must be examined carefully.  He is ever 
benevolent and non- discriminatory. He is generous and yet, do we know why we create limits of how much we 
stay in remembrance? The Guru is the spoonful of the sample yoghurt we put into milk to convert it  to yoghurt. 
Enlightenment is,  awareness of watching thoughts, words and deeds. Each one of us has this wisdom within 
ourselves.   

4) This is enlightenment in my opinion. We are focused on outer appearances, have we examined our inner world 
of thoughts, words and deeds? 

5) 02:05:17 Guruji has made it extremely simple for us; rather we have made it complicated with our limited sense 
of ego. We have silenced our discerning minds which we have been given  as a gift. As a result we are in 
constant pain and suffering. Let us strive to expand the intuitive wisdom within ourselves and stay in these 
elevated moments of awareness for extended periods of time.   

 
SHABADS RECITED  
 
Ang 669 SGGS Ji Jap Man Sat Naam Sadhaa Sat Naam  
Ang 746 SGGS Ji Sadhaa Sadhaa Japeeaai Har Naam  
Ang 2 SGGS Ji Japji Sahib Pauri 7 Jay Jug Chaaray Aarajaa  
Bulley Shah Poem Makkay Gayaan Gal Mukdee Nahin  
Bulley Shah Poem Sir Te Topi De Niyat Khoti  
Ang 496 SGGS Ji Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasees 

 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EhImnW8oOwU
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Day 160   1st Diwan Amritvela – Burn the Ego in the Furnace of Shabad Guru 
 

Date: Saturday, 19 December 2020 Time: 02:08:53 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gLr7kW3CpqE  

 
 

1) 19:01 Feel His ever pervading Presence as you recite today’s mantra “PARAMESUREH”. Invite and reflect on His 
qualities of being fearless, devoid of enmity, self-illuminated, beyond birth and death. Connect with Him, closing 
your eyes.  

2) 44:38 In the first shabad, Guruji asks us to focus on His truthful nature aligning thoughts, actions and deeds 
sitting in the company of the holy. Guruji frees us from bondages, this is His very nature. These lines reflect the 
message of His free spirit. Aise Gur Kau Bal Bal Jaieeaai ; Aap Mukat Moh Taarai. He is liberated and will carry 
us across the ocean. We cannot enclose Shabad Guru within a boundary. Let us experience the freedom that 
Guruji wishes for each one of us. The first few years of a child are  crucial. We should  teach   our children the 
wisdom of the holy texts. Habit patterns must be formed early. We utter the words that we are constantly 
thinking about. Therefore, let us watch our thoughts and what we speak when we are in a crisis situation. I was 
asked how one could work towards getting more aware of watching our thought patterns. The question that 
arises is have we committed to surrender and obey our teachers fully? The doubts that arise within us must be 
cleared since this has a heavy burden and makes us wander, keeping us away from wonder. Teachers are like 
fire which the devotee must be willing to be consumed by in order to experience the joy and beauty of His 
innate nature. I recall that  life was moving very smoothly during the first year of my spiritual training. One day I 
was questioned  by my teacher before an audience. This brought to my attention the subtle ego that was 
present within me. It required tremendous practice and awareness to work through this ego in order to 
experience the contentment and bliss which cannot be described. 

3)  The following lines from SGGS Ji must be reflected upon carefully. Gur Peeraa Kee Chaakaree Mahaan Kararee 
Sukh Saar: to work for the guru or a spiritual teacher is terribly difficult but it brings the most excellent peace. 
Nadhar Kare Jis Aapanee Tis Laae Het Piaar: the Lord casts his Glance of Grace and inspires love and affection. 
The being then merges in the Ocean of His love and becomes a living embodiment of the Divine Himself.  

4) The example of Bulleh Shah learning from a person of low caste too is an example I often relate to. Bulleh Shah, 
by simply thinking that he went to learn and received the teaching sent him into regression after which he was 
required to eliminate the ego completely. Comprehend the depth of how our thoughts must be managed.  

5) 01:57:44 Get willing to eliminate all that you identify with, in order to reach the destination and become one 
with TUHI  TUHI.  Sincerity is a gift that is crucial to attain this state of obedience and surrender. Let us 
understand that we have no other option. We cannot keep our feet in 2 boats of  ego and  Divine Wisdom at 
one time  

 
SHABADS RECITED  
 
Ang 705 SGGS Aadh Pooran Madh Pooran A(n)t Pooran Paramesureh  
Ang 496 SGGS Ji Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasees 

 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gLr7kW3CpqE
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Day 160  2ndDiwan – The Night Dew of Shabad Guru 
 

Date: Saturday, 19 December 2020 Time: 02:18:27 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J5VAkR69UmY  

 
1) 12:16 Let us invoke His blessings. Several adjectives have been used in SGGS Ji by Guruji. We shall  also  recite 

Banvaari mantra soon. We are building a relationship with the Infinite whom we cannot see. The following lines 
must be reflected upon. Ghat Ghat Rav Rahiaa Banvaari. He is all pervading. Jal Thal Maheeal Gupata Varatai 
Gur Sabadhee Dhekh Nihaaree Jeeau: in the water, on the land and in the sky he is pervading but hidden 
through the word of the Guru’s shabad. Now that we have comprehend the technique, let us focus completely 
and experience what cannot be explained further. Hence the importance of intentions and recitation of the 
Divine Name. Intentions create our reality. 

2) 36:26 In this first shabad, Guruji compares our lives to the night. If we live unconscious lives, the night passes 
quickly. Furthermore, our lives go by in a flash, if we are not aware enough. Guruji asks us to be moistened with 
the dew of Guru’s Shabad. Once we do so, we are able to understand the concept of witnessing stars in our 
lives. This is the concept of enlightenment as per my understanding. I do not deviate from Shabad Guru at  all . 
Let us not focus on outside appearances but truly learn to concentrate on integrating ourselves. The 
enlightened being  experiences the divine qualities of gratitude, love, compassion, forgiveness, fearlessness, 
truthfulness  already discussed in earlier sessions. His entire life becomes a living meditation. Hence, as I 
mentioned yesterday: Claim your enlightenment today without further delay. The lines below indicate this 
message: Har Jee Maataa Har Jee Pitaa Har Jeeau Pratipaalak: The Lord is my mother, father and He cherishes, 
nurtures me. Har Jee Meree Saar Kare Ham Har Ke Baalak: He takes care of me since I am His child. Sahaje 
Sahaj Khilaidhaa Nahee Karaadhaa Aalak: slowly and steadily He feeds me; He never fails. 

3) 01:09:33 Reflect within and observe what divine quality is present within you. You do not need to wait for night 
to fall in order to see stars. Go within and drench yourself with the stars of the divine qualities. If 
absent,  remove the stains on the tablet of your consciousness to light the star of divinity.  

4) 01:16:41 The verse  indicates the qualities of an awakened being. He is imbued with the Divine Name at all 
times.  

5) 01:20:31 The enlightened being’s comrades ask him the secret of his state of bliss. He is unable to say much, he 
is filled with the sublime essence of His Love. Naam is pouring out from every cell of his being since he has 
experienced the Infinite. 

6) 01:39:14 The enlightened being refuses to engage in other activities. Let us not postpone connecting with the 
Divine and ruin our destinies.  

7) 01:56:31 Let us not confuse His will and use  our discerning intellect wisely, to make it our slave.   
 

SHABADS RECITED  
Ang 459 SGGS Ji Bhi(n)nee Rainareeaai Chamakan Taare  
Ang 396 SGGS Ji Mai Ba(n)dhaa Bai Khareedh Sach Saahib Meraa 

  
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J5VAkR69UmY
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Day 160 3rd Diwan – Take a Step towards Shabad Guru 
 

Date: Saturday, 19 December 2020 Time: 02:04:14 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kHPQp4oVblY  

 
 

1) 26:52 Guruji is asking us to take the first step of faith towards our Guru. You cannot know the depth of the 
ocean standing on the shore . Hence we must take the first step to dive into the ocean of Shabad Guru. Once 
the devotee does so, the Universe bends its natural laws to support the devotee. Bhagat Dhruv and Bhagat 
Prahlad are fine examples  of how these laws were bent. Bhagat Prahlad was a devotee and the laws of fire and 
water actually bent in his favor. These stories are a great source of inspiration to give us the spirit of faith and 
devotion. Let us learn to love Him with the  same faith and devotion of Bhagat Prahlad. Nirankaar can simply do 
as He wishes. I urge you to absorb this viscerally in every cell of our being.    

2) 58:50 Please enjoy the fusion of the 2 shabads. The first shabad is by Bhai Gurdaas and the second shabad being 
recited is by Guru Ramdas. It is oozing with Divine frequency which must be enjoyed. Sing along with love, 
devotion and  sincerity of spirit.  

3) 01:02:05 Please note the co-relation  of these 2 shabads. Bhai Gurdaas is giving us a boost in the first shabad. 
Guru Ramdas on the other hand is pleading for Grace because he recognizes the ignorance of the human being. 
Let us plead, singing together at the Door of Guruji to keep us at His Holy Feet. Claim today, don't delay!!  

4) 01:09:38 Every moment is spiritual. There is no practice session in spirituality. This is the moment. We are 
creating our destiny every single minute. This is the sign of an awakened being. Past is history, the future a 
mystery. The present must be grabbed.  

5) 01:13:01 Let us learn to be in constant service by taking care of every moment surrendering every minute to 
TUHI TUHI. All our activities must be performed keeping our connection with Guruji in the foreground of our 
consciousness. I wish and choose to be one of those fortunate, rare beings.  

6) 01:20:05 The Lord, our Master can be experienced  while  laughing, playing, dressing and eating on the 
playground of life. Therefore the importance of being mindful of  how we speak, what we wear or eat according 
to the values of spirituality. Let us be aware of our expectations and motives which is a precursor to our actions 
and ways of being.  

7)  01:42:57 Every breath belongs to my Guru. This is the true meaning of a birthday. The flowers of our lives 
flourish once we live from this space.  

8) 01:49:03 Maratabaa is the rank received by Guruji. Sewak, Daas, Jan, Sikh, Gursikh, Satigur, Sant, Saadhu, 
Brahamgyaani are the synonyms of such a being. This is received by His Grace.   

 
           SHABADS RECITED 

 
   Vaar 111 of 675 Kabit Savaiye Bhai  Gurdaas Charan  

Saran Gur Ek Pai(n)dhaa Jai Chal  Satigur Kot Pai(n)dhaa  Hoi Let Hai  
   Ang 667 SGGS Ji GurSikh Meet Chalahu Gur Chaalee  
   Ang 556 SGGS Ji Dham Dham Sadhaa Samaaladhaa Dha(n)m Na Birathaa Jaaiee 
 

 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kHPQp4oVblY
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Day 161  1st Diwan Amritvela – Ushering in ‘Mere Preetmaa’  
 

Date: Sunday, 20 December 2020 Time: 02:16:20 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e2mFj6A-SBg  

 
 

1) 36:21 Guruji has given us several adjectives in Baani to experience the Infinite. Kinkaa Ek Jis Jeeau Basaave 
Taakee Mahimaa Ganee Naa Aave: Using any of these adjectives the devotee merges with the Infinite, the 
Creator . Plead at the doorstep of Guruji bringing in the emotions of love, devotion and utter longing. Learn to 
drop off the ego which is always appearing in subtle forms, shapes and sizes. I compare it to, learning to balance 
on a fine strand of  hair. The surrender that we practise starts to develop into a subtle ego. Take a moment to 
self-reflect and create awareness within  yourselves. You might notice tears of longing; allow these to flow 
freely. They are washing away your old karmic patterns and bondages. Consider yourself blessed. Bhagat Kabeer 
attests this phenomenon with the words “Bin Bairaag Naa Chhotas Mayaa”. The journey is uphill with heavy 
weights on our backs. As we shed these burdens, we experience lightness and taste the bliss that has been 
mentioned often.  

2) I urge you to take that first step towards your final destination. Start practicing now,  by surrendering all that 
you are identified with. I claim no responsibility for your  journey, I am a mere postman and an instrument of 
the Lord delivering the mail to your doorstep.  

3) Guru Nanak Dev Maharaj, as a young child, spent long hours crying tears of love, longing and devotion,  to 
merge with the Infinite. His  concerned   parents called in a physician to check his pulse.  Guruji uttered the 
following words: Vaid Boolaye Vaidhagee Pakar Ddandhole Baanh Bholaa Vaidh Na Jaaniee Kark Kaleje Maeh. 
The physician recognized that Guruji was struck with vairagya in his mind which is exactly what we must train to 
kindle within ourselves. 

4) 01:28:51 The second shabad by Bhagat Naamdev talks about the Lord being present in every phenomenon. Let 
us learn to express our emotion of appreciation, gratitude and blessing  for the smallest event happening in our 
lives. Let us learn to appreciate our body which functions with perfect coordination. Start to bless each and 
everybody despite how  you  feel towards them. Being  judgemental    is harmful and keeps us separated from 
the Divine.  

5) 01:56:59 Rang Tamashaa in this shabad indicates the gifts that we have been given to enjoy our time on planet 
earth. Let us learn to use these wisely with discernment using our intelligence like a sharp knife. Let us maintain 
balance. 

6) 02:04:30 I would like to  advise you  to stay away from confining yourselves to one group like we are here. This 
too shall give birth to a feeling of separation and discrimination. Stay away from these ideas. We all belong to 
the family of Guru Nanak and are learning from the wisdom of the texts, together as one family.  

 
SHABADS RECITED  
 
Ang 94 SGGS Ji Hau Reh Na Sakaa Bin Dhekhe Preetamaa Mai Neer Vahe Veh Chalai Jeeau  
Ang 750 SGGS Ji Sabh Avagan Mai Gun Nahee Koiee  

           Ang 485 SGGS Ji Sabh Gobi(n)dh Hai Sabh Gobi(n)dh Hai Gobi(n)dh Bin Nahee  Koiee  
           Ang 496 SGGS Ji Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasees 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e2mFj6A-SBg
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Day 161  2ndDiwan – Jo Tudh Bhaave Saaiee Bhalee Kaar  
 

Date: Sunday, 20 December 2020 Time: 02:09:35 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bo70WRhWo4s  

 
 

1) 39:59 We have recorded 530 hours of   healing sessions this morning . These sessions are healing many  souls. 
Hence the importance of Naam in our lives . Notice the very beautiful backdrop with the flowers shedding their 
petals. The reason being: We are celebrating the lives of 2 souls that have left a sweet fragrance for us to be 
inspired by  and celebrate. They led lives of no expectation, acceptance and lived in the present moment with a 
fierce determination. Expectations create  suffocation in relationships. If we want , we can become agents of 
change and transform the lives of whom we come into contact with. Bebe Nanki and Guru Nanak led a life 
devoid of scarcity and want. It was an abundant and flourishing relationship. Let us strive to build relationships 
of this quality.  Guru Nanak faced animosity from some. Some accused him of being a ghost and was  abused by 
a few religious ministers of the time,  despite him being a pure and pious soul.  

2) Guruji taught us to experience,  what wonder can do to our souls. He asked us to see the beauty of the Creator 
in our ways of being. Bhai Sahib Bhai Veer Singh tended his garden of roses with the  same wonder and his 
flowers blossomed. Let us bring this quality in our lives. Our lives will be a continuous stream of meditation 
spent in awe and wonder.   

3) 01:26:57 We have been well taken care of during the entire span of our lives before we were born and shall be 
taken care of once we are beyond this earth plane as well. During one conversation, a fellow satsangee talked 
about selflessness repeatedly. I asked her the meaning of selfless as understood by her. The world generally 
relates selfless action to the exchange of money. I'd like to explain this belief with you today. Let us break up the 
word into 2 self+less. The self that stops identifying himself as the doer of actions is a selfless being. We must be 
extremely careful with the language and thoughts that we utter. 

4)  Language is generative and creates further karmic imprints in our spiritual journey. How might we know what 
the other person’s motive for a certain action is? We therefore must be extremely aware of this. According to 
Gurbani, a selfless being is somebody who does his sewa of work or any actions that he performs with his inner 
compass of surrender and devotion as well as a spirit of fearlessness. On the outside he may be receiving money 
for his service. Let this fact not confuse us. It is the inner state of mind with which we operate that determines 
our selfless nature.   

5) 01:57:44 Let us all live with the values prescribed by Guruji to humanity. The practice is to free ourselves from 
the bondages of fear and vices that overcome us.  Ego and Surrender cannot co-exist. One of the two  must be 
relinquished, only then can we think of creating new destiny after harmonizing our  thoughts, words and deeds.  

   
 

SHABADS RECITED  
 
Ang 1375 SGGS Ji Kabeer Meraa Mujh Meh Kichh Nahi Jo Kichh Hai So Teraa 
Ang 1420 SGGS Ji Vin Boliaa Sabh Kichh Jaanadhaa Kichh Aagai Keechai Aradhaas 
Ang 749 SGGS Ji  Sabh Te Vaddaa Satigur Naanak Jin Kal Raakhee Maeree 
Ang 103 SGGS ji  Toon Meraa Pitaa Toon Hai Meraa Maataa  
Ang 1319 Dasam Granth  Mitr Piaare Noo(n) Haal Mureedhaa(n) Dhaa Kahanaa 

 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bo70WRhWo4s
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Day 161 3rdDiwan – Conquer the Incomprehensible with the Wisdom of Gurbani 
 

Date: Sunday, 20 December 2020 Time: 02:12:18 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OaeCnk4NPbE  

 
 

1) 31:23 The web of Maya takes us away from the Source, throwing us into  regression which is when we suffer,  
feel discontented and  unhappy.. The influence of Maya,  if not examined and understood well,  does much 
harm. The concept of Piri Miri was introduced by  Guru Hargobind Sahib ji Maharaj. Guruji asks us to first be 
aware of our connection with Source Energy by reciting the Divine Name. Only then, shall we be able to handle 
the wealth that we have been bestowed with. My experience has been that once we receive much much more 
than we ask for due to Guruji’s generosity, we recognize the futility of the temporary and material possessions. 
As a result we  go into a vairagya and look within to search for the treasures that we have been promised in the 
sacred texts. 

2) I was once asked what  my duty was,  by one of my spiritual teachers, a very learned man. I started giving him 
my responses which I considered to be my duty. I was continuously challenged and shown to believe that I am 
indispensable. Is this true? This causes us to develop ego and arrogance. Any action that can be performed by 
another being makes us replaceable.  Hence the importance  of leading a duty free life soaring free like a bird. 
Such a being lives without expectations and accepts without questioning the will of the Divine. Let us learn to 
live without identifying ourselves with  the actions that we perform. Let us strive to live responsibly as Guruji 
suggests,  from an elevated sense of awareness. 

3)  The sense of ‘I” lives carelessly, the selfless being lives freely. Take a moment to examine what your inner state 
of mind is,  regarding this aspect. Are you truly desireless? What are you demonstrating to the outside world? Is 
your inner and outer being in synchronization ?     

4) I was reading the story of a saintly being, Sangat Singh Kamalia Waale. He gave the devotee lines from Sukhmani 
Sahib to ponder , reflect and apply . Once performed sincerely, the lines proved to be manifesting in the life of 
the devotee. Hence the importance of sincerity, dedication and devotion, and above all, Faith .   

5) 01:46:53 Let us offer blessings which we all receive with His Grace. All the treasures and gifts received,  are  a 
result of His Grace.  

 
 

SHABADS RECITED  
 
Ang 703 SGGS Ji Sun Yaar Hamaare Sajan Ik Karau Bena(n)teeaa 
Ang 709 SGGS Ji Rakh Levahu Dheen Dhiaal Bhramat Bahu Haariaa 
Page 309 Dasam Granth Sahib Ham Baithe Tum Dheh Aseesaa  
Ang 496 SGGS Ji Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasees  

 
 
 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OaeCnk4NPbE
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Day 162  1STDiwan – Being Rigid becomes a Hinderance   
 

Date: Monday, 21 December 2020 Time: 02:37:01 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Zbw5_-tBgc  

 
1) 15:03 The planets today , are in a rare alignment on the winter solstice day making it a powerful hour to do 

simran. Let us focus, block out distractions, stabilize our minds and senses to make this a potent healing for the 
entire planet. Guru Nanak Dev Maharaj made  the son of a  devotee, experience  several universes beyond time 
and space. This is possible to achieve for us too if we practice the teachings as we have been discussing since 
March 2020. I do understand that the devotee in constant remembrance and meditation is in constant bliss.  

2) 54:47 Today I’d like us to discuss the myths and remove the fears ingrained in us. We have been asked to recite 
only Waheguru, Mool Mantra and Ek Onkaar simran. Let us learn to open our minds and break these beliefs that 
have kept us trapped for centuries. Let us focus on the Formless Infinite that has been referred to with several 
adjectives in SGGS Ji. Once we understand this with clarity, we shall be able to transfer the  guidance and 
understanding to the next generations with conviction. 01:21:35 Let us remember that we offer what we have. 
This, in my opinion, is the secret to leading a content and happy life. Once we live from this space, we become 
aware of the stars of divine qualities within ourselves and others. Service becomes an integral part of our 
nature. The person who truly serves, does not wait to be acknowledged or does not wish for anyone to beg at 
his door. He simply serves without any desire or reward. Sevaa Karat Hoi Nihakaamee Tis Kau Hot Paraapat 
Soaamee. This application helps the devotee to open up the portal of the Infinite and Source Energy with Divine 
Grace which he  exudes  around  him in the form of his life mission and way of being. His life flows with 
synchronicity at every step.  

3) 01:43:43 My teachers taught me that if I am doing service, this is between me and the Infinite. This requires no 
appreciation or an acknowledgement. If I need an acknowledgement, then this becomes a business transaction. 
Now let us check where we are in our lives. This was a valuable lesson in my journey. 

4) 02:08:47 The devotee is listening to divine sounds and magical experiences at all times. 
5) 02:19:06 When will we inculcate the values of our heritage and the rich tradition of our prophets into the minds 

of our children? The world is about to celebrate the birth of Jesus and the festival of Christmas. Guru Nanak Dev 
ji and the Gurus who followed, were the embodiments of the Divine Himself similar to  what Jesus Christ was .  

 
SHABADS RECITED  
 
Ang 867 SGGS Ji     Naaraaein Sabh Maeh Nivaas  
Ang 552 SSGS Ji      Satigur Kee Sevaa Safal Hai Je Ko Kare Chit Lai 
Ang 442 SGGS Ji     Jeevano Mai Jeevan Paiaa Gurmukh Bhaae Raam  
Ang 496 SGGS Ji     Pootaa Maataa Kee Aasees 

 
 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Zbw5_-tBgc
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Day 163 1st Diwan Amritvela – I have Travelled so Far !    
 

Date: Saturday, 26 December 2020 Time: 02:03:09 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1dDkhtt5BE8  

 
 

1) 01:10:36 A conversation between a devotee and Guruji: I have been separated from you, O Lord for so many 
births. I was born as an ant, a snake, fish, an elephant. I have been through many incarnations. I have come 
from so far, Guruji,and now, finally, I have received this human form. What should I do, the devotee asks? 
Guruji advises her to abandon falsehood, ego and arrogance,  sitting in the company of the holy congregation.   

2) 01:25:16 Hope you had a wonderful Christmas celebration. December is the month of the sacrifices of the 
heroes of Sikh history and I hope you have been reflecting upon the martyrdoms during the   last few days . 
Jesus Christ came to save humanity just as several prophets like Lord Krishna, Lord Rama, Guru  Nanak  did.  

3) We have recited 8 shabads in the first hour. The soul-bride starts by  inviting  the Lord to dwell within her being. 
As she meditates, reflects and contemplates, she recognizes that she has finally been given the  human  form . 
Intellect, free will and the power of choice  to  discern   have  been bestowed upon her. Once this protocol and 
path is followed, she can eventually get liberated from the cycle of birth and death. This is the  true birthday, 
the state of mind  in which the devotee spends every moment of her/ his  life. Therefore,  let us  also walk the 
path of cultivating spiritual values and progressing on the journey of this human life.  

4) The shabads  recited,  follow a stream of thought starting  by inviting  the Lord of the Universe to dwell in the 
home of the  soul-bride . Use   all  mechanism  to find  your true  potential, your true self. Now is the time to 
meet Him after getting out of the cycle of reincarnation. The day you merge with the Divine, it will be new 
birthday celebration. 

 
SHABADS RECITED  
 
Ang 1209SGGS ji  Mohan Ghar Aavahu Karo Jodhareeaa 
Ang 847 SGGS Ji Sakhee Aao Sakhee Vas Aao Sakhee Asee Pir Kaa Mangal Gaaveh  
Ang 96 SGGS Ji Meraa Man Loche Gur Dharasan Thaaee 
Ang 764 SGGS Ji Aavahu Sajanaa Ho Dharasana Dhekhaa Thaeraa Raam  
Ang 337 SGGS Ji Panthh Nihaare Kaamanee Lochan Bharee Lae Qusaasa 
Ang 1111 SGGS Ji Saajan Dhaes Vidhaseearae Saanaeharae Dhaedhee 
Ang 763 SGGS Ji Ho Aaeiaa Dhoorahu Te Chal Kai Mai Thakee Tho Saranaaee Jeeo 
Ang 176 SGGS Ji Kee Janam Bheae Keeth Pathangaa    
Ang 398 SGGS Ji Mai Gareeb Sach Tek Toon Mere Satigur Poore  
Ang 1138 SGGS Ji Jeevat Jeevat Jeevat Rahu 

 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1dDkhtt5BE8
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Day 163 2nd Diwan – Gurbani Ensures Enlightenment    
 

Date: Saturday, 26 December 2020 Time: 02:07:19 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pKTLa2x1U78  

 
            Waheguru Jaap 

1) 41:41  The enlightened  soul  possesses   integrated  thoughts  that do not allow him to utter undesirable 
words. Often  people  do not have  a memory that enables them to recall Gurbani , Nitnem or Path. But 
ironically and surprisingly , they tend to remember the minutest details of their  worldly  existence, effortlessly.  
To  memorize  sincere effort is required. What we hold with love in our hearts,  we remember with ease. A 
being who has love for Guru’s  Baani , Enlightenment is assured. Darshan  deeje  khol  keevarh. 

2) According to Bhagat Peepaji  Jo Brahmande Soi Pinde;Jo Khoye so Paavei. We come face to face with our true 
potential in which everything resides. David Attenborough, even at a ripe age, continues to make discoveries in 
nature. 

3) Guruji fulfills all desires of a Gursikh who yearns for love from the Divine. But this desire has to be accompanied 
by reciting of Naam and  Baani. Birthee kadi na hove jann ki Ardaas. Our motives determine our reality. 

4) The day we activate our desire to know our Guru, we shall memorize  all Angs , Raags and Gurus also. Jinko 
laggi pyaas amrit seyee khaayei. Such a being receives the possessions of 9 treasures and 18 supernatural 
powers.The thirst for the highest order leads him on the path of progression. But the biggest hindrance in this 
path ,our old habit patterns, keep pushing our ego to  the forefront. The “I” has to be transformed into You  
(Tuhi) with the help of selflessness, (Nehkaamta).  

5) In Raag Maajh, our third Guru ji says, So Naihakaramee  jo Shabad beecharae.  With our awareness and 
awakening, our dogmas and beliefs can get eliminated. Every word uttered by our mouth becomes our lekha ( 
karmic account) . “I” becomes cause of our downfall. “We “ is  all-inclusive. Inverted “We” becomes  “Me” 
which is dangerous. In SGGS ji , the concept of “We” is Saadh Sangat. A  being who deliberately indulges in 
inflating his ego, has no one to blame but himself. He is carrying the torch , yet stumbling and falling into the 
dark pit. It is the highest order energy of Naam that can enable him to dilute the intensity of his ego. Once it 
decreases, the “ I” transforms into Tuhi. Naam padaarath nau sidh paaye, trai gun mein samaavaniaa. He will 
merge with the Lord and enjoy His complete protection and will become stable. 

6) If we lose our focus , we will be looted by the thieves ie our vices. We should not focus on others, their glory or 
their weaknesses and strive to remain unaffected. Assumptions that we form  about  others , usually rebound 
on us in some form or the other. 

7)  We have to be on guard constantly. Gur  prasadi haume  khove. Only Guru’s kripa can make us selfless.Guru ji 
advises us to constantly do good deeds and meditate on the Divine Name. We can attain Sachkhand , if we have 
good fortune. Sant ke marg dharma ki pauri ko vadhbhaagi paaye. 

8) Hence we should sing the praises of the Lord , to be able to attain enlightenment. Usaustat karahu sadha 
prabh apane  , jin pooree kal raakhee. 

 
SHABADS RECITED 
Ang 621 SGGS ji  Santhahu raam naam nisathareeai 
Ang 128 SGGS ji  So nihakaramee jo shabad beechaarae. 
Ang 629 SGGS ji   Aagai sukh maerae meethaa 
Ang  496 SGGS ji  Pootha maatha kee aaseess 

 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pKTLa2x1U78
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Day 164 1st Diwan Amritvela – The Pangs of Separation 
 

Date: Sunday, 27 December 2020 Time: 02:07:13 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PSQm6edvNYw  

 
 

1) 01:18:55 The catalyst to merge with the Divine is love, devotion, sincerity  and  utter longing. We are focused 
primarily on taking care of the outer shell of the body by working out regularly and  eating the right foods. 
Mental well- being and hygiene is often ignored. Hence the mind must be taken care of very well. Aging is a 
natural process; the mind if taken care of rightly (as per the protocols that we have discussed in detail since 
March) does not age.  

2) The devotee stays connected with the Divine at all times no matter what he is doing. The golden age of Kalyuga 
is given to us in order to meditate and achieve liberation from the cycle of birth and death as prescribed by 
Guru Gobind Singh Maharaj. This requires repeated and persistent practice of watching our thoughts, words 
and deeds with a heightened awareness. Our Divine treasure is being looted constantly with the impressions 
that we are being bombarded with,  from external sources. We can live from a space of contentment and bliss 
as pointed out several times in baani,  independent  of the astronomical influences on the earthly planet. If we 
were to examine ourselves, what is it that we are pursuing? I guess the answer would be happiness. Are we 
truly happy with the material comforts that we have spent our lives accumulating? The lines below from Ang 
1147 SGGS Ji reveal to us the fragrance of happiness. Sukh Naahee Bahutai  Dhan Khaate;Sukh Naahee Pekhe 
Nirat Naate;  Sukh Naahee Bahu Dhes Kamaae Sarab Sukhaa Har Har Gun Gaae. Guruji tells us that we cannot 
derive happiness from accumulating wealth, from watching shows incessantly, from abusing and cheating 
others. 

3)  True and lasting happiness arises from attaching our hearts to the hem of His robe. Such a  being  stays in the 
world totally detached. He lives in the midst of his family with the compass of his attention turned   towards 
Shabad Guru. Only then, shall he be freed from the bondages that he has been born with, experiencing 
everlasting peace. Many a time we experience fear as a result of being stuck in our limiting beliefs which must 
be carefully examined. Let us beg for His Divine Grace to be able to experience this bliss that is our birthright. 
Take a moment to examine where you are currently.  

4) 01:58:09 Are we able to give blessings to the other easily? Stay on the path of truth, spreading fake messages is 
a form of slander too. Hence let us check the facts before taking any action. A high sense of awareness is 
essential.   

 
SHABADS RECITED  
 
Ang 1098 SGGS Ji Mai Chaarae Kunddaa Bhaaleeaa Thudh Je Vadd Na Saaieeaa 
Ang 761 SGGS Ji Jae Bhulee Jae Chukee Saaeenae Bhee Thehinjee Kaadteehaa  
Dharmic Geet: Mehra Walya Saiya, Rakhi Charna De Kol, Rakhi Charna De Ko, Charna De Kol  
Ang 1147 SGGS Ji  Sukh Naahee Bahutai  Dhan Khaate 
Ang 337 SGGS Ji Raam Japau Jeea Aaise Aise Dhraoo Prahiladadh Japio Har Jaise 
 
 
 

 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PSQm6edvNYw
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Day 164  2nd Diwan – Ardaas: A Mirror Reflection  
 

Date: Sunday, 27 December 2020 Time: 02:19:50 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=owZBE_HeE3w  

 
        Jaap: Simariye Simariye. Guru Teg Bahadur Simariye Ghar nau nidh   aavai dhai. 

1) 18.51   Rendition of Ardaas . Pritham bhagauti simar ke…… 
2) 24:48 Let us do darshan  of Ardaas today . The Ardaas includes our entire Sikh history. I will recite very slowly to 

enable you to visualize every single incident mentioned in it. Focus your attention as this is an opportunity to 
reflect and make Ardaas a mirror of your life in the  present  times . With the lens of Manmatt , we refuse to 
contemplate and apply the teachings , but through the lens of Ardaas, let us see the vision today . Guru ji has 
asked for all the Daans (blessings) in the Ardaas . Sikhi Daan , Kesh Daan , Rehat Daan , Bibek Daan , Visah Daan , 
Bharosa Daan, Daana sir Daan, Naam Daan, Sri Amritsar ji ke Darshan Isnaan.  

3) How should a sikh live ? Mann Neevaan, Matt  Uchhi.We are pleading for the highest order Matt (intellect) 
4) 45:14  Chaupayi Sahib rendition  
5) 01:16:01 In Kalyug, it is tough to confront reality . If you are sensitive towards Gurbaani , then definitely you will 

be shaken up today. Those who do not contemplate Gurbaani are standing by the river bank, close to the water 
but unable to quench their thirst. 

6) Self-analysis is most important after listening to a shabad . We have no right to analyze others because it takes 
us into regression and not progression. 

7) Till we accept Baani as it is , and get  bound  by Highest Order ( discipline), we cannot be pulled out of low order.  Baani 
Guru , Guru hai baani. All the vices are the bondages of the lowest order . We have just prayed in the Ardaas : Jinna 
Singha Singhniya ne dharma het sees ditte, band band kataye , dharam nahi haraya ….. 

8) It is not wise to push the world away from us but at the same time , we cannot allow ourselves to become 
unstable because of the world. Accept what Guru ji says in all earnestness  and we  will never deviate from the 
path of spirituality . 

9) People serve only what they possess . It takes us just 5 to 10 mins  to judge a person . A spiritual being chooses 
to speak less, contemplate more. A person’s  true worth ( vriti) can be known by the words he utters. If the 
mind is in disintegration, we cannot process what the tongue speaks. When Guru ji’s kirpa is bestowed on us, 
integration takes place and we become aware and enlightened. 

10) First step is to like and then , appreciate. Guru Guru gur kar mann mor, Guru bina  main nahin hor. We have to 
like the Lord whose name we are chanting. Bhagat Kabeer rightly said “ If all the oceans were to be ink, and the 
entire earth, paper, all the wood  converted into a pen, I will still not be able to  do  justice and  write 
appreciation of the Creator. 

11) The Source is within ourselves. We do not need outside forces to keep us in Anand, in Chardi kalaan. I  am only, 
very humbly, trying to make you realize this concept .He who sings, listens, contemplates and applies the 
teachings of SGGS ji remains a beautiful being. We can plead with the Lord to bless us, so that we can be in the 
company of  such a being and learn more from him. 

 
   SHABADS RECITED 
   Simariye Simariye Guru Teg Bahadur Simariye. 
   Ardaas rendition  followed by Chaupayi Sahib   from Dasam Granth. 
   Ang 703 SGGS Ji  Har joo raaakh laehu, path maeree. 
   Ang  515  SGGS ji  Vaahau Vaahau sae jan karae.  
   Ang 496   SGGS ji  Poothaa maatha ke Aasees. 
 

 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=owZBE_HeE3w
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Day 165   Diwan – Climb the Ladder of Dharma  
 

Date: Tuesday, 29 December 2020 Time: 02:21:31 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_XJZvsgTZ-I 

 
 

1) 30:06 This  is the first time I am reciting this Parmaan  in the healing sessions. 19th Ashtpadi from  Sri Sukhmani 
Sahib ji. 

i. Ek  jap eko salaaheh,  Ek simar eko man aaeh 
ii. Ekas ke gun gau anant,  Man tan jaap ek bhagwant. 
iii. Eko ek ek har aap, Pooran poor rahiyo prabh biyaap ( all-pervading) 

2) Guru ji is focussing on the One whose presence is all-pervading.  Everything is created from that One. Anik bistaa  
ek te bhaye, ek aradh parachhat gayee. One  infinite form, infinite names . Let us connect to the One name first. 
This shabad will remove all your doubts. 

3)  I will repeat what I said yesterday, we cannot appreciate whom we do not like . Hence likeness is primary and 
appreciation , secondary. With His Grace ( Kirpa) you will want to do Sukhmani Sahib Path repeatedly, once you 
get to enjoy the Ras of this Baani.Each and every cell of your being should be dyed with the Guru’s colour. When 
you reach this awastha  of spirituality , you receive Gurprasad from Him. Gurprasad Nanak  ik jaataa. 

4) 37:26 Guru ji says “ Sant ka marag dharam ki pauri”. In order to step on this ladder, you need to accept this 
challenge. Do not procrastinate. Claim   your Enlightenment  today.   

5) In the 14th Ashtpadi of Sukhmani sahib Guru ji says  Ram Naam jo kare beechar 
6) ( contemplation) ; se dhanwant gani sansar  (real wealthy people in the eyes of Satguru).  Man tan much bole 

har mukhi ; sadaa sadaa jano te sukhi. Eko ek ek  pachhane : itt utt ki oh sojhi jaane . The being is  indulging  in 
all wordly pleasures for the sole reason of receiving sukh. Yet it remains out of his reach. He has started 
worshipping the creations which are temporary and had  forgotten to focus on the Creator, the Benevolent One. 
We need to understand the matrix of life. Guru ji  gives us huge benefits, yet we tend to ignore them . 
Materialism and being materialistic are two different concepts which do not go hand in  hand. Our 6th Guru, 
Guru Hargobind Maharaj possessed the best of weapons, horses , army , clothes , jewellery and Kalgi. 
Materialism was serving him but being  materialistic could have been disastrous. 

7) Prabh ke simran ridh sidh nau nidh, Bhagat Dhanna ji says Jo jann tuhari bhagat karaan te tinke kaaj sawarta. 
In the entire shabad he asks for materialistic things. When we identify these things with our  ego (“I”),  we lose 
those materialistic things and slip into depression. If you have to pacify your mind, do it with the tool of Naam, 
as Guru ji says in the 14th Ashtpadi. Naam sang jis ka mann maneya, Nanak tine Niranjan Jaaniya. We interfere 
too much in other people’s lives, but the day we immerse ourselves in Naam , we shall transcend all barriers of 
ego. 

8) 01:40:15  I welcome you all on this journey. From today till the 3rd of Jan 2021 we shall all be together for the 
Divine sessions. Please bless me and do Ardaas for me so that I am able to do my Sewa towards Waheguru ji and 
sadh sangat, with complete commitment. 

 
SHABADS RECITED 

            Tuhi Nirankaar Jaap  
Ang 289 SGGS Ji   Eaeko Jap eaeko saalahi ( Sukhmani sahib 19th Ashtpadi) 
Ang 281 SGGS Ji   Baddabhaagee thae jan jag maahi – 14th Ashtpadi. 
Ang  884 SGGS Ji  Eaekai eaekai  eaek thoohee 
Ang 386  SGGS Ji  Dharasan maago dhaehi pyaarae  
Ang 736  SGGS Ji  Maerae har jeeoo sabh ko thaerai vas. 
Ang 156 SGGS   Ji  Maerae Sahiba kaun jaanai gun thaerae. 
Ang  349  SGGS Ji  So Kio visarai maeree maae. 

 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_XJZvsgTZ-I
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Day 166 1st Diwan – The Benefits and Experience of Amritvela  
 

Date: Wednesday, 30 December 2020 Time: 02:21:27 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KiaRyxLmN4A  

 
 

1) 55:50 The Baabeehaa Bird described by Guruji is always thirsty due to a hole in its throat . The water taken in by 
this bird  flows  out of  this opening in the throat area. Hence this bird longs for the monsoon season when it  
holds his head upwards  to take in the water dropping from the sky. This enables  it to hold its body erect 
whereby the water reaches its gut , finally quenching its thirst. This is a powerful metaphor that Guruji uses to 
illustrate to us the qualities of devotion, longing and yearning- feeling His Divine Presence at all times. The 
shabad that Guruji mentions is: Chiree Chuhakee Pahu Futee Vagan Bahut Tarang: the chirping of birds as 
dawn breaks; the wind stirring up the  waves. Waking  up in the early hours of the dawn to pray, gives  
vibrations  which are calm, pure and powerful. The devotee connects  with his inner self as a result of the space 
element being active. The seeds sown in the state of the stable mind yield enormous benefits. He  experiences 
the following. Harakh Sog Te Raheh Niraaraa: Gur Kholiaa Paradhaa Dhekh Bhiee Nihaal: The veil of illusion 
falls away and he lives in constant bliss. Heeraa Haath Chariya Nirmolakh Chhoot Gaiee Sansaaree: The 
devotee does not compromise on his practices since he has tasted the Divine nectar. I urge you to start with a 
short practice for 10 minutes and increase it gradually. 

2) 01:18:48 I am reminded of a parable whereby a fool proved that the King was the biggest  Moorakh, having  
accumulated  wealth without realizing that he would leave it  all behind after his death. 

3) 01:37:37 As a result of his discipline, the devotee experiences the taste of the Divine Nectar through his crown 
chakra , the Dasam Dwaar. Science is unable to crack this mystery. Grace is bestowed upon this being whereby 
the Lord of the Universe attests the devotee’s plea. The drop of this Nectar is enough to sustain and nourish this 
soul. This being, thus liberated  becomes an embodiment of the Divine Himself. 

4) 02:02:40 The corporate world has started the 5 am club exactly due to the benefits discussed earlier. Let us 
learn to become comfortable with our imperfection. The Divine is perfect as per these lines from Gurbaani: 
Bhoolan Andar Sabhko Abhool Guru Kartaa. Once the being becomes perfect he is the Divine Himself. I am 
reminded how the tabla snapped at one point when I was fine tuning to make it perfect. A great deal of my  
misery  arose with the fact that I was striving to become perfect. Perfection gives rise to ego and anger which 
are the vices that we must be wary of in our spiritual journey. He who has created each one of us has a Divine 
Plan. Let us learn to accept ourselves as well as others just as they are in order to experience a state of 
expansion.  

 
SHABADS RECITED 
 
Ang 1285 SGGS Ji  Baabeehaa AnmiratVelai Boliaa Taa(n) Dhar Sunee Pukaar  
Ang 801 SGGS Ji   Har Kaa Mandhar This Mehi Laal 
Ang 733 SGGS Ji   Jithai Har Aaraadheeai Thithhai Har Mith Sehaaee 
Ang 102 SGGS Ji   Jhim Jhim Varasai Amri(n)t Dhaaraa  
Ang 1138 SGGS Ji  Jeevath Jeevath Jeevath Reahahu 

 
 
 
 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KiaRyxLmN4A
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Day 166   2nd Diwan – Not Everything is Cancelled  
 

Date: Wednesday, 30 December 2020 Time: 02:19:17 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qJdN5xoygbQ  

 
 

1) 02:06:15 The soul   that leaves the earth space is missed by the family. There is no denying this  fact. But if we 
keep Guru’s Baani  alive   in our hearts, we shall never miss him but accept his absence from our lives as an 
inevitable fact.. 

2) My gratitude to the family for giving me this sewa today. This was a special tribute from the Tuhi Tuhi team, for 
the peace of the departed soul. 

3) In today’s Shabads Recited, we have  followed a typical storyline. We started with “Chalaya Vanjara” and ended 
on the same note “ Chalaya Vanjara”. Listening to today’s Diwan  again, is sure to transport  you to a different 
dimension  altogether. Through Shabad Guru,  we can connect with  the soul that has left this earth. 

4) A few days ago, I had  forwarded a motivational message to my Satsangees. I would like to read it out ,lest  we 
should miss out   the deeper  interpretation . 

NOT EVERYTHING IS CANCELLED  
Sun is not cancelled. 
Spring is not cancelled . 
Relationships are not cancelled . 
Love is not cancelled. 
Reading is not cancelled. 
Devotion is not cancelled. 
Music is not cancelled. 
Imagination is not cancelled. 
Creativity is not cancelled. 
Divinity is not cancelled. 
Kindness is not cancelled. 
Conversations are not cancelled. 
Hope is not cancelled. 

5) Covid19 has brought a lot of changes and additions in our lives..Tomorrow  we  will bid adieu to the year 2020 
and ring in the year 2021 in the  healing session on New Year eve. We will  not  condemn  2020 because we 
have all undergone positive  changes. Those who never did Path, Simran  , Jaap or sehaj path in their lives , 
have initiated themselves and have  connected with Baani. What more  can  one  ask  for? 

  
SHABADS RECITED  
 
Ang 418   SGGS ji  Jaagahu Jaagahu Soothiho   Chalaya Vanjaaraa. 
Ang  774 A.K.       Gurmukh  janam savaar Dargah chalayaa 
Ang 480 SGGS ji    Baabaa Bolethae thae  kahan gaye  Daehee ke sang  rehtethae 
Ang  50 SGGS  ji    Mann Bairaag bhaeyaa  Darshan daekhnae  kaa chaao 
Ang  613 SGGS ji  Maadhho  hum aise tu Aisaa. 
Ang 587  SGGS ji  So Satgur pyaara  maerae naal hai jithhe kithhe mainu Lae chhadayae. 

 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qJdN5xoygbQ
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Day 167  Diwan – Ushering in 2021, with Devotion    
 

Date: Thursday, 31 December 2020 Time: 02:26:43 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1zJ9oWYqNU8  

 
 

1) 12:24 Let us all sit together to bid farewell to this year. We have completed 555 hours of recording to date and 
are clocking in the 260th diwan today. I urge you to create an ambience for yourselves, sit in a meditative pose 
and sing along. All shabads selected are full of yearning, pleading, love, devotion and let us beg for forgiveness 
at the feet of Guruji. We might have committed deeds out of ignorance in the year that we are about to say 
goodbye to. We can all be so grateful for this year. Many of us have connected with Shabad Guru and started 
our prayer and worship whether it is a recitation of Sukhmani Sahib, Japji Sahib, an amritvela practice or doing 
Akhand/Sahaj Paath. We have contemplated and understood the texts in detail on the journey together since 
March 22nd.  

2) Today I shall recite the medley of shabads chosen. Please reflect on the shabads, reading the translations 
coming up on the screen. You're welcome to pull up the translations for yourselves on your applications if this 
suits you better.  

3) 01:16:34 His Grace permits it all. Toon Kaahe Dolat Re Praaniyaa: let us not waver, stay steadfast and offer 
gratitude that we have been given the gift of Naam and  Simran during Covid year. Beg at His Door and offer an 
ardaas from a space of love, longing and devotion.   

4) 01:21:29 Sing along, 20 minutes to go. Let us bid farewell with an emotion of acceptance and joy.  
5) 01:59:57 I am amazed at what is manifesting since March 22nd 2020. I have experienced restrictions in my 

journey. Let us remember that when we are bound by restriction, we are blocking the Divine manifestation and 
process that you have all witnessed, as it  unfolded during these sessions. It is nothing short of magic.  

 
SHABADS RECITED  
 
Ang 133 SGGS Ji Kirat Karam Ke Veechhure Kar Kirapaa Melahu Raam  
Ang 709 SGGS Ji Mel Laih Dhiaal Ddeh Pe Dhuaariaa  
Ang 1321 SGGS Ji Hau Tumaree Karau Nit Aaas Prabh Moh Kab Gal Laavahige  
 Ang 459 SGGS Ji Bhi(n)nee Rainarreai Chamakan Taare 
Ang 624 SGGS Ji Har Jeeau Nimaainiaa Toon Maan  
Ang 724 SGGS Ji Raham Teree Sukh Paiaa Sadhaa Naanak Kee Aradhaas  
Ang 838 SGGS Ji Prabh Tujh Binaa Nahee Hor  
Ang 587 SGGS Ji So Satigur Piaaraa Merai Naal Hai Jithai Kithai Maino Le Chhadaiee  
Dhaarmic Geet Mere Satigur Jee Tusee Mahar Karo 
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